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ABSTRACT 

The empirical research outlined In this submission oxploros the environmental attitudes and 

proct; cos of owners of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) In the UK and Japan. The 

submission spans three studios conducted over a period of seven years from 2000-2007, 

imiolving Interviews with a total of 70 owner-managers and 22 government and Industry I(ey 

Informants'. as well as survey responses from 220 SMEs. The research provides a dynamic 

picture of the barriers and drivers of environmental reform within small businesses during this 

time. embedding the findings within broader debates on sustainability and 'ecological 

modemisat. ion' (EM) theory. A key conclusion of the research Is that an SME policy strategy 

which relies too heavily on voluntarism and self-regulation Is unlikely to be offecOve due to the 

many internal and external barriers to environmental management experienced by owner- 

managers. A more participatory and Interventionist approach, which combines education 

initiaUves with stricter regulatory controls, market-based Instruments and negotiated decision- 

making Is highlighted as a potenUally more successful way to encourage SMEs to reduce their 

environmental Impacts. The responses of business owners also highlight that to achieve 

environmenW goals, It Is just as Important to encourage a change In culture amongst customers 

as It Is amongst companies. The research thus recommends that EM scholars broaden their 

focus to Include the ecological modemisation of consumption, and to engage with contested 

concepts such as 'sufficiency and equity In order to ensure that theory can still have currency 

and gravitas in debates on sustainable development. 
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1. Introduction 

The 'greening' of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) Is an Important topic of inquiry given 
the significant environmental Impact of this vast sector of the economy - and the fact that SMEs 
have often been overlooked by scholars within the business and environment field. ParUcularly In 

recent years, the environmental practices of small firm owners have been Influenced by a rapidly 
changing physical environment and corresponding transformations In local, national and global 
environmental policy, which clearly deserves attenUon. The research outlined In this submission 
reflects some of the social transformations occurring among SME owner-managers as a result of 
these changes. The published works provide an Important contribution to knowledge in the form of 
policy recommendations outlining ways of encouraging environmental management among SMEs, 

and In arguments that feed Into wider debates on the 'ecological modernisation' of industry, policy 
and society. Barriers and drivers of greening, ecological modemisation theory and policy directions 
form the three unifying themes of the research. The submission comprises 10 outputs, Including 6 
journal articles, 3 book chapters and one conference paper. 

A. Rew/4 7heBuitness CaseforSustainabilify. A Small Firm Perspective 
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1.1 Outilno of Submission 

Journal Articles: 

1. Revell. A. (2007a) 'rho Ecological Motlemisation of Small Firms in the UICs Construction 
IndusW. Geoldrurn 38(1): 114-126 

2. Revell, A. and Blackburn, R. (2007) 'The Business Case for Sustainability? An 
Examination of Small Firms In the UICs Construction and Restaurant Sectors', Business 
Strategy and the Environment 16(6): 404420 

Revell, A (2005), 'Ecological Modernisation In the UK, Rhetoric or Reality7' Europoan 
Environment, IS: 344-361 

4. Revell, A (2003a) 'Envimnmental Policy and the Small Firm In Japan: Compadsons with 
the Netherlands, Joumal of Environmental Policy and Planning 5(4): 397-413 

S. Revell, A (2003b) 'is Japan an Eoological Frontrunner NaUon7' Environmental Politics 
12(4): 2448 

6. Revell, k and Rutherfoord. R. (2003) 'UK Environmental Policy and the Small Firm: 
Broadening the Focus'. Business Strategy and the Environment 12: 26-35 

Book chapters: 
7. Revell, A (forthcoming) 'Environmental Economics and the Limits to Growth Debate', 

Buckingham. S. (ed) Understanding Environmental Issues, Sage 

B. Revell, A. (2007b) 'Sustainable Development The Case of Japan', Singh, J. (ed) Society, 

Sustainabdity and Environment'Shivalik Prakashan, Delhi 

9. Barrett, B. and Revell. A., (2005) 'Ecologically Modem Industrialisation', In Barrett. B. (ed) 
The Environmental Performanco otJapan, Routledge. London and NY 

Conference paper 
10. RevelL A., Stokes. D. and Chen, H. (2007) WK SMEs and the Environment., Turning 

over a Now Leaf? ' Presented at the Corporate Responsibility Research Conference, 

Leeds. July 15-Ir, 2007 

Total word count of published works: 84,941 
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2. Research Journey 

The studies outlined In this submission are best explained In the context of the research journey 
that I have undergone since I joined the Small Business Research Centre (SBRC), Kingston 
University at the end of 1999. At that time Robert Rutherfoord and Dr. Laura Spence (both senior 
researchers at the SBRC) had just finished conducting the centre's first environmental ly-focused 

study exploring the environmental atUtudes and behaviour of UK and Dutch SMEs In the 

restaurant and mechanical engineering sectors (see Rutherfoord and Spence, 1998, Rutherfoord 

et. al, 2000; Spence et. at 2000; Spence and Rutherfoord, 2001). This research provided direction 
for my own developing environmental research agenda within the centre. In 2000 1 wrote an 
article with Rob Rutherfoord: 

Revell, A. and Rutherfoord, R. (2003)UK Environmental Policy and the Small Firm: 
Broadening the focus', Business Strategy and the Environment 12: 26-35 

The arUcJe was essentially a concept paper situating the drivers and barriers of environmental 
reform amongst UK SMEs within a context of national policy arrangements and networks. 

2.1. Study 1: Environmental Attitudes and Practices of Japanese SMEs 

In 2001, when my husband's job took us to Tokyo for a period of two years. I was funded by the 
SBRC to undertake the first of the three studies In this submission. The objectives of the study 

were to explore the environmental attitudes and practices of Japanese SME owner-managers, 
(including the barriers and drivers to environmental action they experienced), and to examine the 
Influence of environmental policies and govemance structures on the greening of the SME sector 
In Japan. 

To maximize comparability, the study replicated the methodology of Rutherfoord and Spence's 

earlier qualitative research In the UK and the Netherlands by conducting in-depth face-to-face 

interviews with 10 key Informants within Industry and government, followed by 20 SME owner- 

managers In the restaurant and mechanical engineering sectors of Tokyo. I undertook almost all 

aspects of this study, including research design, Implementation and project management, 
fieldwork, data analysis and dissemination. A translator was present at the Interviews, which were 
conducted In Japanese. Please refer to the appendix for further details on the methodology, key 
findings and collaborative process for this study. 

There were four outputs from this study, Including journal articles In Environmental Politics 

A. Revell. 77to Business Casefor SusininabiliV. A Small Firm Perspective 
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(Revell, 2003b) and the Journal of Environmental Policy and Planning' (Revell, 20033), along 
with book chapters In 'Ecological Modornisation and Japan' (Barrolt and Revell, 2005) and 
'Society. Sustainability and the Environmont'(Rovoll, 2007b). 'Ecological Modornisallon In Japan' 
has boon rated by David Sonnonfold, (a seminal author on EM theory), as one of the top 12 
books In the ecological modornisation literaturo2. 

2.2. Study 2: Environmental Attitudes and Practices of UK SMEs 

Upon returning to the UK at the end of 2002.1 was amrdod an Economic Social Research 

Council grant to foflow up the Japanese research with a study of environmental management 

practices within UK SMEs. This second study formed part of the ESIRC's 'Environment and 
Human Behaviour Programme' (www. osI. oraIehb. which funded 12 projects with the aim of 

exploring why people behavo the way they do towards the environment, how they might respond 

and adapt to rapid environmental change, and whether they will react positively to environmental 

policies that seek to reduce environmental damage. 

This second study for ft most part replicated the aims and methodology of the Japanese study, 
with interviews conducted among 12 key Informants and 40 SME owner-managers In the UK. 
Howeverý SMEs from the construction Industry were chosen to compare with the responses of 
restaurateurs rather than mechanical engineers. The rationale for this change was that the 

construction Industry was a potentially more Interesting sector from a policy viewpoint, as It has a 
high envirorunental Impact and numerous policy Initiatives had been Implemented to Improve Its 

environmental performance. By contrast the restaurant Industry had been targeted with very few 

environmental Initiatives and thus provided a good comparison of the effects of varying sectoral 
policy arrangements on small firms In the UK 

I was responsible for most aspects of study 2, Including proposal writing and project funding, 

research design and Implementation, project management, data analysis and dissemination. 

Fieldwork was shared with Professor Robert Blackburn, director of the SBRC, who was also 

mspoftble for monitoring and quality control. Please refer to ft appendix for further details on 

the collaboraUve process, methodology and findings for study 2. 

The outputs from this research Included three journal articJes; one In 'Geoforum' (Revell, 2007a), 

one In 'European Environmont' (Revell, 2005) and one In 'Business Sustainabiiity and the 

Environment' (Revell and Blackburn 2007). 

1 'The jownal of EnvironmenW Policy " Manning Is an International joumal edited by Arthur Mol, one of Me founding 
suft" of EM VwWy, which has &MCted Publications by many of the th&Ws most prominent &uVws. 
ISO* httD: /Ayww ama--on. com'Ecolocical-kqodemisatio-nllm'RFUGPYEJSR9F',. * accessed 25M2/08 

A. RndL Tho Business CaleforSuslainOW40e. - A Sm4UF'km PcrxptvWiv 
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In 2005 1 took up a full-time lecturing post at Brunei University, while continuing to disseminate 

the findings of studies I and 2. During this time, I also wrote a book chapter (Revell, 

forthcoming) discussing the link between environmental economics and ecological 

modernisation theory, and the Innuence of these Important schools of thought on policy debates 

In the UK and beyond. 

2.3 Study 3: UK SMEs and the Environment: Turning Over a Now Leaf? 

In 2007 my husband's job took us abroad again, this time to Bangalore, India. In my capacity as 
Associate Lecturer for Brunel, I collaborated with the Westfocus Knowledge Exchange' (which 

co-ordinates a consortium of universities in South and West London, Including Brunel and 
Kingston University) on a third study exploring the environmental attitudes and practices of UK 

SMEs. To retain consistency, this study had the same objectives as studies 1 and 2. However, 

the methodology differed In that it combined a cross-sectoral quantitative survey of 220 SMEs In 

London and the south-east with 5 case studies and 5 in-depth interviews with survey 

respondents. The study was part-funded by the Workspace Group PIC', a London-based property 

company that specialises In small business tenants. The report formed a key part of the corporate 

social responsibility report of the company. 

My research responsibilities for this study primarily focused on the literature review, data analysis 

and dissemination aspects of the study. I also gave advice on research design and methodology 
in the Initial stages of the project. Dr. Stokes (director of the Enterprise Exchange, Kingston 

University) was responsible for project funding and management, while Dr. Hsin Chen, the 

research assistant for this project, was responsible for data collection and SPSS manipulation. 

The output from this research to date has been the publication and presentation of a conference 

paper (Revell, et al. 2007), which has now been accepted (subject to minor revisions) by the 

journal 'Business Strategy and Environment'. Please refer to the appendix for further details on 

methodology, key findings and the collaborative process for study 3. 

3 Whilst this book chapter Is still forthcoming. the publisher has made all the final edits and the chapter Is now signed off 
for publication (please see accompanying letter from the editor). 

A. RevelL 77to Businen Casefor Sustainability: A Small Fkm Perspectitv 
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3. Unifyinq themes of the research 

Bartiers and drivers of greening amongst SMEs, ecological modernisation theory and policy 
directions form the unifying themes of the published works (fig. 3.1). Each published work includes at 
least two of these three themes. 

3.1 Diagram of unifying themes 

NB: Numbers in diagram refer to outputs referenced in submission outline (P3) 

2. Revel &W Siackbtxn (2007) 1. Revel (2001a) 
S. Revel (2003b) 4. Revel (2003a) 
6. Revel WXI Rutherfoord (2003) 10. Revel et al. (2007) 
9. Saffett " Revel (2005) 

1.4,10 
,,, 

42. 

'56"ý 
9' 

2. EM The 

3.7,8 

I Revel (2005) 
7, Revel (kxro=ning) 
8. Revel (2007h) 

3. Policy 
Directions 
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3.2. Theme 1: Barriers and Drivers of Greening 

For environmentalists, much of the existing academic literature on the greening of small firms 

makes for depressing reading. The enormous numbers of SMEs 4 ensures that cumulatJively this 
Important sector of the economy has a very significant environmental Impact. reportedly 
accounting for as much as 70% of all global pollution (Hillary, 2000). Moreover, while SMEs often 
have a higher environmental Impact per unit than large firms, they lag far behind their corporate 
counterparts when It comes to Improving their environmental performance (Gunningham and 
Sinclair, 2002). Understandably, researchers have thus tended to focus on Identifying the barriers 

to environmental reform experienced by owner-managers, and how they might be constructively 

removed. 

3.2.1 External barriers 

Studies of SMEs from around the world have found numerous barriers to environmental 
management, both Internal and external to the firm. Key external barriers found In my research, 
(and supported by other studies5), Include I) a lack of green consumer demand, li) little or no 

supply chain pressure for greening, Iii) limited environmental visibility and exposure of smaller 
firms, Iv) lack of an organizational network supporting the environmental activities of SMEs. v) 

size disadvantages (as environmental initiatives tend to be targeted at large firms), and vi) limited 

Infrastructure for supporUng environmental management, such as poor local recycling facilities. 

(Revell and Blackburn, 2007; Revell, 2007,2003a, 2003b, 2002). 

The papers In this submission make a number of recommendations to remove these barriers, 

again supported by other researchers In the fielde, such as 1) correcting market failures with 
market-based Instruments and environmental regulations, li) focusing policy initiatives on 
cultivating green consumerism, 111) Infrastructure developments to encourage environmental 
action, Iv) promotion of a more participatory policy context, along with the support of stakeholder 
partnerships and networks to encourage environmental management amongst SMEs. (Revell and 
Blackbum, 2007; Revell, at al, 2007; Revell, 2007a; Barrett and Revell, 2005. Revell, 2003a; 
Revell and Rutherfoord, 2003). 

4 SMEs (employing less than 250 people) make up around 95% of private sector firms In most Industrialised econOMie3 
ISchaper. 2002). In the UK they account for 99.8% of busInesses In the private sector (SBS. 2006) 
See Drake et al. 2004. Hillary, 2003.2000 and 1999, Schaper. 2002; Verheul, 1999; Bianchi and Nocl. 1999; Berger et al. 

2001, Bowen. 2000; Rutherfoord et al. 2000, Wycherty 1999; Tilley. 1999; Bayliss et al 1998; Masurel. 2007; Struder et al 
fortheming, Verheul. 1999; Hunt, 2000; Pederson. 2000. Fanshaw, 2000; Biondi et al. 1998. Vernon et al., 2003; Jones 
and Greenwood, 2003 
6 See Struder et al. "coming; Drake et al. 2004; Simpson et al, 2004, ten Brink; 2002; Spence el al. 2001; Rutherfoord 
el al. 2000; Murphy and Cohen, 2001; Spargaaren 2003; 2001,2000; Gunningham and Sinclair. 2002; De Brujn and 
Hoffman. 2000; Hunt. 2000; Pederson. 2000; Fanshaw. 2000; Biondi et al, 1998; Vernon et al, 2003) 

A, jtCW14 lite Busineis C4sefor Suitainabilify. - A Small Firm Perspective 
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3.2.3 Internal Barriers 

The literaturo also cites numerous Internal obstacles which have contributed to a culturo of 

environmental InacUon amongst SMEs. Koy Intornal bardors found In my rosoarch, and 

corroborated by oftr studios'. Include 1) ownor-monagors' lack of awareness of tho 

environmental Impacts of their firm. U) their perception that onvironmental management Is costly 

and likely to result In a loss of compoUtivonoss. Iii) poor management skills and a lack of strategic 

awareness (loading to difllcultios In translaUng environmental Improvements Into a compettivo 

advantago). Iv) limited Umo and resources, and v) low levels of compliance duo to a lack of 

awarenoss of regulations combinod with a porception Wt enforcement Is weak (Rovell and 

Blackburn, 2007; Revell. 2007.2003b. 2002). 

Other Internal barriers cited within the general literature Include low awareness of the benotits of 

onvirorunental management systems, coupled with a perception that EMS adoption Is costly 

(Drako et al, 2004: Schaper, 2002. Hillary, 2000), low levels of 'eco-litoracy' and a lack of 

knowledge or skills to undertake environmental improvements (rilloy, 1999; Vos, 1998, Hillary, 

2000; Gerstenfold and Roberts. 2000; Biondi et at. 2002: Perez-Sanches ot at. 2003). and a lack 

of organisational capacity for change amongst SMEs, such as Inflexible work habits and 

clifficulties translating complex environmental regulations Into workplace responsibilities (Potts, 

2000) All these barriers have led to a so-called 'value-action gap'. with SME owners finding It 

idifficult. to translate their general concern about the environment Into concrete operational 

changes to reduce their firm's environmental Impact (Rovoll ot al., 2007; Tilley, IM; Schaper, 

2002. Mcklever and Gadenne. 2005). 

Scholarly recommendations for removing Internal barriers have tended to focus on Information 

and education initiatives which help owner-managers become more 'eco-literate'. thus raising 

their awareness of the environmental Impacts of their firm, what they can do to reduce these 

Impacts, and how their firm rnight be able to profit from environmental action. (Tilley et al.. 2003; 

Clark. 2000; Hunt, 2000; Pederson. 2000. Tunnesen. 2000. Fanshawo. 2000, Bichard. 2000; 

Tilley. 1999). My research has emphasisod the need to augment those Initiatives with the 

Introduction of more Interventionist policy strategies such as regulations and taxes, as the 

aforementioned barriers have created a context where owner-managers are often resistant to 

JoWng environmental support programmes. These policy recornmendations have been 

I Sce Environment"cy2005.2003.200Z Fanstuwe. 2000; Rutherfoord at &I, 20M, Holland and Gibbon; 1997, Smith 
end KMp 19W-. Bayliss et &L 1998. Hillary. 2000; 1995. Pens, 1999; Simpson at &1.2004; Drake et al. 2004; Schaper 
2002; observatory of European SMEs, 2002. Gerstenfeld and Roberts. 2000; Hutchinson and Chaston. 1995. Simpson et 
ak 2004. Tiley et al.. 2003'. Bianchi and Nocl, 1999; Primanova. 2004. Friedman et al 2000. Fischer 2003. Verheul, 1999; 
Epstein " Roy. 200D 

A. itorM ne Ousimas Onefor Sw taimaNlity., A SmaZr Firm Penpecifiv 
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supported by other scholars, such as Simpson et al, (2004), ten Brink; (2002); and Rutherfoord et 
of. (2000). However, a key Issue for policyrnakers Is the cost of enforcing Interventionist policies 
amongst a huge and heterogeneous sector of the economy - this Issue Is discussed In section 
3.4 (policy directions). 

3.2.4 Drivers 

Fortunately, there are some significant drivers of greening to counteract the multitude of 

obstacles to environmental management experienced by owner-managers. My research has 

consistently found three key factors that are most likely to motivate SME owners to Improve their 

environmental performance; these are 1) government regulations and taxes, li) market 
opportunities, and III) environmental concern. These findings are supported by other major 

empirical studies (see Environment Agency, 2005; 2003; 2002; Observatory of European SMEs, 

2002: Hillary 2000; Smith and Kemp, 1998; Hillary, 1995). 

SME owners are motivated In varying degrees by these three factors, depending on the different 

sectoral, regional and national contexts that come to bear on them. For instance, while the 

emphasis In Japan has traditionally been on the use of voluntary agreements between industry 

and government to achieve environmental goals, SMEs have recently experienced an upsurge in 

regulatory drivers with the Introduction of a raft of recycling legislation targeting Industry. In the 

past Japanese SMEs had been exempted from many of these laws (see Barrett and Revell, 

2005). In the Netherlands, SMEs are targeted both by licensing regulations and covenants 
between industry and government. All businesses have to obtain an environmental permit in 

order to trade, and this policy context has been a major driver of environmental reform amongst 

small firms (Revell. 2003b). 

In the UK, pollcymakers have tended to take a sectoral rather than size approach to regulation, 

and thus small firms have not been singled out as a specific target group for stricter controls 
(Revell and Rutherfoord, 2003). There has also been a lack of political will In the UK to target an 
SMG sector already beleaguered with legislative 'red tape' in areas such as employment and 
health and safety. As a result, UK policyrnakers have preferred to emphasize the primacy of 

market drivers In the greening of SMEs. with political rhetoric focusing on 'the business case for 

sustainability' such as the growth of green consumerism and the cost savings to be made from 

efficiency measures (Revell and Blackburn, 2007; Revell, 2007a). However, while the market 

undoubtedly has a powerful potential to encourage reforms, past studies on UK SMEs have found 

that In reality It has tended to act as more of a barrier than a driver of environmental action (see 

Hillary, 2000). My research confirms that pervasive obstacles such as a lack of green consumer 
demand and supply chain pressure have created substantial resistance to environmental 

A. Revell. 77teSsisinessCaseforSustainability. - A Small Firm Perspective 



Initlativos amongst SME owncr-amnagors. (Rovol and Blackburn, 2007; Rovoll, 2007a, 20033, 
2003b). 

Nevertheless. the findings of study 3 suggest that market drivers are beginning to play a more 
Influential role In the Crooning of UK SMES. with ownor-managors citing cost savings, now 
customers, good publicity and higher staff retention as some of the potential benefits of carrying 

out environmental measures (see Rovoll. et. al., 2007). Ono possible reason for this shift Is that 
there has boon a sharp rise In public attention on environmental Issues recently In the UK 
(Economist. March 2007). which may have helped ownor-managers to see more cloarly how 

environmental action can translate Into business opportunities. 

The academic literature cites environmental concern as another potentially significant motivator of 

environmentW reform within the SME sector. For Instance, In the UK recent studies have found 

an increasing number of SMEs Involved In efforts to reduce their environmental Impacts, driven In 

largo part by owner-managers' heightened anxiety about the state of the environment rather than 

any expectations of a financial return (Environment Agency, 200S, 2007; Simpson ot al., 2004). 

Study 3 confirms this finding. as owner-managers' concern about the environmental Impacts of 
their business was one of the key factors encouraging them to engage In measures such as 
energy efficiency. recycling and green purchasing. Subsequent Interviews with a selection of 

survey respondents suggested that the exceptional levels of recent media and policy attention on 
Issues such as climate change In the UK had played an Important role In shaking business 

owners out of their state of Inertia regarding environmental problems (Revell, et al., 2007). 

My research has thus helped to chart the different barriers and drivers experienced by owner- 

managers as a result of increasing levels of environmental concern and activity In the political 

economy. Further empirical research Is needed to c: onfirm whether a major shift Is Indeed 

occurring In the hearts and minds of business owners. as recent studies can only describe their 

results In terms of an emerging rather than an established trend. As such, study 3 can be 

considered an exploratory piece of research indicating a promising trend towards greater 

environmental proactivism In the UK Further ch-Afication Is needed as to whether this Is a 
temporary response to a perceived transient wave of environmentalism within society, or an 
Indication of longer-term strategic changes In business practices. 

3.3. Theme 2: Ecological Modernisation (EM) Theory 

In this submission I have explored how processes of ecological modernisation apply to the small 
firm context and examined the value of EM policy prescriptions In encouraging the groaning of 
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Industry. In doing so I have focused primarily on EM as a political programme of action (see 
Murphy, 2001) rather than as a theory of reflexive social change (see Mol, 1996). EM theory can 
be considered an appropriate analytical framework for my research for two key reasons. Firstly, 

ecological modernisation has particular salience as the dominant discourse in environmental 
policy debates In the UK, Japan and Europe, (see Revell, 2005; Revell 2003b, Barrett and Revell, 
2005), and therefore has Implications for policy prescriptions related to SMEs (theme 3). 
Secondly, EM Is particularly useful for exploring barriers and drivers to greening (theme 2), for at 
its core Is the notion that there Is a business case for sustainability. 

3.3.1 EM and the business case for sustainability 

Proponents of EM as a policy strategy describe potential 'win-win' outcomes from environmental 
protection, as environmental problems act as a spur to technological and organizational 
Innovation within Industry, which In turn encourages efficiency, new products and economic 
growth. The theory argues that as growing societal concern for environmental problems 
translates Into stakeholder pressure for corporate responsibility and green consumerism, early 
adopters of environmental measures (usually the most innovative and flexible firms) reap the 

greatest commercial benefits from new markets In environmental goods, as well as increased 

production efficiencies. As the business case for sustainability becomes more established, other 
firms follow suit and the market Is driven to higher and higher levels of environmental protection. 
In this way, EM protagonists present environmental and economic goals as a mutually 
reinforcing, positive-sum game. 

EM proponents Initially saw market pressures alone as enough to catalyse the greening of 
Industry. In later work however, the focus shifted towards the need for continuing pressure from 

government due to the presence of pervasive market failures such as the externalization of 

environmental costs. The debate on 'political modernisation' was thus sparked, particularly 

regarding the kind of macro-economic policies that would be most effective in achieving 

environmental goals (see Murphy, 2000). 1 have contributed to this debate by recommending 

policy strategies specifically aimed at encouraging environmental reform amongst small and 

medium-sized firms, a sector largely Ignored within the EM literature (see Revell, 2007a; Revell, 

2003b; Revell and Rutherfoord, 2003). 

3.3.2 The role of large firms In EM 

Large firms have been the primary focus of EM theory because they are seen as potential green 

champions of ecological modernisation and are thus the main target of government policy. This 
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reflects the perception that environmental reform requires the kind of financial resources, 
technical knowledge, organisational capacity and Influence that only corporations possess. Large 

firms also have significant power within the supply chain, and can potentially Influence smaller 
firms to adopt environmental good practice. Big business Is thus expected to take a crucial lead 

on environmental management, and It Is for this reason that EM scholars have focused on case 

studies of Industries dominated by corporations (see for Instance Mol, 1995), while much less has 

been written about SMEs. However, my studies (and others) highlight that one of the key barriers 

experienced by SMEs Is a lack of supply chain pressure for environmental management - and 

where pressure Is exerted it Is mainly concentrated on first tier firms rather than trickling down to 

smaller firms in lower tiers. My research has thus recommended that policymakers target SMEs 

with stricter regulations and economic Incentives if they wish to encourage ecological 

modernisation, rather than passively relying on the greening of the supply chain. 

3.3.3 EM policy strategies 

Economic Incentives such as environmental taxes and tradable permits have been heavily 

emphasized In the EM literature, as a key trend of political modernisation Involves a policy shift 

away from 'command-and-control' regulation to 'enabling' market-based Instruments (MBIs) 

which harness market forces to achieve environmental goals (see section 3.4.1, p17). 

Nevertheless, while command-and-control approaches are criticized within prescriptions of EM, 

regulation is still seen as a necessary element In the policy mix as long as regulators maintain a 

flexible stance and take into account the needs and constraints of industry when setting 

standards. The Porter hypothesis (Porter and van der Linde, 1995) Is often used to describe how 

environmental regulations can result in win-win outcomes for business; this states that strict 
legislation can drive more efficient production processes by encouraging the Introduction of 

cleaner technologies and environmental Improvements (the Innovation effect). Strong domestic 

controls can thus stimulate innovation and efficiency within Industry, which In turn Increases 

business competitiveness and enables firms to capture new international markets, resulting in 

'first mover' advantages. Because the growth that results from environmental legislation 

outweighs any regulatory costs incurred by industry, it thus represents a win-win scenario 

consistent With ecological modernisation. 

3.3.4 Criticisms of the win-win 

Sceptics argue that the win-win outcomes that are so integral to EM as a policy strategy are not 

sustainable in the long term. For instance, 'first mover' advantages only last as long as it takes for 

the rest of the market to catch up. Competitive advantages arising from cost leadership or product 
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differentiation are notoriously difficult to sustain when other firms can simply duplicate the 
Innovation or strategy (Simpson et al, 2004). Moreover, the cost-benefits of environmental 
Improvements may suffer from the law of diminishing returns once a certain threshold of 
Investment has been reached (Walley and Whitehead, 1994). Critics also question the real 

environmental benefit of win-win cases, given that most do not Include a full product life-cycle 

analysis (Cerin and Carlson, 2002). For Instance, the environmental benefits of recycled 
packaging may be neutralized by the pollution emitted from a fossil fuel powered recycling 
facility$. Moreover. production efficiencies may result In the so-called 'rebound effect', whereby 

efficiency gains lower costs, which In turn lower prices and encourage a growth in consumer 
demand that cancels out the environmental benefit of the original efficiency gain (see Revell, 

2007a; Revell, 2007b). 

3.3.5 The findings of my research 

The findings of study I and 2 In this submission lend credence to sceptics' arguments 

regarding win-win outcomes. SMEs In both Japan and the UK saw environmental management 

as costly and therefore mostly a Vin-lose'; they also remained less than convinced that 

customers could be won or a competitive advantage gained by investing in environmental 
Improvements. The financial returns on environmental investments were often considered to be 

too slow or too small to Justify the Initial outlay, particularly when firms were struggling to 

survive In a highly competitive marketplace. In some cases, even the paybacks; from apparently 
simple measures such as recycling were not felt to be worth the time and resources required to 

pursue them. Where environmental reform was being undertaken, measures rarely moved 
beyond the so called 'low hanging fruit' of efficiency gains to 'darker green' technical, 

managerial or organisational innovations, as these Innovations were felt to be beyond the 

means of most small firms. This confirms the experiences of environmental support 
programmes and demonstration projects, which have typically found that SMEs willing to pick 
the 'low hanging fruit' do not automatically go on to make larger and more long-term 

environmental changes, thus limiting the scope for win-win outcomes (Tilley et al., 2003). 

Nevertheless, In study 3 UK owner-managers seemed to be more optimistic about the business 

case for sustainability. As mentioned In theme 1 (section 3.3), this emerging positivity may be 
due to heightened public concern about the environment in the UK, which is motivating firms to 

perceive increased market benefits from 'going green'. Nevertheless, the majority of 

respondents did not have the strategic awareness or resources to sell themselves on their 

environmental credentials and therefore opportunities to establish a green competitive 

' See criticisms of the 'circular economy by ecological economists In Revell (forthcoming) 
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advantage were being missed. Moreover, there was still concern about the potential costs of 

environmental measures and some owner-managers were sceptical as to whether being 

environmentally-fHendly could really translate Into Increased profits. This suggests that SMEs 

tend to perceive win-win opportunities to be limited; for Instance, three-quarters of respondents 

cited the potential for cost savings as a ddver of environmental reform, yet nearly two-thirds 

also cited. increased costs as a barder to further Improvements. SMEs may thus only see 

certain environmental measures as cost efficient (the 'low hanging fruit'), while environmental 

action beyond this (the 'high hanging fruit') Is viewed as a cost burden and therefore resisted. 

Previous research has found that SIVIEs see reduced risk of prosecution and Improved 

customer relations as the most beneficial outcomes of environmental management 
(Environment Agency, 2005). Interestingly though, studies have also found that owner- 

managers are often against any link between environmental action and Increased sales 
(McKiever and Gadenne, 2005; Drake et al., 2004; Observatory of European SMEs, 2002). 

This suggests that while SMEs may recognise how environmental measures might result In 

business benefits such as strengthened customer loyalty and goodwill, many are still dubious 

as to whether rising levels of concern will actually translate Into sustained transformations in 

consumer buying behaviour. The environmental 'value-action' gap clearly does not just apply to 

SIVIEs but to society at large. 

Win-win opportunities will clearly be much more obvious to business owners if there Is a 

significant growth in customer demand for environmental Improvements. Again, tying In with 

theme 1, my own and other research highlights a lack of green consumerism as one of the key 

reasons why small firms have been so slow to ecologically modemise (Revell and Blackburn, 

2007, Revell, 2007,2003a, 2003b, 2002; Struder-et al, forthcoming; Drake et al. 2004; Hillary, 

2003; Schaper, 2002; Verheul, 1999; Bianchi and Nocl, 1999). An important recommendation 

outlined in my work is that both EM scholars and policyrnakers need to focus on how to 

encourage the ecological modernisation of consumption as well as production if they are to 

achieve environmental goals. 

3.3.6 The ecological modernisation of consumption 

An important criticism of EM as a policy strategy is that it tends to adopt a supply-sided rather 

than demand-sided approach, preferring to concentrate on transforming production processes 

rather than consumer attitudes and behaviour (Barry, 2003). EM protagonists thus have a 

tendency to emphasize 'eco-efficiency' as the panacea for environmental problems, despite the 

fact that in most countries efficiency gains can - and have been - cancelled out by subsequent 
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Increases In consumption levels (see Revell. 2007b; Barrett, 2005; Mol, 2001; Levett, 2001). 

For this reason, critics argue that EM theory should extend its focus from efficiency to 
'sufficlency'O in Northern Industrialized countries, and to distributional equity in the developing 

economies of the South (see Revell, 2007b). This links ecological modernisation with the 
discourse of sustainable development, of which equity Is a central principle. Ecological 

modernisation and sustainable development have often been used interchangeably within the 
business and environment literature because both have environmental protection and efficiency 
as core principles. However, an Important distinction between the two concepts Is that 

ecological modernisation pays scant attention to Issues of social justice and Inter/intra- 

generational equity (Langhelle, 2000). 

This Issue Is discussed In both Revell, (2007a) and Revell (2007b), in which some of the key 

weaknesses of EM theory are described. One criticism Is that EM theorists tend to lack a global 
perspective, Ignoring the considerable ecological footprints of 'ecologically modernised' countries 
beyond their national boundaries, and skirting challenging issues such as the inequitable 

distribution of resources between developed and developing countries. Clearly. concerns such as 
the 'exporting' of pollution from industrialized countries to developing nations with lower 

environmental controls, and the 'race to the bottom' of international standards resulting from 

globalisation do not sit easily with EM's central assertion that economic growth and environmental 
protection are a positive-sum game. EM theorists are thus criticized for circumnavigating 
Important debates regarding the unsustainability of economic growth on a global scale'o. 

A second (and related) flaw Is that EM theory lacks an adequate analysis of the problem of 
'over-consumption' In Industrialized countries and how it contributes to global environmental 
and social problems. Concepts such as 'environmental space" are particularly challenging from 

an EM perspective, which Is again linked to its under-theorised notion of power and social 
justice. 

EM's avoidance of 'radical green' discourses on equity, consumption and environmental justice 

may be precisely why it has become such a prominent theory in mainstream political circles 

' Sufficiency refers to the Idea of making do with less, living on needs rather than unnecessary wants and thus limiting 
extravagant lifestyles and consumption patterns 
10 Athough see Mol, (2001) 
11 Environmental Space'refers to Friends of the Earth's notion of the equal distribution of resource consumption between 
countries on a per capita basis. Under this framework the current generation would only use a sustainable amount of 
environmental resources and access to these limited resources would be on a fair basis between countries. This means 
that economically developed countries must substantially decrease consumption. allowing developing countries to 
Increase theirs. 
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throughout the industrialized world. Nevertheless, the fact that around the globe efficiency 

gains are being eclipsed by continuing rises in consumption has encouraged greater policy 

attention on these Issues, and 'sustainable consumption and production' (SCP) Is now being 

Integrated into various policy discourses on the environment. For instance, SCIP was one of the 

core goals of the World Summit on Sustainable Development In 2005, and a1 0-year framework 

of programmes on SCP Is now being developed by the United Nations. Developed countries 

are expected to take the lead In establishing national and regional Initiatives supporting SCIP, 

and the UK, Japan and Europe have all committed to SCIP as a priority policy area. 

Reflecting this new policy emphasis, sustainable consumption Is an emerging area of research 

within the ecological modernisation literature, and recent work by Cohen and Murphy (2001), 

Spargaaren (2003; 2001; 2000), and Spaargaren and van Vliet (2000) has helped to widen the 

focus of EM scholars. Nevertheless, a great deal more research Is needed In this area if EM 

theory Is. to continue to be a source of insight for environmental policy debates In the future. 

The bulk of the EM literature still frames the environment as a challenge for Industry, yet as my 

research has indicated through many of the responses of SME owners, It Is just as important to 

encourage a change in culture amongst consumers as it is amongst companies. 

3.4. Theme 3: Policy Directions 

One of the key conclusions of my research Is that SMES have been slow to ecologically 

modernise due to a lack of market signals, which has led to doubt regarding the business case for 

sustainability among some small firm owner-managers. Because businesses tend to respond to 

market opportunity rather than social need, it is arguably the government's role to Intervene In the 

market economy to address market failures and ensure that commercial advantage and public 
interest meet. In this way, government policy can ensure that market opportunity also fulfils the 

social good. 

3.4.1 Market-based Instruments 

As highlighted in theme 2 on ecological modernisation, one way to do this is via market-based 

instruments. MBls such as tradable permits ensure that the costs of environmental protection are 

distributed more efficiently, thus diminishing the inequalities felt by Wnners' and 'losers' of 

environmental policies. Government subsidies can help to make clean technologies and 

environmental management systems more affordable for small firms. Environmental taxes can 

encourage SMEs to be more efficient, to invest in new technologies and to innovate to reduce 

their environmental impacts. Taxes also have the advantage of being easily disseminated to 
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SMEs, thus limiting Implementation and enforcement costs. Policyrnakers in the UK have 
Increasingly used fiscal Incentives to achieve environmental goals (see Revell, 2005). However, a 
key criticism outlined In Revell and Blackburn (2007), Revell et al. (2007) and Revell (2007a) Is 
that prices have not always been set high enough to incentivise a behaviour change, and many 
SME owner-managers have thus preferred to pay the tax rather than create long-lasting changes 
In their business practices. 

3.4.2 Regulations 

Another Important theme of all three studies Is the powerful role that regulation can play in 

encouraging the greening of SMEs. The advantage of a strong regulatory approach is that it 

provides SMEs with clarity regarding their environmental impacts and obligations, and also gives 
owner-managers the certainty of a level playing field. Regulations are especially needed In the 

many areas where price signals alone have been too muted to have an effect on behaviour 
(Stem, 2006). However, legislation can only be truly effective if it is carefully Implemented and 
properly enforced. Tying In with theme 2, the EM literature highlights that regulatory strategies are 

most successful when they are constructed In such a way as to encourage innovative pollution 

prevention approaches rather than reactive, 'end of pipe' measures (Murphy, 2001). Where 

regulators focus on strict compliance with specific environmental standards, the tendency is for 
firms to aim for compliance and no more. Conversely, where laws contain a measure of flexibility, 

businesses are encouraged to engage In compliance-plus reforms, and to invest in more 
Innovative, on-going improvements rather than 'one-off activities (Schaper, 2002). 

Attempting to enforce legislation among the huge numbers of SMEs Is a major challenge for 

regulators, and is one of the key reasons why in many countries environmental policies have 

tended to target large rather than small firms. As SMEs are so numerous, government 

enforcement agencies have very limited capacity to Inspect them all. Nevertheless, the credible 
threat of inspection (or at least the perception of a credible threat) may be all that it takes to 

motivate recalcitrant owner-managers to comply with regulations. Occasional prosecutions 

accompanied by broad publicity, on-the-spot fines, field notices and industry blitzes can 

successfully maintain the Impression of enforcement (see Gunningharn and Sinclair, 2002). 

Arguably, the Dutch model of environmental regulation Is the most sophisticated currently 

available (Gunningham and Sinclair, 2002). In both Revell (2003a) and Revell and Rutherfoord 

(2003). the Netherlands is highlighted as an exemplar of the effectiveness of a policy approach 
that specifically targets the SME sector with a strict legislative and inspection system. Japan is 

now Increasingly extending regulatory controls to SMEs, while the UK still lags behind in this 
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respect. 

3.4.3 Capacity building 

Another important area In which policyrnakers can support the greening of the SME sector Is 

through capacity building. In my research I argue that governments can help SMEs to respond 
more proactively to environmental issues by developing the local infrastructure (for Instance, by 

improving public transport systems and local recycling facilities). Information and advice 

programmes can also help to remove some of the Internal barriers to environmental management 

experienced by SMEs. However, empirical studies have found that owner-managers are not very 

good at reaching out to government support programmes, and as a result a number of countries 
have experienced poor take-up rates for environmental best practice initiatives - even when clear 

cost savings and generous government grants have been offered 12 (Verheul, 2003, Merritt, 1998). 

Policymakers have therefore found it extremely challenging to educate a vast and heterogeneous 

sector of the economy about the business case for sustainability. 

An important conclusion of my research is that a policy approach which relies too heavily on 

voluntarism and self-regulation is unlikely to succeed because of the many internal and external 
barriers to environmental management experienced by SME owners. A key recommendation is 

that voluntary capacity building initiatives work best as part of a policy mix which Includes more 
interventionist strategies such as regulations and MBIs, as these provide the requisite 'push' and 
epu 11' factors that help to close the SM E 'value-action' gap. 

3.4.4 The right policy mix 

As all policy instruments have both strengths and weaknesses, it Is often a combination of 

policies that has the most success. Gunningham and Sinclair (2002) suggest that in some 

contexts a sequenced approach, which escalates from cooperative to more Interventionist 

approaches, is the best way to encourage environmental reforms. Education Initiatives are 

clearly needed from the outset to ensure that SMES have the expertise and capacity to carry out 

environmental improvements. However, where these fail to encourage wide-scale reforms (as 

12 For instance, In the UK the Small Company Environmental and Energy management Assistance Scheme (SCEEMAS), 

provided a 50% subsidy for the costs of consultancy fees regarding the Implementation of environmental management 

systems, but attracted only 136 participants (ECOTEC. 2000). 
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they have In the UK), there Is justification for the Introduction of policies such as economic 
Incentives and sanctions (accompanied by continued funding for education initiatives to ensure 
that SMEs can respond to such policies). In other situations, a mix of Instruments used 

concurrently may be the most effective method. Studies suggest that firms In different sectors and 

contexts are likely to respond differently to the same Incentives. The right combination of policies 
Is thus most likely to be found If the varying circumstances of SMEs are recognized, as with the 
'target group' approach used in the Netherlands (see Revell, 2003a). 

3.4.5 Governance structures 

Another focus of my research has been the web of stakeholder relations that SMEs interact with, 
and the potential Influence of these networks on the environmental practices of owner-managers. 
A central conclusion Is that policymakers have an Important role to play in changing the structure 
of social networks surrounding small firms to ensure that they are more conducive to 

environmental action. In Revell and Rutherfoord (2003), Revell (2003a) and Revell et. al. (2007). 
Industry bodies and business associations are highlighted for the key role they can play in helping 
SMEs to become more environmentally proactive. A network approach can also help to build a 
more participatory Institutional framework, as stakeholders are encouraged to collaborate and 
strengthen relationships with each other to reduce environmental impacts. A key recommendation 
of my research Is that policymakers In the UK and Japan should broaden their focus from internal 
barriers to external relationships Influencing small firms, as these networks can be a major 
obstacle to environmental reform. Again, the Netherlands provides a good example of what can 
be achieved from a stakeholder approach, as a wide range of Interest groups have formed 

partnerships to support each other In achieving environmental goals (Revell, 2003a; Revell and 
Rutherfoord. 2003). 

Moreover, if policyrnakers are to succeed in engaging owner-managers with environmental 
Initiatives, they also need to encourage a more participatory relationship between government 
bodies and the SME sector. A key assertion of this submission is that environmental 
policyrnakers - particularly In Japan - have not established adequate 'two-way' channels of 
communication with small firms, and therefore owner-managers have had little incentive to 

respond to or engage Wth environmental policy initiatives. A case is thus made for greater 
enfranchisement of SMEs in environmental policy networks and processes of negotiated 
decision-making. The success of Dutch environmental policy attests to the efficacy of a 
participative approach to environmental governance (Revell and Rutherfoord, 2005; Revell, 
2003a). 
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4. Conclusions 

My research has explored the environmental attitudes and behaviour of SMEs and the Influence 

of environmental policy on this Important sector of the economy. I have highlighted the 

considerable barriers to environmental management experienced by owner-managers and what 

can be done to remove them, as well as the potentially motivating factors and policies that can 

encourage the greening of small firms. In my work I have used EM theory as a framework for 

analyzing these barriers and drivers, and to explore current and future policy directions related to 

SMEs. 

The findings of this submission can be condensed into 4 central conclusions: 

4.1. Structural factors are creating major obstacles to the greening of SMEs 

The pervasive internal and external barriers to environmental management experienced by SMEs 

have meant that owner-managers are prone to demonstrating reactive rather than proactive 

environmental behaviour. Policymakers and researchers in the field have tended to focus mainly 

on internal barriers at the firm level, hence solutions have been focused on the kind of training 

and support that can be given to owner-managers to encourage environmental Improvements. 

Nevertheless, structural factors are also creating serious obstacles, and policymakers need to 

give more thought to how these may be addressed. As well as correcting market failures, 

attention needs to be given to the external relationships Influencing SMEs, and the kind of 
institutional innovations that can help to foster higher levels of environmental protection. 

4.2. The business case for sustainability can only take us so far 

The business case for sustainability clearly has an important role to play In encouraging owner- 

managers to pick the 'low hanging fruit' of efficiency gains; however, win-Win arguments appear 
to be less effective in persuading them to pick the 'high hanging fruit'. Even in the UK, where 
increased attention on environmental issues in the public domain may be creating conditions 

more conducive to win-win outcomes, owner-managers are still concerned about the cost of 

reforms beyond a certain threshold. Perhaps for these reasons, research suggests that 

environmental concern rather than financial returns may be a more significant driver of 

environmental action amongst small firm owner-managers. 
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4.3. Government must set the Imperative for environmental reform more strongly 

Clearly, government Intervention is required to ensure that environmental action becomes a 
business Imperative rather than an optional extra when owner-managers find the time. 
Pollcymakers thus need to set the imperative for environmental reform very clearly (via a mix of 
regulatory and market-based approaches), as well as building the capacity of SMEs to respond to 
those Imperatives (via education programmes, infrastructure developments, stakeholder 
partnerships and more participative governance structures). The Netherlands is a good exemplar 
of what can be achieved when the right mix of cooperative and interventionist approaches are 
targeted at the SME sector. 

4.4. EM theory needs developing 

My research suggests that EM theorists need to focus greater attention on the role of SMEs in 

processes of ecological modernisation, and to encompass a more nuanced conception of 
motivating factors for owner-managers beyond simplistic models of supply chain greening. This 
Involves a consideration of how EM prescriptions might be recast to fit the SME context in a more 
relevant way; for instance by tailoring policies to take into account the heterogeneity of SMEs, 

using a mix of Interventionist and voluntary strategies, and introducing a target group approach to 

encourage environmental reforms among small firms. 

However, at a deeper level EM theory needs developing in a much more fundamental way with 

regards to the role of SMEs in sustainable development. The emphasis of the theory has 

predominantly focused on ways of managing and minimizing environmental impacts - yet what Is 

missing Is an Integration of social, environmental and economic aims under the one sustainability 
objective. EM's polarised view on the goals of sustainable development (confining itself 

predominantly to efficiency and environmental protection while ignoring equity and social justice) 

Is a fundamental weakness of the theory - albeit one which EM scholars are beginning to try to 

grapple with. 

4.4.1 EM theory and sustainable development 

In Huber's (2000) paper entitled 'Towards Industrial Ecology: Sustainable Development as a 
concept of Ecological Modemisation', the founder of EM theory attempts to engage with the 

sustainable development agenda by expanding EM's focus from environmental efficiency to 
Include notions of 'sufficiency' and 'consistency. Acknowledging the need to integrate efficiency 
with contested concepts such as sufficiency ensures that EM debates embrace the social 
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dimension of sustainability, as sufficiency Implies a consideration of inter- and Intra-generational 

equity issues (for Instance, reducing consumption In developed countries to make way for 

economic and population growth in developing ones, and limiting consumption so that resources 

are not depleted for future generations). 

As this submission highlights, there Is much empirical evidence to suggest that efficiency without 

sufficiency is counter-productive (see Wackemagel, 2002; Worldwide Fund for Nature, 2002). 

While EM protagonists emphasize the environmental 'Kuznets' curve 13 as evidence that 

environmental degradation can be decoupled from economic growth, in reality the environmental 
'N'curve has been found to be much more prevalent, even In ostensibly ecologically modemised 

countries such as Japan and the Netherlands (see Barrett. 2005; Mol, 2001). The 

environmental 'N' curve shows that as economic growth continues to increase, any environmental 
improvements are neutralized by rising consumption rates, leading to a renewed growth In 

absolute levels of pollution and waste. Efficiency without sufficiency thus creates the Illusion of 

short-term relative improvements when in reality the environment continues to be degraded - 
albeit at a lesser rate. Marxist authors such as Schnaiberg et. al. (2002) argue that the dangers 

of such an approach is that it lets capitalism off the hook, ensuring the continued domination and 
destruction of the environment by ensuring that capitalism is less In need of a green critique. 

Despite these limitations, industry continues to focus on efficiency as the answer to 

environmental problems (although as my research highlights, this focus is much weaker among 

smaller firms). Due to the vested interest of those with a stake In old development paths, the 

emphasis in most business agendas is to improve existing production processes, rather than 

changing to new processes and products which might after current development trajectories. 

Policyrnakers following a path of ecological modernisation have tended to compound the situation 
by putting efficiency at the heart of their environmental policies while Ignoring the role of 

consumption in causing environmental problems. As my research highlights, there is a clear 

need for EM proponents to move beyond this impasse by engaging with debates on sustainable 

consumption, and to integrate supply and demand-sided policy prescriptions so that Industrial 

efficiency gains are not negated by the 'rebound effect'. 

13 The environmental kuznets curve is a U-shaped curve which demonstrates that while pollution Initially Increases with 
rising Income levels, it then declines once a country becomes rich enough to clean up the environmental fall out of 
economic growth 
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4.4.2 Encouraging sustainable consumption 

Policy approaches supporting sustainable consumption have tended to focus narrowly on pricing 
(in the form of environmental taxes) and information (in the form of eco-labels) to encourage 
consumers to make greener choices when purchasing goods and services. However, as 
highlighted In Revell (2007a), taxation and eco-labelling strategies do not engage with the identity 

and communicative dimensions of consumption; consumer choice often reflects self-image and 
the social messages that people want to communicate about themselves to others. Raising the 

price of a product may thus Increase its perceived exclusivity in the eyes of its target market, 

ensuring that it becomes more - not less - desirable. Similarly, providing information on a 

product's environmental Impact does not automatically ensure that people will switch to more 

environmentally benign alternatives. Encouraging consumption choices that are more 

environmentally and socially responsible requires a policy approach that acknowledges the 

relational and psychological aspects of consumption, (such as its role in establishing identities, 

reinforcing self-concepts and conveying status or group membership), and which attempts to 

encourage a change In societal values. Stimulating public debate regarding sustainable lifestyles 

and notions like 'sufficiency' and 'voluntary simplicity' will clearly play an important role in 

achieving such a value change; other (more contested) policy proposals include regulating 

advertising and the media, sponsoring public messages about the environmental and social side- 

effects of products, and influencing the marketing and branding of goods by making ethical issues 

more salient (see Cohen and Murphy, 2001). 

As SMEs are consumers too, policies need to move beyond a narrow focus on supply-sided 

product and process Innovations by targeting owner-managers with strategies to encourage more 

sustainable patterns of consumption within business. As such, demand-sided policies can be 

equally as applicable to industry as they are to consumers. Government can also play an 
Important role In encouraging responsible business behaviour and sustainable entrepreneurship 
by funding and endorsing new producer-consumer networks, such as organics, fair trade and 

sweat-shop free labels. These new institutional forms could be encouraged to take on the 

challenge of linking efficiency with sufficiency, and thus lead the way in replacing conventional 
business Imperatives and relationships with more sustainable ones. 

However, as Young and Tilley (2006) highlight, a key question is the degree to which SMEs 

should accept responsibility for every related Impact on the environment or society. For instance, 

should a company selling fair-traded, organic coffee also be concerned with the health-related 

Impacts of coffee consumption and take responsibility for limiting coffee usage within society? 
While It Is difficult to Imagine a coffee company directly advocating a decrease in coffee 
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consumption, it Is conceivable that the same firm might form an alliance with a health-related 

citizens group or NGO recommending a weekly Intake of caffeine 
, 
that Is In line with a healthy, 

well-balanced diet. The coffee firm thus fulfills a desire for coffee amongst consumers, but Is also 
Instrumental In promoting information and debate on sustainable, healthy (and 'sufficient') 

lifestyles. Along with government, NGOs thus have an Important role to play In promoting 
institutional Innovation by helping firms to link profits with public interest, and to grapple with 

challenging concepts such as sufficiency, where the connection with commercial advantage Is 

typically less than clear. 

4.4.3 The role of 'consistency' 

According to Huber, encouraging sufficiency as well as efficiency Is still not enough to ensure 

sustainability, as no matter how frugal or efficient, a large population will continue to have 8 

significant impact on the environment. Sufficiency is still conservation, therefore we also need 
sconsistency'of industrial metabolism with natural metabolism. Huber's notion of 'consistency' Is 

similar to McDonagh and Braungart's (1998) concept of 'eco-effectiveness', which refers to the 

goal of -improving and regenerating the environment, rather than merely reducing Impacts. 

'Consistency' Involves radical innovation of production methods and technology to maintain and 
improve ecosystems, thus ensuring that business solutions are life sustaining, restorative and 

regenerative in addition to being efficient. An example of an 'eco-effective' or 'consistent' 

business solution would be the introduction of now farming processes that sustain and enrich the 

land and soil. 

In order to harmonise natural and industrial metabolisms. 'consistency requires a systems 

approach (similar to industrial ecology), where production mimics the cyclical processes of nature 

by ensuring that all outputs become inputs for something else. An example of this would be using 

waste heat from one process to run another process that requires a lower temperature. This kind 

of circularity requires radical technological, organizational and managerial change within industry 

and society, which has implications for SMEs. 

Radical innovations involve discontinuous change and replacement (step changes), which can 

create space for further incremental improvements that are compatible with existing processes. 

However. the inherent conservatism of business means that owner-managers tend to be more 

preoccupied with incremental environmental change. The preference for doing things the way 

they have always been done before therefore makes radical change difficult to Implement. 

Government clearly has an important role to play In establishing the imperative and building the 

capacity for radical change in line with concepts of 'consistency. This can be done by 
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subsidizing and pump-priming new markets and technologies, funding research and development 

programmes, Introducing emissions caps and levies, providing start-up capital for green 
businesses and supporting sustainable producer-consumer networks. 

It is also Important to recognize the role of 'governance' as well as government in promoting 
radical change amongst SMEs. In recent years the political science literature has increasingly 

emphasized the need to move beyond the notion of government as an agent capable of 
developing and Implementing policy In a relatively autonomous way (see Mette Kjaer, 2004). The 

concept of 'governance' Is more nebulous than 'government', as it refers to the links between 

policyrnakers and other actors In society and the need for collaboration among these actors to 

address the kinds of broad, horizontal challenges associated with sustainability. As such, public 
participation, stakeholder relationships, and concepts such as the 'network society' (see Messner, 
1997) are Increasingly relevant when discussing notions of consistency. The radical, systemic 
change needed -to achieve harmonization of Industrial and natural metabolisms will clearly 
depend upon the kind of partnerships, cooperation and consensus that can be achieved between 

actors and Institutions at the local, regional, national and global level. This links back to the 
Importance of focusing on Institutional arrangements and the external relationships of SMEs in 

encouraging sustainable entrepreneurship and the greening of business. Changing the context in 

which firms operate will thus play an essential role In encouraging radical innovation in line with 

consistency. This could Involve, for instance, new infrastructure developments, legislation for 

green standards amongst credit institutions, and the reform institutional investors such as pension 
funds, Insurance companies and banks (see Murphy, 2001). 

4.4.4 Are consistency and sufficiency compatible with EM as a policy strategy? 

Huber (2000: 283) concludes that: 

7he best overall strategy will be the one that places priority on long-term 

consistency and utilizes mid-term efficiency as much as possible, while fully 

acknowledging that certain limitations, thus sufficiency, will always apply" 

However, a key question Is whether or not EM policy prescriptions can be reconciled with such 
concepts. Consistency clearly has resonance with EM's emphasis on technological innovation 

and Its links with Industrial ecology approaches. However, sufficiency is a much more challenging 
concept from an EM perspective as It requires acknowledging the idea of 'limits to growth'. 
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Arguably, In the current global economic and political climate, Implementing aggressive demand- 

sided policy proposals - especially those that might endanger short term economic growth 

mechanisms - are difficult to envision. A major barrier Is that sufficiency requires changing levels 

as well as patterns of consumption. This Is highly challenging for policymakers, not only because 

it negates the notion of consumer sovereignty and civil liberties, but because reducing levels of 

consumption clearly also entails decreasing Gross Domestic Product (GDP). A central pillar of 

ecological modernisation (and a key reason for why it Is so politically appealing) Is the Idea that 

the economy can continue to grow as long as its environmental Impact Is reduced; changing 

patterns of consumption away from environmental 'bads' towards environmental 'goods' - rather 

than reducing consumption per se - has thus been the focus. Consequently, according to Dryzek 

(1997: 144), the 11imits [to growth] are not so much explicitly denied as Ignored" by EM 

proponents. 

However. if one accepts the unsustainability of current rates of economic growth on a global 

scale, then In order to avoid breaching ecological limits policyrnakers and EM protagonists must 

also accept that at some point developed countries are going to have to significantly reduce their 

consumption In order to allow developing countries to Increase theirs. 

Hubers' conclusions imply that EM theory can be expanded to embrace such Ideas. 

Extrapolating from his analysis, sufficiency is clearly required In the face of current population 

growth and inequities between North and South. Nevertheless, 'consistency' suggests that In the 

long term such policies of self-limitation could conceivably be eased as natural capital Is 

enhanced and regenerated, thus helping to decrease Inter- and intra-generational Inequities over 

time. Consistency could thus ensure that the limits to growth were sufficiently removed as to be 

no real threat to economic development - as long as such development was 'consistent' with 

nature's metabolism and thus involved qualitative improvements in natural (as well as human) 

capital, rather than quantitative increases in material throughput (see Daly, 1987). Huber 

(2000: 282) confirms that: 

t-there still are limits to growth, and a strategy of consistency should not lead 

one to expect a boundless land of milk and honey 
... The point Is to avoid setting 

arbitrary, and hence probably both tyrannical and incorrect ecological limits, but 

let them instead emerge from a process of innovation and development that 

takes full advantage of modem society's creative and productive capacities. -' 
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4.4.5 Weak versus strong EM 

Engaging with Issues of scale and equity clearly requires a major shift in the focus of EM theorists 

away from a weak expression of sustainability to a strong sustainability perspective (see Revell, 

2007a). This Is suggestive of Christoff's (1996) weak-strong continuum of ecological 

modernisation, where weak EM Is based on the premise of continued economic growth without 
disruption to the liberal capitalist political economy, while strong EM Involves far-reaching, radical 
social change and a recognition of alternative development paths. According to Christoff, strong 
EM fundamentally questions the trajectory of Industrial modernity, particularly its focus on 

evolutionary technological adaption and environmental efficiency (see Revell, 2005). 

Authors such as Dryzek et. al (2002), and Hay (2002), add that strong EM takes an international 

perspective, recognizing the need to address social justice Issues at the global level, and 
factoring In the environmental Impacts of countries beyond their national boundaries (and 

associated Issues such as the exporting of pollution to developing nations). Strong EM thus 

seeks to move beyond narrowly technocratic and economistic policy solutions focused on 

piecemeal changes to production and consumption by addressing structural impediments to 

radical change. Strong EM emphasizes the precautionary principle and ecological preservation 
(as opposed to mere conservation), and involves a deeply embedded and ecologically self- 

conscious form of cultural transformation which opposes a purely Instrumental view of nature as 

an exploitable resource. This ecological consciousness Is predicated on a resurgence of 

environmental activism which seeks to recapture the environmental movement's critique of 
Industrial society - but without giving up weak EM strategies in the process (such as its focus on 
technological change and economic instruments). Strong EM thus requires a critical and reflexive 

public outside the state, engaged In a political struggle against current forms of economic 

organization. 

Both Christoff and Hubers' recasting of EM towards a much more radical Interpretation which 

recognizes the centrality of equity and scale in addressing environmental problems ensures that 

the theory can still have currency and gravitas in debates on sustainable development. 

Nevertheless, this recasting arguably involves such a major adaption of EM's core prescriptions 
that it starts to resemble a different approach altogether - one that Is much closer to the tenets of 
the radical school of 'ecological economics'. 
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4.4.6 Ecological Economics vs EM 

As highlighted in Revell (forthcoming), ecological economics attempts to Integrate economics and 
the natural sciences around the three goals of sustainable scale, social sustainability (including 

equitable distribution of wealth and rights) and allocative efficiency In the presence of pervasive 

market failures (Costanza, 2003). Ecological economics represents a strong sustainability 

approach and thus has issues of environmental Integrity, scale and equity at its heart. Moreover, 

it is sympathetic to the Idea of sufficiency, highlighting that beyond modest levels, increased per- 

capita consumption (or GDP) does not necessarily lead to improvements in the quality of life, and 

can in fact have harmful effects on the environment and social wellbeing. Ironically, developing 

EM theory arguably suggests a reconciliation with these Ideas, despite the fact that ecological 

economics is still very much on the fringes of academic enquiry and thus enjoys far less 

legitimacy in the eyes of policyrnakers and academic scholars. 

Nevertheless. there is debatably still some practical merit In couching policy recommendations 

using conventional EM analysis - in fact, one could argue that if policy recommendations are to 

be taken seriously by today's politicians they are best put forward using their favoured policy 
discourse. Yet the value of EM as a political programme will remain limited while most 
interpretations of ecological modernisation tend towards the weak end of Christoff's weak-strong 

continuum, as these perspectives fail to break free from the shackles of neo-classical economics 

and the overriding imperative of accumulation and economic growth. Until EM proponents take a 

more global orientation, explicitly recognizing the limits to growth and the centrality of equity (and 

related concepts such as sufficiency) In achieving environmental goals, other more radical 

schools of thought such as ecological economics may ultimately hold more promising answers to 

the environmental problematique. 

4.5. Future SME research 

Future research on ways of reducing the environmental Impacts of SMEs might therefore be More 

usefully explored using ideas borrowed from an ecological economics framework. This would 

involve a much greater emphasis on: 

the limits of eco-efficiency and the 'circular economy' (see Jacobs, 1997), and the need 
for business to embrace challenging concepts such as sufficiency as well as global (and 

localised) limitations of scale 

the interdependence of production and consumption as 'coevolutionary' processes, (and 

the need for an integrated policy approach which reflect both demand and supply-sided 

solutions) 
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operational isi ng a more precautionary approach to environmental management (including 

the safeguarding of 'critical natural capital' via 'safe minimum standards') 

social issues (including the link between economic, ecological and social equity, 'strong 

democracy'and the role of social capital in fostering ethical behaviour amongst SMEs) 
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5.1 Explanation of literature maps 

The map of the SME and responsible behaviour literature (p3l) shows a 'literature circle', within 

which environmental management (including my chosen area of 'SMEs and environmental 

management') Is one branch of the body of work on corporate social responsibility. Other 

research on SMEs and responsible behaviour (relating to, for Instance, business ethics, 

sustainable entrepreneurship, social responsibility and sustainable development policy) overlap 

and link with this literature. 

Much of the research on environmental management explores the activities of large corporations, 

while the environmental practices of small firms Is still a fairly nascent area of inquiry. My 

research has thus contributed to this literature by engaging with key topics within the SME and 

environmental management field. I have made a particularly timely contribution with respect to 

the greening of SMEs in Japan, as at the time of researching study 1 there was a distinct lack of 
internationally accessible studies on Japanese SMEs and their environmental practices. 

outside the literature circle Is a box summarizing the key knowledge gaps within the SME and 

responsible behaviour literature, Identified by Moore and Spence (2006). The studies In this 

submission address four of the ten topics that are highlighted as requiring further research: 

5.2 Macro perspective 

FIrstly, my research takes a macro perspective, exploring the influence of national policy 

contexts, Institutional arrangements and stakeholder networks on the environmental attitudes and 

behaviour of SMEs. This Is In contrast to the many studies which have examined the 

environmental management practices of SMEs at a micro (or firm) level, focusing on Issues such 

as the Influence of company culture and organization on environmental activity, and the 

perceptual barriers to environmental reform exhibited by owner-managers. 

A central argument of my, research Is that in order to affect radical rather than piecemeal 

changes, the external (macro) as well as internal (micro) barriers that come to bear on the 

environmental attitudes and behaviour of owner-managers must be addressed. For Instance, the 

policy recommendations outlined in Revell and Rutherfoord (2003), Revell (2003a) and Revell 

(2003b) argue for a more participatory policy context In both Japan and the UK to ensure that 

SMEs are more actively involved in environmental policy networks and decision-making 

processes. Few authors have discussed the environmental practices of SMEs from a broader 

context of national policy networks and discourses, and even fewer have explicitly made the link 
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between owner-managers' resistance to environmental action at a micro-level and Institutional 
disenfranchisement at the macro-level. 

5.3 Theoretical analysis 

The literature on SMEs and responsible behaviour has tended to lack a theoretical focus, and 
authors such as Moore and Spence (2006) and Tilley (2000) are critical of the way in which 
researchers have relied heavily on anecdotal evidence to substantiate their work. As an example 
of the lack of theoretical development in the field, few studies have used EM theory as an 

analytical framework, despite its importance as a basis for environmental policymaking in 

industrialized countries (Berger et. al, 2001). In Revell (2005) 1 argue that the discourse of 

ecological modernisation Is deeply entrenched within European and UK environmental 

policymaking strategies, and in Revell (2003b) and Revell (2007b) I highlight how the Netherlands 

and Japan have been hailed as exemplars of ecological modernisation. Given the importance of 
EM theory In current political debates, I have made a significant contribution to the literature by 

exploring how its core tenets relate to small firm environmental practices and policy approaches. 

5.4 Business case analysis 

Moore and Spence (2006) highlight that one of the biggest gaps In the literature is the lack of 
'business case' analysis, with only a limited number of studies exploring the degree to which 

responsible business practices are financially advantageous for SMEs. The studies in this 

submission attempt to address this gap by focusing on the business case for sustainability as a 

central theme of the research. 

5.5 Methodological approaches 

Moore and Spence also highlight that there is little comment on appropriate methodological 

approaches for studying responsible behaviour amongst SMEs. Revell and Rutherfoord (2003), 

Revell and Blackburn (2007) and Revell (2007a) highlight that within the small body of work on 
SMEs and the environment, a high percentage of studies have been quantitative. Despite the 

need for both quantitative and qualitative work in this area, much less emphasis has been placed 

on qualitatively understanding the multi-faceted responses of SMEs regarding their environmental 
Impacts, and the nuanced and contextual reasons why SME owner-managers act and react to 

environmental issues in the way that they do. The studies In this submission have aimed to 

address this by using qualitative interviews with small business owners to delve into the 

perceptions, attitudes and motivations influoncing their environmental behaviour. Moreover, the 
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triangulated research design (combining different sources and methodologies) has enabled a 
more holistic and in-depth understanding of the environmental attitudes and practices of SME 

owner-managers (see appendix p53). 

5.6 Addressing knowledge gaps In the EM literature 

The map of the ecological modernisation literature (p3l) gives a brief summary of the historical 

development of the theory, including newly emerging themes and directions. A key focus of my 

research has been the analysis of EM policy strategies In relation to SMEs, hence the published 

works fit best with the EM and political modernisation literature. By exploring processes of 

ecological modernisation in Japan, the studies also contribute to the recent literature on 
jecologir-al modernisation around the world', In which EM scholars have attempted to expand the 

theory beyond the narrowly 'eurocentric' focus of the 1980s and 1990s. 

A major gap within the EM literature has been Identified by David Sonnenfeld (2000: 254), who 

argues that EM theory "must be broadened to include small-and-medium-sized... enterprises". 
Small firms have received little attention compared to their large firm counterparts, despite of the 

fact that SMEs make up the vast majority of businesses within the private sector and therefore 

have an important role to play in the ecological modemisation of Industry. Three of the six journal 

articles in this submission use the framework of EM to discuss the environmental attitudes and 
behaviour of SMEs, thus widening and adding depth to debates an ecological modemisation. As 

far as I am aware there have been no prior studies qualitatively exploring Japanese'SME 

environmental practices from the perspective of ecological modernisation, therefore Revell 

(2003a) and (2003b) are highly original works. Revell, (2007a; 2007b; 2005) and Barrett and 
Revell (2005) also highlight the need for a demand- 

' 
sided approach to EM policy strategies, thus 

contributing to the emerging literature on sustainable consumption within EM theory. 

5.7 Longitudinal perspective 

The longitudinal nature of the research outlined in this submission contributes to the 

environmental management field, in that the submission tracks changes In the environmental 

attitudes and behaviour of SMEs from 2000 - 2007 (developing Spence and Rutherfoord's 

research in 1998). During this period, environmental policy has changed dramatically; charting 

the gradual shift In business owners' perspectives in response to these changes has thus 

contributed to our knowledge of SME environmental practices over time. This Is arguably an 

achievement given the lack of funding for studies in a field still in its infancy. 
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Clearly, the future holds many challenges and further research will be vital In analyzing wider 
trends and recommending ways of overcoming the considerable hurdles to achieving a more 

sustainable SME sector and society. I hope my research has made a small contribution toward 

this end. 
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1. Summary table of research 
Alms & Methodology Findings 

-_ 
Outputs 

Study 1: Alm of research was to: > Piecemeal environmental Improvements occurring within 
- 
Journal articles. - 

the sample 
Japan 2001-02 > Explore the environmental Revell (2003a) 

attitudes & practices of SME > Market and policy dynamics acting as barrier to more 
Environmental owner-managers comprehensive environmental reforms Revell (2003b) 
attitudes & 
practices of > Explore barriers & drivers to > Cost pressures resulting from Japan's economic Book chapters: 
Japanese SMEs environmental action recession encouraging environmental management to be 

sidelined by SMEs Barrett and Revell 
> Analyze Influence of (2005) 

government policy and > Little consumer and supply chain pressure for greening 
governance structures on Revell (2007b) 
greening of SMEs > SMEs marginalized from environmental policy networks 

dominated by political, bureaucratic and business elites. 
Qualitative Interviews with: 
* 20 SME restaurant owners & > Policy recommendations: 

mechanical engineers shift away from voluntarlsm and self-regulation 
towards compulsory measures 

* 10 'key Infdrmants'frorn more participatory environmental pollcyrnaking 
Industry and government context with active Involvement of SMEs 

Study 2: Aims: as for study I > Limited amount of environmental reform occurring within Journal articiel: 
the sample 

UK: 2003-04 Clualltative Interviews with: Revell & Blackbum 
> Key barriers to SME greening (forthcoming) 

Environmental > 40 SIVIE In construction & lack of market drivers (e. g low consumer demand, 
attitudes & restaurant Industry lack of supply chain pressure, high cost of Revell (2007a) 
practices of UK environmental management) 
SME3 > 12 'key Infbrmants'frorn lack of enforcement of environmental regulations Revell(2005) 

Industry and government 
ESRC flunded > Policy recommendations: 

emphasis on the 'business case for sustainability' 
not enough to convince SMEs to undertake 
environmental reform 
SMEs resistant to voluntary action due to fear of 
loss of competitiveness, lack of time/resources 
Need policy shift away from voluntarlsm towards 
compulsory and market-based measures 

Study 3 Alms: as for study I > SMEs Increasingly aware of their firm's environmental Conference va221 
impact and proactively trying to reduce them 

UK: 2006-07 Revell, Stokes and 
Quantitative with qualitative > Corroborates recent research by Environment Agency Chen(2007) 

UK SMES and the support (2005) and others, reporting an Improvement In 
environment environmental awareness/practices of UK SMEs 
Turning over a > Questionnaire Survey 220 
new fear? SMEs In London & South East > Respondents motivated by mix of potential push-pull 

factors. Including policy drivers (regulation, taxation) and 
> 10 Interviews with survey market Incentives (e. g cost savings, new customers, 

respondents, Including 5 case good publicity) 
studies 

> Still some ambivalence regarding business case for 
sustainabilit)r, some SMEs sceptical of potential 
profitability of environmental action 

> Interviews highlight recent media/policy attention an 
climate change as an Important catalyst of environmental 
proactiveness amongst owner-managers 

> SMEs driven as much by heightened environmental 
concern as by business case for sustainability 

NB: Revell and Rutherfoord (2003) and Revell (forthcoming) are not direct outputs of these studies, and are therefore not In the output list 
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2. The collaborative process 

2.1 Roles and responsibilities In each study 
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Professor Mitsulsan, Komozawa University (key academic contact and mentor In Japan) 
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Professor Robert Blackburn: 

Monitoring and quality control (including advice on project management), fieldwork, 

dissemination, presentation of work in progress at quarterly ESRC workshops 

Dr. Brendan Barrett: dissemination 

study 3n rea Revell. 

Advice on research design and methodology, literature review, data analysis, dissemination 

(conceptual, literature review, writing, editing, presenting) 

Dr. David Stokes: 

Project funding and management, dient liaison, dissemination (editing and presentation of 

conference paper, shared writing of future papers) 

Dr. HsIn Chen: Data collection, SPSS manipulation, literature review 
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1. Summary table of research 
Alms & Methodology Findings outputs 

Study 1: Alm of research was to: > Piecemeal environmental Improvements occurring within Journal articles: 
the sample 

Japan 2001-02 > Explore the environmental Revell(2003a) 
affitudes & practices of SME > Market and policy dynamics acting as barrier to more 

Environmental owner-managers comprehensive environmental reforms Revell (2003b) 
atUtudes & 
practices of > Explore barriers & drivers to > Cost pressures resulting from Japan's economic Book chapters: 
Japanese SMEs environmental action recession encouraging environmental management to be 

sidelined by SMEs Barrett and Revell 
> Analyze Influence of (2005) 

government policy and > Little consumer and supply chain pressure for greening 
governance structures on Revell(2007b) 
greening of SIVIEs > SMEs marginalized from environmental policy networks 

dominated by political, bureaucratic and business elites. 
Oualltadve Interviews with: 
> 20 SME restaurant owners & > Policy recommendations: 

mechanical engineers shift away from voluntarism and self-regulation 
towards compulsory measures 

> 10 Ikey Informants' from more participatory environmental policyrnaking 
Industry and govemment context with active Involvement of SMEs 

Study 2: Alms: as for study I > Limited amount of environmental reform occurring within Journal articles. - 
the sample 

UK: 2003-04 Oualitative interviews with: Revell & Blackbum 
> Key barriers to SME greening (forthcoming) 

Environmental > 40 SIVIE In construction & lack of market drivers (e. g low consumer demand, 
atfltudes & restaurant Industry lack of supply chain pressure, high cost of Revell(2007a) 
practices of UK environmental management) 
SMEs > 12 Icey Informants'from lack of enforcement of environmental regulations Revell(2005) 

Industry and government 
ESRC funded > Policy recommendations: 

emphasis on the business case for sustainability' 
not enough to convince SIVIEs to undertake 
environmental reform 
SMEs resistant to voluntary action due to fear of 
loss of competitiveness, lack of timeftesources 
Need policy shift away from voluntarism towards 
compulsory and market-based measures 

Study 3 AJms: as for study I > SIVIEs Increasingly aware of their firm's environmental Conference papyr 
Impact and proactively trying to reduce them 

UK: 2006-07 Revell, Stokes and 
Quantitative with qualitative > Corroborates recent research by Environment Agency Chen(2007) 

UK SMEs and the support (2005) and others, reporting an Improvement in 
environment environmental awareness/practices of UK SMEs 
Turning over a > Ouestionnalre Survey 220 
new lear? SMEs in London & South East > Respondents motivated by mix of potential push-pull 

factors, Including policy drivers (regulation, taxaUon) and 
> 10 Interviews with survey market Incentives (e. g cost savings, new customers, 

respondents, Including 5 case good publicity) 
studies 

> Still some ambivalence regarding business case for 
sustainability; some SMEs sceptical of potential 
profitability of environmental action 

> Interviews highlight recent media/policy attention on 
climate change as an Important catalyst of environmental 
proactiveness amongst owner-managers 

> SMEs driven as much by heightened environmental 
concern as by business case for sustainability 

ISIS: Revell and Rutherfoord (2003) and Revell (forthcoming) are not direct outputs of these studies, and are therefore not In the mtput list 
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2. The collaborative process 

2.1 Roles and responsibilities In each study 

Study 1 Andrea Revell: 

Proposal writing, research design and implementation, project management, sample recruitment, 
fieldwork, literature review, data analysis and dissemination 

Robert Rutherfoord: 

Advice on research design and implementation, 'sounding board' for hypotheses and conclusions 

Dr. Hokasan, Komozawa University (Japanese translator) 

Liaison and coordination with respondents pro and post interviews, simultaneous translation at 
interviews, transcription of fieldwork and translation into English, translation of documents (eg 

those given by key informants) into English 

Professor Mitsulsan, Komozawa University (key academic contact and mentor In Japan) 

Setting up introductions and meetings with 'key informants' of the study, advice on doing 

research in Japan 

Study 2 Andrea Revell: 

Proposal writing and project funding, research design and implementation, project management, 

sample recruitment, fieldwork, transcriptions, data analysis, literature review, report writing and 
dissemination. presentation of work in progress at quarterly ESRC workshops 

Professor Robert Blackburn: 

Monitoring and quality control (including advice on project management), fieldwork. 

dissemination, presentation of work in progress at quarterly ESRC workshops 

Dr. Brendan Barrett: dissemination 

Study 3 Andrea Revell 

Advice on research design and methodology, literature review, data analysis, dissemination 

(conceptual, literature review, writing, editing, presenting) 

Dr. David Stokes: 

Project funding and management, client liaison, dissemination (editing and presentation of 

conference paper, shared writing of future papers) 

Dr. Hsin Chen: Data collection, SPSS manipulation, literature review 
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2.2 Roles of joint authors In publications 

Reference: Joint Author split Joint Author Role 

Revell and Rutherfoord (2003) Revell: 50 Revell: Literature review, conceptual, 
Rutherfoord: 50 writing, editing 

Rutherfoord: Conceptual, writing, editing 

Barrett and Revell (2005) Revell: 90 Barrett and Revell: shared conceptual, 
Barrett: 10 literature review, writing, editing 

0 wrote the first draft of the paper, Barrett 

contributed to later drafts) 

Revell and Blackburn (2007) Revell: 90 Revell: conceptual, literature review, writing, 
Blackburn: 10 editing, presenting 

Blackburn: Editing 

Revell, Stokes and Chen (2007) Revell: 80 Revell: conceptual, literature review, data 
Stokes: 10 analysis, writing, editing, presenting 
Chen: 10 

Stokes: Editing and presenting 

Chen: SPSS data manipulation 
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3. Methodology 

3.1 Philosophical approach 

My research reflects a heavy emphasis on qualitative methodologies, which reveals my 
predilection towards an interpretivist philosophical approach. There are three basic research 

paradigms; Interpretivism, positivism and critical science (Cantrell, 199314). The critical science 
(or critical approach) explores how society functions, critiquing social phenomena in order to help 

empower people to overcome problems in the social world. The positivistic paradigm, or the 

scientific approach, reflects 'rational positivist' thought and assumes that there is a 'real, objective 

world' that can be observed and classified in a factual and unambiguous way. In contrast, an 
interpretivist philosophy reflects the idea that objective observation is impossible as the act of 
investigating reality has an effect on that reality and therefore the researcher and researched 

cannot be extricated from one another. This paradigm assumes that reality is subjective, that it Is 

within us and is therefore socially constructed (Hammersley, 199315; Limb et al., 200116). While 

the positivist paradigm is most commonly used In the physical sciences, the interpretivist 

paradigm is emphasised in the social sciences, where the objects of study are more complex and 

are therefore influenced by a myriad of factors which are challenging to isolate and control in 

experimental laboratory settings. 

In taking an interpretivist approach, I have stressed subjective experience rather than objective 

measurement of social phenomena. This perspective negates the reductionist idea that the world 

can be divided into tidy groups and categories which can be described and examined in a 

systematic way. According to my ontological position, the world is not fixed and predictable but 

changing constantly, based on social and power relations, struggles and negotiations. Reality 

seems empirically different to every individual depending on their personal, cultural, political, 

economic, and gendered perceptions of themselves and others. 

3.2 Methodology of Study I 

As discussed in the main body of the dissertation (p4). the objectives and methodology of the 

Japanese research were very similar to Spence and Rutherfoord's (1998) study in the UK and the 

Netherlands to maximize comparability between studies. The research objectives of both studies 

sought to examine the environmental practices and attitudes of SMEs. and the barriers and 

Cantrell. D. (1993) Aftematlve paradigms in environmental education: The Interpretive perspective. In Mrazek, R. (ad). 
Alternative paradigms in environmental education research. Ohio: NAAEE. 

Hammersley. M (1993) Social Research, London, Sage/Open University Press 
Limb, M. and Dwyer, C. (2001): Qualitative methodologies for geographers: Issues and debates, London: Arnold. 
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drivers of environmental reform. The Japanese study had a more explicit policy orientation, 
adding a third aim of exploring the Influence of environmental policy arrangements on the 

greening of small firms. This objective was Included because a major finding of Spence and 
Rutherfoord's study was that the environmental management practices of owner-managers are 
strongly Influenced by national governance structures and the degree of stakeholder participation 
within these. 

As the methodology used by Spence and Rutherfoord was 'tried and tested'and had worked well 
to achieve the aims of their research, the sample followed the same split whereby face-to-face 
Interviews were conducted with 10 key Informants from industry and government, followed by 
Interviews with 20 SME owner-managers in the mechanical engineering and restaurant sectors. 
Interviewing different sources in this way added triangulation to the research design, thus limiting 

research bias by exploring the greening of SMEs from different angles to ensure a more holistic 

understanding of the issues. 

Key Informants from relevant trade associations, industrial organisations, chambers of commerce 

and Industry and academia 17 were interviewed first in order to build a picture of the political and 
economic context of Japan, particularly regarding environmental policy and small firms. A semi- 
structured Interview guide was used and, due to the breadth and depth of the issues, interviews 

typically lasted around 2 hours. The discussion typically followed the following format: 

Introduction and Information about key informant's organisation 
Overview of mechanical engineering and restaurant industry characteristics 
Key environmental Issues/policies relevant to SMEs In mechanical engineering/restaurant 
Industries 

Barriers and drivers of environmental reform amongst SMEs 
Overview of governance structures and environmental policy arrangements in Japan 
SME representation and participation In policy networks 
Future changes needed to ensure the greening of SMEs 

These discussion points were similar to the ones used In the key informant interviews conducted 
by Spence and Rutherfoord (1998), but with a greater emphasis on policy arrangements and their 
influence on the environmental orientation of small firms. This overview informed the interview 
guide for SMEs In the second stage of the research, which was adjusted to reflect the main 

17 The key Informants for the Japanese study were from the Tokyo Chambers of Commerce, SBRI (Japan Small Business 
Research Institute), National Federation of Associations of Life and Sanitation related Restaurant Businesses (LSA Ota 
Ward Environmental Protection Division, PiO (Ota c1ty Industrial Plaza), JSIMM (Japan Society for Industrial Machine 
Manufacturing, JEMA (Japan Electrical Machine Association), Ota Federation of Engineering, Tokyo Doyukai for SME 
owners, JSPMI (Japan Society for Promotion of the Machine Industry) 
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themes emerging from the key informant interviews (for Instance views on the perceived lack of 

SME participation in environmental policy networks in Japan). The main topics covered In the 

SME interviews were as follows: 

Introduction and Information about the firm 

owner-manager's awareness of the environmental impact of the firm 

Specific environmental practices of the firm 

Barriers and drivers of environmental reform 

Awareness of and attitudes towards environmental policies targeting SMEs 

Views on Intermediary bodies and environmental governance structures In Japan 

Future changes needed to ensure the greening of SMEs 

A sectoral comparison of SME environmental practices and attitudes was considered Important 

because past studies demonstrate significant differences between SMEs according to sector 

(Curran and Blackburn, 1994). It was assumed that the environmental practices of smaller firms 

would be heavily conditioned by the Industry sub-culture in which they operate. The restaurant 

and mechanical engineering industries were chosen because both are made up of large numbers 

of small firms, and these firms can be considered to be fairly typical of small enterprises In 

industrialized countries. Moreover, precision engineering and restaurant firms are Involved in 

business-to business and business-to consumer sales respectively, thus enabling an exploration 

of different kinds of supply chain relationships. However, a limitation of the research design was 

that mechanical engineers and restaurants have a smaller 'ecological footprint' than other more 

polluting sub-sectors, such as the automotive or farming sectors, and therefore environmental 

issues may be less salient to their business. 

A spread of SMEs in each sector was ensured to augment the triangulated research design; for 

instance the restaurant sample Included sushi restaurants, noodle bars, Izakayas (pub 

restaurants) and yakitoris (grilled chicken restaurants) among others. The mechanical 

engineering sample were mostly precision engineers producing metal, automotive, and machine 

parts, with a spread of first, second, third and fourth tier firms to reflect the experiences of firms at 

different levels of the supply chain. In both sectors there was a mix of firm sizes, although the 

majority were small and micro firms as these represented the majority of firms in both industries. 

3.2.1 Rationale for using a qualitative methodology 

A qualitative approach was considered the most appropriate methodology for achieving the 

objectives of this study, as the research aims required an exploration of the underlying 
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motivations and attitudes of SME owner-managers. Qualitative methodologies use a subjective 

approach which Involves an exploration of perceptions and experiences in order to gain an 

understanding of social and human activities (Hussey and Hussey, 1997"). They are hence 

most suited to research questions which are concerned with how the social world is interpreted, 

understood, experienced or produced (and are thus particularly emphasised within the 

Interpretivist tradition). 

The advantage of using a qualitative approach was that I was able to gain a richer, more 

contextualised and detailed insight into the experiences and perceptions of small firm owners 
than I might have achieved if I had used a quantitative methodology, which looks for surface 

patterns, trends or correlations rather than underlying meanings. The qualitative methodology 

also enhanced the validity of the research because the data collection method was flexible and 

sensitive to the social context of respondents. Validity refers to the extent to which the research 
findings accurately represent what is really happening in the situation under study. 'In situ' studies 

that are rich In context and social meaning are likely to have a higher validity than studies carried 

out in laboratory settings. Nevertheless, In ensuring a high degree of validity, there was arguably 

a degree of sacrifice In terms of reliability (the ability to repeat the study and get the same 

results). Because in the qualitative tradition social phenomena is usually studied in context, there 

are many uncontrollable variables which limit the reliability of the findings. Those coming from a 

positivist tradition might also argue that the subjective nature and small (non-random) samples 

used In the research diminished its generalisablity (the degree to which a sample can be 

considered representative of the population from which it Is drawn). 

3.2.2 Rationale for using Interviews 

Interviews were considered a suitable method for addressing the research questions In study 1 as 

they are a particularly useful way of exploring how respondents experience and make sense of 

their lives. Because respondents are given a chance to describe their experiences and 

perceptions In their own words, and are therefore able to construct their own accounts of reality, 

this makes for a very sensitive and people-oriented approach to collecting data (Valentine. 

199719). Interviews are especially appropriate for discussing issues that are prone to eliciting a 

'politically correct' response such as environmental protection. For instance, owner-managers 

may be reticent to admit to activities which might harm the environment, or to low levels of 

environmental compliance within their firm. Because interviews allow a rapport to develop 

'I Hussey, J. and Hussey, R. (1997) Business Research: A Practical Guide for Undergraduate and Postgraduate 
Students. London, Macmillan. 
" Valentine, G. (1997) Tell me about ... Using Interviews as a research methodology In Flowerdew, R. and Martin, D. (eds. ) 
Methods in Human Geography: a Guide for Students Doing a Research Project, Longman, London, pp. 110-126. 
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between researcher and respondent, they encourage a sense of trust to emerge In the research 

process which can ensure a more honest and heart-felt response from interviewees. This is in 

contrast to questionnaire surveys (the main method used In much of the previous research on the 

greening of SMEs), where questions may be more susceptible to 'social desirability' biases. 

Moreover, it is important to establish a common understanding of environmental Issues between 

the researcher and the researched in order to ensure validity of the findings, and this can often 

only be unraveled through dialogue with respondents. Interviews are useful for understanding the 

underlVing reasoning behind a respondent's beliefs or opinions (for Instance, why SME owners 

resist or accept the business case for sustainability), and are also helpful in understanding the 

logic of a situation that is not clear (for instance, the rationale for Ignoring 'win-win' opportunities). 

However, Yin (1994 20) highlights that a potential weakness of using Interviews Is that the 

respondent may feel compelled to say what s/he thinks the interviewer wants to hear. The 

reflexivity of the interviewer is thus clearly important. Reflexivity refers to the degree of self- 

awareness of the researcher in the research process, particularly how s/he may be Impacting on 

the results. I tried to be as reflexive as possible in the interview process by noting anything that I 

thought went wrong or could have biased the results in my field notes and transcriptions. I also 

reflected on ways of improving my interview techniques for the next Interview. One aspect of 

being reflexive is understanding the power dynamic that can occur In an Interview situation. The 

researcher certainly has more power than the respondent in this context because the researcher 

is the one that has defined the siructure, style and content of the Interview. This power relation 

may have an effect on the findings, thus self-conscious introspection on the part of the Interviewer 

can help to limit this effect. 

3.2.3 Alternative methods 

Other methods that were considered for use in study I include focus groups and case study 

approaches. Focus group are Increasingly being used in qualitative research because they have 

a number of strengths; they are often more productive than interviews (as they have more people 

contflbuting), they have a more creative atmosphere because they are collaborative, and can 

encourage respondents to brainstorm, generate Ideas and spark debates within the group. Focus 

goups often get people thinking about issues from a fresh perspective and hence are particularly 

useful when idea generation is a key aim of the research. However, a key limitation of focus 

groups (and the main reason why they were not used In study 1) Is that they are more prone to 

eliciting socially desirable responses, as respondents want to appear politically correct In front of 

20 Yin, R. (1994). Case study research: DesIgn and methods (2nd ed. ). Thousand Oaks, CA., Sage Publishing. 
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other members of the group. Because it is quite challenging to elicit views from people who may 
have a different opinion from other respondents, focus groups can thus encourage more 
conformist perspectives to be expressed (see Stokes and Bergin, 2006 21; Blackburn and Stokes, 

200022). 

Case studies could also have been used in study I (see Stake, 1995 23; Yin, 2002 24). This 

approach Is especially useful when exploring atypical or paradigmatic (exemplar) cases (such as 
ecopreneurs; or social enterprises). The main advantage of a case study approach Is that multiple 
(triangulated) information sources are used to add breadth, depth and validity to the research 
findings. However, a key weakness of this approach is that conducting an in-depth, longitudinal 

study of a single case is highly resource intensive, which often limits the number of studies made. 
Case studies thus tend to have very small sample sizes and are hence particularly vulnerable to 

criticisms of a lack of generalisability. For these reasons, interviews were deemed to be the most 
appropriate method for meeting the research objectives of study 1. 

3.2.4 Potential research biases 

I encountered some Interesting cultural differences in conducting research in Japan, which may 
have affected the outcomes of the research. Firstly, the recruitment procedure was complicated 
by the fact that in Japan the polite way to set up an interview with a high ranking individual Is to 
be Introduced to that person via a respected intermediary. This process was vital to ensuring the 

participation of key Informants, and resulted in an extended recruitment period for the first stage 

of fieldwork. A 'snowballing' process was used whereby my main academic contact and mentor 
In Tokyo, Professor Mitsuisain of Komozawa University, helped to set up the first few interviews 

with key informants using his contacts and academic status. Subsequent interviews were 
arranged on the recommendations of these key informants. Interviews with small firm owner- 

managers also required an introduction, in the form of an endorsement by their local trade 

assoclation. To this end, key informants from the main restaurant and mechanical engineering 
trade associations allowed me access to the directories of their members, which were used to 

recruit the sample, and supplied me with a letter to inform potential respondents that the research 
was bone fide and had the blessing of the trade association. However, a limitation of this method 
was that It may have caused respondents to be more cautious when responding to questions 

about these particular industry bodies in the Interview. 

"Stokes D. and Bergin R. (2006) 'Methodology or'Methodolatry? An Evaluation of Focus Groups and Depth Interviews' 
Qualflative Market Research: An International Journal, 0(2): 26-36 
220[ackbum RA and Stokes D. (2000)'Breaking Down the Barriers: Using Focus Groups to Research Small and Medium 
Sized Enterprises'Internationat Small Business Journal, 19(l): 44-67 
13 Stake, R. ('1995)The Art of Case Study Research, Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA 
24 't1n, R. (2002)'Case Study Research Design and Methods, 3" ed. Sage Publications, Newbury Park 
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Another cultural difference that might have affected the research was that a translator was 
present at every interview to overcome language barriers. At the start of fieldwork I was 
concerned * that this might lead to a possible research effect if it was found that language 
differences affected the rapport between the interviewer and respondent. Fortunately these 

concerns proved to be unfounded; in fact, the opposite occurred as respondents seemed 
particularly frank in their discussion of the Issues raised In the Interviews, and In their concerns 
and criticisms regarding political and institutional arrangements In Japan. This was especially 
surprising given that Japanese society is predicated on conformity and therefore open criticism of 
its Institutions tends to be frowned upon. One possible reason for the candor of owner-managers 
is that because the interviewer was a 'gai-jin' (foreigner) and the research was an International 

project, their responses were perceived to be less likely to be reported to (and therefore have 

repercussions with) local industry representatives or politicians. Being a foreigner may have thus 
helped to convince owner-managers of the neutrality of my position and engendered a sense of 
trust and rapport during the fieldwork. 

Another potential issue was the fact that I had to rely on the translator to transcribe the Interviews 

and translate them into English. To ensure quality control I made extensive field notes during the 
interviews (which was facilitated by the time. lag between the Interviewee's response In Japanese 

and its translation in English), and I used these field notes to check against the translated 

transcriptions. A particular concern was how to ensure that cultural nuances were picked up in 

the interviews, and I had to rely on the translator to relay and record these, which may have 

contributed to a research bias. 

The research process was a particularly instructive and rewarding One, both from a professional 

and personal point of view. Professor Mitsuisan provided me with Invaluable guidance on social 

etiquette and the norms of researching in Japan, but to a certain extent I also had to rely on my 

own resources and ingenuity to negotiate the challenges of conducUng research in a foreign 

context. This inevitably may have had some kind of research effect. 

3.2.5 Analytical procedure 

J)ue to the qualitative nature of the research, I used a non-quantifying method of analysis to 

organise the data collected from the fieldwork. Five files were maintained for the study, 

containing the following materials: 

Raw data from interview notes 
Summary of raw data for each of the key themes In the topic agenda 
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" Reconstruction of the data to build a picture across all key points within each theme 
(including notes, Insights, hunches, developing interpretations) 

" Drafts of literature review, findings, discussion and conclusions 

" Description of methodology, research timetable, proposal, budget 

Using a 'general analytic procoduro'(Hussey and Hussey, 1997), field notes were converted into 

coded records which were then organised according to the themes that began to emerge. The 

Interview guide provided the conceptual framework for the data collection by identifying key 

themes and questions which were used to code the results. Themes also emerged from some of 
the unstructured discussion that arose during the interviews (e. g restaurateurs views on organic 
food). Coding was then grouped Into smaller categories according to patterns that emerged from 

the data. As new data was collected it was compared with existing codes and categories, and 

modifications were made as required. The themes emerging from each business were then 

classified according to Industry sector. This analysis allowed both a cross-sector comparison as 

well as a general analysis of environmental practices in SMEs. At various stages written 

summaries were formed to construct generalisations and form hypotheses, and these were used 
to write the first draft of the findings and discussion. On completion of the first draft of the main 

report, each transcript was read again to ensure that the findings were consistent with the 

Industry and business settings. Numerous drafts were then rewritten and edited, hypotheses were 
discussed with academic colleagues and raw data was revisited until conclusions were made and 
the final report was drafted. 

Fig. 1. Outline of analytical procedure: 

Interview 

Fleldnotes, 
Transcriptions 

I 

Familiarisa-fion-ý P Listening, reading, discussing 
Coding, categorizing, summarising 

Within businesses, within key informants 
Themes 0 Between businesses in same sector 

Between sectors 
SMEs and key Informants as a whole 

Classification 
of Themes 0 Barriers and drivers, EM theory, policy recommendations 
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Initially I had contemplated using a computer software package to analyse the data from study 1, 

such as NUD*IST or Atlas/ti. These packages allow you to Import data files which are then coded 

and categorized by the software. However, I decided in the end to take a manual approach, as 

the responses of key informants and small firm owners were not so heterogenous and complex 

that I needed a computer to do the coding and restructuring of the data for me. Moreover, I was 

so familiar with the data by the time I came to the analysis (having conducted the interviews, 

made field notes, read and re-read the translated transcriptions) that I felt more than capable of 

coding, categorizing and summarizing the data unaided. 

3.2.6 Alternative analytical procedure 

In retrospect, a grounded theory approach (Glaser, 1992 25) might have been a useful way of 

analyzing the data, as it ensures that the researcher comes Into the research process without any 

presuppositions or perceptions that might prejudice the data. Grounded theory requires that 

codes emerge from the data (rather than being identified before the data collection). This ensures 

that themes and hypotheses are 'grounded' In that they can be verified by referring back to the 

original data. The fact that a) the methodology I used was -influenced by Spence and 

Rutherfoord's previous research, and b) that the codes and themes In the analysis followed the 

structure of the interview guide, suggest that my own positionality and presuppositions could have 

affected the research. 

3.3 Methodology of Study 2 

This-study of the environmental attitudes and practices of UK SMEs mirrored the objectives and 

methodology of the Japanese research to maximize comparative value, and because the 

methodology had successfully met the research objectives of the first study. The only difference 

was that the construction industry was chosen to replace the mechanical engineering sample due 

to the political salience of the construction industry's environmental impact at the time of the 

research. This research was triangulated not only by interviewing key informants and SMEs from 

different sectors, but also by recruiting both architects and builders within the construction 

industry to highlight supply chain issues, and by splitting the location of respondents between 

25 Glaser, B. (1992). Basics of grounded theory analysis. Mill Valley, CA: Sociology Press 
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London and Leeds (to highlight any regional differences that might be occurring, especially in light 

of local Initiatives such as'Local Agenda 21'). 

Key Informanea Interviews typically lasted for one and a half to two hours, while the SME 
Interviews lasted around an hour. The Interview guides followed a similar format to those of the 
Japan study. 

3.3.1 Potential research biases 

While recruiting a representative sample (via random sampling) is not the main aim in a qualitative 
study, it certainly helps to negate criticisms of limited generalisability if one attempts to ensure that 
the sample at least to some degree reflects the characteristics of the population from which it Is 
drawn. It Is thus Important to highlight potential sampling biases that could have occurred in study 
2. 

The sampling frame consisted of 80 restaurants, 40 architectural practices and 40 building firms 
(i. e. four times the required sample size), selected from business directories in London and Leeds. 

Letters were sent out to each potential respondent inviting them to take part in the research. After a 

sufficient lapse of time those who had not replied were telephoned until the sample had been 

recruited. A strong response rate of roughly 25% was achieved via this method in all three sectors. 

As many restaurants are not members of trade associations, restaurateurs were recruited from the 
local yellow pages, with fast food restaurants excluded from the sampling list. The 10 

architectectural companies that made up half the sample of construction firms were recruited from 

the Royal Institute of British Architect's (RIBA) web-based directory 
(httpJ/www. Oba. org/go/RIBA/Home. html). As approximately 80% of all architectural practices in the 
UK are RIBA members (RIBA, 2003)27 it was felt that a sample drawn from their membership list 

was likely to be fairly representative. Builders were recruited from the Federation of Master 

Builder's (FMB) web-based directory (http: //www. fmb. org. uk). According to the key informant at the 

FMB, Its members represent around 13% of all SME builderS28; which suggests that a possible 
sampling bias may have been present. Nevertheless, this was felt to be permissible as the FMB is 

the UICs leading trade association for small firm builders and has a membership accreditation 
procedure which Involves checking each prospective member thoroughly to ensure they have 

26 Key Informants were drawn from the Restaurant Association. Visit Britain, Federation of Master Builders, Building 
Centre Trust. CIRIA, the Royal Institute of British Architects, DTI's Construction Sector Unit, the Small Business Service. 
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea, Leeds City Council 
a' Royal Institute of British Architects (2003) Archdocts, employment and earnings 2003', RIBA, London. 
20 This Is an approximate figure only. For more Information on construction Industry statistics please refer to the DTI's 
Construction Statistics Annual (http: /twww. dti. gov. uk/construcUon/stats/). 
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impeccable credentials. This process weeds the 'cowboy builders' out and provides assurances 
that FMB members are models of good practice. It was felt that, In theory, the environmental 
practices of FIVIB members should therefore be a 'best case scenario', indicating the degree to 

which environmental good practice is being taken up more generally within the SME building sector. 

3.3.2 Analytical procedure 

The analytical method employed for study 2 followed the same general analytical procedure used 
in the Japanese study. All interviews were audio-tape recorded, and I transcribed them soon 

after each meeting with the respondent to ensure maximum familiarity with the data. I also 
transcribed the interviews conducted by Professor Blackburn. At the end of the fieldwork I 

immersed myself in the data by reading and re-reading field notes and transcripts and by coding, 

categorising and building up themes and hypotheses. This process allowed summaries of themes 

to be drawn up to provide source material for the first draft of the findings and discussion. 

3.4 Methodology of Study 3 

To retain consistency, study 3 had the same objectives as studies I and 2. However, this time a 

mixed methodology was used, involving a quantitative survey of 220 SMEs followed by five In- 

depth interviews and five case studies. The choice of a quantitative method partly reflected the 

funding priorities of the principle sponsor, who needed numerical data for Workspace's end of 

year report. The survey was supported by qualitative research which helped to elucidate the 

underlying reasons and motivations behind the statistical results. This triangulated methodology 

added depth, breadth and validity to the findings. 

The main advantage of using a quantitative method to understand the barriers and drivers of 

greening among SMEs is that the results are considered to be more generalisable, which is a key 

reason why statistical surveys often hold more cach6 with Policyrnakers and other audiences. 

Another advantage of conducting a questionnaire survey on the environmental attitudes and 

practices of SMEs is that the findings are more easily comparable with large-scale benchmarking 

studies such as the Environment Agency's Netregs surveys (2002; 2003; 2005; 2007). 

The key weakness of a statistical survey is that it only offers us a 'snapshot'of reality, hence the 

results have a low validity compared to qualitative methods. In quantitative studies there is a 

tendency for the richness of the findings and its contextual implications to be lost, thus 

contributing to a narrower and less 'real' interpretation of the data. Whether surveys have much 
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explanatory power In any rigorous sense Is thus questionable (Hussey and Hussey, 1997 29). This 

underlines the value of combining quantitative and qualitative methodologies, for a mixed 
approach can offer strengths that compensate for the weaknesses of the other approach 
(Tashekkori and Teddlie, 1998 30). Using a mix of surveys, interviews and case studies for study 3 

maximized the validity, reliability and generalisability of the results, as well as enabling a more 
holistic understanding of the research problem. 

3.4.1 Potential research biases 

Survey methods can suffer from response biases, as participant who agree to take part in the 

research are self-selecting. This can diminish the representativeness of the sample (for instance 
by creating a bias towards respondents who are especially interested in environmental issues), 

and hence reduce the generalisability of the results (Jamison, 2006 31). In study 3, this effect was 
limited by the fact that our sample had an even spread of demographics; however a more 
rigorous way to limit this bias would have been to use a stratified random sampling technique, 

whereby the population is divided into categories (or strata), with each category representing a 

proportion of the total sample. 

Other weaknesses of questionnaire surveys are that responses can be affected by the wording 

and context of the question. We sought to limit these potential biases by meticulously double- 

checking the wording and order of questions to ensure that they were not loaded or leading, and 
by using various cross-checking questions throughout the survey to indicate the consistency of 
responses. As previously mentioned, quantitative surveys are also particularly prone to social 
desirability biases, which is a major drawback when conducting research on environmental 
issues.. We tried as much as possible to word the questions in such a way as to avoid eliciting a 

politically correct response. However, such biases are clearly difficult to overcome, and is a key 

reason why we chose to augment the questionnaire with interviews and case studies, as these 

methods are better suited to educing truthful answers from respondents. 

Another possible research bias was that the sampling frame for the survey was limited to 
Workspace tenants in London. This meant that there were proportionately less micro-firms in the 

sample (as owner-managers of these firms are more likely to work from home). Moreover, the 
London SME population has a higher preponderance of firms In service sectors than the rest of 
the country, and as these firms tend to have a low environmental impact, this might have skewed 

29 Hussey, J. and Hussey, Ft (1997) Business Research: A Practical Guide for Undergraduate and Postgraduate 
Students. London, Macmillan 
30 Tashekkorl, A. and Teddlie, C. (1998) MiKed Methodology., Combining Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches, 
Thousand Oaks, CA Sage publications 31 Jamison, J. (2006) Research Methods In Psychology for High School Students, luniverse 
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the results. However, ANOVA analysis of the results revealed no significant size or sector 
variations In responses In study 3, which suggests that the findings can be generalized to the 

wider population of SIVIEs in the UK. 

3.4.2 Analytical procedure 

The interviews and case studies followed the same general analytic procedure as studies I and 
2. The statistical analysis of the survey results involved the use of Mests, ANOVA, regression and 
chi-squared analysis to test the significance of the results. ANOVA analysis Is used to test 

whether the difference between two or more populations is statistically significant. In study 3 
ANOVA was used to test the effect of demographics on the attitudes and practices of owner. 
managers. A West is used to determine whether the difference between two means is 

significantly greater or less than the expected difference (usually 0). A Mest was used In study 3 
to examine whether there was a significant difference in the mean responses from the first and 
second mail out of the questionnaire. Regression analysis tells us how accurately we can predict 
the value of one variable if we know the value of another, in this case demographics and 
environmental attitude. Finally, a chi-square analysis is used to determine if something varies 
from the mean by more than x amount (x being the expected value). In study 3, chi-square was 
used to test whether owner-managers' attitudes and environmental practices were significantly 

correlated with membership of trade associations or environmental network groups. 

3.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, I feel that the methodological approaches taken in all three studies worked well to 
achieve the alms of the research. In particular, I feel'that the combination of qualitative and 
quantitative methods has been especially valuable in triangulating and corroborating the research 
findings, and encouraging interest from audiences with both positivist and interpretivist leanings. 
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INTRODUCTION 

T he importance of small and medium- 
sized enterprises (SMEs) to the economy 
and theenvironment is now well estab- lished. The vast numbers of small firms mean 

that on aggregate they undoubtedly have a sig- 
nificant impact on ecological systems. The Mar- 
shall Report (1998), which originally endorsed 
proposals for a climate change levy, estimated 
that as much as 60% of carbon dioxide emis- 
sions from business result from the activities of 
SMEs. Most research in this area has, however, 
focused on large firms and their impact on the 
environment, whilst the impact of small firms 
continues to be an under-researched area. 

Much of the work conducted on SMEs and 
environmental issues has to date focused on describing the obstacles these firms face in 
adopting environmental best practice. Empir- 
ical studies have found a lack of engage- 
ment with environmental issues amongst 
owner-managers. This disengagement has 
been attributed to the following factors. 

(i) Business owners' feelings of lin-dted 
responsibility towards the environment, 
due to a belief that (a) the environmen- 
tal 'footprint' of small firms is negligi- ble (Hillary, 1995; Holland and Gibbon, 
1997; Smith and Kemp, 1998; Rutherfoord 
and Spence, 1998) and (b) the government 
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(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

should take the leading role in environ- 
mental management (Rutherfoord and 
Spence, 1998; Lloyds Bank/SBRT, 1999; 
Tilley, 2000; Ludevid Anglada, 2000). 
Low levels of 'eco-literacy', a lack of 
expertise and understanding in tackling 
environmental issues, resulting in reac- 
tive rather than proactive responses to 
environmental issues (Gerstenfeld and 
Roberts, 2000; Hutchinson and Hutchin- 
son, 1997). 
A 'shallow' environmental ethic amongst 
owner-managers, who tend to favour 
econon-dc interests over social or environ- 
mental considerations (Tilley, 2000). 
A perception amongst SMEs that leg- 
islative compliance is costly (Petts et al., 
1999), hence regulation is resisted due to 
its perceived impact on profits. 
Low levels of compliance amongst small 
firms due to a lack of awareness of exist- 
ing envirorunental regulation, combined 
with a lack of ability to interpret how leg- 
islation might affect them (Hillary, 1995; 
GerstenfeId and Roberts, 2000; Hutchin- 
son and Chaston, 1994). 
Resistance to voluntary initiatives that 
promote self-regulation due to fears of 
'free riders' and a lack of a 'level 
playing field' (Tilley, 2000; Ludevid 
Anglada, 2000). 
Low levels of uptake of environmental 
management systems due to a lack of 
time, a lack of technical knowledge, a 
lack of awareness of benefits, a nega- 
tive perception of bureaucracy, high cost 
of implementation, resistance to change 
within the company culture and little 
external pressure from stakeholders such 
as customers and suppliers to adopt EMSs 
(Hillary, 2000, p. 140). 

A persistent theme running through much of 
the existing literature is that small businesses 
lack the characteristics that would otherwise 
enable them to engage effectively with the'sus- 
tainable development' agenda. Clearly, there 

Copyright 0 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd and ERP Environment 

are numerous obstacles that owner-managers 
have towards making environmental improve- 
ments - it could even be tempting to assume 
that these barriers are somehow an intrinsic 
part of small firm culture. 

We argue that there are wider issues to 
consider, however; governance structures and 
policy arrangements play an equally important 
part in influencing the environmental practices 
of small firms. Yet little has been written about 
the structural factors that influence small firm 
environmental practices. The environmental 
performance of small businesses cannot be 
solely attributed to characteristics inherent 
within them; it is also related to the way 
in which societies influence and engage with 
business - and the way in which business is 
incorporated into the environmental policy 
agenda. There is therefore a need to focus not 
just on the internal world of owner-managers 
and their reasons for responding in a certain 
way towards environmental pressures but also 
on the contextual, structural factors that have 
shaped their experience of reality. 

While the characteristics of small busi- 
ness populations throughout the industrialized 
world are often similar, different institutional 
structures linking business, the state and civil 
society are clearly evident across nations. These 
varying social and political arrangements can 
have quite different outcomes in relation to 
the environmental behaviour of firms. Com- 
parative research can be particularly useful in 
highlighting the influence of different national 
policy contexts on the environmental practices 
of small firms. In the following sections we 
consider the differing environmental policy 
contexts of the UK and the Netherlands to illus- 
trate how structural factors can crucially influ- 
ence the individual responses of small firm 
owner-managers to environmental pressures. 

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY AND 
SMES IN THE NETHERLANDS 

A comparative study on SMEs and environ- 
mental issues found that small firms in the 

Bus. Strat. Env. 12,26-35 (2003) 
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UK and the Netherlands differed strongly in 
their environmental performance and most 
importantly in their attitudes to environmen- 
tal issues (Rutherfoord and Spence, 1998; 
Spence et at., 2000; Rutherfoord et al., 2000). 
In contrast to their UK counterparts, Dutch 
owner-managers were actively engaged in 
environmental measures and emphasized the 
roles and responsibilities of individuals, indus- 
try and government in addressing environ- 
mental issues. WWlst this can be partly con- 
tributed to social attitudes, Rutherfoord and 
Spence (1998) argue that the consensual way 
in which environmental policy has been con- 
structed and the way it has been enforced in 
the Netherlands has played a crucial role. 

At a macro level, Dutch SMEs have been 

actively targeted both by legislation, licensing 

and voluntary initiatives. Firms have to obtain 
an environmental permit in order to trade, and 
this legislative context fosters compliance as 
environmental action is seen as a legitimate 
business cost for all. This legal framework 
is reinforced by a context characterized by 

shared social responsibility and a consensual 
style of governance in which co-operation and 
dialogue is fostered amongst trade associa- 
tions, local government, support providers and 
businesses (both large and small). Moreover, 

membership of trade associations is almost uni- 
versal (Rutherfoord et al., 2000). 

Recent work by De Bruijn and Lulofs (2000) 

Confirz-ns this analysis, arguing that the 'indi- 

rect, consensual, steering model' in which pol- 
icy networks play a crucial role has been 
largely successful in implementing change in 
the Netherlands. They explain that the cor- 
nerstone of Dutch environmental policy, the 
National Environmental Policy Plan (NEPP), 
in 1989 set in motion plans for radical change 
to reduce environmental impacts. This pol- 
icy framework took a thematic, 'target group' 
approach to tackling environmental problems, 
whereby policy themes (e. g. climate change) 
were set ambitious targets (e. g. reduction of 
carbon dioxide emissions by 20-30%) and 
then assigned specific target groups who were 

charged with the responsibility for achiev- 
ing those targets (e. g. industry, transport, 
consumers). The target groups were heavily 
involved in a consultative process, which cre- 
ated a context of consensual support for the 
policy strategy and reflected the contribution 
of the target sector to the solution. Critically, 
industry representatives such as trade associa- 
tions were heavily involved in the negotiation 
and implementation of these decisions (Glas- 
bergen and Driessen, 1994). 

Dense policy networks were actively eng- 
aged in the policy process. The NEPP and 
its successors planned to implement policies 
with the use of intermediary networks, which 
included trade associations, industrial environ- 
mental agencies, local authorities, employee 
organizations and consulting firms. These net- 
works provided support and information to 
facilitate the uptake of environmental man- 
agement strategies. They played a crucial role 
in influencing industry and small firms to 
make changes, and they supported proactive 
responses whilst repressing the behaviour of laggards (De Bruijn and Lulofs, 2000). 

The overall strategy for environmental 
reform included an effective mix of voluntary 
agreements backed up by a strong regulatory 
and licensing system. Companies that failed 
to live up to the voluntary agreements were 
given 'supplementary conditions' on their per- 
mit to trade and were also subject to more 
stringent inspections, thus forcing 'free riders' 
to address their 'laggard' status. The threat 
of direct legislative action provided a strong 
motivator to achieve the targets agreed in the 
voluntary agreements. 

De Bruijn and Lulofs (2000) argue that 
this policy context had many positive out- 
comes. Networks were fortified and stake- 
holder partnerships nurtured, thus strengthen- 
ing the Dutch tradition of governance through 
managed consensus. The policy mix enabled 
the government to co-operate with proactive 
companies whilst maintaining strictness with 
laggards and resulted in an improvement of 
attitudes and behaviour within industry. 

Copyright 0 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd and ERP Environment 
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ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY AND 
SMES IN THE UK 

The comparative study by Rutherfoord and 
Spence (1998) found that UK small firms, in 
contrast to Dutch SMEs, did not see environ- 
mental protection as a relevant business issue 
for their firms. Cost was a major barrier to 
more proactive environmental behaviour, with 
owner managers perceiving little financial ben- 
efit from environmental investments. Respon- 
sibility for the environment was ascribed to 
the goverrunent, whilst individual efforts were 
seen as more or less ineffectual in the face 
of structural barriers. Rutherfoord and Spence 
argue that the institutional context in the UK is 
a key reason for the low engagement of small 
firms. They contend that there is not yet a sub- 
stantial national structure in place which forces 
the environment on to the business agenda of 
SMEs, and because of this it is very easy for 
UK owner-managers to ignore environmen- 
tal issues. 

While the Dutch government has taken 
a 'target group' approach and developed 
specific strategies for engaging SMEs, the 
choice of policy instruments in the UK has 
tended to ignore the special case of small 
firms. In the White Paper A Better Quality 
of Life (DETR, 1999), the UK government 
adopted a sectoral rather than size approach 
to improving the environmental performance 
of industry, encouraging the development of 
voluntary 'sectoral sustainability strategies'via 
organizations that arguably tend to represent 
the interests of large firms (such as many 
trade associations). The climate change levy 
is also in the process of being implemented, 
which may have a variable and in some cases 
discrin-tinatory impact on small firms. 

UK policy-makers have thus encouraged 
voluntary, sectoral initiatives from industry to 
address environmental problems. This empha- 
sis on voluntary action has meant that the 
environment has not been forced onto the busi- 
ness agenda of small firms, whilst the sectoral 
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emphasis has precluded SMEs from being tar- 
geted specifically, arguably encouraging fur- 
ther resistance from this sector. 

The fact that there has been no attempt 
to foster the direct involvement of small 
firms in such environmental initiatives is sur- 
prising given the numerous obstacles that 
owner-managers have towards adopting envi- 
ronmental best practice and their apparent 
distrust of self-regulation. The typically low 
engagement of small firms with environmental 
agendas makes this sector distinct from large 
firms. Although big business has been widely 
criticized for appropriating environmental dis- 
courses and presenting them in terms that 
favour its own interests (Eden, 1997), large 
firms have at least integrated environmental 
management to some degree within their cor- 
porate strategies. The same cannot be said for 
small firms. 

The few government initiatives that have tar- 
geted small firms specifically in the UK have 
tended to focus on the provision of informa- 
tion and advice through the environmental 
best practice programmes. At a more local level 
there are a number of fragmented waste min- 
imization. and, environment-business clubs 
operating in the UK, which work to encourage 
efficiency gains. 

There is little evidence of a formal strategy to 
specifically build upon these small beginnings. 
It appears that dealing with the laggard 
SME sector is seen by policy-makers as too 
difficult a task. The onus has thus been put 
almost entirely on the shoulders of large 
firms, whom it is hoped will start a process 
of 'greening the supply chain' by exerting 
pressure on small firms to improve their 
environmental performance. Yet studies have 
shown that, as yet, there exists little supply 
chain pressure and even less collaboration 
amongst stakeholders within the supply chain 
to encourage environmentally sound practices 
amongst SMEs (Hillary, 2000; Wycherly, 1999; 
Merrit, 1998). 

So why is it that UK policy-makers appear 
to be so weary of targeting environmental 
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strategies at small firms? What makes this 
sector so difficult to reach? We suggest that 
a key reason for the disengaged and laggardly 
UK SME lies in the structure of environmental 
policy networks that have emerged as a result 
of processes of 'Political modernization' within 
the UK polity. 

Before we develop this argument further, it 
is necessary to give the discussion a more the- 
oretical foundation by summarizing the con- 
tribution of ecological modernization theory 
to an understanding of processes of 'political 
modernization' and emerging environmental 
policy arrangements. 

ECOLOGICAL MODERNIZATION, 
POLITICAL MODERNIZATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY 

Ecological modemization (EM) theory has 
emerged as an influential theory explaining 
social and environmental change within indus- 
trialized nations. Although EM theory has 
been pieced together from many sources - and 
therefore different authors have used the con- 
cept in different ways - the major contributors 
to the theory have found broad agreement on 
some key thernes. A central focus of the the- 
ory is the decoupling of economic growth from 

environmental degradation; empirical studies 
are cited that suggest that from the n-dd-1990s 
onwards there has been a delinking of mate- 
rial from economic flows in many industrial 

economies (Gouldson and Murphy, 1997). 
Mol (1997) asserts that five key social and 

institutional changes are at the core of such 
physical transformations. 

Markets in industrialized nations are 
restructuring around ecological principles 
in response to market signals, encouraged 
by innovators, entrepreneurs and other 
economic agents. 

(ii) New ideologies are emerging in business, 

public and political arenas that view 
environmental interests as increasingly 
harmonious with economic interests. 

(iii) Science and technology are judged not 
only for contributing to environmental 
problems but for their role in curing 
and preventing them. They are hence 
seen as central institutions for overcoming 
environmental problems. 

(iv) De-radicalized social movements are be- 
coming increasingly involved in pol- 
icy prescriptions regarding environmen- 
tal reform, instead of being relegated to 
the periphery of institutional decision- 
making. 

(V) A process of "political modernization' is 
perceived to be taking place within indus- 
trialized nation states as centralized, com- 
mand and control governance structures 
are replaced with more decentralized, par- 
ticipatory and "steering' styles of gover- 
nance. Blowers (1998) argues that notions 
of consensus and negotiation are key 
to processes of political modernization, 
with environmental policy increasingly 
seen as a partnership, especially between 
industry and the state. Stakeholder par- 
ticipation and negotiated decision-making 
are key characteristics of policy networks 
that adopt an ecological modernization 
approach (Leroy, 1999). 

Mol and Sonnenfeld (2000) contend that some 
scholars (such as Weale, 1992, Mol, 1995; Spaar- 
garen, 1997) use these premises as analytical 
tools to explore current processes of environ- 
mental reform and social change in industri- 
alized nations. Others (such as Christoff, 1996; 
Dryzek 1997) either propound or dispute the 
idea that EM is not only useful analytically 
but has normative merit in outlining desirable 
paths for future political action. The distinction 
between EM as a theory of social change and 
as a political programme is an important one, 
particularly as it is common in the literature 
for its analytical and prescriptive dimensions 
to be confused (Murphy, 2000). 

As a political programme for change, 
proponents of EM approaches conceive of 
environmental degradation as a challenge 
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for socio-technical reform rather than as an 
inevitable outcome of capitalism or industri- 
alization, and therefore oppose radical trans- 
formations of modern institutions. In this 
view, capitalism can accommodate environ- 
mental problems by increasing the 'envi- 
ronmental efficiency' of the economy. This 
can be done by substituting polluting and 
non-renewable materials with environmentally 
benign and renewable ones, recycling and 
minimizing waste and encouraging resource 
and energy efficiency (Gouldson and Murphy, 
1997). Ecological modernization is perceived 
to be a potential source of future growth by 
stimulating innovation, providing new mar- 
ket opportunities for eco-products and clean 
technology and lowering clean-up costs. The 
role of the state is prescribed as 'enabling' 
rather than controlling, engendering environ- 
mental reform within industry via market 
mechanisms (where possible) and participa- 
tive, consensual governance structures rather 
than command and control policies. Processes 
of political modernization are thus seen as crit- 
ical in catalysing the ecological modernization 
of industry. 

A third strand to the ecological modern- 
ization debate is the role of cultural politics 
and discourse. This strand has been developed 
mainly by Haler (1995,1996), who examines 
$story-lines' and discourse coalitions to under- 
stand the process by which notions of eco- 
logical modernization are socially constructed. 
Leroy (1999) develops a critical analysis of 
political modernization by arguing that nego- 
tiated policy environments do not take place 
in a politically neutral space but are carried 
out within policy networks of stakeholders that 
consist of dominant traditions and discourses. 
He asserts that it is important to look at the 
policy arrangements underlying political (and 
ecological) modernization in order to explore 
the assumptions and priorities implicit within 
them, and to assess whether these collaborative 
networks encourage new power relations or 
merely reinforce old ones (see also Tattenhove 
et at., 2000). 

PARTICIPATIVE GOVERNANCE AND 
THE PROBLEM WITH UK POLICY 
NETWORKS 

In line with notions of political moderniza- 
tion in EM theory, the role of stakeholder 
dialogue and partnership in policy formula- 
tion has been increasingly emphasized in the 
UK. The deregulation and privatization emerg- 
ing from the Thatcherite revolution during the 
1980s has engendered a climate of co-operation 
between government and industry and has 
allowed business a privileged access to govern- 
ment policy-making (Blowers, 1998). Despite 
a highly centralized bureaucracy in the UK, 
decentralized decision-making occurs in large 
areas of public administration via the domi- 
nance of QUANGOs (quasi-autonomous non- 
governmental organizations), wl-dch are made 
up of business people, local government, aca- 
demics, voluntary and community groups. 

As Leroy (1999) argues, a key issue is 
whether these policy networks create new 
collaborative structures, which give a voice 
to previously marginalized interest groups, 
or whether they are merely reproducing and 
reinforcing hegemonic power relations. 

We argue the latter: that the environmen- 
tal policy context in the UK is reinforcing 
existing power relations and dominant dis- 
courses rather than encouraging new ones. In 
contrast to other European countries such as 
the Netherlands, the UK has not created an 
infrastructure that facilitates negotiated dia- 
logue between all interest groups. As Blow- 
ers asserts, 

[While] power is concentrated amongst 
political and bureaucratic elites, access 
to the power structure is restricted and 
decision-making is hidden. Among the 
groups enjoying privileged access are busi- 
ness elites. Although other interests such 
as environmental groups gain admittance 
from time to time... their access is inter- 
mittent and specific rather than privileged 
and routine (Blowers, 1998, p. 240). 
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We argue that it is not just environmental 
groups that remain on the periphery of these 
elite networks. Instead of being targeted as 
key stakeholders, SMEs have been marginal- 
ized and often omitted from policy dialogue 
between government and industry. Unlike the 
case in the Netherlands, there are few for- 
malized networks of intermediary bodies in 
the UK that represent small firms at the gov- 
emment level. The business lobby, ostensibly 
propounding 'the view of industry', has little 
real input from the small firm sector due to 
low levels of SME membership in trade associ- 
ations and local chambers of commerce. Such 
intermediary bodies are dominated by large 
firms and, arguably, it is their interests that are 
primarily put forward in stakeholder dialogues 

at the government level. 
We argue that it is this lack of institutional 

enfranchisement that is the key to understand- 
ing the reasons behind the seemingly disen- 

gaged and laggardly UK SME. While small 
firms have so little democratic representation, 
it is not surprising that the sector has a low 

engagement with voluntary agreements made 
by big business and policy-makers, which have 
little perceived benefit for individual small 
firms. Proponents of ecological modernization 
as a political programme might well argue that 
if the UK government is to successfully encour- 
age the ecological restructuring of industry, 
'political modernization' must be furthered by 
incorporating the small firm sector within pro- 
cesses of negotiated decision-making to a much 
greater degree. 

Recent research evidence supports this idea 
that stakeholder collaboration is an important 
factor in engaging SMEs with environmental 
discourses. A study of Danish SMEs by Peder- 

sen (2000) highlights the importance of effec- 
tive dialogue between small firms and local 

authorities as the latter can support the former 

with a wide range of environmental exper- 
tise. 13iondi et al. (1998) assert that co-operation 
is the most significant factor in encouraging 
small firms to consider eco-management and 
auditing schemes (EMAS), because it enables 

firms to learn from each other and it builds 
relationships with stakeholders. Fanshawe 
(2000) suggests that greater co-collaboration 
between small firms and stakeholders such as 
government, regulators, support agencies and 
trade associations could help SMEs to under- 
stand their environmental responsibilities by 
creating a framework for more co-ordinated 
information exchange. 

However, is the UK institutional context 
compatible with negotiated policy environ- 
ments that involve small firms? 

THEROLEOFTRADE 
ASSOCIATIONS: THE MISSING LINK? 

UK policy-makers have focused on trade asso- 
ciations as the primary agent for develop- 
ing and implementing voluntary 'sectoral sus- 
tainability strategies'. Research evidence has 
shown that trade associations are a poten- 
tially effective way to reach small firms 
(Boleat, 1996; North et al., 1997). This has 
certainly been shown to be the case in 
the Netherlands. In the UK, trade associ- 
ations appear to have some potential as 
providers of environmental advice and sup- 
port. Smith and Kemp (1998) reported that 
nearly a third of LJK SME respondents felt 
that trade associations could persuade them 
to change their environmental practices. Hunt 
(2000) has also argued that trade associa- 
tions are a particularly effective way of com- 
municating environmental messages to SMEs 
because they are able to offer sector spe- 
cific information. 

However, little can come of attempts by 
trade associations to reach SMEs whilst 
membership levels within this sector are 
still low. If trade associations are to be 
the primary tool for government environ- 
mental initiatives targeting industry, then it 
is important that these intermediary bod- 
ies are representative of both large and 
small firms. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The relative success of Dutch envirorunental 
policy in the late 1990s suggests that the 
problems faced by those seeking to incorporate 
UK small firms into the environmental agenda 
may not be as intractable as it first appears. 
Scope for change may be greater than is often 
envisaged if we are correct in our central 
assertion-that the environmental practices of 
small firm owners are constrained more by a 
lack of consensual governance in the UK than 
by anything intrinsic to small business itself. 

We suggest that a 'target group' approach 
like that used in the Netherlands might be an 
appropriate way of involving a wider range 
of interest groups in UK environmental pol- 
icy discourses. Whilst a sectoral approach is 
important in understanding the ways in which 
structures and dynamics of different indus- 
tries affect their response to environmental 
policy, targeting small firms cross-sectorally 
to address environmental problems is vital if 
their common barriers towards environmental 
management are to be overcome. If UK small 
firms could be as meaningfully engaged in a 
consultative process aimed at stimulating envi- 
ronmental management as they have been in 
the Netherlands, this might create a context 
of consensual support for environmental pol- 
icy strategies and reflect the contribution of 
the SME sector to the solution, thus engender- 
ing proactive rather than reactive responses to 
environmental problems. 

It is vital that UK policy-makers place more 
emphasis on maximizing the engagement of 
SMEs in initiatives such as the sectoral sustain- 
ability strategies, rather than passively hoping 
for supply chain pressure to catalyse their 
involvement. It is thus crucial that intermedi- 
ary networks are strengthened so that they are 
able to reach and engage SMEs in the policy 
process. Trade associations could potentially 
be key tools in reaching the small firm sector in 
order to implement environmental initiatives. 
Compulsory membership of trade associations 
may be a way of kick-starting the creation of 
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a formal institutional structure that includes 
SMEs as well as large firms in the stakeholder 
networks that negotiate environmental policy. 
This kind of partnership is vital if the UK polity 
is to stimulate the kind of 'ecological modern- 
ization' of industry that has occurred in the 
Netherlands. 

. The extent to which it is appropriate for 
UK policy-makers to rely primarily on volun- 
tary agreements and supply chain pressure to 
reach SMEs without the backing of a robust 
legislative system also needs careful analysis. 
In the Netherlands, covenants with industry 
organizations have been made, but impor- 
tantly policymmakers have not relied solely 
on voluntary agreements. The success of the 
Dutch environmental policy can also be con- 
tributed to a robust legislative, licencing and 
inspection system, which has encouraged high 
levels of compliance (see Spence et al., 2000). 
Instead of relying so heavily on voluntary sec- 
toral strategies, a policy environment in the 
UK that included a more targeted legislative 
and inspection system n-dght have greater suc- 
cess in encouraging environmentally proactive 
behaviour from SMEs. 

We highlight the need for further research to 
explore relations between the state and busi- 
ness, and particularly how the agendas of var- 
ious interest groups within the business com- 
munity (including small firms) are constructed 
within this relationship. Further research is 
also needed to explore how a more represen- 
tative institutional structure might be achieved 
in the UK: one, that actively engages with the 
interests of small firms and other marginal- 
ized parties. Issues of political modernization, 
enfranchisement, participation and corporate 
hegemony are key to providing a fuller under- 
standing of the macro-context in which policy 
decisions are ultimately made. It is imperative 
that we consider these wider power structures 
because they may explain why UK small firms 
at the individual level have come to resist envi- 
ronmental discourses. Only by looking at the 
broader picture rnight we then come to some 
understanding of how the barriers that SMEs 
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have towards embracing environmental goals 
might be constructively removed. 
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Environmental Policy and the Small 
Firm in Japan: Comparisons with the 
Netherlands 
ANDREA REVELL 

ABSTRACT This article explores how environmental policy arrangements influence the attitudes 
and behaviour of smallfirm owners. Thefindings are presentedfroin a qualitative study exploring 
the influence of national governance structures oil the environmental practices of restaurant and 
niechanical engineering firms in Japan. A comparison is made with tile Dutch clivironniental 
policy context to illustrate how structural factors can crucially influence the individual responses 
of sinallfirin owner-managers to environmental pressures. Tile political enfranchisement of Dutch 
small fir-nis and their participation in 'target group' policy consultations appears to have been a 
key factor contributing to their engagement with environmenfal initiatives. The paper concludes 
by suggesting the need for a more participatory institutional structure in Japan in order to 
encourage the 'greening' of the smallfirm sector. 

Introduction 
The importance of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to national economies 
and the environment is clear. SMEs constitute around 95 per cent of all private sector 
firms in most industrial nations and so, cumulatively, they undoubtedly have a 
significant "ecological footprint" (Schaper, 2002). The most commonly quoted (although 

not yet verified) statistic of SMEs' environmental impact is that they collectively 
contribute to as much as 70 per cent of all global pollution (Hillary, 2000). 

Despite this, most research in the business and environment field has focused on the 
ecological impact of large firms, whilst the impact of small firms continues to be an 
under-researched area. Much of the work to date on SMEs and environmental issues 
has described the obstacles these firms face in adopting environmental best practice. 
Empirical studies have found a lack of engagement with environmental issues amongst 
owner-managers and, therefore, discussions have tended to focus on how to remove 
internal barriers within the firm and motivate owner-managers to improve their environ- 
mental practices (see Hillary, 2000). 

However, little has been written about the structural factors that come to bear on small 
firm environmental practices, such as the influence of national governance structures 
and environmental policy arrangements. Whilst the characteristics of small business 
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populations throughout the industrialized world are often similar, there are clearly 
different institutional structures linking business, the state and civil society, and these 
social and political arrangements influence 

, 
the environmental behaviour of small 

firms in a variety of ways. It is important to understand this wider context so that one 
might come to some conclusion as to how to remove structural barriers and facilitate 
environmental reform within the small firm sector. 

In order to address this gap in the literature a qualitative study was undertaken 
recently to explore the environmental attitudes and behaviour of Japanese small firm 
owners, and to examine the influence of environmental policy arrangements on their 
responses to environmental imperatives. The Japanese context is compared with the 
literature on Dutch environmental policy arrangements in order to provide some 
insights into how to facilitate environmental reform within the SME sector. In the 
Netherlands a consensual, target group approach has been adopted, whilst Japan has 
favoured voluntary approaches to encouraging environmental best practice within 
industry. 

In the following sections, a brief literature review of Japan's political economy and 
environmental policy arrangements is presented to build a picture of the institutional 
context for small firms. Previous studies on small firm environmental practices in Japan 
are then summarized before the findings of this research are presented. Comparisons are 
then made with the Dutch case and the implications for Japanese environmental policy 
and small firms are discussed. 

Japan 

The Economic Context for SMEs 

Japan rates alongside Italy as having the largest number of small firms in OECD nations 
(OECD, 1994). Small firms are the backbone of the Japanese economy, accounting for over 
99 per cent of all firms USBRI, 1999). Japan has always had a high proportion of small 
firms, bucking the trend of U-shaped fluctuations in SME numbers which many other 
nations have undergone as they industrialized. Yet, fascination with 'Japan Inc. ' has 
meant that the business literature has tended to refer to SMEs mainly in terms of their 
sub-contracting relationship with large firms. 

Much has been written about Japan's 'dual economy' and the mighty keiretsit (sub- 
contracting) structures which emerged after Japan's rapid post-war modernization. 
Whittaker (1997) explains how wide productivity and wage gaps opened up between 
small and large firms during the 1950s and 1960s as a: period of rapid growth led to the 
development of a large domestic market for manufactured goods. SMEs lacked equal 
access to imported technology and were effectively excluded from major sources of 
finance for investment that favoured big business. Although small firms had lower 
productivity, they also had lower costs. Large firms on the other hand had higher labour 
costs which were irreducible, and this led them to subcontract those parts of the 
manufacturing process which required lower technological and supervisory standards to 
SMEs. Large firms were, thus, able to make effective cost reductions one step removed. 
SME sub-contractors were numerous so competition was fierce, enabling large firms to 
have the major say in fixing prices and terms. In contrast, sub-contractors very live- 
lihoods depended on the custom of their large 'parent' firms. Keiretsu structures have, 
thus, historically enabled parent companies to enjoy a level of control over supply akin 
to that of vertical integration (Ahmadjian & Lincoln, 2000). 
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However, Whittaker (1997) argues that supply chain relationships are changing 
rapidly as large firms have invested heavily overseas whilst rationalizing at home, 
causing a decline in employment. First-tier sub-contractors are now increasingly supply- 
ing other competitors, breaking their reliance on a single parent company. Parent 
Companies, in turn, are increasingly concentrating orders with larger sub-contractors 
because larger firms are better able to keep up technologically. This has had a profound 
effect on smaller sub-contractors, who have been forced to reduce their reliance on mass 
production networks. Costs have risen sharply, resulting in increased closures and 
depressed start-up rates for small firms. 

A key factor affecting the demographics of the SME sector is that the Japanese 
economy is in a period of crisis and transition. The current malaise has been attributed 
to a number of factors, including state-industry protectionism and excessive public 
expenditure on development projects which artificially stimulated demand and 
encouraged inefficiencies. Growing burdens, including a mountain of corporate debt, 
has depressed investment and resulted in a prolonged financial and political crisis (Tile 
Economist, 2001; Newsweek, 2001). 

Repeated attempts to jump-start the economy with massive public spending have 
failed dismally, resulting in Japan being the most heavily indebted country in the world 
(Kerr, 2001). Major, painful reforms within the political economy have been called for. 
Proposed economic reforms Centre on privatization and deregulation, including the 
scrapping of long-held protectionist policies that have propped up inefficient domestic 
markets. Political reform has also been on the agenda. However, these reforms have been 
slow to emerge. 

Social change is also working against SMEs. Japan has a rapidly ageing population 
and falling birth rates that will cause major labour market pressures in years to 
come. Whittaker suggests that education trends favour large firms who poach young 
graduates. SME owners, thus, tend to be older and a skills gap has emerged in the 
manufacturing sector as craftspeople retire without readily available replacements. 

Environmental Politics 

Environmental policy making in Japan is distinctive for its decentralized, negotiated and 
voluntary nature. Ren (2000, p. 80) argues that: 

The Japanese approach to environmental management features power- 
sharing among ministries and joint administrative responsibilities at the 
national level; a relatively high degree of decentralisation of the vertical 
administrative structure that gives local governments leading roles in im- 
plementation; self-governance by business; a triangular model of actors and 
the determination of operational rules through a negotiation process premised 
on consensus-building. 

The OECD's (1994) review highlights that local authorities have considerable power in 
environmental policy making, with the municipal and prefectural governments histori- 
cally being the first to act on policy and prompting action at the national level. The 1947 
Local Government Law entitled municipalities to pass their own ordinances and many 
used this authority to address pollution problems in the 1950s and 1960s. There has been 
a strong emphasis on self-regulation of industry in Japan and, since the 1960s, over 
40 000 voluntary agreements between business and local authorities have been put into 
effect (Sugiyama & Imura, 1999). Local governments are able to put considerable 
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pressure on business to conform to voluntary agreements by withholding permits and 
economic incentives (OECD, 1994). 

In Wallace's (1995) major empirical study of environmental policy and industrial 
innovation in Japan, policy makers and industrialists viewed local authorities as driving 
environmental policy because they imposed tougher voluntary standards on local 
industry than existing regulations called for, which in turn pushed future environmental 
regulations towards stricter standards. Local authorities were perceived to have built up 
a reputation for listening to industry and had promoted a flexible, participatory 
approach to achieving environmental policy goals. 

Wallace (1995) argues that state-industry relations are characterized by co-operation 
and consensus: 

Commentators on Japan's social and industrial successes in the postwar 
period frequently refer to deeply held values of consensus and cooperation in 
Japanese society. In the environmental field, these values are generally 
thought by outsiders to be the basis on which the national bureaucracy, 
especially MITI' secures the cooperation of industry in meeting environmen- 
tal objectives. 

Wallace highlights how the Ministry of Environment encourages the participation of 
industry in standard setting via the 'technical hearing system' whereby relevant techni- 
cal information from industry is heard prior to legislation, thus enabling regulators to set 
appropriate targets. State-industry relationships are described as highly co-operative, 
with environmental regulation only enacted after careful consideration of industry's 
capacity to meet those standards via trial and error voluntary initiatives. Wallace's 

central assertion is, thus, that environmental goals in Japan are achieved at lowest cost 
by a flexible process of open dialogue and consensus-building between policy makers 
and firms. 

Whilst environmental policy making in Japan may be characterized by its decentral- 
ized and consensual nature, there is a substantial body of literature that describes 
Japanese politics as highly centralized, closed and elitist. Authors such as Johnson (1993), 
McCormack (1998) and Woo-Cummings (1999) describe Japan as a 'developmental state' 
where policies are made by a centralized, strongly bureaucratic system with little role 
played by pluralist influences. In McCormack's (1998) critique of the Japanese 'economic 
miracle' he maintains that: 

bureaucratic autonomy and privilege, and the exclusion of democratic princi- 
ples, may have been part of the formula of successful growth in the early 
post-war decades, but vested bureaucratic interest now constitutes a major 
blockage to the sorts of fundamental reform of which 21" century Japan 
stands in need (McCormack, 1998, p. 41). 

Supporting this view of 'bureaucratic autonomy', Schreurs (1996) contends that environ- 
mental policy networks actively reinforce hegemony by excluding critical commentators 
from advisory committees, Because the ministries have the Tight to select who will sit on 
these committees, there is no place for non-governmental organizations (NGOs) that 

might criticize government actions. Schreurs argues that such institutional barriers to 
public participation in environmental policy making have severely hampered the devel- 

opment of the environmental movement in Japan. Whittaker (1997) corroborates that 
advisory committees which are supposed to solicit broad input end up retaining strong 
bureaucratic input. Although they are supposedly made up of representatives from 
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NGOs, industry, academia, media and consumers, half end up being former bureaucrats 
and others are chosen because they are 'bureaucrat friendly'. Whittaker, hence, sees 
these policy networks as instruments of bureaucratic manipulation. 

Many authors have favoured a corporatist model of the Japanese political economy, 
whereby power is concentrated within the 'Ruling Triad': a triumvirate of corporate 
d6lites, politicians and bureaucrats (Broadbent, 1998, p. 23; JAnicke & Weidner, 1996, 
p. 85). In Broadbent's (1998) major longitudinal study of Japanese environmental policy 
networks, he concludes that big business, the state bureaucracy and the ruling Liberal 
Democratic Party (LDP) dominate national governance structures. Dense social ties 
among these three spheres make them more like a single interest group, using horizontal 
networks to maintain a co-operative coalition. Within the Ruling Triad, policy making is 
based on negotiation and consensus building, but outside the Ruling Triad other 
stakeholders such as public interest groups have much weaker reciprocal ties to 
ministerial bureaucrats. Those relations that they do have tend to diminish their 
autonomy and subordinate them to ministerial priorities. Horizontal ties, thus, dominate 
within the Ruling Triad and vertical ties dominate outside of it. 

In Broadbent's view, the hegemony of the Ruling Triad has resulted in a major 
emphasis on economic growth and capital accumulation at the expense of the environ- 
ment. He argues that the LDP has consistently couched its environmental policies in line 
with the interests of big business, furthering corporate hegemony by allowing producers 
to dilute the objectives of environmental reform to defend their own narrow economic 
interests. 

Huber (2000) highlights the lack of environmental reporting and stakeholder com- 
munication within Japanese corporations, arguing that "industry in Japan may be 
confronted less with political and civil society counterpowers" (Huber, 2000, p. 276). 
Miyamoto (1997) highlights how, for 25 years, the business lobby successfully blocked an 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Law. It was finally introduced in 1997, by 
which time Japan had become known as 'the construction state' due to the prolific 
building of roads, airports, high-speed rail links, tourist resorts and dams. For instance, 
60 per cent of the Japanese coastline is now covered in concrete and 110 out of the 113 
major rivers are dammed, wreaking havoc on local ecosystems (Kerr, 2001). Imura (1997, 
p. 85) asserts that: 

For several decades, the so called political, administrative and business 
triangle has dominated Japanese politics. This triangle formed around public 
works projects and created a strong pro-development power block, opposing 
EIA legislation and public participation in environmental decision-making. 

In summary; environmental policy making in Japan is characterized by its decentralized, 
consensual and voluntary nature. Local authorities exert a good deal of influence over 
environmental policy goals and emphasize flexible, voluntary agreements and the 
self-regulation of industry over command and control approaches. State-industry rela- 
tions have been described as highly co-operative, with negotiation and consensus 
occurring to achieve environmental objectives. However, it has also been highlighted 
that the partnership existing between industry and government is confined mainly to a 
triumvirate of big business, bureaucratic and political 61ites. Whilst neo-corporatist 
structures may well have fostered co-operation and consensus amongst those within 
the halls of power, other stakeholders have been actively marginalized from policy 
networks. Scholars describe Japan's governance structures as lacking in participation 
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and transparency and as fortifying existing structures of entrenched power whilst 
subordinating other interest groups. 

The 'Greening' of the SME Sector 

Because studies that focus on this sector are sparse, it is difficult to fathom the degree 
to which ýWs in Japan are greening. There are a small number of quantitative studies 
on small firm environmental practices (Asahi Bank, 2000; Japan Finance Corporation, 
1997, Sanwa Research Institute and Consulting, 2000; Yamazaki, 2000). Overall, however, 
there seems to be a distinct paucity of academic research in the area. 

The aforementioned quantitative studies suggest that waste minimization is the main 
environmental measure undertaken by Japanese small firms, which is perhaps not 
surprising given the waste disposal pressures that Japan faces as a small country with 
a large population. Yamazaki's (2000) study of over 2000 SMEs in the Tokyo area found 
that of the 59: 4 per cent that claimed to be environmentally active, 54 per cent were 
attempting to reduce waste. However, 85 per cent of the total sample did not recycle or 
reuse waste, citing cost, lack of know-how and uncooperative customers as reasons. 
Only 17 per cent of firms were attempting to save energy. Reasons for not engaging in 
environmental measures included "costs too much" (particularly in firms with less than 
100 employees) and "don't think it is necessary" (particularly for respondents who 
perceived their firms to have low levels of waste and energy usage). Other reasons cited 
were "no personnel" and "lack of know-how". 

A study of 1590 SMEs in the Tokyo area (Asahi Bank, 2000) found that 70 per cent of 
the sample claimed to be taking measures to cope with environmental issues, mainly 
waste disposal (such as cutting paper usage) and reducing energy usage. However, other 
environmental measures such as recycling or introducing energy saving equipment were 
rare. The main obstacles to making environmental improvements were found to be a 
lack of environmental awareness, the cost of investing in environmental equipment and 
lack of technical know-how. The majority of small firms claimed to be too busy trying 
to cope with regulations to consider voluntary environmental initiatives or environmen- 
tal management system accreditation. 

Following on from this review, it seems timely to explore the influence of national 
governance structures and environmental policy arrangements on the environmental 
orientation of small firms in Japan. 

The Japanese Study 

The objectives of the research were to: 

1. explore the environmental practices of Japanese small firm owner-managers; 
2. examine the perceived barriers and drivers to environmental best practice; 
3. explore the influence of national governance structures and environmental policy 

arrangements on owner-manager's orientation towards environmental management. 
Fieldwork was conducted between February and May of 2002. The methodology was 
split into two stages. First, 'key informants' from relevant trade associations, professional 
bodies, chambers of commerce, local government and academia were interviewed in 
order to build a picture of the political and economic context of Japan, particularly 
regarding environmental policy and small firms. This overview informed the interview 
schedule for the next stage and added triangulation to the research design by allowing 
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emerging themes and issues to be explored from different perspectives. A serni- 
structured interview schedule was used and interviews typically lasted two to three 
hours. To overcome language barriers, a translator was present at every interview; these 
were audio-taped and subsequently transcribed. 

The second stage involved 20 interviews (typically lasting between one and two 
hours) with owner-managers in the restaurant and mechanical engineering industries of 
Ota-ku, Tokyo. Ota-ku is the southernmost district of the 23 wards of Tokyo, with a 
population of 650 000. 

A sectoral comparison was considered important because past studies demonstrate 
significant differences between SMEs according to sector (Curran & Blackburn, 1994). It 
was assumed that the environmental practices of small firms would be heavily con- 
ditioned by the industry sub-culture in which they operated. The restaurant and 
mechanical engineering industries were chosen because they are made up of large 
numbers of small enterprises and these firms can be considered fairly typical of small 
firms in industrialized countries. In Japan, there are 81640 mechanical engineering firms, 
(European Commission Directorate General, 2003) and 238 649 restaurants (Asahi Shim- 
bum, 2002). Within these industries, 99.8 per cent are SMEs (METI, 2002). Moreover, 
mechanical engineering and restaurant firms are involved in business-to-business and 
business-to-consumer sales, respectively, thus enabling an exploration of the influence of 
different kinds of supply chain relationships on environmental behaviour. The sample 
consisted of firms with under 50 employees, and over half of these were micro-firms (1-9 
employees), as these represent the majority of businesses in both industries. 

Findings 

Small Firm Responses 

Whilst small firm owners were found to have a positive attitude towards environmental 
protection and saw it as the responsibility of both individuals and the state, none of the 
respondents in the sample considered their firms to have much of an environmental 
impact. Because they felt their impact was insignificant and because they were not the 
target of legislation to reduce these impacts, the environment was not considered a key 
business issue. As one independent mechanical engineering firm of 10 employees put it. 
"I think SMEs in our industry, especially smaller ones, do not have serious environmen- 
tal problems. I do not know much about regulations, which means [we are] not so 
regulated". 

pollution control measures appeared to be limited as respondents perceived their 
emissions to be negligible. There was a limited amount of reform occurring in terms of 
energy efficiency and waste minimization as some owner-managers had bought energy 
efficient technology or had attempted to minimize waste in order to reduce collection 
fees. More progressive environmental reforms such as the implementation of environ- 
mental management systems had yet to be embraced across the sample. 

An interesting finding of this study was that, due to differing sectoral dynamics, 
restaurants were less likely to be voluntarily undertaking eco-efficiency measures than 
mechanical engineering firms. Many mechanical engineers claimed to have reduced their 
energy usage as a result of upgrading their equipment: "As secondary effects of 
upgrading of equipment, energy and water use efficiency has been improved" (mechan- 
ical engineering firm (mouldings), third tier, four employees); "'I installed the [energy 
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saving) equipment and cut costs" (third- or fourth-tier mechanical engineering firm, sole 
proprietor). 

In contrast, most restaurant owner-managers did not see the cost-benefits to be made 
from investing in energy saving equipment and were not attempting to minimize energy 
usage beyond turning off machines when not in use. Typical comments were: "Energy 
costs are high but I think most restaurants see such costs inevitable and accept them. As 
a service industry, when it's hot, I have to keep it cool enough for the customers" 
(restaurant, four employees); "It costs too much to install new [energy efficient] equip- 
ment" (restaurant (yakitori), five employees). 

Sectoral differences in energy efficiency measures may be more understandable when 
one considers that there may be more of an imperative for mechanical engineers to 
upgrade their equipment because they work in an industry where state-of-the-art 
machinery is a key competitive advantage. For restaurant owners on the other hand, the 
cost of replacing equipment purely to save energy may seem prohibitive. 

In terms of waste minimization, mechanical engineers regularly re-used machine 
cutting dust and oils in their production processes. However, restaurants found 
recycling problematic because the lack of municipal recycling services meant that the 
onus was on voluntary initiatives. Organizing communal recycling ýystems was seen as 
difficult because of the poor waste separation practices evident within the restaurant 
industry. As one restaurant owner explained: 

It may be correct to say that some restaurants cooperate for recycling but most 
do not, even though they understand they should separate wastes. Many 
restaurants are not so cooperative, even if they know what they should do. 
Even separation is far from enough at present (restaurant Qlakitori), four 
employees). 

Many respondents believed that lack of care in waste disposal was widespread within 
the industry. Typical comments were: "All restaurants that use municipal collectors have 
to separate wastes according to [Tokyo Metropolitan Governments] classification, but 
they often don't care" (restaurant (yakiton), five employees); "Many restaurant owners 
around here do not live in Ota, and they don't care about waste management. They are 
concerned more about profits and at night no one watches them disposing wastes in an 
improper manner" (traditional Japanese restaurant, 11 employees). 

A few respondents admitted that they struggled to observe the strict separation 
procedures required by collectors, claiming to have neither the time nor the personnel 
to devote to maintaining high waste management standards: "We do not have enough 
time to meet the collectors requirements regarding waste separation. We are very busy 
during the business hour" (restaurant (izakaya), 11 employees); "We offer very reason- 
able price to customers, so we have to cut labour costs and this means there's not much 
time to do other things like waste management" (restaurant (traditional Japanese), 11 
employees). 

Interestingly, market dynamics such as supply chain pressure and consumer demand 
did not appear to be encouraging the majority of owner-managers to improve their 
environmental performance. Customers apparently did not ask about the environmental 
practices of the restaurants they ate in, nor did they enquire about organic food or the 
sourcing of food, suggesting that the influence of 'green consumerism' had yet to extend 
its reach to the restaurant industry. One restaurant owner highlighted the confusion 
between environmental practices and hygiene, which may be one reason for the lack of 
pressure on restaurants to address environmental issues: "Customers never ask about 
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environmental practices, This might be considered quite rude in Japan-as if they 
doubted the hygiene of the restaurant" (restaurant (izakaya), two employees). 

Despite Japan's historically tight keirelsit structures, which might have been expected 
to be a strong driver of ecological reform within the mechanical engineering sector, none 
of the owner-managers claimed to be experiencing supply chain- pressure to green 
production processes or gain environmental management system accreditation. As one 
first-tier mechanical engineer explained-, "We have to comply with EU standards when 
importing our products. But so far I haven't been asked to get ISO 9000 or 14000. It's too 
costly for small firms. If we don't have to pay for it, we won't" (mechanical engineering 
firm (metal products), first tier, 22 employees). 

It is, perhaps, surprising that large firms, which according to Fukasaku (1995) are 
becoming increasingly 'environmentally competitive' in Japan, arc not doing more to 
encourage environmental reform within their supply base. If anything, supply chain 
relations were actively discouraging the greening of smaller firms due to the pressure to 
cut costs as a result of the worsening economic recession. An owner-manager of a third- 
or fourth-tier firm explained: "The economic climate is very bad, especially for smaller 
firms further down the supply chain because cuts by large firms affect them first" 
(mechanical engineering firm (metal products), third or fourth tier, sole proprietor). 

Market forces were, thus, creating barriers to voluntary environmental reform as the 
pressures of Japan's economic crisis increased owner-managers' preoccupation with 
price imperatives. The emphasis on cost reduction as a source of competitiveness clearly 
resulted in the low prioritization of environmental considerations because the environ- 
ment was generally viewed as a cost burden. The following quote typified the feeling 
arnongst owner-managers: 

if the economy is better, I can charge more to pay for the additional costs. If 
I can hire one more employee for waste management, I think I can solve the 
problem. The restaurant industry is now seriously depressed under this bad 
economy. If I am urged to react to environmental issues now, its impossible 
in this situation. I want a good economy first (restaurant (traditional 
Japanese), 11 employees). 

Many respondents expressed resistance to taking voluntary action because of a fear that 
'free riders' would gain competitive advantage. Instead, regulation was considered the 
best way to ensure sound environmental practices: "I believe most people would be 
eco-conscious enough to pay for the cost, but some wouldn't. So you see equal 
regulation is needed" (mechanical engineering firm (optical instruments), third tier, sole 
proprietor); "Government should ensure an equal footing in the market" (mechanical 
engineering firm (air conditioning parts), second tier, five employees). 

The Influence of Environmental Policy Arrangements 

Japan's economic recession is one structural factor that is clearly having a major effect 
on the degree to which owner-managers are voluntarily undertaking environmental 
measures. However, the policy context in Japan has also had an important bearing on 
the orientation of owner-managers towards environmental management. 

Key informants explained that national environmental policy in Japan tends to take a 
sectoral rather than size approach and, therefore, does not specifically target small firms. 
This has made it easier for owner-managers to ignore environmental issues. At the local 
level, municipal authorities are more likely to ensure that small firms are included in 
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environmental ordinances, but these are not backed up by regular inspection of small firm premiSeS. 3 The emphasis has, therefore, been on self-regulation by the SME sector. A key informant from the environmental division of Ota-ku's local authority admitted 
that it was difficult to effectively police environmental laggards except by relying on 
public complaints. 

The regulations are basically for permission before a site starts its operation. 
So there is no systematic follow-up measure to make sure whether SMEs 
really comply with ordinances or not. Complaints from residents are the only 
opportunity for inspection. 

The fact that the environment is not a core business priority for owner-managers may, 
thus, be more understandable when one considers that neither the state nor the market 
are putting significant pressure on SMEs to address environmental problems. 

Another factor that may be important in understanding the responses of owner- 
managers is the degree to which the small firm sector is consulted in environmental 
policy formulation. A key finding of this study was that small firms did not feel that 
their views were adequately represented in policy making and this had engendered a 
reactive rather than proactive response to policy initiatives. 

owner managers felt (and key informants corroborated) that it was big business who 
had the ear of policy makers, not small firms who lacked the resources and organization 
to challenge the hegemony of corporate and bureaucratic 61ites. The co-operative, 
reciprocal ties between industry and thestate was felt to apply mainly to large firms and 
their ministerial confidants and not to the vast numbers of small firms across the 
country. As one key informant from Doyukai, an independent lobbying group for small 
firms explained: "Presidents of major organisations such as those in the Keiclanren 
and government senior officials regularly have meetings over breakfast and exchange 
information. For SMEs there is no direct channel like this". 

One of the key reasons for their sense of political disenfranchisement was that 
owner-managers felt distanced from the industry organizations that were supposed to 
represent them in policy networks. A note on the structure and role of industry bodies 
is necessary here in order to elucidate the significance of this finding. 

Trade association membership levels are very high in Japan, with most firms joining 
one or more associations within their sector (Schaede, 2000). Membership fees are 
comparatively high and their big budgets mean that they tend, to be well organized. 
They also rely on public funds and have close ties with government, providing crucial 
channels for policy implementation. 

Trade associations fit into a pyramid structure, with administrative and regulatory 
roles performed by the lower layers whilst the higher layers carry out political functions. 
The pyramid bottom consists of core associations (mainly made up of large firms and 
some middle-sized firms) and co-operatives (made up of small firms). Core associations 
and co-operatives are mostly categorized by narrowly defined sub-sectors of industries 
(e. g. noodle restaurants, sushi restaurants, etc. ), hence there are multitudes of them. The 
pyramid middle is made up of umbrella associations or federations (for large firms) and 
peak co-operatives (for small firms). This middle band of organizations encompass more 
broadly defined industry segments and are usually national in scope. The major 
umbrella association for small firm co-operatives is the 'Chuokai' (National Federation 
of SME Organizations) which represent cross-sectoral SME interests. As there is no 
independent lobbying industry in Japan, umbrella associations fill this role. However, 
they rarely mount political campaigns as such, having been 'incorporated' into the policy 
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processes since the 1970s (Whittaker, 1997). Campaigns that exert pressure for more 
radical reforms are left to periphery left wing organizations such as the Doytikai and the 
socialist Minshou for small firms. 

The pyramid top consists of four peak organizations: 

1. The Keidanren; the most powerful political forum for big business headed by 
corporate executives (the chairman is called the 'prime minister of Japan'). Their core 
role is to mediate disputes and to lobby government. 

2. Keizai Doyukai (Economic Friendship Club); members are individuals rather than 
associations, mainly from blue chip companies in key industries such as banking and 
retailing. This organization is also important in voicing corporate interests. 

I Nikkeiren, the employers' peak organization which counters labour unions' peak 
organizations. 

4. Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry OCCI), the umbrella organization of all 
regional chambers of commerce (CCI). This quasi-governmental organization pro- 
vides management advice and guidance for SMEs and also represents small firms in 
policy networks. 

There are also a vast number of informal groups that have not been declared to 
government, such as informal industry discussion groups and 'shadow associations' to 
further mutual interests. These informal groups are often hugely influential; for instance 
the informal Toginkon group in banking is considered to be the most powerful of all 
banker's associations (Schaede, 2000). 

Despite the complex array of intermediary bodies in Japan, this study found that 
respondents were disappointed with the level of support and representation offered to 
small firms by peak associations. It was felt that SME interests at the local level were not 
always fed up to the national trade associations that were influential in environmental 
policy circles. Moreover, local co-operatives and CCI were considered biased towards 
the interests of medium-sized firms and out of touch with the needs of their many small 
and micro firm members. There was a strong perception that trade association and CCI 
meetings were an opportunity for "socializing or networking" rather than a chance for 

small firms to receive practical advice and guidance. Participation by smaller members 
was, hence, low, exacerbated by the time constraints owner-managers felt themselves to 
be under. Board members were often criticized for being more concerned with their own 
status than the needs of their small firm members and were considered too removed 
from practical business realities. Typical comments from owner-managers were: "CCI 
doesn't understand the reality for firms like us" (restaurant (izakaya), 11 employees); "I 
don't expect much from CCI or trade associations" (mechanical engineering (metal 
products), third or fourth tier, sole proprietor); "We are too small. It is only larger firms 
that are involved in policy talks in CCI" (mechanical engineering (automotive parts), 
third tier, sole proprietor); "Most trade associations are for socializing or networking, so 
I don't attend" (mechanical engineering (mouldings), four employees). 

Augmenting this sense of alienation, government consultations with industry on 
environmental policy at technical hearings, conferences and government councils were 
perceived to marginalize the views of small and micro firms. Ministries were thought to 
make decisions on environmental standards without adequate knowledge of small firm 
technical/ practical issues. The technical hearing system was considered unrepresent. 
ative, with the same large and medium-sized firms being invited to take part each time. 
Conferences for SMEs were also criticized for the same reason; only certain medium- 
sized, first- and second-tier firms were invited. Key informants from small 
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firm-dominated trade associations claimed that local authorities rarely asked for their 
views on policy initiatives. As one representative from Ota Federation of Engineering 
explained: "TMG [Tokyo Metropolitan Government) often sends written notifications on 
policy implementation and asks for cooperation, but never consults us". 

Owner-managers clearly felt a deep disaffection with the current political climate in 
Japan. Typical comments were: "I'm against LDP [the Liberal Democratic Party] because 
they are too self-serving. They are 'political businessmen', rather than politicians. They 
are so terrible! " (mechanical engineering firm, (metal products), third or fourth tier, sole 
proprietor); "I don't expect much from politicians. They are just interested in making 
money out of politics" (mechanical engineering firm, (metal products), first tier, sole 
proprietor); "Politicians are just canvassing for votes. They often come to (trade associ- 
ation] meetings to advertise themselves, not to listen to or discuss the real problems for 
small firms" (restaurant (traditional Japanese), 12 employees). 

A key informant from Doyukai, the independent lobbying group for SMEs, claimed 
that policy-making processes in Japan are highly informal and influence peddling is the 
norm. Informal networks of vested interests, cronyism and corruption were identified as 
key contributing factors to Japan's prolonged economic crisis: "Trade associations can 
influence policy making directly via their contacts with politicians-it is a hotbed of 
bribery"; "Political networks are problematic because they represent the haves only. 
They tend to be paternalistic and unhealthy". 

In conclusion, these findings suggest that the emphasis on voluntary action and the 
self-regulation of industry within Japanese environmental policy has meant that the 
environment is not yet a core business concern for small firms as neither the state nor 
the market have provided significant enough pressure on owner-managers to reduce 
their environmental impacts. Moreover, a lack of participation in environmental policy 
networks may have contributed to small firm resistance to environmental action. Whilst 
they feel they have such little political enfranchisement, it is perhaps not surprising that 
small firms have such little engagement with voluntary initiatives agreed largely 
between big business, bureaucratic and political 0ites. 

Having explored the influence of institutional factors on small firm environmental 
practices in Japan, the last sections compare the Japanese context with environmental 
policy arrangements in the Netherlands in order to provide some insights as to how 
structural barriers to environmental reform amongst Japanese SMEs might be construc- 
tively removed. 

The Netherlands 

As in other countries, SMEs represent the vast majority of businesses in the Netherlands, 
therefore, cumulatively they have a substantial environmental impact. SMEs make up 99 
per cent of total businesses and constitute 55 per cent of employment in the private 
sector. In 1998, they contributed 19 per cent of total carbon dioxide emissions and were 
responsible for 35 per cent of overall waste generation for that year (Hoevenagel & 
Wolters, 2000). 

The Dutch have made some concerted efforts to reduce their environmental impacts 
and the Netherlands has been described as something of an "ecological frontrunner 
nation" (Mol & Sonnenfeld, 2000, p. 6). Some authors have argued that acceptance of the 
requirements of environmental sustainability in the Netherlands pervades society and 
Dutch industry (Tuininga & Groenewegen, 1993). In Nelissen & Scheeper's (1992, p. 20) 
survey of 683 SMEs, they found that "business activities nowadays are settled in a social 
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climate in which environmental consciousness and behaviour has become a central 
element in people's lives". Frentz et al. (1993) argue that environmental issues seem to 
be accepted as a legitimate part of the-management of Dutch SMEs, citing research that 
found 70 per cent of SME managers were prepared to adopt progressive environmental 
policies even when there were financial costs. 

In Rutherfoord & Spence's (1998) qualitative study of the environmental practices of 
restaurant and mechanical engineering firms in the Netherlands, Dutch attitudes to- 
wards the environment were found to be very positive. Respondents were actively 
engaged in environmental measures, for instance recycling was practised almost ubiqui- 
tously. Whilst most owner-managers linked envirom-nental improvements with financial 
costs, they did not resent the 'burden of environmentalism' which was seen to be a 
responsibility to be shared by all. 

Whilst the proactive attitude of owner-managers can be partly attributed to social 
attitudes, Rutherfoord & Spence argue that the consensual way in which environmental 
policy has been constructed and enforced in the Netherlands has played a crucial factor. 
At a macro level, Dutch SMEs have been actively targeted both by legislation, licensing 
and voluntary initiatives. Firms have to obtain an environmental permit in order to trade 
and municipalities are required to issue licenses and inspect premises at regular 
intervals. This legislative context has fostered the perception amongst owner-managers 
that environmental action is a legitimate business cost for all. This shared social 
responsibility has been reinforced by a consensual style of governance in which co- 
operation and dialogue is fostered amongst trade associations, local government, sup- 
port providers and businesses (both large and small). 

De Bruijn & Lulofs (2000) explain that the 'National Environmental Policy Plan' 
(NEPP), which was first published in 1989, has strengthened the Dutch tradition of 
governance by managed consensus by taking a thematic, 'target group' approach to 
tackling environmental problems. Policy themes (e. g. climate change) have been set 
ambitious targets (e. g. reduction of carbon dioxide emissions by 20-30 per cent) and then 
assigned specific groups to meet those targets (e. g. sectors of industry, consumers). The 
target groups have been heavily involved in a consultative process that has nurtured 
stakeholder partnerships and created a context of consensual support for the policy 
strategy. 

Different sectors of industry have been consulted on sector-specific targets with the 
help of intermediary networks that have included trade associations, industry organiza- 
tions, environmental agencies, employee organizations and consulting firms. In hetero- 
geneous sectors targets have been translated and specified at the company level, 
acknowledging the varying capacities and capabilities of firms within that sector. This 
has enabled the special needs of small firms to be taken into account when setting 
targets, encouraging a proactive response from individual firms. Trade associations 
(which typically have high SME membership levels) have been key players in formulat- 
ing the targets and implementing strategies to meet them. Because there is the threat of 
direct regulation if the targets are not met, there has been much pressure on trade 
associations to assist and, if necessary, force individual firms towards negotiated 
outcomes. Companies who fail to live up to the voluntary agreements have been given 
, supplementary conditions' on their permit to trade and have been subject to more 
stringent inspections, which has effectively discouraged 'free-riders'. 

In summary, the environmental policy context in the Netherlands is characterized by 
a consensual, 'target group' approach to environmental governance whereby a wide 
range of interest groups are involved in policy dialogue. Institutional arrangements have 
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facilitated the incorporation of small firms as a target group within the policy process. 
Voluntary agreements have been made, although, importantly, policy makers have not 
relied solely on self-regulation of industry. The success of the Dutch environmental 
policy can also be attributed to a robust legislative and inspection system which has 
encouraged high levels of compliance, 

Comparing Japan with the Netherlands 

ne Role of Voluntarism vs Regulation 

As in Japan, Dutch environmental policy emphasizes voluntary agreements in achieving 
environmental goals. However, a key difference is that for Dutch SMEs voluntary 
agreements are backed up by a legislative and inspection system that allows the state to 
exert significant pressure on the sector to reduce environmental impacts. In contrast, 
Japanese local authority ordinances are not backed up by regular inspection of small 
firm premises and there is minimal policing of environmental laggards. This makes it 
much , easier for Japanese owner-managers to ignore environmental issues. 

The emphasis on voluntarism in Japan may be an effective policy tool for encouraging 
environmental management amongst large firms who are experiencing increasing stake- 
holder pressure for greater levels of corporate social responsibility and who have the 
resources to invest in environmental management systems and clean technology. How- 
ever, the findings of this research suggest that voluntary approaches are less likely to be 
effective amongst -resource-poor smaller firms, particularly if market dynamics such as 
supply chain pressure or customer demand are not driving environmental change. 
Owner-managers are likely to resist voluntary action whilst they are concerned that 
making environmental improvements might affect the competitiveness of the business. 
Clearly, regulatory drivers are needed to ensure that the environment becomes a top 
business priority for small firms. The Dutch case has demonstrated the effectiveness of 
a policy mix that combines voluntary agreements with a robust legislative framework 
and regular inspection system so that the environment is seen as a legitimate business 
cost for all. When a 'level playing field' is perceived, small firms are more likely to accept 
additional costs. 

The Role of Participatory Environmental Policy Networks 

In both Japan and the Netherlands, environmental governance structures are character- 
ized by co-operation and consensus. However, whilst much negotiation and co- 
operation reportedly occurs within the triumvirate of big business, bureaucratic and 
political dlites that dominate Japanese politics, policy networks appear to have much less 
interest in gaining the consensual support of subordinated interest groups such as small 
firms. This political disenfranchisement may well be contributing to small firm resistance 
to policy initiatives. 

A 'target group' approach like that taken in the Netherlands might be an appropriate 
way to open up Japanese environmental policy networks to pluralist influences. Dutch 
environmental policy networks have encouraged the participation of a wide range of 
interest groups and have facilitated the incorporation of small firms within the policy 
process, creating a context of consensual support for environmental policy strategies 
amongst the SME sector. Clearly, a policy context that takes account of the special needs 
of small firms and cultivates their support is more likely to engender proactive 
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behaviour from owner-managers than one that subordinates their interests to corporate 
and political priorities. 

The Role of Industnj Bodies 

Industry bodies are key to encouraging a more participatory institutional framework for 
SMEs, for they give small firms a crucial voice in policy making. Japan and the 
Netherlands are characterized by strong intermediary networks that play a key role in 
policy implementation. Trade associations in both countries enjoy particularly high SME 
membership. levels and are a crucial component in the web of relations that bind 
industry and government together. 

The target group approach taken in the Netherlands has reportedly nurtured and 
fortified the reciprocal ties between small firms, trade associations and other inter- 
mediary bodies. In contrast, the perceived hegemony of corporate and bureaucratic klites 
in the Japanese political economy has distanced owner-managers from industrial net- 
works. Trade associations and chambers of commerce and industry are not considered 
to have a real understanding of small firm needs or to lobby strongly on behalf of their 
small firm members. 

Despite these issues, at least there are elaborate intermediary networks in place with 
the potential to be powerful forces for change in Japan. The fact that SME membership 
in trade associations is so high means that if industry bodies could engage with their 
small firm rný, mbers more effectively and mobilize their support, they could greatly 
increase the likelihood of a small firm sector that is actively involved in the policy 
process and engaged with the environmental agenda. , For a target group approach to be truly effective in Japan, trade associations and 
chambers of commerce and industry need to make some serious efforts to regain the 
trust of their small and micro firm members. Owner-managers clearly desire industry 
representatives to be in touch with their issues; this could be done by actively seeking 
out their views, not just in conferences and meetings but in more innovative ways, such 
as on-site visits and qualitative, in-depth interviews or focus groups rather than the 
usual postal surveys which typically have low response rates. Moreover, if industry 
organizations are to involve their small firm members, they will need to create a 
perception that their key focus is to offer relevant, accessible information and guidance- 
not, as is currently believed, to provide opportunities for social and political networking. 

Conclusions 

This comparative analysis has highlighted the effectiveness of a robust regulatory and 
licensing system, together with a participative institutional context that involves small 
firms in the setting of targets and voluntary agreements, in engendering environmental 
reform amongst the SME sector. Arguably, Japanese policy makers could learn much 
from the success of the target group approach taken in Dutch environmental policy, 
which may be one reason why small firms in the Netherlands appear to be more 
proactively involved in improving their environmental performance than in Japan. 

]Further research is needed to explore the influence of institutional factors on the 
environmental orientation of SMEs, for clearly national policy arrangements play a key 
role in determining the degree to which small firm owners are proactively involved in 
efforts to reduce their environmental impacts. 
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Notes 
1. MITI is now METI: Ministry of Fconomy, Trade and Industry. 
2. T1w goveniment classification for SMEs in manufachiring are firms with 300 einployees or fewer, whilst 

SMEs in service industries have 100 employees or fewer. 
3. Restaurants are inspected by Public Health Centre officials for hygiene standards once every five years but 

this did not extend to environmental standards. 
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Is Japan an Ecological Frontrunner Nation? 

ANDREA REVELL 

Japan has been described by advocates of Ecological Modernisation (EM) theory as an 
ecological frontrunner nation', yet little attempt has been made to analyse the degree 

to which it conforms to the core tenets of EM theory. This essay alms to address this 
oversight. First, a literature review Is presented to assess the evidence for and against 
the notion that Japan's social Institutions have broadly adopted an ecological 
modernisation position. The findings from an empirical study on the ecological 
modernisation of Japanese small firms are then presented. 

introduction 

Ecological Modernisation Theory 
Ecological Modernisation (EM) theory was first developed in the early 
1980s by a small group of environmental social scientists In Western 
Europe. notably the Netherlands (e. g. Mol, Spaargaren, Hajer), Gen-nany 
(e. g. Janicke, Simonis) and the UK (e. g. Huber, Cohen, Weale). Since then, 
EM theory has developed considerably and is now a mainstream theory 
within disciplines focusing on socio-environmental relations. 

A central tenet of EM theory is the Idea that industriallsed nations are 
entering a new era, one of radical restructuring of production processes 
along ecological lines. It is contended that ecological restructuring Is being 
encouraged by a market economy and facilitated by an enabling state which 
seeks to protect the environment as well as ensure economic growth. Due to 
certain kinds of reform (entailing a heavy emphasis on technological 
innovations and market-based incentives), It Is argued that both economic 
and environmental gains have been made In some industrialised nations, 
providing evidence that economic growth can be de-linked from 
environmental degradation. 

Mol and Sonnenfeld [20001 contend that these premises are useful as 
analytical tools to explore current processes of environmental reform in 
industrialised nations. Other scholars, such as Christoff, [19961; Dryzek 
[ 19971 either propound or dispute the Idea that EM has normative merit in 
outlining desirable paths for future political action. As a political 
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programme, EM approaches conceive of environmental degradation as a 
challenge for socio-technical reform rather than as an inevitable outcome of 
capitalism or Industrialisation, and therefore radical transformations of 
modem institutions are opposed. In this view, environmental problems can 
be resolved by 'harmonizing ecology and economy' [Simonis, 19891, by 
stimulating Innovation so that environmental management becomes the 
source of future growth, providing new market opportunities for eco- 
products and lowering clean-up costs. The distinction between EM as a 
theory of social change and as a political programme Is an important one, 
particularly as It is common in the literature for its analytical and 
prescriptive dimensions to be confused [MurpAy. 20001. 

Mol [1994 stresses the analytical rather than the normative merits of 
EM by presenting It as a theory of unplanned social change. He emphasises 
the following core tenets: 

(1) The delinking of economic growth frvm environmental degradation: 
Empirical studies suggest that from the mid 1990s onwards there has 
been a de-linking of material from economic flows in 'ecological 
frontrunner' nations such as Japan, the Netherlands, the United States, 
Sweden and Denmark [Mol and Sonnenfeld, 20ool. 

(2) Social and institutional transformations: Recent social and 
Institutional changes are seen to be at the core of such physical 
transformations. These are grouped into five clusters: 
(a) The changing role of science and technology. Science and 

technology are judged not only for their role In perpetrating 
environmental problems, but for their part in curing and preventing 
them. Science and technology are hence seen as central institutions 
for overcoming environmental problems [Mol, 19971. 

(b) The Incmasing importance of marAet dynamics and economic 
agents in ecological restructuring. Markets In industrialised nations 
are restructuring around ecological principles largely in response to 
market signals (rather than legislation), and encouraged by 
Innovators, entrepreneurs and other economic agents. There Is a 
growing rejection of the opposition of economics and ecology, 
hence notions of 'eco-efficiency' and *economising ecology' are 
becoming increasingly Important within Industry [Mol, 199; 1. 

(c) Changing discursive practices and emerging ideologies: New 
Ideologies are emerging in business, public and political arenas. 
Neglect of environmental considerations Is no longer considered 
acceptable, and environmental interests are increasingly seen as 
harmonious with economic interests [Mol, 19971. 

, rk 1ý 
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(d) Transformations In the role of the state: 'Political modemisation' Is 
taking place within industrialised states as command and control, 
centralised governance structures are replaced with more 
decentralised, flexible and participatory styles of governance. 
Blowers [19981 argues that notions of consensus and negotiation 
are key to processes of political modemisation, with environmental 
policy Increasingly being seen as a partnership, especially between 
Industry and the state. Stakeholder participation and negotiated 
decision making are key characteristics of policy networks that 
adopt an ecological modernisation approach [Leroy, 1999]. 

(e) Changing role and Ideology of social movements: Social 
movements are described as becoming less radical and more 
reformist. As such. they have been Increasingly Involved in policy 
prescriptions regarding environmental reform Instead of being 
relegated to the periphery of Institutional decision making [Mol, 
1994. 

Japan and Ecological Modernisation 

EM scholars have recently been concerned with comparative perspectives, 
particularly how non-European countries may be ecologically modemising 
in response to globalisation processes [Mol and Sonnenfeld, 20001. Japan is 
the world's second largest economy and should therefore provide a good 
case study of the kinds of environmental reform occurring In industriallsed 
nations outside of Europe. 

Mol and Sonnerifeld [2000.6] have called Japan an 'ecological 
frontrunner nation', yet little attempt has been made by EM scholars to 
analyse the degree to which Its social Institutions conform to the central 
themes In EM theory. To address this, an empirical study was recently 
undertaken to explore the degree to which small firms in Japan can be said 
to be 'ecologically modernising'. The rationale for choosing a sample from 
the small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) sector was that If ecological 
restructuring of the Japanese economy is indeed taking place as EM theory 
suggests, surely this would be reflected In the practices of SMEs given that 
they make tip 99 per cent of industry IJSBRI, 19991. Despite the pivotal role 
of SMEs In most economies, their case has been largely Ignored by EM 
scholars; Indeed Sonnenfeld points out that EM theory 'must be broadened 
to include small- and medium-sized... enterprises' [Sonnenfeld, 2000: 2541. 

The following discussion is presented in two parts. The first part 
presents an extensive review of the literature In order to assess the evidence 
for and against the notion that Japan Is an 'ecological frontrunner nation'. 
This is In the absence of previous empirical studies of ecological 
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modernisation theory and Japan. In the second part, the objectives, 
methodology and findings from the empirical study are described. Mol's 
119971 core tenett are used as an analytical framework for both parts. 
Finally, the conclusions embrace both the findings from this study and the 
evidence within the existing literature In an attempt to provisionally assess 
the degree to which Japan's social Institutions can be said to be following a 
path consistent with EM theory. 

Literature Review 

Is Japan an Ecological Frontrunner Nation? 
Japan's ratio of energy supply to GDP fell by 25 per cent from 1979 to 1987, 
providing evidence of the falling environmental Intensity of production 
[OECD, 1994]. Mol and Sonnenfeld [20001 contend that by the mid 1990's 
onwards a delinking of material from economic flows had occurred in 
Japan. According to EM theory, such physical transformations are the result 
of the 'ecological modernisation' of social institutions, clustered into Mol's 
five core tenets as discussed below. 

1. The Changing Role of Science and TechnoloV 
Supporting EM theory is the Increasing emphasis placed on science and 
technology as the solution to, rather than the cause of. environmental 
problems In Japan. Technology has played a central role in the development 
of modern Japanese society. The nation's technical mastery was a key 
catalyst for its rapid modernisation since World War 11, swiftly transforming 
it Into a global economic power. 

Japan's manufacturing sector is the traditional mainstay of its industrial 
might, so It is perhaps unsurprising that it Is now a world leader in 
environmental technology markets, behind the US and Germany [Reinhard 
and Klein- Vielhauer, 19971. Technical advances have yielded some great 
successes In environmental reform, particularly in the areas of pollution 
abatement and energy eMciency. Grave pollution problems in the 1950s and 
1960s led to a raft of anti-pollution regulations which forced Industry to 
clean up Its act. In recent decades, Japanese companies have spent as much 
as 9.7 trillion yen (US$73.5 billion) on pollution control [Taylor, 19991. 
This has resulted In such Innovations as flue-gas desulphurlsation and 
denitrification, computerised monitoring techniques and automobile 
exhaust gas control technologies. The automobile industry has dramatically 
decreased pollutant levels In passenger cars with such inventions as 
unleaded petrol and the catalytic converter. 

Great gains have also been made In energy efficient technology, 
Including the development of photovoltaic cells for solar power, carbon 
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recycling and combined heat and power generators. Japan has one of the 
lowest ratios of energy consumed per unit of gross domestic product (GDP), 
as well as one of the lowest energy Intensity rates per capita [OECD, 19941. 
It also has high rates of environmental technology transfer to developing 
countries via its 'Green Aid Plan' and has formed some high profile global 
scientific research institutes such as the 'Research Institute of Innovative 
Technology for the Earth' (RITE) - 

Critics of EM as a political programme might argue that Japan's 
technological zeal has also led to environmental degradation on an 
unprecedented scale. Samuels [ 19951 argues that Japan's dash to modernise 
has encouraged a technocratic approach within industry and government 
described as 'techno-nationalism'; the aim of dominating the world 
technologically. Japan's promotion of high technology is at the core of its 
development model, which according to Taylor [1999: 554] Is imbued with 
an ideology of 'rampant industrialisation without fear of consequences'. 
This has resulted in: 

Radical transformations of nature: huge land reclamation projects, the 
construction of artiflcial Islands, the flattening of mountains, the 
concretising of river banks and the construction of dams, underground 
tunnels, bridges and roadways. [Taylor, 1999: 541.1 

For instance, 60 per cent of the Japanese coastline is now covered in 
concrete and 110 out of 113 major rivers are dammed [Kerr, 20011. Not 
surprisingly, such development has destroyed much of the nations natural 
habitat and threatened wildlife species [OECD, 19941. Moreover. the 
promotion of Japan's technocratic development model abroad has been 
linked to Asia's growing environmental problems [Taylor, 1999]. 

In summary, Japan conforms to a central feature of EM theory with Its 
emphasis on technological solutions to environmental problems. However, 
as a political programme this technocratic approach has come under 
criticism from those who see 'technological fixes' as part of the problem 
rather than the solution to environmental crises. 

2. Transformations in the Role of the State 

The ecological modernisation theory has Identified two options for 
strategies to overcome the deficiencies of the traditional bureaucratic 
state In environmental policyrnaking ... First, a transformation of state 
environmental policy is necessary: from curative and reactive to 
preventative, from exclusive to participatory, from centralised to 
decentrallsed wherever possible ... The second, related, option 
includes a transfer of responsibilities, Incentives and tasks from the 
state to the market. [Mol, 1995., 46-ZI 
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Policies of ecological modernisation seek to steer society towards a more 
sustainable future by adopting market incentives and voluntary agreements 
that push target groups toward eco-efficient practices. This does not rule out 
legislative sanctions but the rhetoric strongly emphasises voluntary action. 

Murphy [2000] describes Japan's policy makers as having 'broadly 
adopted an ecological modernisation position' [Uurpýy 2000: 31. This 
might arguably be due to (a) the widespread use of voluntary agreements to 
encourage Industry to adopt environmental best practice [Suglyama and 
Imura, 19991, (b) the power of local authorities and the decentralised nature 
of environmental policyrnaking [OECD, 19941, and (c) ; he co-operative 
partnership between industry and government In policy formation f WaBace, 
19951. 

The OECD's [1994] environmental performance review of Japan 
highlights that local authorities have considerable power In environmental 
policy making. Historically, the municipal and prefectural governments 
have been the first to act on policy and have prompted 

, 
action at the national 

level. The 1947 Local Government Law entitled municipalities to pass their 
own ordinances, and many used this authority to address pollution problems 
In the 1950s and 1960s. Since the 1960s, over 40,000 voluntary agreements 
between industry and local governments have been put Into effect 
[Sugýyama and Imura, 1999]. Local governments are able to put 
considerable pressure on business to conform to voluntary agreements by 
withholding permits or economic Incentives [OECD, 19941. 

In Wallace's [19951 major empirical study of environmental policy and 
Industrial innovation In Japan, he found that policy makers and Industrialists 
viewed local government as driving environmental policy because it 
imposed tougher voluntary standards on local Industry than existing 
regulations called for, which In turn pushed future environmental 
regulations towards stricter standards. Local authorities were perceived to 
have built up a reputation for listening to industry and taking technical 
considerations into account, which had promoted a flexible, participatory 
approach to standard setting. Because voluntary measures were sought first 
and recommendations were made by policy makers years before they 
became mandatory, Industry had the time and flexibility to respond 
Innovatively (rather than reactively) before the standards became law. 

Wallace found that government and industry maintained a good 
relationship via processes of open dialogue In environmental policy making. 
The Ministry of Environment encouraged participation via the 'technical 
hearing system' whereby relevant technical information from Industry was 
heard prior to legislation, thus enabling regulators to set appropriate targets. 
State-industry relationships were described as highly co-operative, with 
environmental regulation only enacted after careful consideration of 
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Industry's capacity to meet those standards via trial and error voluntary 
initiatives. According to Wallace, environmental objectives In Japan were 
therefore achieved at lowest cost via flexible processes of recommendation 
and voluntary action, which in turn encouraged Innovation. 

Yet, In apparent contradiction to this decentralised and participatory 
view of environmental governance structures, another body of literature 

agues that Japanese policymaking Is elitist and lacks public participation. 
Japan has famously been called a 'developmental state' where policies are 
made by a centralised, strongly bureaucratic system with little role played 
by pluralist influences [Johnson, 1995. McCormack, 1998; Koo- 
Cummings, 1999]. In McCormack's [19981 critique of the Japanese 
'economic miracle' he maintains that: 

bureaucratic autonomy and privilege, and the exclusion of democratic 
principles, may have been part of the formula of successful growth In 
the early post-war decades, but vested bureaucratic interest now 
constitutes a major blockage to the sorts of fundamental reform of 
which 21 st century Japan stands In need. [McCormack, 1998: 41.1 

Whittaker [19971 claims that advisory committees (such as the Central 
Environmental Council) are supposed to solicit broad Input but end up 
retaining strong bureaucratic Input. Although they are supposedly made up 
of representatives from Industry, academia, media, labour and consumers, 
half end up being former bureaucrats and others are chosen because they are 
'bureaucrat friendly'. These councils are hence seen by Whittaker as 
instruments of bureaucratic manipulation. 

Schreurs [1996] contends that environmental policy networks actively 
reinforce hegemony by excluding critical commentators from advisory 
committees. Because the ministries have the right to select who wIU sit on 
these committees, there Is no place for NGO's that might criticise 
government actions. 

The OECD's [ 19941 environmental performance review highlights that 
public access to environmental information Is limited In Japan, and because 

of this NGO's have had little power to influence environmental policy. 
Rather than a 'developmental state', other authors have favoured a 

'corporatist' model of Japan whereby policymaking occurs within a 
triumvirate of corporate elites, politicians and bureaucrats [Bro" 1998, 
Broadbent, 19981. In Broadbent's (19981 major longitudinal study of 
Japanese environmental policy networks, he concludes that govemance 
structures are dominated by the 'Ruling Triad'; big business, the state 
bureaucracy and the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP). Dense social 
ties among these three spheres make them more like a single Interest group, 
using horizontal networks to maintain a co-operative coalition. Outside the 
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Ruling Triad other stakeholders, such as local government and public 
Interest groups have much weaker reciprocal ties to ministerial bureaucrats. 
Those relations that they do have tend to diminish their autonomy and 
subordinate them to ministerial priorities. Horizontal ties thus dominate 
within the Ruling Triad and vertical ties dominate outside of it. 

In Broadbent's view, the hegemony of the Ruling Triad has resulted in a 
major emphasis on economic growth and capital accumulation at the 
expense of the environment. He argues that the LDP has consistently 
couched its environmental policies In line with the interests of big business, 
furthering corporate hegemony by allowing producers to dilute the 
objectives of environmental reform to defend their narrow economic 
Interests. 

In summary, supporting EM theory is Wallace's account which 
highlights the voluntary, negotiated nature of environmental policyrnaking 
In Japan and the partnership between industry and government. However, 
other authors describe an environmental policy context which lacks 
transparency and does little to foster the consensual support of stakeholders 
outside the elite core of big business representatives, politicians and 
bureaucrats. Far from being open and participatory as EM theory would 
suggest Japanese environmental policy networks fortify existing structures 
of entrenched power and actively marginalise other Interest groups. 

, ging Role of Social Movements 3. The Chan 
There appears to be little evidence for EM theory's contention that social 
movements are playing an Increasing role in environmental policy 
prescriptions. Schreurs [19961 maintains that: 

Whereas environmental NGOs and even Green Parties have been 
central players in environmental policy formation In the West. in 
Japan large environmental NGOs failed to become institutionalised.... 
Japanese environmental policy formation has been dominated by the 
state. [Schreurs, 1996. - 1.1 

The current Impotence of Japanese environmental NGOs is curious given 
the fact that Japanese grassroots movements played a crucial role in pushing 
environmental reform In the past. Local anti-pollution groups were strong at 
the time of the nation's pollution crisis in the 1950s and 1960s, galvanising 
public support and pushing the central government to enact a raft of 
environmental legislation including the Basic Law for Environmental 
Pollution Control In 1967 which provided the foundation for national 
environmental law in Japan. 

Yet, despite these early successes, social movements have not continued 
to play a central role In the environmental policy arena. Explanations for 
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this have focused on both political and cultural factors. Broadbent's [19981 
longitudinal study of environmental protest in rapidly industriallsing rural 
Japan draws on hundreds of Interviews with policy makers and 
representatives from citizens' movements who were fighting to scale down 
industrial development plans for Beppu Bay. Despite years of protest 
activities, the citizens' groups had limited success against the pro- 
development alliance between government and big business. 

Broadbent contends that historically the 'Ruling Triad' weakened 
protest movements after their success In the 1960s by staging a quiet 
campaign to undermine local support. Ministries released minimal 
information and would not grant environment movements tax-free status. 
Those that managed to gain non-profit status often had to accept a 
ministerial retiree onto the board of directors. Environmental organisations 
called 'third sector groups' were also set up which were sponsored by 
corporations and led by retired ministers. Broadbent argues that these 
organisations gave the illusion of strong grassroots Influence when in reality 
it did not exist. 

Schreurs's [19961 analysis corroborates this, suggesting that the state 
created sufficient barriers to prohibit Institutionalisation of the 

environmental movement in Japan. She maintains that because of these 
institutional barriers, there Is currently a lack of public participation In 

environmental policy making, and this has undermined Japan's desired 

position as a global environmental leader. 

others highlight how cultural factors have limited the power of 

environmental groups. A study of environmental attitudes by Gallup 

affiliates in 24 countries found that Japanese respondents had low levels of 
desire to participate in environmental movements. with less than 5 per cent 

of the population belonging to environmental groups (compared with 11 per 

cent In the US and 10 per cent in the UK) IDLmlap et a]., 19921. Mitsuda 

(1997) argues that the Japanese are reluctant to join environmental 

organisations like Greenpeace because they are perceived to be too radical. 
Kerr [20011 maintains that a culture which emphasises conformity and 

obedience to authority makes It difficult for Individuals to actively 

challenge the status quo. 
Funabash! [ 1992] claims that citizens' groups are characterised by 'loco- 

centrism', a feature he describes as fundamental to Japanese culture. Local 

environmental problems evoke high levels of concern but once the problem 
has been solved there is a tendency for residents' movements to dissipate. 

This explains why citizens' groups, whose members numbered as many as 
six million in the early 1970s, experienced a dramatic slump In membership 

a few years later as environmental problems were perceived to have been 

resolved - or at least politically responded to. The few groups that have 
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endured have tended to remain local rather than forming broader networks 
or creating national environmental movements [Schreurs, 19941. 

In summary, the role of social movements In Japan runs counter to EM 
theory, for they have not become key stakeholders in environmental 
decision making. Instead, under-funded, under-supported and 
disenfranchised, they remain very much on the periphery of Institutional 
power. 

4. Changing Discursive Practices and Ideologies 
EM theory holds that Ideologies within public and political arenas are 
placing increasing emphasis on environmental concerns. In support of this, 
some studies have revealed a growing environmental ethic amongst the 
Japanese public. Imura [1994] cites the results of an opinion poll by the 
Economic Planning Agency In 1990 where 60 per cent of people said they 
would prefer environmental quality over economic growth. 

However, the aforementioned accounts of the limited support for 
environmental groups provide a rather confusing picture of the 
environmental ethic exhibited by Japan's citizens. Mitsuda [ 1994 describes 
the Japanese public as having high levels of concern but with few feelings 
of responsibility towards the environment. Citing Dunlap et aL's [19921 
Gallup poll, he concludes that 'the Japanese environmental attitude Is very 
different from that of citizens in other advanced societies' [Mitsuda, 1997. 
4501. The poll found that while 64 per cent of the Japanese public were 
highly concerned with local environmental problems, concem for global 
environmental issues was the lowest amongst developed nations with only 
44 per cent seeing global environmental problems as serious (compared 
with 57 per cent In the US and 64 per cent in the UK). 

Broadbent [19971 attributes this to cultural factors which encourage the 
Japanese to have more concern for their own community than other groups. 
He maintains that Japan's 'spectator political culture' creates high levels of 
NIMBYisrn ('Not In My Back Yard'), but less concern for global 
environmental Issues. 

Imura [1994 claims that changing discursive practices have clearly 
occurred within industry, particularly in the last decade, as ideas of 
'corporate citizenship' and environmental responsibility have taken hold. 
HoweveL he cites one study which suggests that economic growth and 
environmental protection are not always viewed as potentially harmonious. 
A survey of 2.754 companies conducted by the Japan Development Bank In 
1992 reported that 64 per cent had found the costs of environmental 
protection as having a large (negative) effect on corporate earnings, while 
only 20 per cent had perceived no cost burdens due to the opportunities for 
growth In environmental markets. This suggests that there may still be a 
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counter-positioning of economic and environmental interests within the 
'business community, even If environmental protection Is recognised as a 
necessary expense. 

There Is evidence to suggest that a transformation in discursive practices 
has certainly occurred within political arenas in Japan in the past 15 years. 
Schreurs's [19961 review of Japanese environmental policy highlights how 
changing discursive practices were evident within the Japanese polity 
during the late 1980s and early 1990s as a result of the 'greening' of former 
Prime Minister Takeshita who was concerned that Japan's international 
image was being tainted by its environmental impact overseas. Although 
Japan claimed to have Improved many of its domestic environmental 
problems, it was heavily criticised abroad for Its global environmental 
impact, specifically its contribution to tropical deforestation (as the world's 
largest importer of tropical hardwoods) and Its contribution to over-fishing 
In the Pacific. Japan was also strongly denounced for Its trade in endangered 
wildlife products and for exporting polluting industries to Southeast Asia. 

As a result, Prime Minister Takeshita began a programme of policy 
reform to restore its tarnished International Image. In the ensuing years, 
Japan became a major donor to overseas environmental programmes and an 
active player in international efforts to address global climate change. This 
is in stark contrast to the position Japan took before 1988, when there was 
minimal Involvement with international environmental action. Schreurs 
highlights that In contrast to Europe and the US, changing discursive 

practices within Japan have occurred largely as a result of top down, 

reactive policy Initiatives rather than grassroots pressure from social 
movements. 

Taylor [19991 concurs that Japan has In recent years made a concerted 
effort to recast itself as an environmental leader. However, he argues that 
Japan's environmental Image Is mainly rhetorical - It continues to have 
serious domestic environmental problems (including waste disposal, water 
and marine pollution, coastal degradation, habitat destruction and 
blodiversity loss) and plays a dominant role *in causing International ones 
(including deforestation, overfishing, and pollution). 

In summary, Japanese citizens have been found to have different 

attitudes towards environmental issues compared to citizens in other 
industrialised nations. This makes it less than clear as to whether the 
Japanese public can be said to have embraced Ideologies that fit with EM 
theory. However, political and to a certain extent business rhetoric has 
increasingly emphasised environmental concerns, providing some evidence 
for EM theory. 

-I 
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5. Role of Market Dynamics and Economic Agents 
According to EM theory, Industry Is playing an increasingly pivotal role in 
environmental reform, largely In response to the 'carrot' of market 
Incentives rather than the 'stick' of legislation. Japanese industry has been 
described by EM scholars as leading the way In environmental practices by 
shifting from 'end-of-pipe' solutions towards preventative technologies and 
life-cycle analysis models [Mol and Sonnenfeld, 20001. 

In his review of energy conservation policies in Japan, Fu kasaku [ 19951 
notes that Japanese production technologies have become Increasingly 
environmentally competitive, with certain sectors of Japanese industry 
(such as the iron, chemical, steel and automobile Industries) being 
particularly responsive In reducing energy Intensity and in controlling 
pollution. Fukasaku claims that legislation has been a key catalyst for 
environmental reform within Japanese Industry. For Instance, large firms are 
required to hire energy saving managers under the 'Law of Energy 
Conservation' and * 

these managers have legal responsibilities to Increase 
energy efficiency. 

As well as regulatory drivers, It can be argued that market dynamics 
have played a role In encouraging environmental reform within industry. 
Environmental problems have created new market opportunities for 
business and have spurred innovation In Japan's environmental technology 
markets. The private sector finances some 60 per cent of all research and 
development into environmental markets and contributes heavily to a 
number of government research agencies [UNEP, 2000]. 

Confirming the Influence of economic agents in environmental reform Is 
the widespread adoption of voluntary goals and standards within Japanese 
corporations, Japan boasts the highest number of IS014001 accreditations 
globally, with 9,467 firms; having obtained certification by 2002 [ISO 14001 
Information Centre, 20021. In the 1990s, over 30,000 voluntary agreements 
between Industry and local governments were In place [1mura, 19981. The 
'Keidanren', the most powerful political forum for big business in Japan, 
has prepared a 'Voluntary Action Plan' to meet with emerging 
environmental policy goals (such as the reduction of greenhouse gases). The 
'Voluntary Action Plan' Involves 36 industries and 137 Industrial 
organisations, and includes some quantitative targets for reducing 
environmental Impacts [Keldanren 20011. 

Despite a concerted attempt to portray itself as environmentally 
responsible, there is also evidence to suggest that the environmental 
performance of Japanese industry is far from exemplary. In their review of 
recent empirical studies on pollution control, Rosenbluth and Theis [19991 
argue that Japanese corporations have been able to avoid costly abatement 
measures because political institutions are biased in favour of business 
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Interests and are against any serious, sustained effort to regulate 
environmental pollution. As a result, pollution control in Japan has been 
much less effective than previously thought. Highly visible and relatively 
easfly regulated air pollution has been curtailed, but less visible and trickier 
water and soil pollutants remain unchecked. For instance, allowable 
concentrations of dioxin exceed typical western standards by 80-800 times. 

Japanese industry has also been accused of 'exporting pollution' to 
neighbouring Asian countries as manufacturing plants have moved to 
nations with less stringent environmental standards [Imura, 199ý. Japan 
may have thus given the impression of de-linking economic growth from 
environmental degradation, when In fact it has merely extemallsed its 
impact by importing rather than producing certain goods. 

Huber [2000] draws attention to the lack of environmental reporting and 
stakeholder communication within Japanese corporations, arguing that 
'industry in Japan may be confronted less with political and civil society 
counterpowers' [Huber, 2000. ý 2761. 

Miyamoto [19971 highlights how for 25 years the business lobby 
successfully blocked an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Law. it 
was finally Introduced in 1997, by which time Japan had become known as 
the 'construction state' due to the prolific building of roads, airports, high- 
speed rail links, tourist resorts, dams and nuclear power stations. Imura 
[1994 asserts that: 

For several decades, the so called political, administrative and 
business triangle has dominated Japanese politics. This triangle 
formed around public works projects and created a strong pro- 
development power block, opposing EIA legislation and public 
participation in environmental decision making. [Imura, 1997, - 85.1 

Kerr [20011 claims that Japanese Industry acquired Its global 
competitiveness partly because It was able to externalise the environmental 
costs of its rapid growth due to the extreme pro-development Ideology of 
the state. Kerr highlights the power of the construction industry. which 
absorbs nearly half of government expenditure, as an example of the 
collusion between government and powerful business actors to promote 
development at all costs. He maintains that government subsidy rather than 
real growth or Infrastructure needs has caused excessive development at 
major expense to the environment. McCormack [ 1998: 361 asserts that the 
construction Industry's 'primary significance in the political economy 
lies ... In the several circuits of private interest and advantage that it feeds; 
with vast sums flowing to those who form part of the privileged national 
grid of politicians, bureaucrats and business people with a private stake in 
'public works"'. 

-I 
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In summary, supporting EM theory Is the evidence that some Japanese 
corporations are considering ways to reduce their environmental impact 
beyond regulatory requirements and are proactively involved In voluntary 
measures to achieve this goal. Market dynamics as well as legislative 
drivers have certainly played a part In stimulating environmental 
innovations in some sectors. However, blighting this ostensible image of 
corporate responsibility is the lack of environmental disclosure within 
industry and the fact that big business interests lobbied heavily to block the 
Introduction of an EIA law. Moreover, industry has been accused of 
avoiding pollution control measures at home, exporting pollution abroad, 
and extemallsing the environmental costs of its rapid development. 

The Vreenlng'of Japanese SMEs 
The degree to which small and medium-sized enterprises have been 
Involved In ecological restructuring Is difficult to ascertain from the limited 
research in this area. From the small number of quantitative surveys 
conducted [e. g. Yamazak], 2000, Japan Finance Corporation, 1997, Asah! 
Bank 200a Sanwa Research Institute and Consulting, 20001 it appears that 
the environmental measures most likely to be carried out by owner-, 
managers are waste reduction (driven by regulatory factors) and energy 
efficiency (driven by market dynamics as firms endeavour to reduce costs). 
More progressive voluntary measures such as environmental management 
systems and life cycle analysis have yet to be embraced. 

Yamazaki's [20001 quantitative study of over 2000 SMEs In Tokyo 
found that 59.4 per cent claimed to be engaged in environmental measures. 
Of this environmentally active group, 54 per cent claimed to be involved In 
Industrial waste reduction, 35.6 per cent claimed to be recycling or reusing 
products, 33.5 per cent claimed to be involved in measures to cut noise, 
vibrations, offensive odours and 30 per cent in energy saving measures. 
Only 3.8 per cent claimed to have acquired or be in the process of acquiring 
environmental management systems. In terms of size, larger SMEs were 
more likely to be engaged In environmental measures than their smaller 
counterparts. Environmental measures were often viewed as either 'not 
necessary' (as owner managers perceived their firm's environmental impact 
to be negligible), or as a cost burden which they were unwilling to bear. 

Another study of 1,590 SMEs in the Tokyo area [Asahl Bank, 20001 
found that 70 per cent of the sample claimed to be taking measures to cope 
with environmental issues, mainly minimising waste disposal (such as 
cutting paper usage) and energy usage. However, more proactive 
environmental measures such as recycling or installing energy saving 
equipment were rare. The main obstacles to making environmental 
Improvements were found to be a lack of environmental awareness, the cost 
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of investing in environmental equipment and lack of technical know-how. 
The vast majority of small firms claimed to be too busy trying to comply 
with environmental regulation to consider voluntary Initiatives. 

Regrettably, there has been no attempt to place these findings within a 
broader theory of socio-environmental relations such that we might 
understand the wider significance of environmental reforms (or lack of) 
within the SME sector. It thus seems timely to explore the environmental 
practices of small firm owners within the analytical framework provided by 
EM theory. 

The Study 

Reseanch Objectives 
The broad alms of the research were to explore empirically the degree to 
which aspects of EM theory apply to the Japanese small firm context. 

The following core tenets of EM theory were of particular interest: 

The Increasing importance ofmarket dynamics and economic agents in 
ecological restructuring. 
Are Japanese small firms showing signs of ecological restructuring 
(such as reducing resource/energy consumption and minimising 
waste/pollution)? Is environmental reform being driven by market 
forces (such as supply chain pressure, competition, consumer demand), 
or legislation? 

(2) Changing discursive practices and emerging Ideologies. 
Are ideologies amongst owner-Managers Increasingly exhibiting an 
environmental ethic? Do they see economic and environmental 
interests as harmonious? Do they feel personally responsible for 
protecting the environment? Are environmental considerations being 
incorporated into business agendas? 

(3) Transformations in the role of the state. 
Are environmental policy networks becoming Increasingly consensual 
and participatory with regards to the small firm sector? 

Sample and Methodology 
Fieldwork was conducted between February, and May of 2002. The 
following methodology was used: 
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Stage 1: Ten In-depth interviews with 'key informants' within industry, 
government and academia. 

Stage 2: Ten in-depth Interviews with small firm owner-managers In the 
mechanical engineering sector. 
Ten in-depth Interviews with small firm owner-managers in the 
restaurant sector. 

First, key informants from relevant trade associations, professional bodies, 
chambers of commerce, and academia were interviewed in order to build a 
picture of the political and economic context of Japan, particularly 
regarding environmental policy and small firms. This overview informed 
the Interview schedule for the next stage and added triangulation to the 
research design by allowing emerging themes and issues to be explored 
from different perspectives. A semi-structured interview schedule was used 
and Interviews typically lasted two to three hours. To overcome language 
barriers, a translator was present at every interview; these were audio-taped 
and subsequendy transcribed. 

The second stage Involved 20 Interviews (lasting one to two hours) with 
owner-managers In the restaurant and mechanical engineering industries of 
Ota-ku, one of the 23 wards of Tokyo. A sectoral comparison was 

4 'N considered Important because past studies demonstrate significant 
. 11 differences between SMEs according to sector [Curran and Blackburn, 

1994, Bayliss, 19981. The restaurant and mechanical engineering industries 
were chosen because they are both made tip of large numbers of small 
enterprises which can be considered fairly typical of small firms in 
Industrialised countries. The sample consisted of firms with under 50 
employees, and over half of these were micro-firms (1-9 employees), as 
these represent the majority of businesses In both industries. 

Fln&ngs 
1. The Role of Market Dynamics and Economic Agents 
The ecological restructuring of Japanese small firms appears to be heavily 
Influenced by sectoral differences. Many mechanical engineering owner- 
managers claimed to be Implementing energy efficiency measures: 

I Installed the equipment to cut electricity use by half and cut costs. 
However, firms in the restaurant sector did not see any cost benefits to 

be made from Investing in energy saving equipment and most were not 
attempting to minimise energy usage beyond turning off machines when not 
In use: 

As a service Industry, we have to use energy and water when necessary. 
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Efforts to minimise waste and recycle were reportedly occurring In both 
sectors. However, in the restaurant sector, waste management was still 
considered to be a significant problem as poor separation and lack of care 
in disposal was widespread: 

Waste management Is a big issue for us. 
More progressive reforms such as the Implementation of environmental 

management systems had yet to be embraced In either Industry. Pollution 
control measures were limited as the sample perceived their emissions to be 
negligible. 
Refuting the central role of market-led environmental reform within EM 
theory is the finding that neither supply chain pressure nor consumer 
demand was encouraging respondents to consider their environmental 
impact more carefully: 

There's no pressure from the supply chain. 
[Customers] are not demanding EMS or changing specs. 

Japan is famous for Its historically tight 'keiretsu' (subcontracting) 
structures which has enabled 'parent' companies to enjoy a level of control 
over supply akin to that of vertical Integration [Ahmadflan and Lincoln, 
20001. The fact that me chanical engineers were not experiencing pressure 
from their customers to green' suggests either that the environment was not 
such a high priority for their parent companies, or that this particular sample 
was not Incorporated into the kind of strong keiretsu relationships which 
might have been expected to be a key driver of ecological reform within the 
supply chain. Similarly, customers were apparently unconcerned about the 
environmental practices of the restaurants they ate in, suggesting that the 
influence of 'green consumerism' had yet to extend its reach to the 
restaurant Industry: 

[Customers] don't pressure us on environmental Issues like organic food. 

Whilst market forces were encouraging mechanical engineers to minimise 
energy usage, they were also creating significant barriers to environmental 
reform as the pressures of competition Increased owner-manager's 
preoccupation with price imperatives. The emphasis on cost reduction as a 
source of competitiveness clearly resulted in the low prioritisation of 
environmental considerations because the environment was generally 
viewed as a cost burden by small firms: 

If I don't have to pay for [environmental Improvements] I won't. 

Due to the prolonged economic recession In Japan and the acute economic 
pressures that owner-managers were facing, environmental considerations 
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were not currently high on their business agendas. Instead, owner-managers 
tended to be wary of making voluntary environmental improvements 
because of the fear that 'free riders' would gain competitive advantage by 
avoiding costs. Many preferred the 'level playing field' that environmental 
legislation offered: 

Government should ensure an equal footing in the market. 
Paradoxically though, owner-managers also resisted regulation because of 
Its perceived effect on profits. Nevertheless, the government's new waste 
disposal charges had encouraged 'self-regulation' of Industry, highlighting 
the potential of market-based mechanisms in state intervention. 

-()L 

2. Changing Discursive Practices and Emerging Ideologies 
EM theory claims that Ideologies and discursive practices are Increasingly 
stressing the harmony between economic and environmental Interests. 
However, the responses of Japanese owner-managers suggested that 'win- 
win' outcomes were not being perceived In many cases. Whilst energy 
savings were being sought by precision engineers to lower costs, such 'eco- 
efficiencies' were not occurring within the restaurant sector as owner- 
managers did not perceive that significant cost savings could be made: 

I can't see [that] the equipment cuts costs much. The cost of the lease Is 
much the same as the cost saved. 

it is not clear how such discrepancies have come about, but what Is clear is 
that there may be considerable sectoral differences in the degree to which 
economic and environmental Interests are seen as non-conflicting, and 
therefore In the degree to which environmental measures are voluntarily 
undertaken. 

Owner-managers clearly wanted to live in a clean environment and so to 
a certain extent they may be said to have embraced an environmental ethic. 
Individual as well as state responsibility for environmental protection was 
acknowledged by many: 

We're all responsible for the environment: it's no use blaming others. 

But whilst there was a positive attitude towards environmental protection, 
Japanese small flnn owners arguably tended to operate within a 'shallow 
environmental ethic' [7711ey, 20001 whereby economic Imperatives took 
precedent over environmental ones. This 'shallow environmental ethic' was 
exacerbated by the economic uncertainty felt by owner-managers as a result 
of the recession, and was compounded by owner-managers' perception that 
their firms' environmental Impact was negligible: 
Small firms In our Industry do not have serious environmental problems. 
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The environment was thus not considered a key business Issue. Some 
owner-managers even resisted environmental measures such as proper 
waste separation on the grounds that they were time consuming, 
highlighting the low priority that environmental issues were given within 
some business agendas: 

We are too busy - we do not have enough time to meet the collector's 
requirements regarding waste separation. 

The rhetoric of 'competitiveness' was still clearly the central discourse for 
owner-managers. This Is not surprising given that the dominant social 
paradigm of industrial societies may be said to emphasise economic 
considerations over environmental ones [Catton and Dunlap, 19781. It Is 
important to note however, that owner-managers clearly felt constrained by 
these competitive pressures, making It difficult for them to translate their 
good intentions Into concrete environmental reforms. 

3. Transformations in the Role of the State 
Responses of owner-managers and key Informants suggest that small firms 
feel subordinated and disenfranchised within the complex machinery that 
makes up the Japanese polity. It was claimed that Japan's policy making 
processes are highly informal and Influence peddling is the norm. Many 
intermediary bodies have their own informal pressure groups which enable 
them to keep close ties with politicians: 
Trade associations can Influence policy making directly via their contacts 

with politicians - It Is a hotbed of bribery. 

It was highlighted that small firms have nowhere near the resources or 
cohesion that large firms do and so naturally their Influence was smaller. 
Opportunitlet to meet with government officials were therefore much less 
frequent: 

Presidents of major organisations and government senior officials 
regularly have meetings over breakfast and exchange Information. For 

SMEs there is no direct channel like this. 

Informal networks of vested interests which seek to win political influence 
was seen as a source of many of Japan's problems, with cronyism and 
corruption Identified as a major contributing factor to its prolonged 
economic crisis: 

Political networks are problematic because they represent the haves only. 
They tend to be paternalistic and unhealthy. 
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Key Informants and small firm owners emphasised that greater participation 
and transparency in Japan's political economy was long overdue. 
Corroborating Broadbent's [19981 account of the hegemony of the Ruling 
Triad, policy networks were perceived to do little to foster the consensual 
support of interest groups outside the elite core of big businýss 
representatives, politicians and bureaucrats: 

Usually government talks to large trade associations to get their approval 
before introducing new policies ... SMEs are excluded from those policy 

dialogues or they have little, If any influence. 

Small businesses have little sense of political clout. 
Wallace's [1995] assertion that co-operative ties exist between Industry and 
government was felt to apply to large corporations and their ministerial 
confidants, but It was not perceived to extend to the smaller firms which 
comprise 99 per cent of industry [JSBRI, 199-q. 

Government reportedly lacked a real understanding of small firm Issues 
and was felt to 'command rather than to listen' to SMEs. Even at the local 
level, where municipal authorities were allegedly more likely to consult 
with SMEs on standard setting, consultations on environmental policy at 
technical hearings, conferences and government councils tended to exclude 
small and micro firms. 

Representatives from 'Chambers of Commerce and Industry' (CCI, the 
main avenue of political representation for SMEs). and trade associations 
were also perceived to have a bias towards larger firms and were therefore 
out of touch with small and micro firm issues. Owner-managers thus felt 
distanced from the very Industry bodies that were supposed to represent 
them: 

CCI doesn't understand the reality for firms like us. 
I don't expect much from CCI or trade associations 

Respondents perceived that SME Interests at the local level were not always 
fed up to the national trade associations which were Influential in 
environmental policy circles: 

National associations discuss policy with their assigned ministry, 
and small firms usually get information only after policy decisions 

have been made. 

The government was felt to have adopted a 'top-down' interpretation of the 
requirements for participation: in other words, that the participation of small 
firms was required principally In the Implementation of environmental 
policy, but not In decision making about its objectives. 
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Conclusions 

Are Japanese Small Firms Ecologically Madernising? 
Two conclusions can be drawn from these findings. The first Is that EM 
theory is of only limited use in explaining current processes of social change 
in the Japanese small firm sector. This study suggests that whilst some 
environmental restructuring Is occurring, market dynamics and changing 
discursive practices are not pushing reform In the way that we might have 
expected under EM theory. Small firms are experiencing little pressure from 
customers, competitors or consumers to make environmental 
Improvements. Economic and environmental Interests are often perceived 
as conflicting, and there Is little evidence that business agendas are being 
refashioned to reflect sustainability objectives. 

It is also clear that Japanese environmental governance structures are not 
as consultative and participatory as might be expected from a nation which 
has 'broadly adopted an ecologi , cal modernisation position' [Murphy, 2000: 
31. Small firms have been marginallsed and even omitted from 
environmental policy networks that are dominated by big business, political 
and bureaucratic elites. Given the pivotal role that small firms play In the 
nation's economy, this suggests that at the very least the European EM 
model may need to be amended to fit. the Japanese context In a more 
relevant way. 

The second conclusion focuses on the prescriptive merits of EM theory. 
Buttel [20001 asserts that a key aspect of the more sophisticated versions of 
the theory Is the Idea that political practices are critical in encouraging 
processes of ecological modernisation: 

Ecological modernisation processes are a reflection of policy 
environments that are made possible through the restructuring (or 

modernisation') of the state [Buttel, 2000.611 

Political modemisation Is thus seen as vital in stimulating the ecological 
modernisation of industry because of the key role that participative and 
6enabling' policy approaches can play In encouraging Industrial reform. 
Extrapolating from this claim, it may be hypothesised that processes of 
ecological modernisation within the small firm sector are being hampered 
by the lack of 'politically modernized', participatory approaches towards 
environmental policy In Japan. Whilst small firms have such limited 
participation in policy networks, it is hardly surprising that they have little 
engagement with environmental agendas agreed largely between big 
business, bureaucratic and political elites. 

This has obvious normative Implications. If policy makers are to 
encourage small firrns to embrace environmental reform there must be a 
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concerted attempt to Involve them In policy dialogue, to give them a voice 
in negotiated decision-making processes and to empower them within 
environmental governance structures. For if small firms could be 
meaningfully engaged in a consultative process aimed at stimulating 
environmental management within the sector, this might create a context of 
consensual support for environmental policy strategies, thus engendering 
proactive rather than reactive responses to environmental problems. 

-N 
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Is Japan EcologIcally ModemIsIng? 
It Is Important to embed this empirical study within a wider (if provisional) 
analysis of the degree to which Japan's social institutions can be said to be 
ecologically modemising, if we are to make some conclusions as to whether 
Japan Is indeed an 'ecological frontrunner nation'. 

Evidence from the existing literature suggests that Japan Is conforming 
to some of the core tenets of EM theory. The nation has placed a major 
emphasis on science and technology as the central institutions for solving 
environmental problems. Japanese Industry has enthusiastically embraced 
the challenge of finding technical solutions to environmental problems and 
has excelled In environmental technology markets. Market dynamics (such 
as the drive for greater energy efficiency) appear to be playing a role in the 
ecological restructuring of some sectors of Industry. Local authorities play 
an important role In environmental policy and clearly emphasise flexible, 
voluntary agreements over command and control approaches. 

However, it appears that key features of Japanese environmental 
governance structures do not fit with EM theory. The Japanese polity is 
centralised, hierarchical and highly bureaucratic, lacking In both public 
participation and transparency. Environmental policy networks marginalise 
key Interest groups (such as NGO's and small firms), fortifying the 
entrenched power of political and corporate elites, and allowing big 
business to dilute the objectives of environmental reform to defend their 
own narrow economic interests. In contrast to Western NCO communities, 
social movements have not become key stakeholders in environmental 
decision making and remain very much on the periphery of Institutional 
power. Membership rates within environmental groups are low. 

Moreover, public environmental attitudes have been described as 'very 
different' from those of citizens in other Industrial nations, which suggests 
that Ideologies and discursive practices may not be transforming In the 
manner that EM theory describes. It Is apparent that an ideological shift has 
at least occurred in the discourse employed by Japan's business leaders and 
politicians In order to position the nation as a global environmental leader, 
but arguably this rhetoric disguises the reality of the nation's considerable 
ecological footprint' both at home and abroad. 
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Japan's elevated position within the EM literature may have been largely 
based on: (a) its enthusiasm for 'technological fixes' to environmental 
problems; (b) the close relationship between big business and policy 
makers; (c) the voluntary nature of environmental policy; and Q the 
convincing rhetoric that politicians and business elites have used to create 
an Image of International environmental leadership. Critics of EM as a 
political programme might well question the degree to which such 
approaches can truly further environmental goals. 

With such dense webs of vested Interest and advantage confronted with 
such limited civil society counter-powers, the lack of 'political 
modernisation' in Japan appears to be a major obstacle to environmental 
reform. Without a more participatory and transparent government, an 
empowered NGO and small firm sector, and a public prepared and able to 
take action to protect the environment and curtail Industry's excesses, Japan 
still has a long way to go before EM scholars can legitimately call it an 
ecological frontrunner nation'. 
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A rec, cling oriented economic sy%rcm i3 an ecortomic wstem inuhich meamares 
for he en, iroj), jent and conivrkatinn or rt%ourcri are built into everv wpect or 
111dussOal and economic activity, rind imihich thesmialawd 
that mere a(vepted in convenlional econornic 3-ieY, which gehemHy gave little 

thought. to Mewmal-C. 's for collservatiLm ofem ircinment and resourem are ctuiverted 
into a smiety in which the envirumment arul the cruiunny are nurgrrated. 

(IN IE 11. I'vbruary 2(X)2) 

Rcc'ent statenicnts like the one Auve imply that lite most powerful industry 

oriented, 'govenimental bodyý the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industr% 
(, NirTI), views the integratiou orenvironmeittal and ccanatnic concCulls-as central 
to the futilre dcvch)pment ofjapan. As we mentioned in Chapter 1, sorne com- 
mentaiors consider that envirwimental pcrfut-nianceurJapanese industries has 
brMUY UIOWC(i 2 path coun-istertwidi ccoloý6icitl: noderiiization,, Isce r. g. jAuickc 

, jal. 1996. Dryzek 1997; GOUldson and hlurpliý, 1997; Christoff 2000-, Cille 2000; 
GoWdson 2000; Xto] and Sonnenfield 2000; Fisher and Freuderibtirg 2001; 

000 1 brý In thia chapttr we will explorc some of the empirical cvidctice oil cco- I%loj ý 
effic; encieig Ltjapansý industrial and energy sevtom Policy tileasures to increase 

cco-cAlcicticies. irt the economyý by reducing material, water, latid and energy 
ititclislitirs (as well as the demand ror tranqxlrtation) are a ceivral componesit 
of ecolobvical rnodeniizatioa O. Anicke dA PW), Cullen 1997). In this chapter, we 

%%-al txýgil-j uith a discussoion ortrends ill the enNironmental prrformance ofJapinme 
irtclustry and the" ftxlls on tile truestion of cco-efficicncir% mainly ill relation to 

resource consumption patterns. This wifl be followed by a discussion of the etner- 

gCncec, l*, ll-e, L-N. c rsociety and then %%v uill lookat patteni3ofenerpy consumption Aing 

al weli as tile ýri-owtli of new eneqgy sources. We conclude with a discussion of tile 

r, j, f 5.1ý, lj and medium-sized enterprises in the atiainment of rcologival 

modcritizatit)n related goali forjapanese induitr). 

Tile follo%ilig SeTtiOns ailn to develop the drNue on japan*s statits as 

clivirunniental laggard or front-runner (we Chapter 1) by looking at the comiptex 

relatpullships bemeen enNironinental refomis, industrial ciMrotimental con-Ser- 

%-atioti measures. eco-effiriencies, wwsie matiage-inent. energy policy an(I lite 
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ciaironmental pratfi(es of'Japanese sin all it nd int-djum , -sizl, tl vistelpiLses 
a woor uhich comprist % 99 per CCnt 0fj-Ij)a11C1, C ifICIL1,11-1 

,61 
V09) ýcf %%litch 

pre% iotiq "fudici oil crological mmernization have curloucly iplorv& 

Environmental trends injapanese industry 

The environmental performanre of. japanest- industry has bren the stilýjrct nr 
romiderable and coutc-siml tic bale 11'i 1992; Nfix ore at Id NI iller i99t; FuLtsak I 
1993; Wallace 199.3-julick-re/aL 1996; Inium If 197; Ridiards 1 '07; Rowiablmls 
and 1-heis I ()(Y)-, Cruz el at 2002-, Yoshida 2002t. ror initance. it is argued th it 
brtween 1970 and 1980 thejapanese sivel industr% cut air pollutant cmiwsions It% 
30 to SO per cent. producing steel with 40 per cent leis energy expenditure than 
the Unitcd Stdtcs (N ttx)re a nd N lillcr 1.99 1) and that: 

By 1939j1pan had installed three times as many flue-gas cleaning s), sIC"I% as 
the rest of the countries in the industrialized world combined. 'nic number of 
systrini for removing sulphur diaxide rose from 323 in 1972 to 1,0 11) in 1988 
Selecthr catalytic reduction wstems For NOx controliumped from 5 in 1972, 
to 379 in 1983, 

0AI(x'n-c and N tiller 199 1: 42) 

As a result. japant-se iticlumries were emitting lesý, SO., and NON pullutants, per 
capim bý. 1939 than any Wier indutitrial nation. Building on this %vorl, it has. been 
argued that dur tri the efforts of. japaw-c indwitry benveen 1971 and 19196 anibient 
SO, leveLi and ou lion monoxide ch-ripped bý B. ' ) per critt ; in(] 73 1-wr rent 
respectivclý. (Cruz el at 20020 Looking at otherasPeCts ofindw-trial perbrinance. 
J; irkicke et at ý1 996ý compare the nizinuflacturing sectors ol'Japan. Gri-inany and 
, Swcden, and examine the trends in erkýýp- consumption and water consumption. 
as %%ell as environmental perforniance in diffierent. niarkuCacturiiig sectors 10--twecti 
1971 and 1987 -uid find that sorne, of the most significant industrial enerp, saviný 
haw taken, pla, e injapan. They conclude tlL1t'CC0l0gi(`al 111101denliZittiOn jilija[liffili 
has thus fir inaiidy taken the rorin of increases it, the aicienc). orenervy mid water 
use and in the extent of recycline 0 906: 17). 

Contrarý to c(minion belief at the time such memures actually reduced Jim- 
duction coits and created new markets -Aloore and \ ldl(--r 199 I. wvalso Schreurs 
2OU2- 3). ' The overall impression is did0apantse prcoductiwi prilctices bccanic 
increw. ingly resource efficient as a result of thr gove rn me kit's ei tergy conwn-at ion 
and pollution C611tro) polici", with certain indusiri., ti sectors (stich as iron. 
chernicals, steel and autoniubiles) being particularly effiective in redticing energy 
intensities and Pollution enlissiows. FukasaLa (1993) supports this vieA, noting that 
strong GDPgrowth (around 57 l-x-rcent)bet%%een 1980and 1991 wasacconiliankA 
I))- significant reductions in SOx, NOx and CO., as a result ofthe govelt-knient*s 
energy diversification ricklicies and rnik%ion control standarch. According to the 
OECD, urban air quality injapan continued to improve in the 1990s and the 
strong (jecoupiiýngorairernissickrks fi-orn GDPwas reinfbi-ced (-. 5 per cent forSO, 
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. 
N--%IVOCs arid CO between 1990 arid 1999, while GI)p rose by 13 per cent). 
Ainorig OECD countriesjapaii has the third lowest emission intensity (kil,, ý 
unit GDII for SOx arid the lo%vest for NOx. Reductions have also been witnessed 
in relation to oilierluAlutanis (-60 I-wr cent for total dioxin emissions, -15 per cent 
f(-)r Iwnzrnt, - 43 per cent ror it ichlortwthylt-ne arid -50 percent ror letrachlorocill- 
ý-! cne frorn 1993 to 1999) ror major emitting industries PECD 2002). 

allese industry led the way in ternation ally ill lite sIt rol EfTectiveh Jai) 
-I 

ir fn 

ellcl. of'-pipe solittions, towards Preveritati%`e technologies and life-cycle analysis 
njj>dclj (Nlol andSonnenfeld 2000). Thejap. tinese approach to pollution prc%rntioll 
involves a creative Inix of in--truments (emission standar(tj, 
en, -il-oliniental quality standardi and technology designations), market-based 
inechanisins (compensation lc%ics - polluter pays principle, ernission taxes arid 
emission permit trading) and voluntary ineasure-s (Matsunci 2003). Perhjps jjjq 
slriking has been the use of pollutinn control agreements between business and 
local governinents/communities whicli complement the local regulation and 
guidance with inelwres designed to reflect industry. q)ecirle pollution prcý 

* ention 
goal, -, the condition of the local economy ind the localsockil context. by the 19.90s, 

t)ver 30,000 voluntan- agreements betweeit industry arid local gmtrnments 
plice (Imura 1998). Most orthe early agrerments ill the 1960s dcalt with 

l-najor industrial fa(ilities (over ISM rmplo% res), Ivaking at aIx. )ut 430 igreellierits 
per ve-ar in 1974. after which there wis a drop-offto nearly 200 a year in the 1980s, 
Ilefore, a , (-cond peak in the late 1930s/early 19905 in nnsplnse to newly recognized 
thrfats such ni. bigh-technology 1w, 11ti6on. 

C)ther ý, rndies. ho%vrver. present entitrasting midence on the form and rebrive 
illpact of clivirol it) x-lital inwwation withinjapanesc mdusti3% For ýistance, it is 

gs rorn the 1970s -ing 111 to early 1990s %vere argued tIlat rnergy sa% " less ffie outcome 
gnational policies anc .1 more an environmental gratis elfect resulting froll, he 

'fasc gro, %ying and highly 11"ible industrial structure (e. g. restructuring and the 
itries, % atte-nipt, ing to copc %vith rising energyprices dcclililc in `! "'rgy '"tens'"' '"d"s 

anda bcavy dependtivy on inirxwts danickedat 199(; ),., \. s mentioned in CILlpter 
1. there are alin th()54' %vho clairn thatJipariese industry his 'exported pollution' 

glily, inring. Vdan countri" as mintif. ilt'i acturing phints have moved to nations 
; trillgellt environillent. 1 I standards (Ui 1934c; Imura 1997, Taylor I ()W)). cit[) lesss 

-cr, c -r- argue thiitjal)aneý--ecori)or,, tti<iri. iha\-c beenabloloavoidrostly 
becaitse political ini(itutiom are biased in favo I lir Of busi- . 1jtellicilt Pleasure 

. 1l)jW)Se any WriO11%, mist. 61 ties. -is and r- ained elT, I to regmlate environmental 

1)4-)I: tllion (Itos( libltith alldTheis I 999'ý, As a restilt, highh visible and relatively 

casily regulated air pollution Ila-, been curtailed bin less visible and trickier u-ater, 
toxic. 4 soil and grotilld)%ater polltilloll have beell more difficult to tackle No"llid. 1 
2002). Rrgulations it) llit'SC -lfrai have bet'll slow in cOnling \vifl) the prmeivion 

()f gmundAvatcr pollutiost delayed umil rcvisions to the Water Pollution Control 

Ina(le inApril 1947, Prevention ofsoil contamination %vas uot a&lrvs.,, ecl 
-nactiorm of dir La%% Concerning 

until he 
-May 

2002 tS 
ally. the MCI) staws that. whilstjapan has achim-rd a sirong P"Iltilion. Fill, 

. 4m, 11i Frioni pc-stidde, fertilizer, NOx and SOx rniiision. 4, jecotipling ofeconottli( gi 
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ctivirnimirntal gains lime becii more than off-grt by additiomil impact% arkniz 
from an expan. sioi(wrO111111111. Ili the 
encrqn- officiency gains, resulting in a3 pcr cent increaso in the energ), intensit% 
of the ritmolliv a Ild . 11) increase il I ahmAule Co, villizoions. Sill I ita I Iv. Ole grl I%% it I 
in private ronuniption and waife gelirratioll fla- rallf-4.114: A 1111 m"Illy l"Aterij! 
clTidency gains (OEUD 20U2 

, 
). Let us discuss these Contrastinq Perspectives furtber 

uithiii the context of the eco-efficieticy drbatr. 

Eco-efficiency injapan 
Perhaps the best discussion of the links between eco-efficiency and ecological 
modernization can be found in Cohen's work where the former is clescribedas- 
'the implementation ofinclustriall practices that can ii-nprove corporate profitabilit) 
by redr. signing matiufarturing proces-ses to reduce the protluction or Avastes 
at the source so as to avoid remedial treatmenC (Cohen 1997: 1). On& of it le tilaill 
promoters of the eco-efficiency concept is the World Business Council for 
Sustainable Developmerit (as explained in DeSimone and Popoff 1997). Eco- 
efficiency has become'a Consensus strategy amongst multinational corporations 
and has been embraced by a number of governments including japan. 5 a% 
exemplified by the 2002 White Paper on the Environment published by the 
Ministry of the Environment (MoF. 2002a). h-esenting data for the peri(xi from 
1963to 1999. the White Paper looks at, amongst others. finalenergyconsumption, 
CO, emissions, domestic waste generation. NO,, and SO, concentrations as well 
aseiierp-ect)-cfliciciteies. Tiseentiiepet-iodisstib-cli%icieSiiitothret stages. Stage 
one cmrrs the periml to 1973, the occurrence orthe first oil crisis. lit this stage-, as 
Japan expff ienced rapid economic grmýýth, eco-efficiencies generally declined for 
energy and waste but increased forNO, and SO., as regulations were implemented 
to contnilair ImAution (see fligures 8.1 and 8.2). ilie second st. 1ge co-. ers the i: vriod 
to 1985 when the price foroil fell anti here we find that, as ecimornic growth slowml. 
eco-cfficiencies improved for all indicators mainly due to the impact of energy 
and rcsource conservation measures. The final stage covers the period from 1935 
to 1999, wherewe see continued improvements in eco-efficiencim for NO,. So., 
and %%aste contrastinguith only minor improvements for CO 

2 and energy. Overalf, 
th! s data is supportive of the findings froni the OECD environmental pcrformance 
review o1japan uhich argued thatin die 199()stlicre%va. -; a'%-erystrc)iigd"-otii)ling 
between conventional air pollutants fion-i GDV at -82 prr cent for SOX and 
-22 Prrcent1brNOx(0ECD2(A)2: 23). 

With respect to implementation of policy measures to prornote eco-effilciency in 
Japan mostoftheexpertise ties withIMET1. liiAI)rU2OO2, tlie.. Nlitiistiý-estal)li, lit(I 
i new comn tit tee under t lie cl tairmai atili of Ilrofe&sor R) oicl ii Ya niamoto dealing 
with Tactor EighC as a mratis of improving, resource prodtictivity (111cischwitz 
2002). Proressor Yamamoto of the University ofTokyo. in close collaboration with 

.Nf 
r7l, I im under(aken rriuch or tl ic rt search on eco-efficiency injapan. I lis %voi k 

anal)v--. the improvementi in eco-efficiency for UNG-fuelled combined Cycle I-Kiwer 
generation systems and for thermal storage type air conditioning systems. Ile 
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I: Igur,, 8,1 Changes in eco-rilicienrics kir finid enerp- consumption. CO, Missions and 
domestic %val-te. 

Nlotc* Prepared 1, Y he Nli, 164Y Ir, l, c Environment ba., ed on the'Annual Report on 

., s, atjonal Accou nt$' published by the Cabinet Office, 'Comprehrusive Energy Statistics, 

published by the Agency of-National Rc-u'Ves, 111d Enctgy and'Emissioli of Domestic 

%Vat, auj 
jrcwr%sivg Status (Perkirmatice, of 1991)1' publi%lied by the Nlinistrv of tile 

also looked at tile, perfimnance of a number or eco-designed products and round 
improvenlents ranging from factor 2 for the Toyota hybrid car to ractor 10 for 

the Sharl) liquid crystal display (LCD) '11' anti factor 20 for I londa's Intelligelit 
Community Vehicle System (ICVS) (Yamamoto 2000). Yamamoto concludes 
thatjapan is now in a new phase of promoting environmental protection through 
the development of eco-cificient pTOdUCts and smices, as well as green purchasing 
(Yamamoto 2001). Another influential figure with respect to cco-efficieney and 
grect, productivity is Professor Hiroshi Korni)n, ina, also from Tokyo Universitv 

and chair or mvrus material-, flow committee tMeischuitz 2002). Prorebsor 
Korniyama developed A'kion 2050'designed to promote gTeen pr(Auctivity 
I)y increasing enerp, efficicticy dirrefold co"ll), red to today's levels, creating 

rec., 'Cling sysicnis and doubling the usr 41 rnewible energy sourres (Bleischwitz 
2002; ljochu 200D. 

As a result of the work of these and other influential thinkers, tile Concept 

of rco-efficirney has gained murh ground in. J. 'paln it, thr Past clecadc and bas 
I)CCII jissoci. 11C(i %601 tile cillergence of such concrpts a% zero emissions, green 
produCti"'i1v Ind factor four (Mitsuhashi 1993'. Watanabe 1999, Yoshida N02, 
110ji-. 1 2001J. A l. trgCllLlnli)crt)rl)rojectili: i, %, c been implemented acroýithccountj), 
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Note: Prepared by the Mhustrý. ofifir Liwirotiment lm. wd on 'Amwal Repon on 
National ArrounW pubIL%hrd by thr Cahinct Offict, avid 'Air Pollut6miStatu% Rep"n'hk 
1lic Ministry a oic 1. n\. troziment. 

with direct involvernent from local gwrrnment and bmine-s. Tntere-I ing examples 
include the rufisawa Eco-Industrial Park developed by Lbara Corporation 

(a manuficturer of precision electronic devices and environmental equipment', 
the Kokubo Eco-Industrial Park in Yamanashi Prefecture promoting cnilabora. 
tion between a number of firms including PAnwilic. Fujitsu and Pioneer 
(Alorikawa. 21100) andthe EitakyuAw Eco-Industrial Park(ble6chwitz 2002), The 
latter is al. v) referred to as an &-o-Town project, initiated by Nll: '. Tl in 19,97 in 

ordrr to encourage development of environmentally sound community sýstems 
involving industrial and public sectors. Initially, ten Eco-To%%nb were launched 

with AIETI financial support in the prefectureb vi'l lolkaido., Chiba, Gifu andAkiti 
and in the cities of Sapporo, lida, Omuta, Uguiszawa. Kitakyuslm and Kawasaki 
(Morikawa 2000). Other influctitial initiatives relate to the formation of zero- 
emissions clusters with the best examples being that of Yakushima Island (. k model 
area fur materi. al recyclinOg and the development or renmvable cnerp- baied on 
the -zero-emissions conerpt) and production ofeco-cenient In TaiheiN6 Ceraent 

74.4 
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Corporation utilizirkg aslics from municipal wastc incineration and sewage, sludge 
(Morikawa 2000; Kai el at, 2002). These eco-industrial initiatives have been 
inatched by the widespread adoption of environmental managrnient systellis (Lý is) 
%vitililijapaiiese corporations. ror iiimanceJapan now boasts the highest number 
of ISO 14001 accredi(alions globall%., vtid] over 13,1300 entities obtaining certi. 
ficati()n by December 2003. ' Concenis have been expressed hou-ever about the 
llf! ed to increase participation firom the small and medium-sized enterprisc. -, ill F'. XIS 
processes in order to promote vertical and horizontal coordination amongst firms 
(Blei3ch%virz 2002). We %YW explore diis matter further later ill this chapter. 

-All of tile above illustrate how eco-elliciencies are improvilig ill sonic areas 
mitched by perforinalICC enhancements wilh respect to eco-desigiied products 
1113 to factor 20 in sonic cases. Many ni. kjor eco-industrial community pr(IJ qects 
are under way and repre-sent the search for a new development model bringing 

)gether various stak t( -rholders includinggovernment, bu. sinesses and loca com- 
rnunilies. However, these projects are still in their early days and analysis of 
their environmental impacts is limited. Moreover, they tend to flxus on solid waste 
inanagemcilt/tech"010.9Y issues rather than oil environmental managenicia rrorn 

. 
perspective (see N a more holistic, inclust rial ecology , lorikawa 2000). In this context, 

our illain concern relates to the potential for recent efficiency gains to lie 

underinined by the return of economic growth. In particular, it bas beell shm% I, 
ti. at, even during eennomic recession, energy elfiriendei linve been weakened 1)), 
tile expansion of coasumption in dill4enl wtori, e. g. personal computers in tile 
con-imercial rector ., air conditioners in the residential sector and large sports utilitv 
vehicles in the transportation sector (MoE 2002a), As with inust industrialized 

couritrics, household size in. 1apan is declining, from 3.22 persons per household 
in 1980 to 2.67 in 20001 and this is accompanied by associated impacts on lie 

C11%ironmen0l Further, of the 46 millivil houschohlý injapan ill 2002' 8GA per 
celit owned a car, 63.3 per cent owned pel'soilal computen and 81.4 per cellt 
0%, riled video players. Moreover, whilst in 1970 around 10 out (if 100 homes had 

all air conditioner and 25 out ofevery 100 hornes had a colour TV, by 1999 this 
liad increased to 203 and 22G rmpectively (Masu7oe 2001). These trends imply 

that further greening ouapallese industry may be unlikely to bring about significant 
clivironmelital gains unless some kind of Pfjýwy frainework is ilk place to respond 
to the environinental impacts associated with majur colistunptioll pressures. 
Ecological modernization ii less elk(tive in providiiig explanatt)ry skib-thcories oil 
elivirollInellt related Consumption patteras and on how itinovations njight result 
ill en%iromnental improvernents (de-spite the ell'orN made by Spaargaren 2000a, 

-gairri. and %all Wet 2000). It appeari, however, that the. lapallrir Ire 
re, sporiding to this ChIrl"I'la ill their mvil ullique way 1111-ough (he pronlot ion of 
. 1311irthing called iht, Jrin4a? )gatta. %hakai - recirciflatorywim). 

Elyiergence or (lie recycling (recirculatory) society 

-1-11C notioll of the recycling society first Ix, gan to take sjjýjpc it) lf)ul 
with tile publication of a report by the Japan C. nvirmillIcIll 
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'Towards a Recycling Sociely in the 21st Century' calling f6l- tile reccivm. 
recycling and reuse of materials -and energyas well as tile teducii(in oftliv nation't 
environmental load through measures to encourage the frugal tiie (if rr, ýnllrrrs 
and the selcrtion of ewirotittirntally lieni-ii tesourcc option., Japan Lnviron- 

ment Agency 19911)). At this time. it was estimated that onlý 10 lici tent of 
the 2 billion tnetric tons or materials used each )-ear by Japan %ýerr actually 
recycled (Gotolt 1997). llý 2000, Japan was responsible for thr extracticill of' 
ifft billion tonsornatural rrsources(0.7 billion tons or 'M per ceitt fioni overseas, 
%% ith 0.23 billion tons of recycled miterials, or roughly II per cent of tile total 
resource inputs (MoE 2002a). jalwi generates around 150 million tons or%%astr 
each year (30 million tons of municipal and VX) iTtillion tons of indusit 61 waste) 
(Yoshid. t 2002). For municipal waste this translates- into per capita wasle 
generation at around 4 10 kilograms per year (&-iily rate of I kilogTani of wa%tp per 
capita), lowcr than Norway, Germany and the Nedlel-1.1lids, Nevertheless, japan 

ge orlAndfill cap. Faces a serious short. % acity with pnly 12.3 years or 1111.11livipal 
landfill space remaining in 1999 and 3.7 ), cars remaining for industrial wasirs 
(OECD 2002). As a result, unlike in other inditstrialized nation-.,. the primarý 
nwthcid of disposing of general waste is incineration (77 per cent of %saste wa% 
incinerated in 2000) and this has led to considerable public concerný over the 
associated dioxin emissions (Kerr 2001; OECD 2002: 107: Yoshida 200')). 
Container and packagingwastes such ai calls, PET bottles and plastic/pipri, 
boxes account for about GO per cent of the total municipal rehise. The rate or 
waste recovery by municipalities and comniunity groups stood at around 13 per 
cent in 1999. Recovejý rates for individtial wastes vary P gTeatly. 

ror in"tancr, ill 
2M0.81 percent nfsteel cans, 80 per cent ofaluminium calls. 78 percent ofiglass 
bottles, 57 lvr cent of u,, ed paper all(] 34 per cent of PET bottles %%cre recovered 
(MoE 2002a). 

Effective waste management in Japan is complicated by three key factors. 
First. Japan N dependent on the import of both natural resources and finished 

goods, particularly consumer electronic& In 2WO alonejapan it-tiportrd 9.0 million 
tele6sions, 2.5 million personal computers and 2.3 millionvidro canic-ras. 'I'liesr 

represented roughly % per cent, 14 per cent and 19 per cent respectively of 
domestic sales (NIL 112002). Second, in the 1990s diere was a steady increw in 
the export of uscd g6odi firoinjapan (including automobiles, air conditioners, 
television. % and microwaves) and recyclable materials 1, C. g. plastics, liaper, iron, 

altiminium and copperscraps) to countries sucli its China, 1 aiwan. Vietnam, 
Thailand. South Korea and Hong Kong. -rhird, domestic illegal (Itimping of 
industrial wastes is a major problem, with some 1.027 cases in 2000. rcpreý, enting 
around 400,000 tonnes (MoE 2002a) and tell-., of thousands of unreported waste 
site% all over tile country. Central and local governments haNe. 1well heavily 

criticized for supporting illegal chunping by mea-ii-, of limited policing and covr, - 
ups. " Well-known examples include 'reshinia (Seto hiland Sea), ", Mitake town 
(Giru Prefecture) and Ilincide town (Tokyo) (Yoshida 2002), T]w outcollic at 
'I'csllilll. t wai instrumental in bringing about revisions (o dic 2002 Waste 
Management Li%%- that no%%- holds firms lialple Im- dinni-ving viol. itirmis ifthr% are 
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irresponsible enotigh to leave Ilicir waste in (lie hands of illicit contractors. All 
of (lie above represent Sigrnifirant obstacles to tile attainment of a 're( il'cljl; itnr%- 
. society* injapati. 

in recognitioii of and response to tile atxwe problems. it is significant that 
nine laws were recently etiacitcl or revised at the national level. 'rilese include: 
1) tile Basic Law for Proll-koting the Creation of a Recycling Orienjecl -,,, iCtv 
(ellacted and enforred ill 2000); 2) thr Liw fbr Promotion Or Enýclive Utilijmtion 
of Resources (reviýecl in 2000 and enforced ill 2001); 3) the Containers 

arid 
ging Recycling Law (enacted ill 1993 arid enforced in 2000); )In jlackaý I fit 110 it 

Applialiccs Recycling Law (cnacted in 1993 and enforced in 200 1); 5) the Food 
Recycling Law (enacted ill 2000 and enforced ill 2000); 6) (lie ConstrUCtiOll 
Materials Recycling Law (enacted in 2000 and enforcc(I ill 2002); 7) tile Orceli 
Purcha, sing Law (enacted in 2000 and enfurced in 200 1); 8) the Re% ised Waste, 

, %javiagerneut Law (revised in 2000 and enforced ill 2001); and 9) the Automobile 
Recycling Law (enacted in 20(Y2 arid enfbrced from 2004). Ilie new laly oil 
automobile recycling is noteworthy since it ixittoduces for the rim. t tirrie ill Jli), kll 
tile concept ofexte-ndrd producer responsibility(EPR). and specifically defines tile 
rolesand rcsponsibib ties orcar manufacturers. A total of 72 million four-whecled 

vehicles arc registered iiijapan, arid 3 million are scripped e%-ciy year. At present. 
more than 70 per cent orused cars -, ire recycled, but theJapanese 6". wernitirlit ailljs 
to raise tire car-rMvling mdo to 93 per cent by 2015.11 The enactinentand l-t-visioll 
Ofso mail), laws has I'M tile national gmernment to hilit at similarities lwt%% cell tile 
1970 Pollution Diet and tile 2000 Reewling Diet as indicative ora' new age of 
clivironnientaii-, n) hijapan (NIM 2002). Thegenet-al pOliCY directioll is tile 5o. 
called 3-11 aptwoach: reduce ý'de-crease wa. ste&generatecl during pl-t)(Itictioll), lr-tlse 
(re-titilize parts irA'l-#rcwlUk-tSI and req. % cle (convert wwttes into raw nlateyi, -, jj). % N, -Ilcle 
set of n1les havr Lcell plit ill place to require 1111sille's-Cs, local govri-nments arid 
citizen. i to idopt thiq approach. The recycling guidelines have been developed 
coveringsome 33 items ofixoduction and U-1 types of business. estimated at around 
60 per cent of municipal wastes arid 50 per cent of industrial wastes. This is Ill 
impressi-ve suite ofnew laws and according to Yasuo Tanabe, Director, Rcc%. clhlg 
Promotion Division atMETI: 

induitry is making progress in reduction, using less resources, extending 
I)r(-m, ILICt life, and constraiiiing the emergence of waste. In tile product area, 
Ille volurne of resources used per unit f4-. )r containers and Computers has I'trell 
pared buk by 10 to 2U percent in recent ycars. Companits -, irr coillpetin'T 0 firrcely to produce smAer, lighter and slimmer pr(Klucts. Once scarcer than 
in UN and Eunipe, the numberufrepair businesses ii also picking up. III Plants 
jind factories too, ellinis to mduce ýidustrial waste toward the goal of zero 
ernissions are mitking rapid progress. In respotise to guidefilles issued by tile 
Industrial Structure Council injurie 2001, manufacturing majors and otber 
players in 12 inclustries bavc committed themselves to reducilig tile r, 
k-olurne of indu5trial wa.,, tv by 20 to 61) percent by 2010, 

(ire- lit tjx/ 1%% ww. nirti gojp/o-ng)ish/l-x)Iir- y/inclex -ironincia. 1 jtmjý, 
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The %lot-', also playS a key role in waste management and in March 2003 

published the Basic Plan lor Establislihig a Recyclitig-baied Society. The plato 
illtAudes Ineasures, to fill lit 31.1tural resource consumptionmid to increaw recycling. 
Nunicrical targcts -, lit- included ill the plan to boost resource proilucti%ity ((; DI' 
divided by natural resotirce inputi) by -1U per criu, to reduce per capita daily waste 
generation by'210 percentand to lialve dir amount ofwaite- going m landfills finull 

56 million tons in 20(V) tu 211 million twi. s 1)), 2010 200.3c). It is stil I earl ý- (1.1) s 
1, ut clea, 1)japaii luts embarked tm a majoe process of timitutioital initovati(m 

related to wabtc management that could lx- des-cribed . %, it prinse cxample of mN? - 
lof 

grical nim-lernizaGon. Nevertheless, accordingto MF. 'n. am, towr or limitations 
ijectl to Ir addrmied including the relative difficii1ty ofirrating diffiermit hinhirw. 
wastes. wscjciýitcd cws. the state of(leveloptimit of recycling, facilities, and perhap, 
must unliortantly the implicatiosts fim- perrm mancr (it the japartesr ecmwmlý 
globally and the potential mmifientiong or the recycling qocit, ty for imports Wild 
exports %%itldu the firarriework of WrO rule-niaking (. NIEI*l 2002': 3). Interestingly. 
die promotion of a recirculatory society also includes emphisis oil *thernlal 
rec)Tling'itijapan, or %vaste to beat Scht: 111m, -which brings ul to the- next topic 'ut 
discus, sion. 

Energy industry/energy consumption 
As in many other cotintries, theJapancse cconomy made the shift from coal to 
petrolcum in the Ime 19501 only to Im faced with tit(. problems of the high stilphur 
content in liratj- oil and the need to stabilize svpplies ýFukasaka 1995). The need 
to resixind to 111C ai%"ted en% il-011111CLital problems culminated bi the formulation 

of a %% holl- new frizi-A. 1tive aild institutional frainewoik in the 1970s (Grrsser el a/. 
198 1; 1 loshino 1 ý02: T,, urn 1991)). Varions fisca) merisures were in troduced at this 
time ink-Inding low ii iterest government loaris, preferential tax irramictit and specLil 
depreciatiligscheines fur the industrial sector. The re%UIL N%aS U1aSSi%e irlVeStinein 
by the industrial sctýtrjr in technologic. ti. innovation to cristire compliance with 
environmental standardi. Reductiom in the irwis or sox %vere posqible through 
the introdtiction of dt-stalphurization techiinlogirs (Ren 2000), However, it %va% the 
impatt of the 1071 oil shuxii that had thr greatest impact mijap. ul, s reliance on 
petroleum produms, and its consumption (Barrrtt and Ilierivel 1991). A rituriber 
of initiativesmere launched in the late 1970s to try to reduceJapan's cleivndency 
tin 1-witroleum including the search for n1ternative energ) s(jurres. diveriffica6m, 

ofertergy. -wPurcm promotion of energy conservatiOn, and tile implementatifoit of 
ret. carth and dcvckpinem on new encrgy wurces. For imtance, it% 1979. the 
Energy Conservation Law established sundar&q foe all ener*_. -const 111) ing wtom- 
and called fbi- an incrca-w in energy elficieticý i , in consunter pro(Incts. X,, a rriuh 
theJapamse econorny was better placed than others tom-cather the sccond ou Cuisis 
of 1979 and it ii argued that the introduction of' Owsr energy policies in no %%a) 
hindered the perfortnance of theJaparime cronorny truka%ak-a 199Y. 

An cillcii-quoted statistic concern,; Japan's ability to reduce by 23 per rent the 
ratio ofenergy (omaimption to GDPIrom 1979 to 1937 (OLCD 199 F. As a result. 
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Japan has one orthr low"t ratios oreneygY IC01150"It'd P(T unit Orgros% domestic 

product((; Dr,, as well. Lione of the lowest rnergy intensity rates ivr capita (()1. 'CF) 
199 1., M% 2003). Ilowever, we can note that more, recenily, between 1! )I)o And 
1999japall's total fill. 11 ellerfl, consumption increased by H) per cent, during 

.1 
orcconomic rect-s-sion. cxcccding GDP growth by 2 per c OL :D2: ent ( ýc 200 

222--223). Moreover, %,. -hilejapan's overall electricity consumption increased by 
24.6 percent ill the' 1990%, that of the residential/coininercial sector inctrased 
by 42 I-xr CIrill. 12 lntrrCSjijýgjy' tile groith rate per capita of ene-rgy consu nlp, joll 

wai 13 percent, close tothitof GDP' grnwth for thesame period. Ilic explanation 
fbr thme trejuh given by the OECD is drAjapan is witnessing a continuing silirt 
to%%ards a nixss constinipfion ba. wd economy, as mentioned above, with gillaller 
households living in larger homes with more electrical appliances and increased 

u, w orinforrilation and Coll"n, illication truhnologim (OWD 2002). Ior instance. 

total enrrgy consump6on forall hoilseholdt injapan in 2001 was 193 billinn kMj, 

of which IG I-rr cent was front reffigerators, 10 per cent fi-oill air conditionerl and 
13.9 per cent. from lig, 'htiikg (ANRE '. (H)3). 

A nurnber of initiatives were iniplemented ;n the 1990s in order it) support the 
attainnient oUapi. ii's energy policy objectivts, 1rom May 1997 onwarils, all Action 

graiiinic for E nortfir Structure Reform began tl 1'ro Cro ic process of deregulation 
designed to restructure tile supply side of the energy industry. 

ý, 
Mso ill 1997.111h 

tillit. injune. a lie%%- Li,. % was passed to promote tile dmelopment and use of new 
, rilerg (not clean rviergT, since it ah<) includes energ - from ivaltc). These tl%o 
initiatives havc hid tile impact of allowing smaller entities (Independent Power 
Producrr, %) to construct energy facilities and sell their electricity to the tell main 
clectricity nliliticýs. A "Sciated ith thi. q has b"n a steady growth in diffierent l'ormis 

j)relectricity procluction. Accordingto the New Energy Foundation, the long-terni 
ilylpact of these tricasures vould be to increase new energy related ernployinclit to 
around 1. .3 nialion Ilersons with a market size of Yen 7 trillion(USS11.1 I)illiort)[, y 
2010. " 

h, 2001, MET] publiibed the Long-Term Supply and Demand Outlook 

to 2010, 'Nilich forms the basis for government polky (Toiciii 2002; ANRE 
2003- JEA 2003'. Consideriiig that approximately W Ixr cent of Co, produced 
ilijapan is energy reLited, the nicasures ihat. japan adopis to deal %%ith gro%.. ti, 
ill energy consumption are liarticularly important (lEA 1999- 7,2003). just like 

the 3Rsorthe waste Ix-Aicy. t lie ent-l-gy policy o(japan isbasedon Us--economic 

growth 4lerrý; L11-Ition to rill Iligh energy costs), energy securi(y (morr miclear 
elivirootwital protection (Foichi2002). 'I'llel. e. 

are ibur central lx)licics currently being pursued under this framework. First, 

ellergy coiiservatiou activities atv twitig strenKthened so ai to restrict pr 
ill elterg. )- delliand to 0.1 I-wr cent Fier annum in the period 1,9f)')-201 0 

. cojllpýjl witil an anticipated GDI' growth of 1.5 per rent per year). Second, 

liew energy s(-)jjrces are beinq (in-eloped to try to reach a target of 18 million 
1)ý. -2o 10, about 3 per cent of iliv total primary energy smpply, Thi. j p43li, -.,. 

Ilirtlit is supported IN Vill'iOtls fiscil mrastires including low interest loans for the 
eqablishl-lit-lit of new bilsillessei. itibsidics, and loaii; gwranters as well as by the 
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sul)1)1)- of iiiri)riii. itioii/kilo%ý--Iii)%%. Third, plans flor (lie consti tic tion ofimcllcm 
po%%cr sta tivi is I mve been revised (14m, nwarc I from 16 20 new pla nt% to 10 13 
(Toichi 2002). This may ill part explain the di the tilt ies viicountered %%hen siting 
thew Cat ilities (11-1, q(tell Lesbirt-1 ['193) atid puhh( conuerw; ovvr %al'ety relmed 
incidmis in recent yeari ý' lEA 2003). At present dit-re art, 53 coniniercial nuclear 
power plants illjýlpan' which %%hen in operation provide roughly 35 pvr cent (A' 
tilt, national electricity slipply (see fit 
index. limil). This represented 12 per cent ofthe total primary energy suppiý in 
1993, eitiniated to increase to 17.4 per cent by 20 10. Fourth, eiripliasis ib placed 
oil increasing the use ofriatural gas firom the current level where it represents 
around 13 per cent or totat primary etiergy supply ýANRF. 2003). With respect to 
the grokvill of new energý sources, cumulative output of photovoltaic pouer 
generation systrins in 2000 %%-as about 321 NlWand the numerical target for 2010 
i% all increase to 4,820NfNV(l, 1 80 million oil equivalent litres - Incel). 

Turning tiow to renewable energy resources, with r"pect it-) %vind pouer 
generation there lias bernsignific-l"t Pl-ogress tit . rrcent years u idt a6m it 234 unit% 
built by Septemlwr 200 1, representinga total installed capacity ofabout 300 NIXV. 
I'lic national target fur the installation of wind power generators by 20 10 is 3,000 

. NI%V (1,3 10 nwel) (ANRE 2003). Data is a6oavailable ror power generation rrmn 
bioniass shming this represented around 801%11Výi 1999 in(] estimated to incrvase 
to around 330 MIN'in 20 10. As ortjic end ol'2000, thrre were, %603 cogenerition 
plants injapan with a combined po, ý%cr output or5, womw (2.4 per cein (if overitIll 
power generation output and significantly lower than US and European countriesý 
'I'lie numerical target for the introduction of cogeneration (excluding 

g sleam turNne 
system) by 2010 has been set to 10.020 N IIV (67620 inoel). Other renewable ellctj'ý 
resources i% ith a longer. rilore establist led hiýtoiy hijapan include hydropoNter and 
gcothennal. The fortner, in 1997, accounted for -16,320 NlWat around 1,800 sitel 
injapan. With rtgard to the latter, there arc 16 geotheri-nal plants operating in 14 
mations %%ith a total potential output of, 530NI\\', or 0.2 pcr cent of-japanese jilmer 
capacity. I lowever, there are no plaill to increase the number of geothermal 
station%. In contrast, waste to energy is vimved as; all important source of electricity 
and there were more than 1,900 municipal solid waste incineration facilities in 
Japan in 1999, and only 189 had power grneration equipment. The Combined 
power output was 843 M%V. The number of industrial waste inch-leration plants 
featuring power generation equipment, on the other liand, stood at 53 mith a 
... ibi. icd power output or 1361NI. W. A. 1together, there were 242 %vastc incineration 
plants with pm%er generation equipment, and their corribined initalled capacity 
was 979 NI%V. The, numerical target for the introditction of waste incincratim 
power generation by fiscal year 20 10 hai been set to -1,170 AV(5.2billi LOE N5 01,4- 
Taking all ofthe above into consideration, with the addition of hydropoNver ami 
geothermil, it is estimited thatjapan's rem-wable and new cnergy supply, mill reach 

oft lie total in 2010, compared with 7.5 per cent (i. e. 3 per cent for clean enerp 
29 per cent for Denmark, 10.3 per cent for Germany and 9.3 per ceill for like 
United Kingdom for the saine period, (licia 2003). One reasott for this marked 
dilli-rcricr may relate to funding priorities. For instatit e, research mid developtiletit 
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is a central compuncia to the 11iture ofjapan'3 energy econonly. Tile I F4% has, 
lio%vc%-cr, pointed out -everal init-ritat inconsistencies %ith the ctirl-elit ellergy 

,) Os, related 143). Forinstancein tile jlji(l_Icq 
governmetit expenditure itijapan onetiergy R&D was significantly high,, - th. 111 in 
other M% member countries (e. g. USS-1.7 billion compared with LISS2.9 billi('11 
for the United States). Within this context, less than 5 per cent or (his R&D 
spending wx.; committed to non-riticlear priorities - photovol(aics, geothermal, 
storage technologies and so oil. 

Other problems have been identified in relation to institutional structure, % 
and tile policy formulation procesi. In parficular, reference is made to the fact that 
tj le existing nionMithic enct-gy supply structtire Li based oil powerful central control 
aii-. ugh mun and the tell electricity titilities (fida 2000). Recent deregulation 
efforts have had a poMfive impact and there are calls for the establislimrilt of a 
rrgulatory sy--item that would be completely independent from Nl[E, 'r1 (IrA 2003). 
Durtbermore. considerable progrrss in the. promotion of reneivable energy has been 
made oil (lie ground by new roalitions of busiricss, local government andNGOs 
%%, ()rkiiig to develop rcricA%-able energy resources. These groups see renewable 
ellel-gy is a latinch pad forjapan's stistainable energy future that would increase 
pul)lic participation in energy policy formulation and overcome the deep divisions 
diat currently surroundjapan*s nuclear po%ver policy, At the same time, the 
pre -iously cloýtd policy process has begun to open tip (although XIETI remains 
tile convenor), These changes appear to indicate that i%ith 'respect to green ener*, 
policvjapan hai placed Vie foot oii the threshold orecological modernization' 
(Jida 2000). It i3 a hesitant stel) forw-ard dependent oil balancing the three Es. 
it lacks clarity oil how best to make trade-offi between liberalizing tile utilitv 
sector, erisuring secure energy suppliesand reducing carbon dioxide emissions (ILk 
2003). 'nie contrad. ictions between these policy goals may in part explain why like 

. 
Japanese government struggles to communicate its POsitiOll and timetable for utility 
restructuring and deregidition. The chaflenge diaiijapart again faces ii how to 
rccluce energy consul"Ptioll giýowtltwhile at the 3ame time enabling the economy 
to grow, Efrorts are being made to try to rernedy this situation and a set of detailed 
and specific measures deiigned to bring abutit greater energy efficie -licies it, 
all sectors has been introduced through variom programmes (including tile April 
19971s firkisterial Comicil for Compreliemive EnergY Measuresiuld tile 2001 Long- 
Terin Eueqgy bupply and Dcmand Outlook, l. These include the introduction or 
-quantitative targets* to reduce energy consumption at alljapanese factories. I'lle 
target cAli fibran average annual reduction in energy intensity ofmore [hall I per 
ccrit. At present. dieýe target%are to he met dirmigh voluntary actions. for examptc, 
through (It(- Kridn"rel". ' VOllintaryAction Mail oil the Envirorim(, rit I E. A 2003). 
'I'lle tZoý-ernriieiit ii ako proinotinij, (lie adoptimi ofenergv codesand standards for 
buildings and appliance'. it) increase energy efficiency requirements and a *1-,,, ) 
Rullner Itivilltdologry is being tised specificall) for appliance energy vlljcicljCN 
st, mcUrds, i, ANl\'F. 2003). " ]it April 2003, thr Special Nlea-sures Law Conceming 
the Use of Ne%\- 1: 11cm I)v Electricity Utilities was enacted. furictiollill a.,, ;l 
rclleý%'al)lc Portl('1io Standard RI'S',. This legisl-itif)"i bets the inininium 1wrcentage 
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of* electricity generated From resirwabIt. sO, r, (. $ ill to tile amoullt of 
electricity sold ýNakakuji And Ktielt) 2003). Cuncrrný have 6ren expres'Ca 
however. about the need to ensure conskiency with exisling policy measures 
(Nakakikii and Kuck) 2003) and perhap, more importwitly oil tile potentL11 to 
use the RI'. S to shift reuc%valpic calergy Froma marginal COMIT" to it Ce"tral fwh-c 
ill japau's energy polivy that could have ptysitivv impavis .% iih resix-ct to ille 
promotion of'technological innovation ind 1'., osgible rethinking ofimitmal nucicir 
energy llolicy (fida 2000). So far we bave munined rerrut iminvations related j, w 
wastr an(l energy mana, -cess of these nimmires i,, dep-tiderit oi, gri-lient. The sm 
parficipation, frcm-n all sectors includiiig miall and medium-sized ellwilm3ei. 

Japanese SNIEs and ecological modernization 
The degrre to which sinall and medium-sized enterpriies (SNIEs, ' are ijivohrd in 
ecological restructuring is aii important issue to explore if one i,, to gain any sewc 
of the extent to which ecolot gical modernization is occurring within industry, giNC11 
that they are such a %-. t-, t. wtor of thejapanese economy. In 1996, SM rs accountd 
ror 99 per cent of all firms, 77 per cent of employment and 51.0 jWr cent of 
total shipment value or the manufacturing sector. Data for 199-1 show that their 

tepresei it 61.4 per cent orthe total amount of Nvholesaleawl 7G. 8 percent amt. 4 

japan Inc. ' has nici sales. "' However, fascination with tit that to dair there has 
been litfle research on the environmental behaviour and attiturles of smaller 
firms, and therefore thcirpartin INLIETI'svisionof a'jieNy age ofenvironmentalisn)* 
remain. % unclear. rrom the sinall tittint)er (if quantitative sitrveyS conducted on the 

cinironniental practices ofS_M F-s iiijapan te, gjapan Fitiancr Corporation 199% 
S, tnwa Research Institute and Consulting, 1999. Asahi Dank 2000, Yoihida 21X)2 
it apl wars that inost of the erological restructurnig oc(urringwithin the SNILiector 

is Focuierl on reducing unsie and energy usage, which certainly bodes. well fiW 

the government's plans for a 'recircu latory' and 'cleat i encrgy* society. The prbrtn 
motivation for these practiccs is to redwe the uost of wastr fi-es and energy WI& 
flowever, the perception that other enviionmental improveinetits, will impose a 
cost burden on business is a barrier for many oNvner-nianagers. Lack of environ. 
mental awareness ind appropriate is also an obstac It to inore proacti"r 
behaviour. Mic number-of sinall firm- %vith environmental management systems 
is IoNy due to the resources required to embark on the accreditation process, 

Yoshida's (2002) quantitative study or Over two thollialld SMES in 1741-. " 
found that 32 per cent claimed to he iii\ olved in inklu. strial \, %-a,; tt, reduction, 'I I prr 
cent claimed to be recycling or re-using pr(Aicti, 20 per cent clainird 1() I)c 
involved in measures to cut noise, vibrations and oll"ensive odours and 18 per cera 
claimed to be involved in encrgy-savitig nicastires. Otil, 

,ý2.3 
per cent ýidicatml 

they had acquired or were in the process Of aC(lUirnig environmental matiagi- 
ment systems, In terms of size, larger SMEs werc more likely to be engiged 41 

environmental measures than their smaller counterl)arts. En%4oi unental mmures 

were often viewed as either 'not neerssary' as owner-nianagers perceived their 
firm's en6romnental inipact to I* tiegligibie. or as a cost burden which they %vcrc 
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urlwillhig to bear. Another study or 1,590 SNll'. s in the Tokyo area (Asilli Bank 
2000) fomid that 70 per cent o6hosample claimed to be taking meawrCs to copr 
-, %, itli emironmental issues, mainly rninimizingivaste disposal (such as cutting 1.5avr 
usage) and energy usage. However. more P"Oaclivc environmental measures sucli 
as reqcling or installing energy-saving equipment ivere rare. The maill obstacles 
to tnaking environrnenLal improvements were found to be a lack of environmental 
a%%'arelle%S. the c(ist of imrsting in environmenlal equipment and a lackcif tecl inival 
know-how. I'lie vast majority of small firnis claimed to be tot) busy trying to comply 
%%7itil etwiroitmetital regulation to consider voluntary initiatives. 

Revell's (ILialitative study of mechanical engineering and restatirant firills 
ill Tokyo used the analytical framework provided by ecological modernization 
theory to explore the environmental practices of small firin owners (Revell 2OU2). 
qveiity in-depth ititcr% iews were. conducted with oNNricr-nianagers of busilicsses 

%6da undcr, 50 employees, augmented by interviews with icn'key inrormants' from 
relevant trade awwi, -ttions, iniltistrial organizations, chambers of commercc and 
industry ill](] aGAdMILL The findings challenged threr issumptions in ecologica] 
modernization theory, namely the role of inarket dynamics in the 'grceiling* of 
industry, the ernergence of iiew ideologies such that btisiness actors increasingly 

,. ýie%v environmental and economic goals as compatible. and the ilicreashlgiy 
i lie 6u participative iiature nf environmental governance structures. Tt cly 1,011111d 

that. vhilst sonie rmironmental reform was occurringi%ithill the sample. market 
(IN llanlics, and changiýng ideologie% were not pushing this reform ill the way that 
ljji'qllj ll. tNv been expected under ecological moderni2ation. Firstly. there was 
little stipply chain pressure to cculc%ýcally restnicture (for instance, mechallic. 11 
enOneeri had nut been encouraged by suppliers to impruve their environmental 

or ikive-, t ill ctivironniental management systems, and rcstaurants 
sinjilarly felt no pressure rrom customers to take an interest ill environmental 
collccrn, j). Secondly. economic and environmental goals were orten Perceived as 
conflicting, %,. ith utility owner-managers, ujiwilling to invest the resources required 
for ellvil-ortmental management because of (lie perception that it would lie too 

illy. TI iirdly. s C, mail firm owners 1'elt mirgbialized from policy networks that they 
1), ti-ceived to be dominated by political, bureaucratic and business elites. The- study 
colicluded by arguing that thr. environment v. -as not yet a core busiliess concern 
for synall fir ins a, neither the state nor the market had provided sigiiificant enotigil 

g1gire on owner-twinagers. to reduce their em im- -ironmental impacts. "Morrmer, 

a lack orpartwoatioii it, i)oiicy aetworks was highlighted as a possibIr rea%on for 
wc to environmental action. as firms had not beell Cligaged I 

ill 3 COnSUlLal"C l)r1J4'CS% aililt'd ill stimulating environnirwal titanagelliell, and 

therefore it voille. Nt ofroll"elmial suplxiri for 1)1)licy ý, tratcýjes had not I)celjul-rat(. tl 
RvvrII 2002 1. 

%\-Illlsl it appears that large fit-in-, havr adopted voluntary Knal, 
alld 44.110M. 'k. 111t. st. studies intlicale that small and meditim-sized enterp, iw% 

,,, (-jrt^ ljggardl% %% ith regards to voluntarily ctitbracing etwirtommital lj(-,, t prat-li, v 
11,111 l1leir corporate utiunterparts. The cnviroamictital perf4rina tier gap hel%%eell 

I'Irge and %111all lifill" Illay ill part be dur to thc shrcr nuinlyers or-miall firms %%liii h 
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makr thrm more, difrit-talt in regnilate than large firms, bitt it is; alio due to the 
traditional eniplimis on %olitivari-on within Japanese enviromnental polit-v 
Voluntary agreementi. a rwoured policy tLx)l iiijapan. have heen very efiýctivr in 

encourag ing en%ironmental managenient amongst large firins who Ir r re'; pnII-i%T 
it) stal, rholder prmstirr M FMILICr environmental riNk and %% ho ha%r ihe rruitin r% 
to invnt in environmental maiiagcment qysternt and Heart technolop. I lowevet. 

voluntary approaches are arguably It-9 hkelv to be effiectite aniongst rr%ounr- 
lx-tor smaller firms, 1). krtit-LIIAI ly if inarket dynamirs such ai supply chaiii presqurr 
and consumer demand are doing little it) drive environinenial change. (N ncr- 
managrrs are I ikely to rebi-, t voltintiry act ion %%-I wit it irvare coticerned that mak-im, 
rn% ironmental improvements might alreci the rompetitivenem of their htkiines, %. 

Clearly, regulatory drivers are nertled to ewsure that the environinew I-K-Mme% 

a top busaness priority for small firms. Thc introductit-m of the raft oftic%v h-gislation 

jqv 
atingrs well for reducing the, en%irnnt erital -f xpri 'ot on %vute and ener n 0( nt f he 

S"NIEsector, for %% hen a1evel playing field' is perct. ived sinall firms are more likely 
to accept additional costs. Sinall firms have unique characteristics that (16tinguish 
them from large firms and therefore attcnipts, to include thein in the'recirculatory' 
and *clean energy' society uill iicccuari. ly entail the adoption of a sizc as wcll as 
srctoral approach to poticy-making hijapan. Moreover, it appears that policies 
sudi as the Green PurcItasing tzw%vill beessential in encouragbigtheverticilalid 
horizontal coordination amongst firms that a Wuppertal Institute's study identifies 

as currently btadequate in jalmn, yet vhich is so vital it) the 14mation of a 
recirculatory cconomy (r. le6ch%% itz 2002). 

Conclusions 

Japan has gone through %2rious pliases of eco-efficiency since the 1904 111 th,. 
pa, ýtjapan wasable to reduce vivironmental impacts in some arem by appl-vul; 
its technical prowess to find innovativ6'soltitions that allowed gmater prmlucti%itv 
to occur without the need for more material and energy usage. I loweVer. it t% 
appa"nt that due to a continued expansion in outputJapan has achieved only 
a relativr decoupling ofeconornic growth froin envininmental degradation. T'hi,; 
has led to a debate overwhetherjapan is -An emironmental laggard or leacler, as 
absolute levels of %vxstr, energy usage and pollution continue to increase. lit thi% 
chapter iNe have dibcussed puliquiaken' aspirations for a nc%vage Orenviron- 
mentalism injapin. involving the creation ora 'recirculatmy' and'clean rncri; %. ' 
-A-wicty. This renewed vigmur III rinironmental lx)licy indicates thatJapan is hopitig 
to rramert itself as an 'ecological front-runner nation'. However, this tirw phase of 
ircologcal niodernimtionwill not be without its challenges, for it requiresa radical 
reord, oring of many w-ginents, of indmitry and societý. 

lit this chapter, we have shown that management oftbe environnientakide 
effects of indwarialization gws beyond single industrial facilitici (end-of-pipe) or 
entire 1)t-otikic(iniiprocc&scsoi'cleatierlirfoltictionýc)re%-etI cm ire gi-ot ips nfinduoricit 
(zero enlisiiOIIS). hiSapparentwithrmpect. toboth %%abte managementandeneri, % 
injapan that weare now talking about the embedded iiature of'indimtrialimn %ithiii 
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society such that, in order to green industry. we must also grecin tile %vider society. 
'njis, %vill inevitably involve chalici, gitigsoinu or tile e%istilig Values surrounding 
consumption. Injapan. within the waste ill-allagertirnt sector, %ýe note the l1q, of, dl, c tenn recirculatory or recycling society to describe a gradual process 
waste geiieration and depletion of capital stock is curtailed. '11iis may be 
%%itlIo)jIt undue disincentives ror economic growth but tile challenge lies in the fact 
ihat it intriiisically involves the creation oF greater linkages and shared respoll- 
sibijities between producers and comuniers, between large and small firms, as well 
a3 benvccri different sector; of the cconorny and society. Thesame is also true or 
tile early efrorts 've are witnessing as. japan attempts)-et again to decouple primary 
cnergy growth firorn GDPgrowill. The government has recognized that Illeasul, CS 
targr(rd ill ill(ILISirv have readied so , (urat ion i it terins of their relative effectivelle. s 
and that additional investments ii i this sector will have limitcd impact. The test is 
ho%v to Curtail 9TI-11"th in the resiolctitLal. commercial and transportation sectors 
wlicre decisions air inade based on. lifestyle choices rather than rational ne(wlassical 
ecc), lo), -nics. The siiccess depends to a large extent orl whether society is %% illinc 

,; to 
buy into ecolobrical modernization"' not iolls of'ecolloillizilig ecology' (Nlol 1997), 
%, flether the place ror dialo. 91.1e and consensus building around these notion$ 

-c apanese society foutside of academic lbrums and -erim -nt actuall% -Nists inj, go, % I( 
coll, 11111teei) mid ý%liethcr a socially sl iared valtit, structure is possible in order to 
facilitate this proccsi of ciiarigt. 6ne tbing is clear. The current emironmentil 
dilenin"IA ilIPP111 (I')es 'lot I"n" '"cift-a5ily to con unai id-a ud-control inechanisins 
that -. ýorked so successfully ill t) it, pim and iti. -jv in junt expl-lin why tile- sovernmem 
lias fayoured steedill-P i)olicies cullsi! ý, tciit with ecolngical modernization. 'File 
-recirculatory' and 'clean energy' sot-it-ty is an ambitious policy platform base(l oil 
radicalsocial change; if achievedJapan i8ill have certainly earned its position as a 
, f. balelivironmental leader. 

Notes 
I L)(, fincd m the implemcntation of industrial practices that improve CorI.,, t-, j, 

prolitably by redesigning mantil'acturing processes to miuce the production (XwjjstcS 
at source kCohen 1997. - 81. 

2 (, ýjng c. xpcricncc, at the NilytilaSterl Corp4mation, the Cruz ef al. report argnes that 
this romIX171Y Wall 11blt! tO rt'(Iu(*t, SO. emissiow., from i1i factories In- 85 per rent 
I)ctw-en 1973 -And 1997. Similar iretiLL, arv limiul for NOx %%iih the c4se of the 1'(jk%o 
rýl(. cjric Power Company indicating that it reduccd emissions by 83 per txnt po'cr 
Lj,, %, ýjtt-hiour IkWh) betwern 1973 and VYW (Crw -I at. 2002). Utirortunaxely, 1,,, 
tildustry related reductions were ofTset by invi-easr, in NO. Iv., and 
tile asmcimcd gradual increase iv rf.. 'id indric. 

3 'I*C( III) ical ad %; I I ime Nieldt-d grvaL suctemc% particularly ill I tic ireas fif 
pollution almit-111flit And vjwrýý e0iviriwy. lit ri-rcut derades, 

11ave f)rtlt . 1,1 Inuth its Y4,11 9.; Irilli4m iUSS73.5 I)illiow on lK)I1ttti, m ...... I 
t'j'avlor 1999). Research wid de%clupmotit in dvan ItTimolitgy has remilted it, %twil 

dellitrifit-atitm. comptitcri/ed mcmitming 
techniques and aut(111116ik- V%Imust ga, vontriJ techmilogicN. The automobilt, j11(It1'A11, % 
11,1s dramaik AFS %%idl slit, 11 

unh-jiled livirol, div taialýiit itomi-tivi micl the li)ltrid citi. 
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4 Toxic waste reguliticaiis iii. l. olmil air de-Ardird as 'Imimilive' bý Krrr fOXW, %%lm 
highlighti that otily a fc%%- dozen substanct-s are rehytilmed compared hith CA-Irr .1 
thnusaud clivinivak in fill, US. 

3 Smic of the Ivadiiig thinLitig im tlli% topit. ill Eunqw 11.1% 1well tilid'. 1 lAt-11 if, o'Till., 11% 
lat thr Wuppertal Invituts- mid ill Finland . 11 (he Unk (. rsitN tq* Y. 1111111,1-1. Yot Inomit 4 
-a liallo-i fimujukLi I lotfivu at the 1' 'uvwl. siv, Ill' I'allipell. im little,. a cobulparimill ol 

mati-rial viliviem it-. qL 14 I'inland. the Nellierlands, the USA. J, ipan aud German% 

kba'S441 I'll a valvulatiitm of* GSDI' di%iklt-(l I)% Ili,, iwimar% (otiquoilmon of naturn, 
r, N(, Ljnvs,, between 1973 and 199 1 if lolTi'l-11 'I'lir rosillis illdil Ili. that. thlougli 
t1w 11MI. and I1)8(kj. ipati and the Nethri-Luids tollowed vvrý iiintlar path-i ill ierm, 

Villy to dim-ge aroutid N! $) as II 'eJaInu le- m(moniv manago-41 it) 

make groratrr improveme-tits tip 11) IT13. Omm'quenth, 
41116-twic% droplmýd (ill as is 

I-Cmill or the Suddral M. 1110mic di-cline at the erid of the hul, blv evotionv% ýix. clirct, 

material itiputs to theJapanese cronomy 1; -11 from twer 2 billiou (ow. per anntim tit 

I99o to) around 1.7 ill 19113) (Adria-ame #I al. 1997). 

6 Vor runre recent clata sve 

1 See fiAlowitig tvrb sites fior arces-s too these statisticq 

and 
a It in %-cry interesting too refirct upon theJapatiese givverninvin's rIl; )rt-j to ltx)k more 

chArly at the current environmental loac I i: re-ated 1j)- the residt-mial, commercLil and 
transportatiou sectors, particularly in the area ril'climate rhang. Similar activities arr 
UlKlervvity ill most industrialized countrit-smith a recent study from the UK Iwing mom 
intcresting. Ile report by Dr Jan Koojimaii published in June 2001 looked at the 
environmenul impacts ofhouselicolcls and came tip with 

* 
smile favitiating observHtioni; 

, I. NCI'E&N' 2001). Firstly, he argues thAt declining Louichold aize has illiplic4tiou3 fi)l 
the mmxiated envircorimental impacts (i. e. a single persou It 

, 
as cloul ole the impact of a 

person in a large household) and in the UK the average housebuld size dropped from 
3.1 ht 1961 to 2.3 in 2(w) 1. with asmiciated negative cmirollult-lital illilvirl, Secolid. 

cacti household comminc- around 4,30) iterns ofall Much ill a ýrar r(IiiNalent to 
2.8 tonnes) and all 23 million houscholdi rnn-; umv IIN) hillion q4xxt, jw-r ý-rar. The 

choice for consumers k ever increasing. i%idi the averq; v milit-rouarket now offi-riiig 
around 20, W) prtidt, t, rurthermore, moit bou_, vht)Id,, now bavc all the ucce, 
basit., i, oninicid4iri . car. rridge, wwhiiig machine. tuicl-lmavr. It-lexi%irill '11KI %o I'll 
Di Ko0jintall thell applies IWC-mic analysis tu k1cittify i0irte thr Ith, envit-minviiial 
impart, 4 orcur ror imlividual hoUNcholdg. 116 rr,, ulti sh; m that thr pri)(hiction (ji'lood 

po&i arcounLs fi, r 10") gigajoules of. miergy l'or each houm, liold prr yriu. li(mtv 
heating and %vater were iient %ith 63 giýmjoufes fiollowrcl IA- trangivirtation . 

311 0,0- g jotiles and the tLsc of Imuschold appliances at 11) gigAi1. l1It*, 1-- Ilr 111('11 PT(7SClltrlI J 
ct-Pinparative analy%i, A varimm possit-Ae em-3ronmental coniervation meoý, urevi and 
shcomcd that ch(misii. ýe a car that can travel 10 miles to the gailou ovrr one calialile of 
only 20 saves in otiv )-car the energy equivalent to. ) the recyClint; by a 11OLISChold of all 
its glass. Ix)tdcs ror 100 years. 

9 According to Keri 
, 
2ffil), orthc industrialwaste -iteq that are Y41w)ord, more thim hair 

arr tuipmlected uith no de%ices to prevent h-aching. 
to *me case orTtShLrua 6 lmssibly the btm-known caýe. The story I. Wgins in 1973 ullen 

the Kagawa Pirfritural. Govri-m-neeit receimml all ivpplioýafiim rrmij a firm to tim- a 
seveik-lieclare site on the Wand For a hazaidou-j wastv managment biumnes-4. Within 

two ývam the company m(lolified the application if) ill intermediate disixisal and 
earth worm culikaticon ill the -sludgi, 

ýYoshida 2002). Ilic application %%as granird ill 
1978 but. according to the lkqy Jilmiftri AýwvMjpirr (21 Au&ru31 2003: Qý. from 1983 

on%% itrds, the conil riny called Teshima Sogo Kauko Kaih, %Lýmbe. i(an 
industrial ivx, 4t(- and opell Ijurning. This mutinued until IlYH) when tht, 1%refectural 
government began iuveNtiý-, xtions. T%%4, yrars Litm the nali(mal Lmhonint-mal 
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(, K)rdinaiiim Coniniiiiec wwq brought ill lo Mediate licturrn tile comp. tiq 
and the Iokal residoitl- The Litter tiel-nankirtl the renumal of tilt' %vastc and compen- 

III the lowal court ruled in favour ol'the kwal M. sklcftt3. An imentiediair 

agrerilivill Nvas thell mariled it, 19517 between (lie locall residents mid the prefe(jural 

g(, %rj-jjnjc-m %dics-r-by the latirradt-nim-d that it had made a inis(AC. The ltK-Jl ViliI. C11N.. 
then suce., mrUlly ttvk legal actionagainst the preficciural govcrnmetit. Suh-w-xiticilily, ill 
june 2000, after stmiething l; ke 36 roun(N of negotiation twtwrcn commullim 6rro'UPS 

slitin, iiiijily awl file prefecitio-al governinent, the lcoc. Al authorily (tirmally admitiml le, 
-1 l It )n If II 

L-Jetl (4LI ren-im ex lie waste. '17he If wal arca was sub. se(ii irmly (1m; gnated sI 
D-w'J'o-mi and At a Cost of N'Vtl 50 billifol a new wasor proccs4ng Licilily uas coll- 
strticied oil tile adjacclit NW41"llia and %%ill operate for lei% yvarstuttil all orthe %%-. Aste 
is denit with. 
'A'.. repoial(A oil the. j. 1pall for SmLiiiiability ut-ii, site - 

12 111(cri-millgly \Uguzem. CNOV iadiciti-% that thcre are 2 anillion horrage vi-ndilig 
machines illjaPall rRt'l`k , ming around i. 51X) MI) oreltcificiry annually. 

for more details. 13 See 
Ij Moremer. a similat appro-tch is 1wing ; M14villented (4) v(priliAlle fijej effiwirllcy 

tile currew Tol's Rtinner man4lards rAw automobiles. ir eir 

stand. ird %viN nwidme -. i. qnilicant improvements ill autonlobile effiWiency (oll Avetige .1 
22.8 per mit improvement by 2010 over 1111)3 lcvrlsý. 
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Sustainable Development: 
The case of Japan 

Andrea Revell 

'Having escaped the bonds of the traditional, undeveloped economy, and unlocked the 
secrets of growth, the question remains of how to channel that growth so that human needs 
are met ... The problem is profoundly political but at the same time it is a moral and 
philosophical issue. While it c6nfronts Japan in its most acute form, it is a problem of modem 
industrial civilisation as a whole, and the Japanese failure, or success, in coping with it has 
huge significance. It is at the root of the problem of establishing social control over the orce fs 
of production" 

(McCormack, 2001: 25) 

Introduction 

Japan is an interesting case study of the sustainability of modern industrial societies. Japan 

industrialised much later than other OECD nations, with the foundations for the country's 
development into a world economic superpower being laid during the post-war reconstruction 

period of the 1950s. After the US occupation forces withdrew in 1952, Japan undertook a 

program of aggressive industrial development which transformed the nation into the second 
largest economy in the world. What is interesting about Japan is that whilst its rapid 

modernisation has devastated much of th 
,e 

nation's natural habitat and initially caused grave 

pollution problems, Japan is now hailed as one of the world's 'ecological frontrunner nations' 
(Mol and Sonnenfeld, 2000: 6). Japan has been described as a pioneer and world leader in 

environmental policy, and has been identified as one of the top five 'ecologically modernized' 

societies in the world (Dryzek, 1997). Does this imply that Japan has not only 'unlocked the 

secrets of growth' but the secrets of environmentally sustainable growth? Can Japan be 

considered a model of 'sustainable developmenC for the rapidly industrialising Asia-Pacific 

region? 

This chapter seeks an answer to such questions. In the next sections various discourses on 

sustainable development are explored, including Sachs' (1997) 'contest perspective' which 
incorporates the discourse of 'ecological modernisation'. An account of why Japan has been 

called an ecologically modernised nation is then given, followed by a discussion of how critics 
have challenged Japan's environmental record both at home and abroad, highlighting some 

key flaws with the contest perspective. 

Competing Discourses on Sustainable Development 

The language of sustainable development has come to dominate the environmental arena, 

and the term is now the common currency of those working in the field of environmental 
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politics and policy. Jacobs (1995) highlights that until recently, this arena was a battlefield for 

sharply opposing worldviews, from radical greens advocating a complete overhaul of the 

political economy, through to reformist environmentalists advocating technological solutions to 

environmental problems, and governments and business leaders defending economic growth 
and the status quo. Yet these groups are now using the same language and supporting the 

same objective - that of 'sustainable development'. 

How can such disparate groups come to agree on the same objective? Because 'sustainable 
development' is sufficiently vague to encompass a wide variety of views on environment and 
development issues, and therefore it can be incorporated into the discourse of most interest 

groups. Clearly, the ability to get different groups to agree on common alms is a strength of 
sustainable development, but it is also a key weakness. Detractors argue that if the term is so 
generalised that opposing groups can advocate it whilst at the same time holding radically 
different visions of development, then the term cannot mean much in practice. Sustainable 

development leaves important questions unanswered; for instance, exactly what is 

development, and what is it that must be sustained? Does it allow economic growth or not? 
Does it mean a global redistribution of resources? What and whose needs are to be met? 

Jacobs (1995) argues that sustainable development is best seen as a concept like 

'democracy' or 'liberty' or 'social justice'. These terms have a first level meaning that is 

readily understood and has general political acceptance, but also a second level meaning that 
belies a deeper contestation about how to put these concepts into practice. 

"Almost everyone is in favour of democracy and liberty, the debate is over alternative 

conceptions of what they mean, at the second level"Jacobs, 1995,5) 

The first level meaning of sustainable development is now well defined. Most people who use 

the term acknowledge the 'Brundtland definition' provided by the World Commission on 
Environment and Development in its report'Our Common Future' (1987): 

'Development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability 

of future generations to meet their needs'. 

Others prefer the 'Caring for the Earth' definition provided by the World Conservation Union 

(IUCN), United Nations Environment Programme and the World Wide Fund For Nature 

(WWF) (199 1): 

,I mproving the quality of human life while living within the carrying capacity of 

supporting ecosystems m 
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Once hotly contested, the core aims of sustainable development' are now also well defined 

and immutable: 

1. Efficiency a commitment to ensuring the efficient use of all resources and the 
integration of environmental, social and economic goals in decision-making 

2. Environmental Protection: ensuring environmental resources and services are 
protected, and that we live within the 'carrying capacity' of the earth 

3. Equity. a commitment to both intra-generational equity (ensuring the basic needs of 
this generation are met), and inter-generational equity (ensuring the needs of future 
generations are met) 

4. Quality of Life: a recognition that human well-being means more than just income 
growth 

5. Participation: a recognition that sustainable development requires the political 
involvement of all stakeholders in society 

it is at this second level meaning that the underlying divisions between different groups 
become evident, for when they come to express their ideas on what practical policies are 

needed to achieve these core aims, it becomes clear that the term 'sustainable development' 

means different things to different people. Operationalising sustainable development is thus 

where the old battlefield of environmental Politics has reoriented itself, with all its previous 

vigour and intensity. 

Wolfgang Sachs (1997) provides a useful framework for understanding this battleground, for 

he groups the various competing perspectives on sustainable development into three major 

camps; the 'contest perspective', the 'astronaught perspective' and the 'home perspective'. 
Sachs argues that social actors within these camps emphasise certain issues and underplay 

others, so that the way problems and solutions are defined depends on how the sustainability 

debate is framed. It is to these discourses we now turn, for they provide us with a helpful 

structure from which to understand the tensions at work in exploring sustainability in Japan. 

The contest perspective 

I (Source: Adapted from Imperial College at Wye External Programme (1 997)'Efficiency and 
Sustainability Rules in Environmental Economics' Economics for Environmental Management, 
Wye College) 
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In Sach's description of the contest perspective, primacy is placed on environmental 
protection in the core aims of sustainable development. This camp incorporates the ideas of 
'ecological modernisation 2, a discourse that has become increasingly prevalent within 
debates about environmental politics and policy in western industrialised nations (Barry, 2003; 
Strandbakken and Sto, 2003; Berger et al, 2001; Pepper, 1999; Revell, forthcoming). The 

contest perspective is therefore the view adopted by most governments, businesses and 
reformist environmentalists on sustainable development. 

The contest perspective and the discourse of ecological modernisation revolve around the 
imperatives of competitiveness, eco-efficiency, technological innovation, and the decoupling 

of material from economic flows. A core belief is that growth rates in inclustrialised countries 
are becoming more sustainable as economic development is cle-linked from environmental 
degradation. This idea is related to Panayatou's (11993) 'Environmental Kuznets Curve' (EKC), 

an inverted U shaped curve, where pollution initially increases with economic growth, then 
begins to decrease once a certain threshold of income has been crossed. The central idea is 

that once society becomes rich enough, it cleans up the environmental fall-out of economic 
growth, and therefore more economic growth results in a cleaner environment. The core 
tenant of the contest perspective is hence that economic growth is part of the solution rather 
than the problem. The fact that environmental protection is rendered compatible with wealth 
creation is a key reason why this is the discourse most commonly adopted by governments 
and industry in environmental debates. 

Eco-efficiency is key to ecological modernisation and the contest perspective, because a 
decoupling of economic growth from environmental degradation can only be achieved by 

reducing the material and energy throughput of the economy. In other words, by limiting the 
inputs and outputs of production, the environmental impact of economic development can be 

minimised so that further growth becomes environmentally sustainable. The imperative of 
eco-efficiency demands technological innovations of the highest order as researchers call for 

an increase in efficiency by a factor of 4, and even a factor of 10. As such, science and 
technology are seen as crucial institutions for achieving efficiency gains. The 'business case 
for sustainability' is a key rhetorical devise used by policyrnakers to encourage technological 
innovation and a shift towards greener production within industry. New market opportunities 
for environmentally friendly products and services are highlighted as potential sources of 
future growth, and resource efficiency is emphasised as a way of lowering production costs 

and increasing the competitiveness and profitability of business. 

Under the contest perspective, the market is seen as the best medium for solving 

environmental problems, for if market failures are corrected, the most efficient (or eco- 

(For a detailed discussion of Ecological Modernisation theory, see Mol and Sonnenfeld, 2000, Hajer, 1995, Barry, 
2003) 
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efficient) allocation of resources will result. Policy prescriptions thus focus on encouraging 
eco-efficiency and internalising environmental externalities in the North, using market-based 
mechanisms such as environmental taxes and tradable permits, In the South the emphasis Is 

on economic reform and the abandonment of protectionist policies that distort markets. 

Overall, the contest perspective sees the North as the stronghold of excellence, whilst the 
South is seen as the home of incompetence. The South is thus seen as the major arena for 

environmental adjustment as environmental problems are framed in terms of rapid population 
growth, low economic growth, outdated technology, lack of expertise and Insufficient capital. 
The inclination from this viewpoint is to define environmental problems in the Third World in 

such a way that their solution can only come from the North. 

The astronaut perspective 

The astronaut perspective is a planetary perspective, whereby sustainable development is 

seen as a challenge for global environmental management. This discourse sees 'Planet 
Earth' as a scientific and political object in its own right and is particularly prevalent within the 

community of scientists and ecologists around the globe. Sachs argues that this planetary 

perspective developed out of the 1960s and 1970s, when the world was increasingly 

perceived as a biosphere rather than as a collection of countries and cultures. 

Because of the global nature of environmental problems, the world is considered the proper 

arena for environmental adjustment under the astronaut perspective. There is an emphasis 

on galvanising the North and South to protect the planet's environmental systems. The goal is 

thus for global management of the earth, with ecology the centrepiece of world politics. 
Strategies include global information systems, international regulations, conventions and 

multilateral agreements such as the Kyoto Protocol. Protagonists call for global governance 

and some even advocate a world government. 

The Home perspective 

Sustainable Development in this perspective is not about sustaining economic growth or 
biospheric stability, but sustaining local livelihoods. The home perspective views the primary 

cause of environmental degradation as over-development, a force which is seen to be 

disempowering communities in the South and diminishing quality of life in the North. Under 

this perspective, sustainable development is suspected of being an oxymoron. The goal is 

thus to develop alternative development paths. 

This is the only perspective that puts primacy on equity rather than environmental protection 
in the core aims of sustainable development. What is important is the question of 'whose 
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needs' and 'what needs' are to be met. Sustainable development in the home perspective 
means resisting current development - the 'Modernisation Project' and its focus on 
Industrialisation, commercialisation and the globalisation of trade, which is blamed for the 

appropriation and degradation of natural resources and the destruction of local livelihoods. 
Sustainable development in the South is thus about social, economic and political 
empowerment of local communities, equitable distribution of resources, alleviation of poverty 
and debt. It also means local control over resources, decentralisation, and local participation. 

Sustainable development in the North is about transforming consumer societies into 
'conserver societies'. The North is seen as the primary culprit of the environmental crisis and 
is therefore the primary arena for environmental adjustment. The vast ecological footprints of 
the North are considered deeply unjust and thus a key focus is the objective of inter- and 
intra-generational equity. 

Sustainable Development In Japan 

The case of Japan fits neatly with the contest perspectives' imperatives of competitiveness, 

eco-efficiency, technological innovation, and decoupling economic growth from 

environmental degradation. Japan has been described as a 'paradigmatic' example of 

ecological modernisation (Hajer 1996: 249), and an'ecological frontrunner nation' ( Mol and 
Sonnenfeld, 2000; 6). Dryzek (1997) identifies five ecologically modernized societies; 
Japan, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden. 

Barrat and Revell (2005) argue that Japan's reputation as an environmental leader is largely 

a result of the following key factors: 

1. The role of science and technology; Japan is a leader in environmental technology 

markets and has been highly successful in finding technological solutions to 

environmental problems 

2. The'greening' of Japanese industry; Japanese corporations are considered to be 

some of the most eco-efficient in the world 

3. The 'ecological modernisation' of policy; Japan's leadership in environmental policy is 

seen as one of the key reason why a decoupling of material from economic flows has 

occurred in recent decades 

Viewed from the contest perspective then, Japan might be considered a 'model' of 
sustainability. But is this justified? To explore this in more detail, lets take a closer look at the 
factors that have contributed to Japan's status as an 'ecological frontrunner nation'. 
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1. The role of science and technology 

Technology has played a central role in the development of modem Japanese society, so it Is 

little wonder that finding technological fixes to environmental problems has been a key focus 

in Japan. The nation is now a world leader in environmental technology markets, second only 
to the US (Eurotechnology-Japan, 2001). Technical advances have yielded some enormous 

successes in environmental reform since the 1970s and there Is an extensive literature on 
Japan's progress in the areas of pollution abatement and energy efficiency. Due to such 
innovations as flue-gas desulphurisation and denitrification, Japan was able to drastically 

reduce its sulphur and nitrous oxide emission intensity In during the 1980s and '90s. Driven 

by its reliance on imported energy sources, Japan has channelled significant resources into 

technologies to promote energy efficiency and the nation has made great energy savings In 

the past few decades. Amongst Japan's most high profile inventions are catalytic converters, 

unleaded petrol, the hybrid car and Sharp Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) TV. Moreover, Japan 

has been at the forefront of innovations in renewable energy such as the hydrogen fuel cell 

and photovoltaic cells for solar power. 

Due to the country's experience in energy efficiency and renewable energy applications, 
Japan is a leader in green energy development to tackle climate change and is a member of 

the 'Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Partnership' (REEEP), which was established 
in 2002 at the Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable Development. 'REEEP, is a 

coalition of governments, businesses and organisations aiming to accelerate the development 

of renewable energy and energy efficient systems. Japan also has high rates of 

environmental technology transfer to developing countries via its 'Green Aid Plan', and has 

established the International Centre for Environmental Technology Transfer (ICETT) and the 

Global Environment Centre Foundation (GEC), along with some high profile global research 
institutes such as the Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth (RITE). 

2. The Greening of Japanese Industry 

Another reason why Japan has been described as an'ecological frontrunner nation' is 

because of its progress in terms of the so-called 'greening of industry'. The role of market 

dynamics in environmental reform is strongly emphasized in the contest perspective, which 

sees growing stakeholder pressure for environmental management and the rise of the'green 

consumer' as key reasons why firms are increasingly viewing the environment not as a threat 

but as a business opportunity. In Japan's case, voluntary goals and standards have been 

widely adopted within the corporate world, suggesting that environmental reform has been a 

growing priority for business. For instance, Japan now boasts the highest number of 

environmental management systems (EMS) accreditations globally, with around 14,000 firms 
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obtaining IS014001 certification by the end of 2003 (Barrat and Revell, 2005). There have 

also been over 40,000 voluntary agreements on pollution control in place between business 

and local government since the 1960s (Sugiyama and Imura, 1999), and this has resulted in 

significant investments in pollution prevention by industry. 

Fukasaku (1995) asserts that certain industrial sectors (such as iron, chemicals, steel and 

automobiles) have been particularly effective in reducing energy intensities and pollution 

emissions. For instance, Moore and Miller (1994) highlight that between 1970 and 1980, the 

Japanese steel industry cut air pollutant emissions by 30 - 80%, producing steel with 40% 

less energy expenditure than the United States. Japan has led the way in other aspects of 
industrial performance; Janicke et al. 's (1996) comparative study of Japan, Germany and 
Sweden found that that some of the most significant industrial energy savings since the 1970s 

have occurred within Japan's manufacturing industries. 

Within the corporate sector, the concept of eco-efficiency has certainly gained much ground 
in the past decade. The language of business has been transformed to include a new green 

vocabulary, with increasing reference made to concepts such 'eco-efficiency', 'factor 4', 'factor 

10% 'zero emissions', 'green productivity' and'natural capitalism' (Mitsuhashi 1998; 

Watanabe 1999; Yoshida 2002; Hotta 2004). A large number of 'eco-industrial' projects have 

been implemented across the country. Eco-industrial projects are environmentally sound 

community systems involving industry and public sectors. High profile projects include the 

$zero emissions clusters' like that of Yakushima Island, a model area for material recycling 

and renewable energy based on the zero emissions concept. 'Eco-Industrial' Parks have 

also been developed in Fujisawa, Kokubo and Kitakyushu, along with 'Eco-Towns' in the 

prefectures of Hokkaido, Chiba, Gifu and Akita and in the cities of Sapporo, lida, Ornuta,, 

Uguiszawa, Kitakyushu and Kawasaki. (Barrett and Revell, 2005). 

Professor Ryoichi Yamamoto at the University of Tokyo has undertaken much of the 

research on eco-efficiency in Japan. Yamamoto (2000) concluded that Japan is now in a new 

phase of environmentalism due to the development of eco-efficient goods and services, as 
well as green purchasing. In April 2002, the Ministry of Economic Trade and Industry (METI) 

established a new committee under the Chairmanship of Professor Yamamoto focusing on 
'Factor Eight' as a way of improving resource productivity (Bleischwitz 2002). 

".... industry is making progress in reduction, using less resources, extending product life, and 

constraining the emergence of waste.... Companies are competing fiercely to produce 

smaller, lighter and slimmer products ... in plants and factories too, efforts to reduce industrial 

waste toward the goal of zero emissions are making rapid progress-, manufacturing firms in 
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12 industries have committed themselves to reducing the final volume of Industrial waste by 

20 to 60 percent by 2010' (METI, 20023) 

3. Ecologically modernised policies 

Another key reason why Japan has been hailed as an ecologically modernised nation Is due 
to its position as a world leader on environmental policy, particularly in the areas of pollution 
control, recycling and energy efficiency. 

L Pollution Control 

Japan's rapid modernisation since World War 11 resulted in a drastic pollution crisis In the 
1950s and 1960s. Many Japanese died from mercury poisoning and other horrific Industrial 

pollutants, which sparked a huge public outcry and a raft of anti-pollution legislation that 

transformed environmental policy in Japan. By the 1970s the nation was seen as a world 
leader in pollution control. The Japanese approach to pollution control today involves a 

creative mix of regulatory instruments (emission standards, environmental quality standards, 
technology designations), market based mechanisms (compensation levies, emission taxes, 

emission permit trading) and voluntary measures (IS014000 and green purchasing). 

9 

Fukasaku (1995) notes that as a result of the governmerifs energy diversification policies and 

pollution control standards, strong GDP growth (around 57%) was matched by significant 

reducti ons in SOx, NOx and C02, between 1980 and 1991. Strong decoupling of air 

emissions from GDP was reinforced in the 1990s (-5% for S02, NMVOCs and CO between 

1990 and 1999, while GDP rose by 13%). Urban air quality in Japan has continued to 

improve, among OECD countries Japan has the third lowest emission intensity (kglunit GDP) 

for SOx and the lowest for NOx. Reductions have also been witnessed in relation to other 

pollutants for major emitting industries (-60% for total dioxin emissions, 45% for benzene, - 
43% for trichloroethylene and -50% for tetrachloroethylene from 1995 to 1999) (OECD 2002). 

ii. Recycling 

3 See: http: H www. meti. eo. ip/en-, Iish/policylindex environment. litnil (accessed 16/11/05) 
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Another key policy strategy that fits with the contest perspective's focus on eco-efficiency is 
Japan's recent efforts to become the 'junkangatta shakai' - literally translated as the 
frecirculatory society'. This concept was catalysed by the publication of a report by the Japan 
Environment Agency (1991) entitled 'Towards a Recycling Society in the 21't Century'. At 
that time only 10% of the 2 billion metric tons of materials used each year by Japan were 
estimated to be recycled (Gotoh 1997). 

At the heart of the emphasis on the 'junkangatta shakai' is the fact that Japan faces a serious 
shortage of landfill capacity. The OECD (2002) reported that in 1999 only 12.3 years of 
municipal landfill space remained and 3.7 years remained for industrial wastes. As a result, 
the primary waste disposal method in Japan is incineration, in 2000,77% of the nation's 
waste was incinerated. This has led to significant public concerns regarding the resulting 
dioxin emissions, as allowable concentrations in Japan exceed typical western standards by 
80-800 times (OECD 2002: 107). One study on dioxin contamination in a city just outside of 
Tokyo found that the milk of mothers with infants were twenty to twenty five times higher than 

the recommended safety level (Kerr, 2001). 

In response to these problems, the Ministry of the Environment published the 'Basic Plan for 
Establishing a Recycling-based Society' in 2003. The plan included targets to boost resource 
efficiency by 40%, reduce per capita daily waste generation by 20%, increase recycling and 
halve the amount of waste going to landfills by 2010 (MoE 2003). The general policy direction 
is the so-called '3-R approach'; reduce, re-use and recycle. 

A raft of laws have been enacted since 2000 including: 

" The Basic Law for Promoting the Creation of a Recycling -Oriented Society 

" The Law for Promoting Effective Utilization of Resources 

" The Containers and Packaging Recycling Law 

" The Home Appliances Recycling Law 

" The Food Recycling Law 

" The Construction Materials Recycling Law 

The Green Purchasing Law 

The Revised Waste Management Law 

The Automobile Recycling Law 

The enactment of so many laws has led the government to suggest that Japan is entering a 

new age of environmentalism (METI, 2002). 

iii. Energy Policies 
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Japan's response to the energy crisis of the 1970s is another exemplar of eco-efficiency. 

Japan has few fossil fuel sources of its own and is highly dependent on oil imports. The 1973 

oil crisis was a considerable blow for the economy, after which Japan attempted to reduce its 

dependency on petroleum by searching for alternative energy sources, and by promoting 

energy efficiency with policies such as the'Law for Energy Conservation'. This law 

established standards for all energy-consuming sectors and called for an increase in energy 

efficiency in consumer products. Japan was therefore better placed than others to weather 

the second oil crisis of 1979. 

During the 1980s, Japan made remarkable savings in energy and raw materials as a result of 
the policies of the state. For instance, between 1979-1987 Japan successfully managed to 

decrease its ratio of energy supply to GDP by 25% [OECD, 1994]. The nation was admired 

the world over for having one of the lowest ratios of energy consumed per unit of GDP as well 

as one of the lowest energy intensity rates per capita (OECD 1994; IEA 2003). This gave 

scholars a key reason to hail Japan as a shining example of how inclustrialised nations can 

clecouple economic growth from environmental degradation, and was a significant justification 

for Japan's position as one of the five ecologically modernised states. In the words of Dryzek 

(1997: 139): 

'Japan stands out in the environmental stakes in large part due to the energy- 

efficiency of its economy' 

However, there is a key problem with this 'shining' example of ecological modernisation. 

More recently, resource efficiency in Japan has started to slide and it has become 

increasingly clear that Japan has only achieved a relative decoupling of economic output from 

environmental impacts [Gouldson and Murphy, 1997, OECD 2002]. In the 1990s, Japan's 

energy consumption actually increased by 16%, exceeding GDP growth by 2% (OECD 2002). 

This was despite the fact that Japan was going through a period of economic recession, when 

energy usage should have been expected to go down. Moreover, actual C02 emission levels 

have been increasing almost year on year from 800 million tons in 1970 to 1.3 billion tons in 

2000. This has obvious implications for climate change and Japan's commitment to the Kyoto 

Protocol. which obligates the nation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 6% by 2012. 

When the Japanese government ratified the Kyoto Protocol in June 2002, greenhouse gases 

were 7.6% higher than the 1990 level. (Japan Times, 2004) 

japangs consumer society and the rebound effect 

The OECD (2002) highlights that energy efficiencies have been weakened by a continuing 

shift towards a mass consumption based economy in Japan. Japan has become one of the 
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world's most profligate consumer societies, with 46 million households consuming a total of 
100 billion goods a year, or 4,300 goods each. In 2002 86.4% of households owned a car, 
63.3% owned personal computers, and 81.4% owned video players (Masuzoe 2001). To 

make things worse, like most industrialized countries, household size in Japan is declining, 
from 3.22 persons per household in 1980 to 2.67 in 20004 . The key problem with this is that a 
single person has double the environmental impact of a person in a large household. These 

trends Indicate that energy and resource efficiency gains will continue to be cancelled out by 

increases in consumption. 

This tendency for consumption to wipe out efficiency gains is exacerbated by the 'rebound 

effect'. This refers to the idea that when efficiency gains are made (through, for instance, 

dematerialisation, energy efficiency and recycling), a firm's production costs are decreased, 

which in turn encourages the company to lower prices. Lower prices stimulate demand, and 
the resulting increase in consumption wipes out the environmental gains from the efficiency 

measure. There are many examples of the rebound effect, For instance, houses and heating 

systems have become more energy efficient, and therefore energy bills have become 

cheaper. Consumers have responded by heating more rooms to higher temperatures for 

longer. Consequently, consumers now use just as much energy in their homes than they did 

30 years ago. Car engines have also become much more efficient in terms of the amount of 
fuel consumed for a given level of performance. However, consumers have reacted by 

driving their cars further and more often, resulting in an increase in fuel consumption for road 

passenger transport by as much as 80% (Levett, 2003). Critics argue that because of the 

rebound effect, eco-efficiency is still not a sustained solution to environmental problems as it 

tends to be eclipsed by the subsequent growth process. 

This reflects the dilemma of the environmental'N curve 5 (Barret, 2005), which contrasts 

sharply with the 'Environmental Kuznetz Curve'. Whilst the EKC implies a positive relationship 
between economic growth and environmental protection, the environmental'N Curve'shows 

that as economic growth continues to increase, any environmental improvements are 
cancelled out due to increased consumption. According to Barrat (2005), the environmental 
N Curve remains very much in evidence within industrialised countries. This certainly 

appears to be the case with Japan, for despite its efficiency gains, continued economic 
growth and consumption has meant that absolute levels of energy usage, pollution and waste 

continue to increase. 

Japan's 'ecological footprint' 

4 Source: http: //www. stat. izo. ip/enalish/index. htm. 
3 The Environmental N Curve was first described by Janicke in 1978 (as cited in Mol, 
2001: 162) 
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Whist efficiency gains are clearly integral to the core aims of sustainable development, 

localised improvements in resource use and emissions do not on their own Indicate the 
sustainability of a nation's economy. This is because industrial countries like Japan have vast 
'ecological footprints' that far exceed their national territories. Several comparative studies of 
national ecological footprints, including studies conducted by Wackernagel and Rees (1996) 

and the Worldwide Fund for Nature (2002), show that Japan is in ecological deficit. Barrat 
(2005) cites the work of Wackernagel in 1999 called 'Redefining Progress', which found that 
on average there are only 1.9 global hectares per person of biologically productive space 
available on the Earth, yet the world average ecological footprint is 2.3 global hectares per 
person, exceeding the biosphere's ecological capacity by 20%. Japan currently has an 
ecological footprint of 4.8 hectares per person, 2.5 times the carrying capacity of the earth. 
This is in contrast to 1880, when it had an ecological footprint of 0.4 hectares. 

Barry and Paterson (2004) cite a study by the Global Commons Institute, which shows that 

the national pollution accounts of industrialised countries like Japan make it look like C02 

emissions were decoupled from GDP growth in the 1970s as a result of efficiency gains. 
However, if global ecological footprints are taken into account, there is a more linear 

relationship between C02 and economic growth. The report concludes that what the energy 

crises of the 1970s stimulated was less a revolution in energy efficiency than a shifting of 

energy-intensive production towards newly industrialising countries like South Korea. Barry 

and Paterson argue that the 'Environmental Kuznets Curve' conveniently ignores the 

possibility that such a curve may well be achieved through the exporting of pollution and 

resource extraction. 

This kind of analysis suggests that Japan may have given the impression of decoupling 

economic growth from environmental degradation, when in fact it has merely externalised its 

environmental impact by shifting 'dirty industries' to developing countries with lower 

environmental standards. Taylor (1999) links the internationalisation of the Japanese 

economy to Asia's growing environmental problems, and argues that major investments in 

manufacturing and resource extraction in the region has led to considerable environmental 
degradation in South East and East Asia. This has been compounded by Japan's excessive 

consumption of imported forest and fishery resources, which has led to over-fishing and 
deforestation in the region. Japan has the largest fish-catch in the world, and is also the 

world's largest softwood and tropical hardwood importer (OECD, 1994). Taylor cites a study of 
the global forestry industry by Marchak, which claimed that Japan is not only partly 

responsible for the deforestation that the industry has caused due to its high demand for 

timber products, but that it also initiated current trends in the globalisation of the timber trade. 

Japan's ecological footprint is clearly not limited to its national territory; it has a huge impact 

on the global environment. 
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Conclusion 

Japan has made some laudable attempts to become a 'recirculatory, ecologically modernised 
society. Yet because recent environmental gains have been more than offset by additional 
impacts arising from an expansion of consumption, Japan can be said to have achieved only 

a relative de-linking of economic output from environmental impact. At home absolute levels 

of pollution, waste and energy usage continue to increase and abroad Japan's vast ecological 
footprint continues to put pressure on the global environment. 

These issues call into question some important aspects of the contest perspective and the 
discourse of ecological modernisation. Firstly, in focusing narrowly on environmental 
improvements at a national level, this perspective ignores the considerable ecological 
footprints of OECD countries like Japan beyond their national boundaries. Advocates of both 
the home and the astronaut perspective might argue that the contest perspective thus 

conveniently circumnavigates the unsustainability of current levels of economic growth on a 
global scale. The astronaut perspective would assert that a more planetary perspective is 

required, with an emphasis on political unification and global governance of Planet Earth. 
The home perspective draws attention to the goals of inter and intra-generational equity, and 
the need for the North to reduce its ecological footprint and repay its 'ecological debt' to the 
South. 

Related to this point is the criticism that the contest perspective does not adequately address 
the issue of over-consumption. Advocates of the home perspective might argue that it is 

clearly not enough to be a 'recirculatory society' , we must tackle the root cause of the 

problem -'consumer society'. The home perspective emphasises that lifestyle changes are 
needed in the North, and that countries like Japan must reduce the environmental burden it 

places on other countries by transforming its materialistic consumer culture into a 'conserver 

culture'. Such a radical transformation clearly involves changing not only patterns of 
consumption (as advocated by the contest perspective), but levels of consumption. 

"What really matters is the overall physical scale of the economy with respect to 

nature, not only the physical allocation of resources. Efficiency without sufficiency is 

counteiproductive; the latter has to define the boundaries of the former" (Sachs, 

199T80) 

This highlights one of the central conundrums of sustainable development; can the core aims 

of 'efficiency' and 'quality of life' be made compatible with ideas like 'sufficiency' and 
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'conserver culture'? Is it possible for Japan, and all modern industrialised societies like her, to 
break free from the bonds of material attachment and truly embrace lifestyles of 'voluntary 
simplicity'? Is relinquishing consumer sovereignty, a concept that has become so embedded 
within liberal democracies, the bare-faced reality of what it means to be a model of 
sustainable development? If so, then Japan could not be more further away from such a 
model. In the words of Sachs (1997: 80): 

"No doubt a politics of self-limitation always implies a loss C)f power even if it is 

sought in the name of a new prospetity" 

it is just such a loss of power that goes to the heart of the deep contestation that lies so 
turbulently beneath the concept of sustainable development, and which exemplifies the 

struggles over the future direction of the social, political and economic development of the 

world. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses the degree to which recent trends in UK policy-making amount 
to a paradigm shift towards the prescriptions of ecological modernization (EM) 
theory. First, in keeping with EM's 'win-win' philosophy, recent political speeches and 
policy documents on the environment have expressed the idea that there is no con- 
flict between environmental protection and economic growth. Second, policies have 
attempted to encourage the invention and diffusion of clean technologies. Third, 
policy-makers have explored innovative market-based policy approaches to tackle 
environmental problems. These three trends suggest UK policy-makers' predilection 
towards EM as a policy strategy. However, there has arguably been less success in 
terms of a fourth key characteristic of 'ecologically modernized' states, that of envi- 
ronmental policy integration. The paper concludes that New Labour's failure at'green. 
ing government', combined with its economistic and technocratic policy focus, places 
the UK at the weak end of ChristofPs (1996) weak-strong continuum of ecological 
rnodernization. As such, environmental imperatives continue to remain ideologically 
and politically peripheral to conventional economic goals. Copyright @ 2005 John 
Wiley & Sons, Ltd and ERP Environment. 
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introduction 

ERGER ET AL. (2001) ARGUE THAT ECOLOGICAL MODERNIZATION THEORY IS OF PARTICULAR 

significance because it provides the basis for the mainstream environmental policies and prac. 
tices of Western industrialized nations. Strandbakken and StO (2003) maintain that ENI is the 

Bperspective 

guiding the World Commission for Environment and Development. Pepper (iggg) 
argues that ecological modernization is the new name for environmental politics in the European Union 
and is enshrined in its Fifth Environmental Action programme. The 'Europeanization' of UK cnviron- 
mental policy suggests that the UK may also be increasingly driven by an EM agenda. 
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This paper sets out to provide a starting point from which to explore the relationship between EM 
theory and environmental policy directions in the UK. In the following sections the central tenets of eco- 
logical modernization theory and EM's historical influence in the UK are summarized before an analy. 
sis is made of the degree to which current policy strategies are being influenced by an EM agenda. New 
Labour's environmental policies are discussed in terms of four themes that Murphy (20ooa) identifies 
as core to 'ecologically modernized' nation states. 

Ecological Modernization Theory 

EM theory arose in the ig8os as a challenge to the 'limits to growth' and demodernization perspectives 
that were dominant in the 1970s. The architects of the theory (Joseph Huber, Martin janicke and Udo 
Simonis) challenged the traditional ideas of the environmental movement and counter-productivity 
theorists, who saw environmental deterioration as an inevitable consequence of economic growth and 
the capitalist order. EM theorists argued instead that economic growth and environmental protection 
could in fact be mutually supportive. Key to this position was the separation of economic growth from 
rising energy and material throughputs via technological innovation. Joseph Huber (1985) postulated 
that production processes within industrialized nations were transforming in a manner that he called 
Osuper- industrialization', involving the invention and diffusion of technical innovations that increased 
energy and material efficiencies, effectively de-linking economic growth from environmental degrada- 
tion. He is famously quoted as saying 

... The dirty and ugly industrial caterpillar will transform into a[n] ecological butterfly (Huber, 1985, 
P. 2o, as quoted by Mol, 1995, P. 37)- 

Since then, EM has developed considerably and is now a mainstream theory within the environmental 
social sciences. EM theory is challenging to summarize due to the many strands and subdivisions that, 
have developed within it. For instance, the term ecological modernization has been used to describe 
processes of technological reform, a form of policy analysis and a political ideology. EM's subdivisions 
include the work of Mol (1995,1996), who extends Beck's notion of the 'risk society', highlighting ENI, 
in terms of 'reflexive modernization' or the reflective redesign of modern institutions as they attempt 
to overcome environmental risk. This work highlights EM as a process of institutional leaming in order 
to come to terms with environmental problems. A key assumption is that the institutions of modernity 
can learn, and that their reflexivity can result in radical transformations to address environmental prob- 
lems, without changing these institutions beyond recognition. In another interpretation, Hajer (1995)' 
takes a social constructionist perspective, viewing EM as a new form of cultural politics and discourse 
adopted by policy elites to advance their interests. In yet another strand, authors such as Weale (1992), 
Boehmer-Christiansen and Weidner (1995) and Couldson and Murphy (1998) focus on the role of gov. - 
ernment within processes of EM, examining the ways in which the design and implementation of envi. - 
ronmental policies have transformed in order to respond to environmental imperatives. 

Despite these varying interpretations, the major contributors to ecological modernization have 
attempted to agree on some common ground. Mol (1997,1999) highlights that EM has both descrip. 
tive and prescriptive dimensions; it denotes both a theory of unplanned social change and a political 
programme of action. Mol describes the following core tenets of EM as a theory of social change. 

Economic growth is being de-linked from environmental degradation in ecologically modernizing 
nations. 
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Science and technology are seen as the principal institutions in finding solutions to environmental 
problems and as such are key to processes of ecological modernization. 
The prescriptions of de-radicalized environmental movements are gaining increasing legitimacy in 
the core domains of decision-making. 
There is a growing perception within business, public and Political spheres that there is no necessary 
opposition between economic growth and environmental protection, that in fact environmental and 
economic goals are a positive-sum game. 
The state in ecologically modernizing nations plays a key role in encouraging the 'greening of indus. 
try' and the integration of environmental and economic goals. Arising out of the deregulation and 
privatization trends of the ig8os, the ecological modernization of policy-making (labelled 'political 
modernization' by Janicke (iggo) orthe new politics of pollution' by Weale (1992)), involves a trans. 
fer of responsibilities for environmental reform from the state to the market. There is an increasing 
emphasis on stakeholder participation and partnership in policy formulation, especially between the 
state and industry. The popularity of command-and-control regulatory approaches recedes in favour 
of policies that attempt to 'steer' industry towards environmental reform. These include market-based 
instruments such as environmental taxes and voluntary agreements. 
Changing state-market relations result in an increasing role for economic actors in environmental 
reform, with these actors using mainly economic arguments (such as cost-savings or new market 
opportunities) to justify the pursuit of environmental goals. The 'greening' of industry involves a 
process of 'economising ecology' (Mol, 1997, P. 141). Technological innovation and increasing mate- 
rial and energy efficiency are an essential aspect of industrial restructuring. 

The prescriptions of EM as a political programme are founded on the idea that capitalism is capable of 
accommodating environmental priorities. In contrast to demodernization perspectives, the environmcn. 
tal crisis is seen as an opportunity to improve modern institutions rather than as a reason to reject current 
development trajectories. As such, EM theorists reject the notion that 'environmental deterioration [can) 
be held as proof of the modernisation project being a dead end' (Mol and Spaargaren, 1998, P- 4)- 

A central EM prescription is that restructuring of production processes around ecological principles 
is a precondition for long-term economic growth (Weale, 1992). Advocates argue that environmental 
protection is a potential source of future growth for the economy as it can stimulate innovation, provide 
new market opportunities for environmental products and services and lower clean-up costs. Because 
the market is seen as the best medium for solving environmental problems, the state is prescribed a 
&steering' rather than 'commanding' role in encouraging industry to voluntarily adopt practices that 
reduce pollution and increase resource efficiencies. Regulatory controls are not ruled out, but tbc polit. 
ical rhetoric strongly favours voluntary agreements and economic incentives to encourage environmental 
reform. 

Critics of EM tend to focus on this prescriptive aspect; for many EM represents the 'greening' of capi. 
talism, an unacceptable attempt to legitimize the status quo and stave off radical transformations of 
modern institutions (Blowers, 1997; Cohen, 1997; Barry, 1999; Schnaiberg ct al., 2002). In Christoffs 
(1996) critique, he delineates between weak and strong EM. Weak EM is described as part of main. 
stream development theory, which sees environmental management as the next stage in a unitary evo- 
lutionary process of modernization. Weak EM is criticized as narrowly technocratic and economistic; 
environmental problems are framed in monetary terms and technical fix is prescribed as the solution 
to environmental problems. Under weak EM the broader goals of sustainable development (such as 
inter. and intra-generational equity) are ignored. In contrast, strong EM is described as a strategy that 
considers radical changes to societal institutional structures and economic systems with a view to making 
them more responsive to environmental concerns. Strong EM is ecological rather than economistic, 
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institutional rather than technical, integrated and systemic rather than piecemeal, diversifying rather 
than hegemonic. Christoff concludes that weak EM serves merely to legitimize the continued domina. 
tion and destruction of the environment, whilst the adoption of a strong EM approach would be more 
likely to lead to a sustainable resolution of environmental problems. 

In the next sections an analysis is made of how influential ecological modernization has been in 
shaping historical and current policy directions in the UK, and whether the approach adopted amounts 
to a path of weak or strong EM. 

EM in the UK: Historical Context 

Whilst it has one of the oldest and most complex systems of environmental protection in the industri. 
alized world, when EM theory first emerged Britain was considered the 'dirty man' of Europe (Carter 
and Lowc, 1998). In Osborne's 0997) review of UK environmental policy he highlights how, due to 
problems with the economy in the ig8os, environmental concerns were marginalized and the quality 
of the environment declined. Agricultural development degraded the rural environment, investments in 
sewage treatment and water quality lagged behind, air pollution caused acid rain in Europe and national 
as well as international commitments failed to be implemented. 

Hajer's (1995) analysis of the acid rain issue in Britain indicates that EM discourse started to emerge 
in UK policy debates during this time, but failed to take root as a dominant ideology despite its ascen- 
dancy in other European countries. Weale's (1992) analysis of the 'new politics of pollution' corrobo. 
rates that, in contrast to the emerging EM discourses of Germany and the Netherlands, the UK at the 
turn of the 19gos reflected the traditional environmental discourse of the 197os and ig8os. This posi. 
tion saw economic profit and environmental protection as a zero-sum trade-off, and advocated end-of. 
pipe pollution control solutions (versus preventative technologies) in the name of 'safeguarding' 
industrial competitiveness. 

During the 19gos the UK broke away from its laggard status as policy developments in air and water 
pollution, waste management and conservation greatly improved environmental quality in Britain. The 
UK also became much more engaged with its European partners in pushing forward the European envi. 
ronmental agenda. Due to the increasing prominence of EM discourse within EU environmental poli. 
tics, EM ideas became more evident within UK policy-making during the Conservative governments of 
the 19gos. For instance, Roberts (2003) highlights that regional development programmes increasingly 
emphasized the integration of economic and environmental goals, reflecting the objectives and budget 
priorities of the EU's Structural Funds programmes, which were heavily influenced by EM thinking. 
However, critics argued that the UK at this time was still failing to address the central issue of estab- 
lishing a genuinely strategic and cohesive approach to environmental policy (Osborne, 1997). 

With its election manifesto firmly committed to improving the environmental performance of the 
UK, New Labour's electoral win in 1997 had the potential to be a significant event in the development 
of British environmental policy. Many of the proposals in the manifesto were based on a document enti. 
tled In Trustfor Tomorrow (Labour Party, 1994), which was published as a response to the foot-dragging 
of successive Conservative governments on the environment. A central commitment was the reduction 
of carbon dioxide emissions by 20% of their 19go level by 2oio, requiring changes in transport usage, 
energy consumption and a shift towards renewable energy. The manifesto also emphasized that a con. 
siderably more integrated approach to environmental protection would be needed across all areas of 
policy. New Labour has attempted to demonstrate its 'green' credentials through various policy initia. 
tives, but does this amount to a paradigm shift towards a programme of 'ecological modernization' 
within UK policy-making? 
Copyright 0 200$ John Wiley & Sons, Ltd and ERP Environment Eur. Env. IS, 344-361 (2005) 
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EM in the UK: Current Context 

in his review of EM theory, Murphy (2ooo) highlights four themes that scholars (such as WealC, 1992; 
Gouldson and Murphy, 1996,1998; Boehmer-Christiansen and Weidner, 1995) identify as indicative 
of government-led programmes of EM. Whilst these criteria are by no means exhaustive, ' they have been 
used to classify nation states such as the Netherlands and Germany as broadly adopting an ecological 
modernization position. As such they provide a useful starting point with which to review the environ- 
mental policies of New Labour and their fit with EM. 

1. win-win' ideas. Murphy highlights that scholars have focused on the 'win-win' policies of eco- 
logically modernized states. Such states base their environmental policies on the core EM notion 
that there is no necessary conflict between environmental protection and economic growth, and 
that in fact they can be mutually supportive. 

2.. promotion of clean technology. The development and diffusion of clean technologies as a means to 
spurring industrial innovation is central to EM theory, and as such government action to promote 
this techno 

, 
logy is seen as a key criterion of nations following a path of EM. 

3- Innovative policy approaches. Alternative and innovative policy approaches that introduce economic 
concepts and mechanisms into environmental policy are another central focus of EM theory. Schol- 
ars note that there has been an increasing popularity of market-based policy tools such as ecologi. 
cal taxes, tradable permits and voluntary agreements within EM states. 

4- Integration. The literature highlights that the integration of environmental policy goals into all areas 
of government has been a central aspect of programmes of EM. Murphy states that 

Ecological modernisation recognises that effective environmental protection can only be achieved 
through a realignment of broader policy goals relating to areas such as economics, energy, trans. 
port and trade. Ecological modernisation requires strong integration with the strategic and opera- 
tional characteristics of government departments, modified to the extent that their original character 
may be lost altogether (Murphy, zoooa, P. 3). 

So how do the policies of New Labour fit with these four criteria? 

Win-Win ideas 

since its ascendance to power in 1997, New Labour has increasingly emphasized the complementarity 
of economic and environmental goals in key political speeches and policy documents. For instance, in 
a speech on sustainable development Tony Blair stated that 

Tackling climate change or other environmental challenges need not limit greater economic oppor- 
tunity ... economic development, social justice and environmental modernisation must go hand in 
hand (Blair, 2003Y 

in a speech at the Fabian Society conference, the deputy Prime Minister John Prescott stated that 

Treating the environment with respect will not impede economic progress, it will help identify areas 
of inefficiency and waste and so unleash whole new forces of innovation (Prescott, 2003). 

, For instance, Blowers (r998) and Leroy (r999) emphasize other EM criteria, such as negotiated decision-making and stakeholder participa. 
tion in processes of ecological modernization. 
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Similar arguments are made by the Performance Innovation Unit of the Cabinet Office responsible for 
'blue skies' thinking on policy: 

Greater resource productivity potentially offers a route to achieving faster growth sustainably - at 
the same time as reducing demands on the environment " by using fewer inputs of materials and 
energy for any given level of output (Performance Innovation Unit, 2001). 

The 'win-win' philosophy of EM chimes neatly with the discourse of sustainable development. In the 
UK's revised sustainable development strategy, the Department of Environment, Transport and the 
Regions (DETR, 1998) emphasizes four objectives: (i) 'social progress which meets the needs of every. 
one', (ii) 'effective protection of the environment, (iii) 'prudent use of natural resources' and (iv) 'high 
and stable levels of growth and employment'. Tying in with these goals, the DTI's (2000) Sustainable 
Development Strategy states that 

We need higher levels of growth and increased prosperity, but this needs to be both environmen- 
tally sustainable and socially acceptable. This will require increasingly de-coupling economic growth 
from unsustainable impacts on the environment and people. It is innovative businesses and respon- 
sible entrepreneurs in2knowledge and technologically rich economy that will lead the delivery of 
such a step change (DTI, 2000, p. 6). 

In the new 'knowledge economy', the strategy proposes that industry raises 'resource productivity' via 
technical innovation, dematerialization and the promotion of recycling, waste minimization and energy 
efficiency. The strategy exhorts business to embrace environmental management because it will lead to 
improved business performance: 

The environment is a business opportunity.. . there are economic benefits in reducing waste, avoid- 
ing pollution and using resources more efficiently ... Reducing pollution through better technology 
will almost always lower costs or raise product value/differentiation (DTI, 2000, P- 7). 

The emphasis is thus on voluntary environmental action from industry on the premise that it will be 
good for business. The notion that economic and environmental goals might be in serious tension is 
excluded from the government's rhetoric on the environment; it is certainly not presented as a possibly 
problematic issue for industrial production processes or for global capitalism. Instead, environmental 
protection and economic growth is portrayed as a positive-sum game. 

Such a position resonates well with Labour's 'social inclusion' agenda, offering a 'win-win-win' in 
terms of the integration of economic, environmental and social goals. The assumption is that unlink. 
ing environmental degradation from economic growth (via resource productivity) will enhance quality 
of life, thereby fulfilling the social good and helping society to develop more sustainably. in the modem 
Ostakeholder society, reconciling economic and environmental priorities is seen as predominantly a task 
for partnership between government and industry, and also increasingly with previously marginalized 
social groups including local communities and voluntary organizations. 

The 'win-win-win' model has proved to be particularly influential at the regional policy level. Reflect. 
ing the objectives of the E U's Structural Funds programmes, regional development policies have increas. 
ingly emphasized the need to integrate economic, environmental and social concerns. Specific examples 
of best practice include the establishment of 'eco-industrial initiatives' such as the 'Sustainable Growth 
Park' in England and the 'Eco Park' initiative in Wales (Gibbs, 2003). These 'eco-industrial parks' com- 
prise a network of manufacturing and service businesses exchanging material inputs and outputs so as 
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to minimize pollution and waste, and thus increase resource efficiency and business productivity. Such 
initiatives also involve the participation of local community groups and voluntary organizations to 
achieve social as well as environmental and economic cohesion. 

Arguably, ecological modernization has become a useful discursive strategy for UK policy-makers pre. 
cisely because of its underlying win-win premise and its rit with the discourse of sustainable develop- 
ment. Barry (2003) argues that the increasing use of EM in political speeches and policy documents is 
because environmental goals are rendered compatible with Labour's central goal of wealth creation, thus 
giving it strength as a political ideology. Because EM promises both economic growth and environmental 
protection, it is a particularly attractive discourse for electorally sensitive politicians attempting to 
respond to the competing demands of industry, consumers and environmental groups. 

Barry also highlights that EM is compatible with New Labour's aims and identity in a number of other 
important ways. For instance, the 'modernization' aspect of EM has particular appeal to a government 
and Prime Minister for whom modernization is a central principle. Furthermore, EM takes a supply 
side rather than a demand side approach to environmental policy. EM thus concerns itself with finding 
rnore sustainable means (i. e. cleaner production methods) to achieve the same ends (continuing growth 
in consumer demand and GDP). As such, EM policies do not attempt to regulate consumption' or to 
address issues of distributional justice (thus circumnavigating the more politically contentious aspects 
of sustainable development). Finally, EM policies require no radical structural change in the political 
economy and are therefore more politically acceptable than the alternatives proposed by radical groups 
%vithin the green movement. 

Promotion of Clean Technology 

Government action to promote the innovation and diffusion of dean technologies is a critical element 
of ecological modernization strategies. In New Labour's first term, clean technologies were promoted 
%vith far less vigour than biotechnologies or information technologies, which were seen as key indus. 
tries contributing to Britain's 'knowledge economy. This was particularly the case with renewable 
energy, which was largely absent from the government's energy policy. However, the year 2ooo saw a 
shift in thinking as New Labour began to see the political and economic benefits of developing the UK's 
environmental technology markets, and in particular the low carbon and renewable energy technologies 
that could help the UK meet its Kyoto protocol commitments. To encourage take-up, the 'sustainable 
technologies initiative'was increased from L7.8m to over Liom. in 2000. In 2001 the climate change 
levy (an industry tax levied on fossil fuel) was launched, giving business an incentive to cut energy use 
and switch to low carbon technologies. The Carbon Trust was created in the same year to promote low 

carbon, energy efficient and renewable technologies such as combined heat and power plants and wave 
and solar power. Nuclear power was given the cold shoulder, with the industry left to run down as the 
old stations reached the end of their lives. The Energy Efficiency Commitment was also published in 
2001, requiring electricity and gas suppliers to promote energy efficient technologies amongst their 
domestic consumers. 

in 2002 'enhanced capital allowances' for firms investing in energy saving technology were intro- 
duced along with 'action energy loans for smaller firms. In the same year the government, somewhat 
belatedly seeing the economic potential of renewable energy, launched the'renewables obligation'. under 
which suppliers must source io% of their electricity from renewable sources by 2oto. This was 

,, %*hilst consumption has received. relatively little attention in the EM debate to date. Cohen and Murphy 1200t) have explored its role In iden- 

tity formation and group communication. and how this can inform ecological modernization theory. However it can be argued that. due to the 
deep entrenchment of the idea of consumer sovereignty in liberal democracies. policy-makers rind it difficult to incorporate consumption as 
a target for environmental policy. 
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later increased to 15% by 2015- This target was underpinned by capacity building initiatives such as the 
DTI's 'capital grants scheme' (which funds demonstration projects to help reduce the costs and risks 
involved in developing emerging technologies), the 'new opportunities fund' (which contributes 15o 
million to renewable energy projects) and the 'new and renewable energy R&D programme' (which 
funds innovative industrial R&D projects on renewable energy). In July 20o2 the 'powering future 
vehicle strategy' was launched, setting targets for the promotion of low carbon vehicles and fuels in the 
UK. 

With the climate change levy creating the imperative for environmental improvement within UK 
industry, these initiatives aimed to build the capacity of businesses to innovate using clean technologies 
and to increase the UK's market share in global environmental technology markets. The government 
also attempted to enhance its environmental leadership status on climate change at the Johannesburg 
World Summit in August 2002 by taking the lead on 'REEEP', the 'renewable energy and energy effi. 
ciency partnership'. 'REEEP'is a coalifion of governments, businesses and organizations aiming to accel. 
erate the development of renewable energy and energy efficient systems. 

In 2003 the government launched its Energy White Paper entitled 'Our energy future - creating a 
low carbon economy'. In it, unprecedented and ambitious new targets for reducing carbon dioxide emis. 
sions were set, surpassing the UK's Kyoto protocol commitment) by promising a 6o% reduction in 
carbon dioxide by 205o. According to the document, the government's preferred strategy for reducing 
emissions is to encourage energy efficient and renewable energy technologies. Later, the government 
announced plans for major offshore wind farms to be built, in the hope that by 2010 three-quarters of 
the UK's renewable energy would be supplied by wind-power. 

New Labour's recent interest in promoting low carbon and renewable technologies has in part been 
due to its climate change targets, but it is also because the government increasingly recognizes that there 
are potential economic benefits for UK industry in promoting clean technology. In a foreword to a report 
assessing the future potential of the renewable energy industry for employment, the energy minister 
Stephen Timms stated that 

The development of renewable energy is an important part of our efforts to tackle climate change. 
But it also offers a huge opportunity to enhance our manufacturing capacity and provide new 
employment, particularly in the remoter areas (DTL 2004). 

Innovative Policy Approaches 

Central to EM policy strategies are the use of innovative policy instruments that aim to 'economise 
ecology' (MOL 1997, P. 10). Despite its long legacy of legislative controls, the potential of new environ. 
mental policy instruments (NEPIs), such as eco-taxes and other market-based instruments (MBIs), vol. 
untary agreements (VAs) and informational devices such as eco-labels are now being explored in the 
UK. Jordan (2003) highlights that whilst the use of voluntary agreements and eco-labels is much less 
common than in other European countries such as Sweden and Germany, the recent introduction of 
tradable permits and eco-taxes marks a decisive break from traditional policy approaches. Jordan 
describes the UK as 

... now a world leader in designing emissions trading schemes and other complex instrument pack. 
ages that fit together different types of NEPIs [New Environmental Policy Instruments] (Jordan, 
2003, pp. 18o-i8i). 

Mie UK's Kyoto Protocol commitment is to reduce CO, emissions to 12.5% below iggo levels by 2010, 
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-rbe UK is somewhat of a latecomer to the use of NEPIs, having started to introduce them in the early 
199os whilst European 'leader' states such as the Netherlands and Denmark adopted them as far back 

as the 1970s and ig8os. In its environmental performance reviewof the UKin 1994, the OECD described 

the UK as a circumspect follower rather than innovator in the use of NEPIs. However, its latest report 
(OECD, 2oo2) highlighted that there has been an increasing emphasis on markct-based instruments in 

the UK, and as such the government's policy mix has become much more balanced in recent years. 
Environmental taxation was originally introduced by the Conservative government, which launched 

the unleaded petrol differential in 1987, the fuel price escalator and VAT on domestic fuel in 1993 and 
the landfill tax in 1996. Only the landfill tax was revenue neutral (with revenue recycled by lowering 

other taxes on waste disposal companies). Consequently, eco-taxes were heavily criticized by those who 
saw them as 'stealth taxes' to augment government coffers rather than as genuine innovations in envi. 
ronmental policy-making. 

New Labour's first term saw the introduction of the 1998 packaging recycling notes (PRNs, which arc 
tradable permits designed to promote recycling) and the 1999 vehicle excise duty (VED. with reduced 
tax rates for fuel efficient cars and lorries). The government's second term saw a dramatic increase in 

the number of NEPIs adopted. The chancellor Gordon Brown demonstrated a particular affinity to using 
cco-taxes to achieve environmental goals, announcing in his 2oo2. budget that 

We are using combinations of taxes and other economic instruments to deliver environmental 
results more efficiently than extra regulation would achieve - and we are today committing ourselves 
to investigate where these approaches can be applied to further environmental issues (HM Treasury, 
2002). 

r: co-taxes have been particularly concentrated in the areas of transport and energy. Transport policy has 

seen the adoption of the VED and fuel duty differentials for sulphur-free petrol and bio-diesel. April 
orms to company car taxation, which linked the tax to exhaust cmis. 

. Oo2 saw the introduction of refi 2 

sions. The government also announced the introduction of distance-based road-user charges for lorries 

by 2oo5-o6. in 2003 congestion charging in city centres was introduced, whereby drivers have to pay 

a daily charge to enter the congestion zone. This has successfully decreased traffic congestion and 
increased traffic flow in areas such as inner London (BBC, 2,004)- In 2004 plans to introduce more con. 

gestion charging zones were announced, along with a nation-wide road user charging scheme to replace 

the existing motoring tax system within the next io-i5 years. 
in the area of energy policy, instruments such as the controversial climate change levy have also been 

introduced (in 2ooi), despite heavy lobbying from industry. In the April 20o2 budget, Gordon Brown 

announced the first UK greenhouse gas emissions trading scheme, enabling companies who have signed 

, up to the initiative to buy and sell emissions credits. The emissions trading scheme had in fact bcen 

rnooted earlier by industry as their preferred alternative to the climate change levy. 

Jordan (2003) argues that the recent trend in the UK towards adoption of NEPIs has been tile result 

of a number of factors. There has been increasing pressure to find innovative ways of achieving envi. 

ronmental goals as a result of strict EU and UN commitments on issues such as climate change. There 

has also been growing appreciation of the limitations of command and control regulatory approaches. 
This, combined with the economic recession of the 19gos and the strong trends in Britain towards 
deregulation, has helped to fuel the search for more flexible and cost effective policy tools. Economic 

instruments also fit with New Labour's 'third way' philosophy rather better than regulation. 
tiowever, Helm (1998, cited by Jordan, 2003) argues that many eco-taxes in the UK are 'implicit', i. e. 

designed primarily to raise revenues rather than protect the environment. For instance, the responsc of 

the government to a major road blockage campaign in 20oo by drivers protesting at high fuel taxes 
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highlighted that hypothecation was not the central purpose of the fuel duty. Instead policy-makers made 
the argument that health service cuts would have to be made if the fuel duty were cut. Nevertheless, 
there has been a renewed emphasis on hypothecation in recent years. For instance, whilst just a third 
of the landfill tax funds were spent on sustainable waste management before 2003, in the April budget 
of that year the government announced that the money would be allocated directly to local authorities 
to help them develop recycling facilities. The climate change levy is designed to be revenue neutral, with 
fi5om hypothecated to the Carbon Trust and enhanced capital allowance funds, and the rest recycled 
back to business via reductions in employers' national insurance contributions. 

Arguments for the use of environmental taxes tend to focus on the notion that they are the most effi. 
cient and effective means for achieving desired environmental goals, and that they have worked in a 
wide variety of contexts in many different countries. However, the barriers to their further implemen. 
tation in the UK include concerns about social equity and the distributional effect of additional taxes on 
the poor, which is one reason why environmental taxes in the UK have mostly targeted industry and not 
consumers. They also include concerns about the erosion of international competitiveness, a key argu. 
ment of business groups who have lobbied against the introduction of environmental taxes such as the 
climate change levy. 

Voluntary agreements are another favoured policy tool of countries that have adopted EM strategies. 
Jordan (2003) asserts that despite the UK's highly voluntaristic policy style, the UK is far behind the 
Netherlands and Germany in its use of VAs. Those that have been agreed are generally unilaterally vol. 
unteered by industry rather than negotiated as part of a legally binding commitment. Jordan estimates 
that there are around 20VAs in the UK, of which around half are unofficial, non-binding and self- 
assessed. The other half are negotiated agreements, which mean they are more formal contracts between 
industry and public authorities, and may be legally binding. The most prominent negotiated agreement 
is the climate change levy agreement (CCLA), which allows certain sectors to obtain an 8o% reduction 
on the climate change levy. Jordan claims that some VAs in the UK have been fairly successful, but 
others have failed miserably, - such as the VA governing newsprint. Reasons for such failures include the 
fact that certain sectors have a limited number of trade associations or suffer from low trade association 
membership, which makes it difficult for industry-wide agreements to be made. There is also the Tree- 
rider problem, where some firms defect from the VA. VAs have also been criticized for placing an unfair 
burden on large firms, as small and medium-sized enterprises are less likely to sign up to them. 

in summary, whilst the UK is far behind other countries in its adoption of voluntary agreements, the 
government has increasingly favoured market-based approaches such as environmental taxes, indicat. 
ing genuine innovation in policy-making. The government's previous suspicion of NEPIs has been 
replaced with a keen enthusiasm for them, so much so that the outgoing environment minister Michael 
Meacher expressed concern over a 

... risk of a policy glut in the energy efficiency field, because of the combined impact of the clima 
' 
te 

change levy, IPPC, negotiated agreements and possible permit-trading regimes (Meacher, 1999). 

Integrated Policy 

According to Murphy, the integration of environmental goals into all areas of policy is another key 
emphasis of EM programmes. In 1997, Tony Blair stated to a UN General Assembly on sustainable 
development that 

We must make the process of Government 'Green'. Environmental considerations must be inte- 
grated into all our decisions, regardless of the sector. They must be in at the start, not bolted on later 
(Blair, 1997). 
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once in power, New Labour proclaimed the importance of 'joined up government' and created tile 
11su per- ministry' Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR). New Labour also 
carried on the Conservatives' appointment of 'green ministers' in each govcmment department, rcspon- 
sible for ensuring that policy initiatives take account of environmental issues. The Environmental Audit 
Committee (EAC) was created to scrutiniZe how well government departments remain in line with 
the objectives of sustainable development, and the Sustainable Development Unit (SDU) was formed to 
support cross-governmental operations on sustainability. The government also outlined its commitment 
to using environmental appraisals: 

Government will from now publish all free-standing environmental appraisals of policies unless 
there are overriding reasons for not doing so (SDIG, 2000). 

Although this process of'greening government'has ensured that 'non-environmcn tal' departments have 
increasingly had to consider environmental issues, attempts at integration have arguably been less than 

successful. The SDU, which was to be established in the Cabinet Offlice, ended up in the DETR (and 

then the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, DEFRA), which meant that it had much 
less co-ordinating authority. Underlining the deep divisions existing between competing departments 

of state, the DETR 'super-ministry' was fragmented in 2001 into three separate departments; DEFRA, 

the office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM) and the Department of Transport (DOT). Jordan (2000) 

asserts that 'green' ministers have been largely ineffective and the environmental appraisals of govern. 
rnent departments have been done half-heartedly, with most only paying lip service to sustainable devel. 

opment objectives. Despite the fact that the Labour Manifesto in 2001 pronounced 'every department a 
green department' (CPRE, 2002), the annual report of the 'green ministers network' published later that 

yqar revealed that only 55 environmental appraisals had been published between April 20oo and the 

end of March 2ooi, and that the DETR had been responsible for 45 Of those appraisals. A total of zi 
departments had not published a single environmental appraisal, including the Cabinet Office. 

The Environmental Audit Committee has consistently highlighted the lack of political will to integrate 

environmental priorities into departmental policy strategies: 

The Government has put in place much of the machinery necessary to generate policies with sus- 
tainable development at their heart. However, these are far from delivering their full potential 
because few departments consider sustainable development to be central to their activities (Envi. 

ronmcntal Audit Committee, 2002). 

The EAC's (2003b) report on Greening Government conduded that 

Most departments devote little in the way of staff resources to the Sustainable Development agenda, 
while the grade of the most senior staff working on these issues is relatively low. This reflects a lack 
of commitment by senior management and a failure to exploit the potential within many depart- 
ments to mainstream sustainable development more radically. Objectives and targets agreed within 
Public Service Agreements act as key drivers for departments. Yet, with the exception of DEFRA, 
these agreements contain hardly any environmentally related targets - fuelling the impression that 
sustainable development is a relatively low priority. 

Environmental policy integration has also been attempted at a spatial level, with devolved and local gov- 
ernments adopting EM-style strategies in the UK. Reflecting the goals of the EU's European Spatial 
Development Perspective (ESDP), spatial management strategies have been devised to strengthen 
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economic, environmental and social cohesion at the local, regional, national and transnational scale 
(Roberts, 2003). Gibbs (2ooo) argues that regional development agencies (RDAs) have partially incor. 
porated ecological modernization into their policies as a result of the devolution of environmental 
responsibility downwards through the Local Agenda 21 process. However, he argues that integration of 
economic and environmental goals has been progressively watered down from policy formulation to 
implementation, making it increasingly unclear as to what EM means in operational terms: 

The dominant discourse at the UK regional levels is that of creating competitive regional economies 
located within a global world economy, and where technology, knowledge and conventional eco. 
nomic measures can be harnessed to create wealth, as measured in conventional GDP terms ... the 
watering down of the ecological message within UK regional policy serves to illustrate the contin- 
ual failure of the government to seize the initiative and to remain subservient to more conventional 
economic analysis (Gibbs, 2ooo, pp. 16-17). 

Michael Jacobs (iggg), in a widely read Fabian Society pamphlet entitled Environmental Modernization, 
argues that this failure to 'green government' is due to the fact that New Labour is not comfortable with 
the environment as a political issue, associating environmental discourses with the radical anti-indus. 
try and anti-consumer agenda of the Green movement. He argues that New Labour is 'fundamentally 
suspicious of environmentalism'. because it sees the prescriptions of the green movement as 'anti. 
aspirational', challenging the consumerist lifestyles of 'Middle England', its core middle-class con. 
stituency. New Labour also regards environmentalism as 'anti-poor', as it advocates raising costs for its 
core working class voters (Jacobs, 1999, pp. 9-io). 

Jacobs asserts that New Labour views integration as requiring too radical a departure from its over. 
arching'third way'approach. He then goes on to argue that this view is mistaken: that in fact by extend. 
ing the government's key goal of raising labour productivity to 'environmental productivity' (die 
efficiency with which material and energy is utilized in production), 'environmental modernization' 
goals could have a remarkable fit with the government's existing economic policies. Environmental goals 
could therefore be essentially compatible with New Labour's central goal of wealth creation. Paterson 
and Barry (2.004) counter that Jacobs is essentially advocating the 'bolting on' of environmental policies 
to New Labour's existing modernization agenda and that this 'bolting on' strategy is in fact a fairly accu. 
rate description of the government's approach to solving environmental problems. 

Transport policy is a popular target for those who are critical of the government's attempts at joined 
up government, for it is an area where policy contradictions are particularly evident. When Labour came 
to power, it suspended the Conservatives' biggest ever road-building scheme, which at the time was half 
way through completion. Scorning the outgoing government's policy of 'predict and provide', John 
Prescott famously declared in 1997 that 

I will have failed if in five years there are not many more people using public transport and far fewer 
journeys by car (Ncw Statesman, 2003). 

In 1998 a White Paper on an integrated transport strategy was published entitled A New Deal For Trans- 
port: Better For Everyone (DETR, 1998). This represented a sea change in thinking. With the aim of 
increasing the use of public transport and reducing car use and carbon dioxide emissions, various inno- 
vative policy tools were proposed, including road pricing, parking taxes and fuel and vehicle excise duty 
charges. The document also proposed to hypothecate taxes to develop local authorities' provision of 
public transport. Unfortunately, many of these policy goals were watered down or abandoned as Prime 
Minister Blair became increasingly concerned that the proposals were 'anti-car' and would jeopardize 
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the votes of key sectors of his electorate. Reversing its earlier pledge to call a halt on road-building and 
get people out of cars, the government earmarked L29 billion for new road-building programmes in its 
subsequent strategy document TranSpOrt 2010 - The jo Year Plan (DETR, 2000). Scared by fuel protests 
and the powerful road lobby, the government abolished the fuel duty escalator and set no targets for 

reducing car usage. 
one of the most striking characteristics of the government's transport policy is the way in which it 

has been undermined by key features of New Labour's economic strategy. For instance, on the one hand 
the government has attempted to reduce car emissions by introducing a framework for congestion charg- 
ing in city centres and differential tax levels for fuel-efficient cars. On the other hand, New Labour has 
lowered the cost of driving by abandoning the fuel duty escalator and, in 2000, ordering carmakers to 
slash prices to bring the UK into line with European prices. The government itself admits that motorists 
have continued to receive disproportionately high tax advantages over those who use public transport. 
According to the Commission for Integrated Transport (2004), motoring costs in real terms have stayed 
constant over the last 20 years, whilst bus and rail fares have risen by Bo%. Since 2000, motoring costs 
have actually fallen by 2.8% per annum, whilst the cost of using buses and trains has risen by 1-4%- 
These are key reasons why road traffic has increased by 7% per annurn since 1997, and is set to increase 
by another 17% over the next decade (FOE-UK, 2002,2003). 

Paterson and Barry (2004) argue that transport policy under the Labour government has had little 
overall direction and a scant willingness to offend 'Mondeo man', who voted them into power in 1997. 
They argue that 

The failure to pursue a clear strategy regarding transport is more easily understood if one under. 
stands that the political imperative to appease 'Mondeo Man' reflects an accumulation strategy pred. 
icated on car-led mobility. Flexible labour markets require flexible labourers, and the flexibility of 
the car in terms of mobility is key here. Those voters dependent on the car thus become key ele. 
ments in Labour's electoral strategy and simultaneously key elements in their economic strategy, 
which requires continued (if not accelerated) throughput and consumption of strategic economic 
goods, notably cars (Paterson and Barry, 2004). 

one can add to this aviation-led mobility, for the government has recently endorsed a massive expan. 
sion of air travel in its Aviation White Paper (DTI, 2003). Instead of introducing a demand manage. 
ment approach, the government has chosen to accept and meet growth forecasts of air passenger 
numbers doubling by 2020. In the face of the powerful aviation industry, the government's solution is 
to propose the greatest airport expansion ever contemplated, hugely increasing the capacity for air travel 
in the knowledge that this will stimulate demand. Given that aviation emissions arc three times as dam- 
aging as those from other sources, any growth in air traffic will seriously compromise the targets set 
out in the government's climate change policy. The government itself acknowledges that carbon dioxide 

emissions from aviation could be 25% of Britain's total contribution to global warming by 2030. Yet in 
the White Paper, the government warns that anything that undermines the competitiveness of the indus- 
try will be effectively ruled out. The Environmental Audit Committee's (2003a) report on aviation criti- 
cized the Minister of Transport, Alistair Darling, for his opposition to 'pricing people off planes'. The 
report emphasized the need for urgent steps to be taken to reduce air travel demand, particularly in light 

of government forecasts of a 4o% decrease in airfares over the next 30 Years. 
Considerable opportunities exist for cross-country learning on environmental policy integration in 

, areas such as transport. For instance, the European Environment Agency (2oo5) highlights that Norway 
and Sweden have developed particularly comprehensive scctoral environmental integration strategies. 
However, the EEA also highlights that despite great strides in political commitment to environmental 
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policy integration across Europe, capacity and resources dedicated to integration remain inadequate, and 
most national sustainable development strategies (NSDs) 

lack vision and pathways for delivering on the objectives. There is little evidence of NDS's being 
implemented and considerable opportunities exist for greater cross-cultural learning (EEA, 2005, 
P- 7). 

Like the UK, many member states have developed cross-governmental structures to facilitate integra. 
tion of sustainable development into all areas of policy, but according to Coffey and Dom (2004) envi. 
ronmental or sustainable development objectives are not necessarily being taken on board. It appears 
that the UK is not alone in finding integration a political challenge of the highest order. 

Conclusion 

This analysis has highlighted three key policy trends in the UK. First, recent political rhetoric has pro. 
moted economic and environmental goals as a win-win game, emphasizing the 'business case' for sus. 
tainability by linking environmental management with greater efficiency and competitiveness. Second. 
recent emphasis has been given to stimulating the invention and diffusion of environmental technolo- 
gies, particularly low carbon and renewable energy technologies. Third, market-based instruments have 
become a favoured tool of policy-makers, who have attempted to harness market forces by creating the 
price signals needed to establish the business case for sustainability. It can be argued that these trends 
indicate New Labour's increasing predilection for the prescriptions of ecological modernization. 

However, the UK has been less successful in the fourth area that Murphy (2oooa) identifies as a key 
characteristic of EM states: that of integration. Arguably, the government's current policies do not rep. 
resent a 'joined up' approach to dealing with environmental problems, for at its core New Labour views 
the idea of fully integrating environmental protection into its Third Way approach as unworkable. Whilst 
espousing the virtues of 'green government', in practice New Labour finds it easier to bolt environmental 
goals onto its existing economic strategies so as to ensure that environmental protection does not jeop. 
ardize its central goal of wealth creation. Jordan(2003) states it simply: 

Environmental imperatives are subservient to the perceived need to address the country's long term 
economic and industrial decline as a world power (Jordan, 2003, P- 182). 

Arguably, the policy contradictions evident in areas such as transport indicate that the government's eco- 
logical modernization strategy is concerned more with the sustainable development of the economy tha'n' 
the sustainability of the environment. As such, environmental interests continue to remain ideologically 
and politically peripheral to economic imperatives. 

New Labour's overriding concern with wealth creation may explain why it has persisted in protectin"g 
the sovereignty of the consumer at all costs. Barry (2003, P. 2o2) argues 

That consumer demand is sovereign, and not to be challenged on environmental grounds (or any 
other), is one of the many links between New Labour's 'Third Way' and ecological modemisation, 
Equally, not only is consumer demand beyond political regulation or questioning, but the market 
commodities and services which constitute this demand are equally beyond negotiation. 

As Barry highlights, New Labour's idea of ecological modernization is a narrow, supply-sided approach 
to finding more sustainable means of achieving the same ends - continuing growth in consumer 
demand and GDP. Prime Minister Blair has explicitly argued that 
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... we should harness consumer demand, not stifle it. We should not be trying to reduce people's 
aspirations, but rather find innovative ways of satisfying those aspirations. As our societies become 
more prosperous, so people's demand for a better environment is growing. More and more people 
want to buy green. We should encourage that, and harness that green consumer power in our envi- 
ronmental policies (Blair, 2000). 

yet, whilst ostensibly aiming to enhance quality of lire and 'harness consumer demand', the govern- 
rnent has continued to encourage the kind of consumption that is harmful to the environment - hence 
the increase in car usage due to decreasing motoring costs and the growth in demand for air travel. 

Murphy and Cohen (20oi) highlights that the notion of consumer sovereignty is deeply embedded in 
liberal democracies and therefore policy-makers find it difficult to conceive of consumption as a target 
for environmental policy. Yet clearly, integration of environmental protection into all areas of policy 
requires a demand as well as supply-sidcd approach to dealing with environmental problems. Solutions 
to over-consumption tend to sit rather uncomfortably with the DTI's (2ooo) objective of 'high and stable 
levels of economic growth', which is clearly why the government has so studiously avoided tackling the 
issue. Yet, if the efficiency gains and emissions reductions that the government is attempting to encour- 
age are not to be neutralized, it must accept that - whatever its effect on GDP - serious changes in con. 
sumption patterns are necessary in the UK to achieve the quality of life that New Labour is ostensibly 
aiming for. Policies that encourage Daly's (1987) notion of economic 'development' (qualitative improve. 
ments in the non-physical characteristics of capital) rather than economic 'growth' (quantitative 
increases in material throughput) might enable economic and environmental goals to become signirt. 
cantly more integrated than they are currently. 

Arguably, the degree to which the UK can be said to be following an EM path depends on the degree 
to which strong integration is considered an imperative of ecologibl modernization. Indeed, strong intc. 
gration of environmental, economic and social goals may require a much broader definition of ecolog- 
ical modernization, and it is here that Christofrs (1996) distinction between weak and strong EM is 
helpful. Christoff suggests that 

... 
different interpretations of what constitutes EM lie along a continuum from weak [one is tempted 

to write, false] to strong, according to their likely efficacy in promoting enduring ecologically sus. 
tainable- transformations and outcomes across a range of issues and institutions (Christoff. 1996, p. 
490)- 

VVhilst strong EM is ecological, systemic and democratic, involving far-reaching and radical social 
change, weak EM is hegemonic, technocratic and economistic. Weak EM has a narrow focus on resource 
and waste management, energy efficiency and pollution control, and uses the language or business to 
conceptualize environmental management in terms of its potential to increase efficiency and thus 

produce cost savings for industry. Christoff (1996, P- 486) argues that weak ENI puts a: 

green gloss on industrial development ... such EM remains superficially or weakly ecological. Con- 
sideration of the integrity of ecosystems, and the cumulative impacts of industrialisation upon these 
is limited and peripheral. 

similarly Hajer (1995) makes a distinction between techno-administrative EM and truly reflexive EM, 
the former characterized by the economization of nature and elitist decision-making structures, and the 
latter emphasizing democratic decision-making (including deliberate social choice between alternative 
paths of development), social justice and economic redistribution. 
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New Labour's technocratic and economistic policy approach has a remarkable fit with Christofrs 
depiction of weak EM and Hajer's techno-administrative EM. Yet if New Labour is to show true com. 
mitment to sustainability, a strategy that bears a greater resemblance to a stronger, more reflexive eco. 
logical modernization is surely required. This means an integrated policy approach that considers radical 
changes to the institutions of modernity in order to address the impacts of industrialization on the envi. 
ronment. Unfortunately, whilst the goal of 'high and stable levels of economic growth' takes precedence 
over 'effective protection of the environment', UK policy-makers are unlikely to endorse and encourage 
the kinds of embedded social transformations (such as changes in both patterns and levels of con- 
sumption) that are required to truly progress towards sustainability. As Jacobs (1999) argues, this is the 
territory of the 'anti-aspirational' Greens, and as such is an anathema to New Labour. 
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Abstract 

F_: cological Modcrnisation (EM) theorists argue that businesses in industrialiscd nations are ecologically restructuring in rcsPonse to 
market signals, and that economic actors increasingly perceive a business case for sustainability. Whilst UK policymakers urge companies 
tc, undertake environmental measures voluntarily on the basis that it will be good for business, a qualitative study exploring the environ. 
mental practices of small and medium-sized construction firms found that the opinions of owner-managcrs had little resonance with thi3 
-win-win' rhetoric. Respondents did not pcrccivc the financial returns to be gained from eco-efficiency measures to be significant enough 
tc) warrant the short-term investment in time and resources required to pursue them. Moreover, the market was not signalling that prod. 
uct value could be raised or that customers could be won by embracing environmental best practice. The paper concludc3 by questioning 
the UK government's faith in EMs 'win-win' ideology to encourage the greening orindustry. 
C) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

K, Iwords. - Ecological modemisation; SNIEs, UK, Policy 

1. introduction 

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SNIEs) arc argu. 

ably the most important sector of a nation's economy; they 

arc innovative and entrepreneurial, a source of job creation 

and competition in the market. In the UK they constitute 
99.1% of all businesses, provide 43.7% of private sector 

cmployment and 37% of turnover (SBS, 2003, Table 1). 

Their impact on the environment is thcrefore an important 

consideration. Despite the difficulties in collecting hard 

data on the environmental impact of this vast sector, it is 

estimated that UK SNIEs are responsible for as much as 
6gy. of carbon dioxide emissions (Marshall Report, 1998), 

6001o or commercial waste, and 8 out of 10 pollution acci- 
dents (Environment Agency. 2003). 

As the collective 'ecological footprint' or small firms is 

indeed significant, the environmental practices of this sector 
have become an emerging field of enquiry in the UK. Stud- 

ics have round that SNIEs tend to have low levels orcngagc- 
ment with environmental agendas (see Hillary. 2000a). 
However, there has been little attempt at placing these 
empirical findings within a broader theoretical framework 
of socio-cnvironmcntal relations. 

This paper presents the findings or an Economic and 
Social Research Councill funded study exploring the eco- 
logical modernisation of small and medium-sized architec- 
tural and building companies in the UK. The research 
explores whether key tenets or Ecological Modernisation 
(EXI) theory apply to firms in this context, namely whether 
market dynamics and ENI policy strategies are driving the 
greening of SNI Es, and whether owncr-managers agree with 
the idea that there is a 'business case for sustainability'. 

The study is timely for two key reasons. Firstly, SNIE 
researchers in the UK have given little attention to ENI the- 
ory, despite the fact that its prescriptions Worm govern- 
ment strategies for improving the environmental practices 

E. matl addresses: andrca. rcvell(! ýbruncl. ac. uk. and rea stokes(( , -i hot mail. 

com 
1 ESRC award tercrcnce numtx-r RES-221-25-0042. 
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main challenges ecological problems pose for social demo- 
cratic thought' and therefore that the theory is 'too good to 
be true'. 

One such challenge for ENI theory is the potential for 
efficiency measures to reconcile environmental and cco- 
nomic concerns. EM theorists highlight empirical studies 
that demonstrate how ecologically modernised nations are 
decoupling material from economic flows, thus increasing 
the sustainability of their economics. For instance, Japan is 
highlighted as 'paradigmatic of ecological modernisation' 
(Hajer, 1996, p. 249) because it successfully managed to 
decrease its ratio or energy supply to GDP by 25% between 
1979 and 1987 (OECD, 1994). Other industrialiscd coun- 
tries have followed suit; for instance the OECD (2002a) 
highlights that the UK has achieved a 'strong decoupling' 
of carbon dioxide and air pollutants from GDP growth 
since the 1990s. 

However, a major challenge for EM theory is the fact 
that such trends tend to be relative, and that in most coun- 
tries absolute levels or pollution, material and energy use 
continue to increase. The key reason for this is that 
efficiency gains are constantly being neutralised by rapid 
rises in consumption. For instance, since the 1990s Japan's 
energy consumption has increased by 16%; this has wiped 
out the progress made in energy cfficicncy so that energy 
use now outstrips GDP growth by 2% (OECD, 2002b). The 
OECD's explanation for this is that Japan is undergoing a 
continuing shift towards a mass consumption-based ccon-, _ý 
omy. Similarly in the UK, despite a relative decoupling 
from GDP. absolute levels Of C02 have continued to 
increase largely as a result of householders and, drivers 
increasing their consumption or fossil fuels (BBC, 2006). 

This tendency for consumption to wipe out efficiency 
gains is exacerbated by the 'rebound cffcct'. This refers to 
the idea that when cfficicncy gains arc made, a firm's pro- 
duction costs arc decreased, which in turn encourages the 
company to lower prices. Lower prices stimulate demand, 
and the resulting increase in consumption wipes out the 
environmental gains from the cfficiency measure. Critics 
argue that because of the rebound effect, cco-efficiency is 
not a sustained solution to environmental problcms as it 
tends to be ncutralised by the subsequent growth process 
(Levett, 2001). 

Barrett (2005) argues that even if absolute improvements 
in resource use and emissions were being achieved at the 
local level, this does not necessarily indicate the sustainabil- 
ity of a nation's economy at the global level. The vast 'cco- 
logical rootprints' of supposedly ecologically moderniscd 
countries excrnpliry this point. Barrett cites the work of 
Wackernagel in 1999 called 'Redefining Progress', which 
found that on average there are only 1.9 global hectares of 
biologically productive space available per person on the 
Earth. Yet Japan's footprint is 4.8 hectares per capita, Gcr- 
many's is 4.7. the Netherlands' is 4.8, Sweden's is 6.7 and 
Norway's is a staggering 7.9 hectares per capita. 

A major criticism or ENI theory is hencc that it ignores 
the considerable ecological footprints or OECD countries 
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beyond their national boundaries. At the national level, 
EM theory reassures us that no tough choices need to be 
made between economic growth and environmental protec- 
tion. Yet its lack of institutional analysis at the global level 
conveniently circumnavigatcs the probability of ecological 
collapse if Northern consumption rates were replicated by 
developing countries in the South. Due to its unwavering 
faith in eco-efficiency as a means for ensuring sustainable 
growth, ENI theory pays scant attention to the possibility or 
sustainability boundaries (Jacobs. 1997), despite the ramifi- 
cations of the rebound cffect. EM theory thus takes a sup- 
ply-sided approach to environmental problems, resulting in 
policy prescriptions that focus on finding more sustainable 
means for achieving the same ends - continuing growth in 
consumer demand and GDP (Barry, 2003). 

This criticism rclatcS to EM's failure to address a core 
aim of sustainable development, namely 'equity'. Langhelle 
(2000) argues that whilst ecological modernisation and sus- 
tainable development are often conflated within the litcra- 
turc because . both have environmental protection and 
cfficicncy as, core principles, there is a fundamental differ- 
cnce between the two concepts. The Bruntland Report'Our 
Common. Future' (1987), states that sustainable develop- 
mcnt is possible only if there is: 

"A 'Change in the content of growth, to make it more 
equitable in its impact, i. e. to improve the distribution 
of income" (WCED, 1987, p. 52) 

A major criticism levied at EM theory is that it is silent on 
issues concerning the equitable distribution or resources, 
and makes no link between *environmental problems and 
social injustices between North and South. Sustainable 
development, on the other hand, deals not only with the 
inter-rclationship between economy and ecology, but with 
environmental and social justice issues on a global scale. 
Langhclle argues that because of this, EM is at best a 
'weak' expression of sustainable development. Strong sus- 
tainability, on the other hand, acknowledges that the objcc- 
tive orcfficiency may be constrained by other key aims such 
as ecological integrity and social equity. 

Despite such important distinctions, Langhelle (2000. p. 
306) highlights that: 

"Environmental politics is... now dominated by the 
discourse of ecological modcrnisation, and seems in 
addition to encapsulate sustainable development. " 

3. The ecological modernisation of UK policy 

ENI scholars highlight that EM theory underlies the 
environmental policies and practices of Northern industria- 
liscd nations (I lajer, 1996; Berger et al., 2001; Strandbak- 
ken and Sto. 2003, Pepper. 1999). For instance, Pepper 
(1999) asserts that ecological modernisation is the new 
name for environmental politics in the European Union, 
and is enshrined in its Fifth Environmental Action Pro- 
grammc. 
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Revcll (2005), Barry (2003) and Gibbs (2000) argue that 
d ue to the 'Europeanisation' or policy, ENI discourse has also 
become increasingly prevalent in UK environmental policy 
circles since New Labour came to power in 1997. Barry 
(2003) asserts that EM's promise of both environmental pro- 
tection and economic growth makes it a highly appealing dis. 

cursive strategy for policyrnakers attempting to respond to 
the competing demands of industry, consumers and environ- 
mcntal groups. Gibbs (2000. p. 12) corroborates that: 

"Ecological modcrnisation chimes ncatly with the 
govcmment's vision of a modernised, forward look- 
ing society, appearing to allow a better environment 
and a moderniscd economy. " 

EM ideas arc evident in the government's key policy docu- 
ments on the environment. For instance, the Department or 
Trade and Industry's (DTI) (2000) 'Sustainable Develop- 
ment Strategy'statcs that: 

"We need higher levels or growth and increased pros- 
perity, but this needs to be both environmentally sus- 
tainable and socially acceptable. This will require 
increasingly dccoupling economic growth rrom 
unsustainable impacts on the environment and pco. 
ple. It is innovative businesses and responsible entrc- 
prcneurs in a knowledge and technologically rich 
economy that will lead the delivery of such a step 
change" (DTI, 2000, p. 6) 

Like EM discourse, policy rhetoric in the UK links environ., 
mcntal management with greater economic competitiveness, 
Firms arc thus exhorted to improve their environmental 
performance on the basis that it is good for business: 

"The environment is a business opportunity ... there 
are economic benefits in reducing waste, avoiding pol- 
lution and using resources more cfficicntly... Rcduc- 
ing pollution through better technology will almost 
always lower costs or raise product value/differentia- 
tion" (DTI. 2000, p. 7) 

Environmental problems are portrayed as an opportunity 
for industry, as rising consumer demand for 'eco-products', 
growing environmental technology markets, and increasing 
stakeholder pressure for environmental management pro- 
vide a growing business case for sustainability. In line with 
ENI prescriptions, these market transrormations are seen to 
be racilitatcd by partnerships between government and 
business through voluntary agreements (Gibbs. 2000). 

Ecological modernisation has particular resonance with 
government strategies for improving the environmental 
practices of the SNIE sector. As existing regulatory stan- 
dards mostly apply to large firms, policymakcrs have 
focused on voluntary initiatives to encourage cnvironmen- 
tal reform amongst smaller firms. Reports by the UK 
Roundtable on Sustainable Development (1999) and the 
Advisory Committee or Business and the Environment 
(1999) advocate inrormation and advice as the central 
mechanism for encouraging the greening or sm Es. Policy- 

makers have thus attempted to build the capacity for small 
firms to become more environmentally proactive by setting 
up numerous environmental best practice programmes 
(such as the 'Environment and Energy I felpline', 'Enviro- 
wise' and the Carbon Trust's 'Action Energy' programme). 
The business case for sustainability is a key discursive strat- 
egy used to encourage SNJEs to join these voluntary 
schemes. For instance, the'Action Energy'wcbsite states: 

"Saving energy makes an immediate dilTcrcnce to 
your organisation's bottom line. In the private sector 
this means extra profit" (www. actionenergy. orzyk 
acccsscd 10/05106) 

'Envirowisc'asscrts that: 
"UK companies [can] increase their profits by as 
much as EIOOO for each employee by eliminating 
waste at source" (%k-ww. cnvirowise. gov. uk, accessed 
10105/06) 

Despite these claims, studies or business attitudes on the 
ground overwhelmingly demonstrate that SME owner- 
managers tend to view environmental management as a 
cost burdenflifflary, 2000a, European Observatory, 2002; 
Smith and Kemp, 1998; Revell and Rutherroord. 2003; 
Baylis ct al, 1998; Tilley, 2000). A review of 33 studies by 
Hillary (2000b) highlights that SNIEs are under little pres- 

. -surc, 
from suppliers or consumers to reduce their cnviron- 

-mental 
impacts, and owncr-managcrs arc thus highly 

resistant to undertaking crivironmental reforms voluntarily 
for fear of losing competitiveness. Even in the few cases 
where the business bencfits or environmental reform arc 
perceived, low levels of 'cco-litcracy* mean that owncr- 
managers often fccl ill-cquippcd to undertake cnvironmcn- 
tal improvements (Gerstenfeld and Roberts. 2000). Because 
of the perceived 'burden orcnvironmcntalism'. owmer-man- 
agcrs arc inclined to view legislation as the only way to 
ensure the greening of SNIEs, as regulations provide the 
level playing field needed to prevent 'free riders' from gain- 
ing a competitive advantage (Rutherfoord ct al., 2000). 

Such findings indicate that owncr-managcrs may not 
share the UK government's faith in EXI's win-win philoso- 
phy, and calls into question policymakcrs' reliance on vol- 
untary initiatives to encourage environmental rcrorm within 
the SME sector. These issues will be cxamincd in more 
depth in this paper in rclation to the construction industry. 

4. Methodology 

The aims of the broader research project were to explore 
the role (ir any) or market forces and government policies 
in driving the greening of SNIEs in construction, and 
whether owner-managers see a business case for sustain- 
ability. These objectives relate to three or hies (1997) five 
core social transformations under ENI (see above). 

The construction industry was considered a potentially 
interesting sector with which to explore the influence or 
market dynamics and government policies on the environ- 
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mental practices or SNIE-s, as it has a significant environ- 
mental impact and a high public profile, and as such is the 
subject of numerous government and industry-led initia- 
tivcs to prornotc best practice. Moreover, the business case 
for sustainability is a key theme in the DTI's (2003) strategy 
documcrit, 'Sustainabic Construction': 

"The UK's strategy for more sustainable construction, 
Building -a Better Quality of Lirc, suggests key themes 
ror action by the construction industry ... Most of these 
[themes] simply make good business sense - cg mini- 
rnising waste increases efficiency" (DTI, 2003, p. 1) 

As the research objectives required an understanding or the 
subjcctivc attitudes and perceptions of owner-managcrs 
regarding their cnvironmental practices, a qualitative mcth- 
odology was chosen for this study. Much of the research to 
date on SMEs and cnvironmcntal issues has been quantita- 
tivc; whilst useful in setting out broad comparative parame- 
ters such methods have arguably not facilitated a deeper 
examination of the underlying reasons for the actions and 
attitudes or small firm owners regarding the environment. 
For this reason, the research team felt that 'thick descrip- 
tions' from detailed cross-scctional data would inform the 
objectives of the research more appropriately than 'thin 
descriptions' using quantitative data from a larger sample. 

In-depth facc-to-face interviews were deemed to be the 
most appropriate method for collecting data because they 
allow a more detailed exploration orindividual motivations 
and views. Interviews were conducted with 20 small and 
medium-sized firms (10 architectural practices and 10 
building firms), and 10 'key informants' from government 
and industry (including the Royal Institute of British 
Architects (RIBA), the Fcdcration of Master Builders 
(FMB), the Small Business Service (SBS), the DTI's Con- 
struction Sector Unit, CIRIA, 4 the Building Centre Trust. 5 

and several industry specialists in sustainable construction). 
Although the sample size precluded a statistical repre- 

scntation of the results, businesses selected ror interview 
were chosen from the RIBA and FMB databases, with no 
bias towards the selection of firms that were more or less 
environmentally proactive. 6 

Respondents were drawn from both the architectural 
and building sectors to allow an exploration of the influ- 

4 CIRIA is an independent broker of construction research and innova- 

tion. 
3 The Building Centre Trust is an independent charitable organisation 

providing support for educational, research and cultural activities con- 
nected with the built environment. 

6 As approximately 8axo or all architectural practices in the UK are 
RIBA members (RIBA. 2003) it was felt that a sample from RIBA's mcm- 
bership list was justified. According to a key informant at the FNIB, its 
members represent around 13% of all SNIE builders, which indicates a 
built-in sampling bias. This was felt to be permissible as the FMB is the 
UK's leading trade association for small firm builders and has a thorough 
membership accreditation procedure. It was felt that, in theory, the envi- 
ronincittal practicesorFNIB members should therefore be a'best case sce- 
nario', indicating the degree to which environmental good practice isbeing 
taken up more generally within the SME building sector. 
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encc of supply chain dynamics on SME environmental 
practices. Rcflccting the predominance or small firms in 
construction, the builders interviewed were all owncr-man- 
agcrs or small and micro firms, with the exception or two 
medium-sized firms. 7 The sample's expertise ranged from 
housc-building and domestic refurbishments to commercial 
developments. Most firms were main contractors, and some 
also did sub-contracting work. Within the architectural 
sample there were two medium-sized practices whilst the 
remaining firms were small, reflecting the fact that small 
firms constitute 86% or all architectural practices in the UK 
(RIBA, 2003). The sample had a range of design foci, from 
commercial and domestic new builds to refurbishment and 
extensions of existing buildings. 

Fieldwork was conducted between April and July of 
2003. Firstly, key informants were interviewed in order to 
build a picture of the political and economic context of the 
construction industry, particularly regarding small firms. 
This overvieýy added triangulation to the research design by 
allowing emergent themes and issues to be explored from 
different perspectives. A scmi-structurcd interview schedule 
was used and interviews typically lasted one and a half to 
two hours. Areas covered included key environmental 
issues/policics relevant to SMEs, barriers/drivcrs to cnvi- 
ronmental reform amongst SMEs, opinions of the business 
case for sustainability within construction and perceptions 
of markct/policy changes required to promote sustainable 
construction. 

In the second stage, owncr-managcrs were ifiterviewed 
using interview guides similar to those used in stage one, 
but designed to fit with the nuances gleaned from the key 
informant interviews. Each interview typically lasted an 
hour, and all interviews were audio-tape recorded and tran- 
scribed. The analytical procedure employed followed an 
interpretivist approach to the data collected (Miles and 
Hubcrman, 1994). 8 

5. Findings 

5.1. Alarketforces 

The rcsponscs of owner-managcrs indicated that little 
ccological restructuring was taking place within the sample, 

7 The UK government defines a micro firm as having between I and 10 
staff, a small firm as having 1-50 staff, and a medium-sized firm as having 
51-250 staff (SBS, 2003). 
8 This involved interviewers familiarising themselves with the material 

collected, including making notes after the interviews, listening to the 
audio-tapes, reading the transcripts and building up themes within and 
between businesses. In some instances these themes followed the structure 
of the interview guide, whilst in others they emerged from the unstructured 
discussion within interviews. The themes emerging from each business 
were then classified according to industry sub-sector. 11iis process allowed 
summaries of themes to be drawn up to provide source material for the 
first draft or the findings and discussion. This analysis enabled both a sub- 
sector comparison, as well as a general analysis or the environmental prac- 
tices in SM Es. 
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as the market was not signalling to firms that product value 
could be raised or that customers could be won by embrac. 
ing environmental best practice. Key informants high. 
lightcd that market forces were actively discouraging more 
cnvirom-nen tally sound behaviour amongst SNIEs due to 
intense competition within the construction industry. Barri- 
crs; to entry were reportedly few, and the vast numbers of 
small firms in construction meant that to compete, profit 
margins were often very low. 

"It's an incredibly competitive industry. It's probably 
the most competitive sector of the economy. Because 
there are so many firms, barriers to entry are almost 
non-cxistcnt, margins arc at subsistence levels ... By 
and large the industry doesn't have any money to 
invest in people, technology, training, anything" 
(Construction industry specialist) 

Respondents consistently highlighted that the enormous 
competitive pressures on small firms made cost and speed of 
build the number one priorities whilst environmental man- 
agcment remained a peripheral concern. A key informant 
from the FMB corroborated that environmental protection 
was not a high priority for many firms in the industry: 

"There has not really been a tremendous constraint 
on the ability of firms to do whatever they want with- 
out regard for environmental or sustainability 
issues... The environment with regard to construction 
is a lower order issue. " 

At the top or the supply chain, architects claimed that 
whilst lip service was paid to sustainability issues within the 
industry, there was currently little in the way of environ- 
mental design occurring in the UK, and sustainability 
tended to be a peripheral issue in their own work. Although 
it was acknowledged that architects should be at the forc- 
front of sustainability, most respondents felt that it was 
difficult to push an environmental agenda fomard because 

clients tended to be driven by commercial rather than envi. 
ronmental or social concerns. Most architects thus did not 
promote environmental issues for fear of alienating clients, 
and environmental designs were only explored ir it was 
expressly asked or them. 

-[Clients] are not interested in renewable resources. 
They're not aware of carbon emissions and the 
amount that's given off .. Clients are interested in 

speed and economy and the way that the market is at 
the moment" (Architect 6, sole proprietor) 

These market dynamics were clearly having a knock-on 

cffect down the supply chain as builders perceived a low 
demand for sustainable buildings and construction meth- 
ods. and therefore were not incentivised to improve their 

environmental performance or to differentiate themselves 

on environmental credentials. The key informant from the 
FN1B concurred that the supply chain was doing little to 

encourage environmental reform amongst small firm build- 

crs currently: 

"The architectural prorcssion is not promoting cnvi- 
ronmcntally-fticndly design, apart rrorn the odd high 
level case. Neither are clients or major contractors 
pushing small sub-contractors on sustainability. 
There arc clearly one or two high profile people push- 
ing it, but by and large, not at all. " 

Builders claimed that architects rarely specified sustainable 
options; instead specifications were often 'generic' where 
the architect names a product 'or equivalent'. This allowed 
the contractors to use substitute products and thus have a 
degree of influence over the materials used within the pro- 
duction process. Respondents 

, claimed that the usual critc- 
ria for choosing products was price, as buying the cheapest 
equivalent product was one way for builders to squeeze a 
profit out or tight budgets. Builders conrcssed that they 
rarely considered the environmental impacts of materials. 
and beyond the use of timber from sustainable sources, 
most were not even aware of which materials might be 
greener than 'others. Inrormation about environmental 
impacts was thought to be difficult and time-consuming to 
obtain, and many respondents highlighted that building 
suppliers" could do much more to encourage the use or 
green ý materials in construction, such as eco-labclling 
schemes to differentiate products with lower environmental 
impacts. 

I These supply chain dynamics contradict a central theme 
, in ENI theory, namely that businesses are ecologically 
restructuring in response to market signals. Corroborating 
Hillary's (2000b) review of 33 cross-sector studies on the 
barriers to environmental reform amongst SNIEs, these 
findings suggest that neither customers nor suppliers in 
construction arc pushing an environmental agenda or 
prcssurising small firms to improve their environmental 
performance. At the very least, these findings suggest that 
there may be considerable size and scctoral differences in 
the degree to which businesses are ecologically modernising 
as a result of market drivers. In contrast to this study, Mol's 
(1995) research on the Dutch chemical industry found that 
growing public pressure for environmental rcform meant 
that the environment was increasingly a factor in compcti- 
tion between chemical corporations. However, much or the 
EM literature has been manufacturing and large firm 
6centric', and it is not clear that processes or ecological 
modernisation have equal application for smaller firms - 
particularly in 'cleaner' sectors such as architccturc - that 
are experiencing considerably less stakeholder pressure to 
reduce their environmental impacts. 

The key issue for firms in this study was that customers 
invariably focused on 'value for money' at the cxpensc: or 
environmental concerns. Many architects were of the opin- 
ion that there was not much of a business case for sustain- 
able design to present to clients, who were unwilling to pay 
the premium for a more sustainable building. Developers 
reportedly wanted capital outlay to be as low as possible in 
order to get a high return on their investment. This meant 
that they would often prcrcr to go for the cheapest option 
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and compromise on other factors such as quality, durability 
and energy cfficicricy as this would mainly bcncfit the end- 
user. End-uscrs were also considered to be cost-conscious, 
and even though they had a greater incentive to invest in 
cncrgy-efficicnt designs to reduce running costs, lowering 
capital expenditure was reportedly more of a priority than 
raising cnvironmcntal standards beyond regulatory 
requirements. 

Whilst the majority or architects did not believe that 
there were significant opportunities to develop cnvironmcn- 
tal activities, this does not mean that there were none. 
Rather it indicates that owner-managcrs; may have been 
ignorant or such opportunities, or that they perceived 
greater returns to be gained from exploring other activities. 
This is confirmed by the experience of one 'cco-architcct' in 
the sample, who had attempted to attract a niche market of 
clients interested in investing in sustainable buildings. This 
owner-manager, whose firm had won awards for sustain- 
able design, viewed the business case for sustainable con- 
struction far more positively than other respondents. He 
highlighted to clients that many aspects of sustainable 
design were cost efficient, for instance because they reduced 
the need for expensive air conditioning and heating sys- 
terns. To developers he cmphasiscd the possible financial 
returns to be- gained from adding 'green credentials' to 
buildings which could appeal to top-cnd commercial tcn- 
ants looking to demonstrate their corporate social rcspon- 
sibility. 

However, one of the key problems he encountered in 
convincing clients to invest in a more sustainable building 
was that detailed arguments outlining the business -case 
were often based on guesswork, and that beyond a'certain 
lcvcl or investment the financial bencfits were reportedly 
more difficult to establish. 

"Up to a certain point things cost the same, then they 
become cost-cfficient by utilising things like oricnta- 
tion and natural ventilation. Then it'll be a little bit of 
extra spend but you're going to reduce running costs 
and it adds credentials to the building. And then it 
gets to another stage where it becomes almost a glass 
ceiling where there is a question over the return" 
(Architect 10,100 stafl) 

This indicates a key challenge for EM theory. Once the so- 
called 'low hanging fruit' or efficiency gains have gone, 
further gains may come at considerable cost to industry. 
Economic growth may thus be periodically stifled by the 
significant investment required to achieve the next level of 
cfficiency. The notion that economic growth and cnviron- 
mental protection arc a win-win game may thus be less 
than obvious to businesses on the ground, particularly 
those that are resistant to taking a long-term view on 
investments. 

The business case ror eco-cfficiency measures such as 
minimising energy usage was certainly not obvious to the 
majority of builders in the sample. Respondents highlighted 
that there was little financial incentive to save energy on site 
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as the mains electricity used was paid ror by the client. 
Some felt that energy cfficicncy was more of an issue for 
designers than builders as it was in the cnd-use of a building 
that most energy savings could be made. 

Interestingly, the business benefits of waste minimisation 
were also not apparent to builders. Many respondents high- 
lighted that the vast volumes of waste produced in construc- 
tion was a result of the public obsession with refurbishment 
in the UK, and was therefore out of builders' hands. One 
sitc-managcr argued: 

"In general, people move house a lot more now than 
they ever did ... People now [think], "We'll put this 
cheap kitchen in because we might not be here in three 
years, " and then they go to another house. The first 
thing they do, Well, let's have a kitchen Wed. We 
don't like this kitchen. Rip it out. " People have got the 
expendable money to do it. It's a throwaway society - 
cheap, cficap,, chcap" (Builder 10, sole proprietor) 

Respondents acknowledged that many of the materials put 
in skips , 

were perfectly reusable. However. most claimed 
that little was reused (apart from the odd expensive item 
such as certain slates and metals), because the cost of keep- 
ing material was often more than buying it new, once stor- 
age and labour costs had been factored in. Also, the used 
material was usually not quite to the specification required 
for the next job, so many builders felt that it was just easier 
and cheaper to throw it away. Recycling was similarly dis- 
missed because of the management and labour time 
involved in ensuring proper waste separation procedures: 

"it takes too long. It affects the laboui. I mean ir I've 
got 10 labourers on site, I'm not going to bring 
another labourer in just to make sure that copper is 
over there and plasterboard's there and metal's over 
there" (Builder 4,85 staff) 

The FMB key inrormant confirmed that it was not just the 
cost but also the time and cffort involvcd in environmental 
management that was a barrier for owner-managcrs: 

"Unless you can mainstream environmental manage- 
ment so it is a natural bi-product or things that the 
builder would have to do anyway, therc simply is no 
time in thcir day. " 

These responses have important implications for EM the- 
ory. Clearly, even where the financial returns from cco- 
efficiency measures are supposedly most obvious, such as in 
the case of waste minimisation and recycling, under-rcsour- 
ccd and busy owner-managcrs may not feel that such 
returns are significant enough to warrant the initial invest- 
ment in time and resources required to pursue them. 
Because small firms are typically more concerned with 
short-term survival than the long-term environmental 
impacts of their business, eco-efficicney measures may thus 
be rcjectcd if the pay-back is not perceived to be immediate. 
The short-termism of owner-managers clearly presents a 
serious barrier to the ecological modernisation of SNIEs. 
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5.2. Government policies 
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Murphy (2001) asserts that if market forces are not pro- 
viding enough of an impetus to encourage ecological mod- 
cmisation then there is a clear justification for increased state 
intervention to set the imperative for environmental reform 
and build the capacity or firms to respond to that imperative. 

Largely driven by European directives, the UK's legisla- 
tivc context for construction was considered to be a key 
driver or environmental reform within the industry. For 
instance, amendments to 'Part L' or the building regula- 
tions had come into cffect in 2002, stipulating an increase in 
the energy cfficicncy or all new buildings and large-scale 
renovations. Key inrormants claimed that Part L had 
encouraged architects to look at innovative, cost-cffcctivc 
ways or saving energy such as utilising orientation and nat- 
ural ventilation, and this had prompted a significant 
improvement in the sustainability of buildings. 

"The agenda is being driven now by the European 
Union... I think [developers] arc probably construct- 
ing buildings which arc kind or, iisht green' without 
rcalising it now because Part L has brought that in" 
(Sustainable design specialist) 

Key environmental regulations of concern to sitc-managers 
were reportedly 'special waste' (governing the disposal or 
hazardous waste) and 'duty of care' (requiring the complc- 
tion of a waste transfer note to ensure safe waste disposal). 
Across the sample. builders saw health and safety as a much 
higher priority than environmental protection, and the raft 
of health and sarcty regulations recently introduced in the 
UK reinforced this. Whilst unpopular due to the bureau- 
cracy it critailed, the majority or respondents Nt that more 
stringent environmental legislation - as seen with health 
and sarcty - was the best way to ensure that the building 
industry took environmental concerns more seriously: 

"At the end or the day, unless it's in black and white and 
law. I think the building industry are going to get away 
with as much as we can to save time and it doesn't mat- 
ter how much impact it's going to have on the cnviron- 
merit. We're going to do it" (Builder 1. self-employed) 

However, across the sample it was felt that a major factor 
hampering the potential or regulatory measures to cngen- 
der reform was the apparent culture or non-compliance 
amongst 'cowboy builders', who were reportedly proliferat- 
ing at an alarming rate due to the lack of enforcement tar- 
gcting small firms. 

"Enrorccmcnt is the [problem]... OIT the top. of my 
head I would guess between 3QYo and 50"A of small 
firms don't comply with building regulations and then 
ir you remember the other 50016 are probably not 
inspected as they should bc... the council inspectors arc 
just massively under-funded" (Builder 5.28 ernployccs) 

and was an issue that policyrnakcrs urgently needed to 
address. 

Due to the inherent problems in adcquatcly policing the 
vast numbcrs or small firms in construction. some key 
inrormants highlighted cco-taxes as another policy tool for 
encouraging the greening or this sector. I lowevcr, there was 
little evidcncc that fiscal measures had made much or an 
impact on the environmental practices of firms within the 
sample. The landfill tax had done little to Worm the waste 
practices of builders due to tile pcrccivcd cost and labour 
involved in recycling and rcusing material. Most rcspon- 
dents felt that any increases in the tax would just encourage 
fly tipping, which was claimcd to have become increasingly 
prevalent as less scrupulous builders attempted to keep 
down costs. Of those respondents that had heard or it, the 
aggregates tax (a levy on quarry material) had apparently 
done little to encourage a switch to environmentally benign 
material due to a perceived lack orviable substitutes. 

Along with regulatory and fiscal measures, key infor- 
mants highlighted that there were numerous govcmmcnt 
and industry-Icd voluntary initiatives to cncouragc best 
practice, for instance 'Rethinking Construction'. 'Partners 
in lnnoýation' and the 'Construction Best Practice Pro- 
gramme% all with sustainability as part or their rcmit. I low- 
ever, most respondents Nit that these voluntary schemes 
were unlikely to result in a step-changc in the cnvironmcn- 

, tal practices or ShlEs due to the considerable barriers to 
environmental rcrorm existing amongst owncr-managcrs. 

6. Policy Implications 

UK policymakcrs have to date relied on voluntary initia. 
tivcs to encourage the ccological modcrnisation or SNI Es. 
Whilst EM prescriptions clearly advocate the transferral of 
cnvironmcntal responsibilities from the state to the market, 
it may be argued that the government has rather ovcr-esti- 
matcd the propensity or small firms to undertake reforms 
voluntarily. The findings or this study suggest that policy- 
makers' focus on the business case for sustainability is 
unlikely to have the desired cffcct on ow-ncr-managers for 
the following reasons: 

6.1. SAIEs are not convincedof the'u-in-svin' 

As corroborated in studies by II illary(2000b), European 
Observatory (2002), Re%-cll and Rutherfoord (2003) and 
Baylis et a]. (1998) to name but a few, many sniall business 
owners arc not confident that embracing environmental 
management is a good way or reducing costs or winning 
customers. Voluntary environmental action will obviously 
be rcsistcd if SNIEs think that reducing their environmental 
impact may also reduce their bottom line. 

6.2. SAIEs lack- resources and support systems 

Key informants highlighted that this lack or enforcement Evcn irowncr-managcrs acccpt the business case for sus- 
was one or the biggest challenges facing the industry, tainability in sonic cases, this does not neccssarily mean 
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that they will feel they have the capacity to carry out cnvi- 
ronnicntal rcrorms. For instance, whilst it may be acknowl- 
edged that cncrgy cificicncy and waste minimisation arc 
ways to reduce costs, the take up for SNIEs is dependent 
not just on the theoretical savings to be made but on the 
short-term investment in time and resources required to 
make the change. Many small firm owners may fccl that 
there is no time in their day to pursue environmental mca- 
surcs that are not a bi-product or core management activi- 
ties. 

6.3. A policy emphasis on L-Oluntarisin encourages the 
environment to be seen as a peripheral issue 

Because small firms arc not subjected to the same stake- 
holder pressure ror corporate social responsibility that 
large firms arc, policy strategies which cmphasisc voluntary 
environmental action without the threat of future legal 
action tend to rcinforce the idea that the environment is a 
secondary issue. In fact, if it is not regulated, some owner- 
managers may assume that there is no environmental prob- 
lcm, or at least that their firm's environmental impact is so 
inconsequential as to render voluntary action unnecessary. 
SM Es arc coming to terms with the raft or new legislation 
in other areas, such as health and safety, so why should 
they perceive environmental issues to be orprime concern if 
they arc not compcllcd to do so? 

Whilst it seems that neither the state nor the market arc 
pushing the environment onto the business agenda of 
owner-managers, it is perhaps unsurprising that two 
decades of information provision on environmental man- 
agcmcnt by government has resulted in so few opportuni- 
ties being taken up by SNIEs (Lc%-ctt, 2001). Policymakcrs' 
discursive emphasis on the business case for sustainability 
has arguably encouraged firms to pursue environmental 
improvements only if they happen to coincide with cco- 
nomic priorities, with the result that the environment 
remains a negligible concern amongst owncr-managcrs who 
arc always finding more pressing and profitable things to be 
working on. 

Despite the government's narrow win-win focus, it is 
important to highlight that EM theory is actually about 
much more than this. The state's role in setting the 
imperative for ccological modernisation is not merely 
about highlighting the potential profitability of cnviron- 
mcntal protection, it is about encouraging radical innova- 
tion amongst producers using a demanding mix of policies 
which includes markct-based instruments (M Bls) and regu- 
lations as well as voluntary agreements. Hard-hitting fiscal 
and regulatory measures combined with rigorous cnrorcc- 
ment arguably has the capacity to move SNIEs beyond 
'business as usual', if only policymakers would muster the 
political will to support the kind of strong intervention 
required. 

Whilst it is currently unfashionable to advocate legisla- 
tion due to the onerous bureaucracy it entails, the inescap- 
able conclusion from this study is that it may be the only 
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way to truly cffcct change within the SNIE sector. Lcgisla- 
live sanctions are clearly one way to be certain that the 
environment becomes a top business priority for small busi- 
ncss owners. Regulation makes the environmental obliga- 
tions of firms clear from the start, and offers SNIEs the 
security of a 'level playing field' so that environmental good 
practice is not perceived as a threat to competitiveness. 
However, it is also true that SNIEs despise filling in endless 
forms and thcrcrorc administrative simplicity is key to 
ensuring high rates or compliance amongst busy o%%, ncr- 
managers. 

A robust system of enforcement is essential to ensuring 
that there really is a level playing field for firms. A major 
problem that this study has highlighted is the lack or ade- 
quatc cnrorccment within the construction industry. Until 
this is addressed, more stringent regulation is likely to 
increase levels of non-compliance and push more small 
firms into the shadow economy. Regular inspections and 
$spot-chccks' would go a long way towards encouraging 
SNIEs to view their environmental responsibilities as a 
legitimate business concern, rather than an optional extra ir 
they find the time. 

As part of an integrated policy mix, economic incentivcs 
also have the potential to be an cffcctivc mechanism for 
stimulating change. EM protagonists emphasisc that NI Bis 
such as cco-taxcs can be effective because they make volun- 
tary action profitable; taxing environmental bads and 
inccntivising environmental goods provides the price sig- 
nals needed to establish the business case for sustainability. 
WWr-UK's (2002) report entitled 'Fiscal Incentives for 
Sustainable Homes' identifies a list of potential NIBIs that 
could promote more sustainable construction. The list 
includes 'carrots' (such as reduced VAT on cco-products 
and stamp duty relief on sustainable homes), as well as 
'sticks' (such as product charges on non-sustainable build- 
ing materials and equipment). 

However, economic incentives cannot always be relied 
upon to cffcct change amongst SMEs. This is because, as 
this study has highlighted, owner-managers arc inclined to 
perceive more urgent and lucrative things to be working on 
than environmental housckccping measures. For instance. 
builders may not fccl that a tax credit on recycled materials 
is enough to compensate for the extra management and 
labour time required to set up on-sitc recycling systems. 
Taxes would therefore have to be set sufficiently high to 
inccntivise firms to make cco-cfficicncy measures a top 
business priority. Raising taxes, however, is clearly a politi- 
cally contentious issue. Moreover, increasing levies such as 
the landfill tax could cause illegal behaviour such as fly tip- 
ping to rise, which further underlines the critical role played 
by enforcement agencies. 

One way to increase the cirectivcness or cco-taxcs is to 
combine them with the kinds or infrastructure develop- 
mcnts that make it simple for firms to be more cnvironmcn- 
tally proactive. For instance, the landfill tax may be more 
cffective in incentivising builders to minimisc waste if there 
is perceived to be a convenient and cost-cffective recycling 
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inrrastructurc. Similarly, the aggregates tax might be more 
successful if environmentally friendly substitutes arc per- 
ccivcd to be readily available. Developing markets for green 
materials (such as for recycled timber, the usage of which is 
against building regulations) will be crucial to cricouraging 
more sustainable forms or construction. Clearly, the gov- 
crnnicnt has a major role to play not just in encouraging 
firms to reduce their crivironmental impact, but in making 
it easy for them to do so. 

7. Implications for EM theory 

Ecological Modernisation theory has become increas- 
ingly prominent in UK and European environmental policy 
circles. The theory operates at various levels of complexity, 
yet there is a tendency amongst policymakcrs to simplify 
ENI into a discourse that is primarily about the achieve- 
ment of win-win outcomes. Ecological modcrnisation thus 
becomes a discursive strategy whereby policymakcrs can 
appear to be delivering on environmental goals without 
seriously challenging existing economic practices or dcvcl- 
opmcnt trajectories. It is this seeming compatibility with 
conventional aspirations of wealth creation that explains 
why ENI has become so influential in policy debates in the 
UK and beyond. 

However, one or the fundamental criticisms of EM 
theory is that it can help to legitimate an environmental 
policyrnaking culturc that absolves businesses of their cnvi. 
ronmcntal responsibilities. As Harvey (1996. p. 382) sug- 
gcsts, ENI can be: 

-... corrupted into yet another discursive rcprescnta- 
tion ordominant forms oreconomic power. " 

The findings orthis study suggest that the win-win rhetoric 
of UK policymakcrs may have done little to encourage a 
shift in attitudes away from 'business as usual' amongst 
S N1 Es in the construction sector. The govcmmcnt's narrow 
focus on the financial bcnerits of environmental protection 
underlines its technocratic and cconomistic interpretation 
or ecological modernisation, and illustrates the overall 
subservience of New Labour to conventional economic 
priorities. 

Policyniakcrs have unquestioningly extolled the virtues 
or eco-efficicncy as the solution to industry's burgeoning 
environmental impacts, despite the implications or the 
rebound cffcct and the relentless rise in consumer demand. 
Yet even small building firms in this study were able to see 
that any cfforts to minimisc waste on their part might be 
offset by the desire orhomcoA-ncrs to constantly replace the 
old (or nearly new) with the %-cry latest design fad. Simi- 
larly. major advances in the energy cflicicncy or buildings 
has been more than offset by the trend for householders in 
the UK to heat more rooms to higher tcmpcraturcs for 
longer. with the result that domestic energy usage is the 
same as it was in the 1970s (Lcvctt. 2001). 

Such consumption trends imply that cco-efficicncy can 
only ever be a partial solution to the environmental crisis. 

One or the key problems with ENI theory is that it ignores 
tile problems associated with increased demand by taking a 
narrow supply-sided approach to solving environmental 
problems. when clearly the ecological modcrnisation or 
production is intimately bound up with the ecological mod- 
crnisation orconsumption. 9 

Consumer demand is obviously a critical factor in help- 
ing or hindering the development or more sustainable 
forms orconstruction. Policies such as environmental taxa- 
tion and cco-labclling can provide important information 
to consumers to encourage the purchase or more cnviron- 
mentally sound building materials and services. However, 
as Murphy (2001) points out, consumption and lircstyle 
choices arc closely associated with identity formation and 
communication; ideas orconsumcr'tastc'arc often used to 
establish status, and to make and maintain social relation- 
ships. This has important policy implications, as cco-taxcs 
do not directly engage with the identity and communicative 
dimensions or consumption. For instance, a granite work. 
top may be considered the signature of a 'classy' kitchen by 
some consumers, and therefore a tax on granite may not 
inccntivis'e 'them to switch to cheaper environmentally 
fticndly'aitcrnatives. Making granite more expcnsivc may 
even make it more of a status symbol and thcrerore more 
desirable and popular. 

A policy approach that involves information and cduca. 
tion is therefore key. Social and environmental messages 
that encourage a fundamental shift in the lifesty1cs. atti- 
tudcs, values. habits and aspirations or both consumers and 
producers is ultimately what is required. However, this is 
un%vclcomc news to most politicians who fear accusations 
of a 'nanny state' from voters who are ill-preparcd ror the 
message. 

EM theory arguably undcr-thcoriscs the role or govern- 
mcnt regarding the kind of institutional adaption required 
to encourage more sustainable levels of consumption. Pro- 
tagonists prescribe the delivery orccoiogicai modernisation 
via corporatist relationships bet%%, ccn industry and an 
'cnabling'statc seeking to ensure the cfficicnt runctioning or 
the market economy (Blowers, 1997). 1 lowcvcr, ENI's con- 
tinued emphasis on the positivc-sum relationship between 
economic growth and environmental protection does not 
address the potential unsusta inability or universal cco- 
nomic growth on a global scale, nor does it adequately con- 
ccptualise the social processes by which embedded cultural 
transrormations supporting environmental goals (such as 
reduced consumption, or shirts in consumer tastes) will 
come abouL As consumer sovereignty is so embedded 
within liberal democracies - and so it appears in ENI think- 
ing - there is an urgent need to engage more rully with con- 
sumption debates, and to expand on the role or government 
in encouraging more ecologically modcrniscd consumption. 

Finally, there is a need to develop ENI theory by focus- 
ing on the special case or small firms with regards to both 

9 Although sce Cohen and NI urphy (2oOl). 
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the ecological modcrnisation of production and consump- 
tion, for without the engagement of this vast sector of the 
economy, it is difficult to see how socicty might move 
beyond 'business as usual'. 
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ABSTRACT 
Studies show that despite a concerted attempt by UK policy-makers to portray 'eco- 
efficiency' measures as cost reducing, most owner-managers of small firms view envi- 
ronmental measures as expensive to undertake. As a result, owner-managers tend to 
be highly resistant to voluntarily improving their environmental performance. Given 
that SMEs are such a vast sector of the economy, this perceived discord between 
profits and environmental protection is clearly a major barrier to the 'greening' of 
industry. This ESRC-funded study has sought to unearth the underlying motivations 
for why SME owner-managers in the UK resist or accept the idea that there are busi. 
ness benefits for improving their environmental performance. The findings from 40 
in-depth interviews with SME owners in the UK's construction and restaurant sectors 
and 12 'key informants' from industry and government are presented, followed by a 
discussion of SME perspectives on the 'business case' for sustainability and its 
implications for policy-makers. Copyright Q 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd and ERP 
Environment. 
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introduction 

ONSTITUTING 99% OF ALL BUSINESSES, PROVIDING 43% OF PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYMENT AND 
36% of turnover, SMEs are crucial to the UK economy (SBS, 2004). The vast numbers of small 
firms mean that on aggregate they undoubtedly have a significant impact on the environment. 
it is estimated that SMEs in the UK are responsible for as much as 6o% of industry's carbon 
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dioxide emissions (Marshall Report, 1998), 6o% of commercial waste and 8 out of io pollution acci. 
dents (Environment Agency, 2003Y 

Despite such estimates, the influence of scale on the environmental performance of industry has 
remained an under-researched area within the business and environment literature, with most scholars 
preferring to focus on the environmental impacts of large corporations. In Europe, however, there has 
been a recent upsurge in interest in the environmental practices of SMEs and there is now a growing 
body of work that suggests that SM Es are much less engaged with the environmental agenda than their 
large firm counterparts (e. g. European Observatory, 2002). Studies show that despite a concerted attempt 
by policy-makers to present the 'business case for sustainability' by portraying 'eco-efficiency' measures 
as cost reducing, most owner-managers view environmental measures as expensive to undertake and 
therefore tend to be highly resistant to voluntarily improving their environmental performance (see 
Hillary, 2ooo; European Observatory, 2002; Smith and Kemp, 1998; Rutherfoord et at. 2ooo, Revell 
and Rutherfoord, 2003; Baylis et al., 1998; Tilley, 2000). 

Perhaps because the environmental practices of SMEs are still an emerging field of enquiry, 
most studies have focused on the collation of quantitative data to describe the environmental practices 
of SMEs (see ENDS, 1995; Smith and Kemp, 1998; Petts et al., 1999; European Observatory, 2002; 
Environment Agency, 2003). However, few studies have sought to explain the reasons for*why SME 
owner-managers approach environmental issues in the way that they do. Funded by the Economic Social 
Research, Council under its 'Environment and human behaviour' programme, this study attempts to 
address this gap in the literature by exploring the underlying values and motivations for why owner. 
managers resist or accept the idea that there is a 'business case' for improving their environmental 
performance. 

In the following sections a review of the existing literature on the environmental practices of SMEs 
is presented, along with a brief synopsis of the government's approach to encouraging the 'greening' of 
the S ME sector. The findings of the study are then presented and its implications for policy-makers are 
discussed. 

The Environmental Practices of SMEs: What Do we Know? 

In Hillary's (2ooo) recent compilation of current research in the field, she concludes that the SME 
sector is 

Largely ignorant of its environmental impacts and the legislation that governs it; oblivious of the 
importance of sustainability; cynical of the benefits of self-regulation and the management tools that 
could assist it in tackling its environmental performance; difficult to reach, mobilise or engage in 
any improvements to do with the environment (Hillary, 2000, P. 18). 

Many studies have found that low awareness of the overall environmental impact of small firms has 
been a major hindrance to change (Hillary, 1995; Holland and Gibbon, 1997; Rutherfoord et at., 2000). 
A survey of over iooo UK SMEs by the Environment Agency (2002) found that 86% of respondents in 
these firms did not believe they had an impact on the environment. This is a significant finding, given 
that when prompted with specific examples of hazardous activities, the reality turned out to be quite dif- 
ferent: 58% acknowledged conduct that was potentially harmful to the environment, 69% stored chem- 
icals, fuels or Oils, 35% stored waste and 29% had high energy consumption. The fact that small firms 
perceive their environmental impacts to be negligible is perhaps one of the reasons why they appear to 
take such little interest in environmental management. When asked what firms were doing to improve 
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things, the survey found that only 12% were reducing their energy and water consumption, 6% were 
minimizing waste and 5% were reducing harmful substances. The study found sectoral differences in 
the number of SMEs introducing practical measures to safeguard the environment. For instance, only 
29% of small firms in the hotel and restaurant sector had measures in place, compared with 7o% Of 
firms in the chemical sector. 

Studies such as these have confirmed the commonly held view that SM Es in the UK have a poor envi- 
ronmental performance. Much of the evidence suggests that this is a result of a combination of factors 
ranging from ignorance to deliberate strategies to avoid rises in production or service costs. 

Low Levels of Eco-Literacy 

one of the emerging themes within the literature is that many owner-managers exhibit low levels of 
deco-literacy' and a lack of expertise in environmental management. (Hillary, 2ooo; Gerstenfeld and 
Roberts, 2ooo; Tilley, 2000). Reactive rather than proactive behaviour tends to be the norm, as owner- 
managers do not feel that they have the requisite capabilities to undertake environmental improvements 
and therefore resist voluntary action. This attitude and approach is not confined to their treatment of 
environment issues. Other research has shown the reluctance to change amongst business owners and 
the multiple pressures on their pivotal role in their enterprise (Scase and Goffee, ig8o, see Ch 5 and 
6). An area for investigation therefore, is the extent to which the apparent low levels of cco-literacy are 
a result of other competing pressures and, if needed. how this can be addressed. 

Negative Perception of the 'Business Case' for Sustainability 

one of the major potential barriers to the adoption of environmental best practice amongst SMEs is that 
environmental measures are perceived to be a drain on profits. A survey by ENDS (1995) found that 
only one in five SMEs believed that environmental action would generate cost savings. Similarly, the 
survey by Baylis et al. (1998) Of 914 firms found that only z8% of SME owner-managcrs believed that 
cost savings could result from environmental reform (versus 39% of large firms). 

in one of the few qualitative studies on SME environmental practices, Rutherfoord et al. (2000) found 
that owner-managers in the UK's restaurant and mechanical engineering sectors resisted making 
environmental improvements because of the perception that they rarely resulted in economic benefits. 
Because of the perceived 'burden of environmentalism'. owner-managers felt that only regulation 
could provide the level playing field necessary to take action on environmental issues and prevent 'free 
riders' from gaining a competitive advantage. Responsibility for the environment was thus ascribed to 
the government and individual efforts were seen as more or less meaninpless in the face of structural 
barriers. 

Evidence shows that size of enterprise appears to be a major factor influencing perceptions of the 
'business case' for sustainability. A survey Of 300 SMEs by Smith and Kemp (1998) found that just 
under 6o% of micro-firms, 40% of small firms and 20% of medium-sized firms cited that there were 
no business benefits of improved environmental performance. ' The Environment Agency's (2002) 
survey found that 78% of medium sized firms cited reduced costs as a benefit, compared with 49% for 
small firms. Sectoral as well as size differences were also evident- for instance hotels and restaurants 
were least likely to see the business case for taking environmental action. 

I Micro-firms are defined as having i-io employees, small firms have t-So employees, medium-sized firms have 50-249 employees (SBS. 
2004). 
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Lack of Customer and Supply Chain Pressure 
Adding to the negative perceptions of cost, studies also suggest that neither supply chain pressure nor 
consumer demand are driving environmental reform to any great degree amongst SMEs. Hillary (2000) 
reviewed 33 studies and found that SMEs experienced little external pressure from stakeholders such as 
customers or suppliers to adopt environmental management systems. Other studies confirm that little 
supply chain pressure is exerted on SMEs to improve their environmental performance and there is 
even less collaboration on environmental management amongst stakeholders within the supply chain 
(Wycherly, 1999; Merritt, 1998). The study by Berger et al. of the environmental partnering actions of 
SMEs in supply chains in South Wales (Berger et al., 2ooi), found that cost, quality and delivery rather 
than reducing environmental impacts were the main concerns of suppliers. 

Baylis et al. (1998) reported on the commonly held view of 'top down' pressures from large firms 
onto SMEs through their supply chain relationships. Rather than verify the conventional wisdom of top 
down pressure, Baylis ct al. suggest that large companies tend to focus on first tier suppliers, which 
are often large firms, rather than the smaller firms further down the chain. They also suggest that 
the influence of supply chain pressure varies according to sector. For instance, they describe the food 
sector as an environmental 'laggard', citing an ENDS (1995) report highlighting the sector's bad 
record for pollution accidents. However, they found that firms showed marginally higher levels of moti- vation to make environmental improvements due to supply chain pressure than those in the chemical, metal and mechanical industries, and they attributed this to the food industry's closeness to consumer markets. 

'Vulnerable Compliance, 

Another key theme in the literature is SMEs' low level of awareness of and compliance with environ- mental regulations. Smith and Kemp (1998) found that there was a perception amongst SMEs that com- pliance with environmental regulations was costly. The survey by Petts et al. (iggg) of over iooo SMEs in England and Wales confirmed this finding. They argued that this perception of cost, coupled with a lack of awareness of regulation and a perception that enforcement of regulation is weak, has encour- aged a state of 'vulnerable compliance' amongst SM Es: 

While the majority of SMEs are not deliberately non-compliant they are vulnerable to this state, par- ticularly where there is a lack of awareness of, and empathy with, regulation. Combined with the 
apparent failure to see the environment as a cost advantage, the capacity and feasibility to act in the 
majority of SMEs does not match the generally positive culture (Petts et al., iggg, p. 28). 

Other studies have also attributed low levels of compliance amongst small firms to a lack of awareness 
of existing environmental regulation, combined with a lack of ability to interpret how legislation might 
affect them (Hillary, 1995; Gerstenfeld and Roberts, 2ooo; Hutchinson and Chaston, 1994). A survey 
of 8064 UK SMEs by the Environment Agency (2003) found that only 24% of firms had heard of'Duty 
of care' regulations, which apply to all UK businesses. This may not necessarily be a UK phenomenon: 
a European Observatory (2002) survey on the levels of social and environmental responsibility amongst 
76oo SMEs found that most did not know enough about environmental legislation, to make sure they 
were compliant. 

Despite this, SMEs paradoxically tend to view direct legislative action as the only way to ensure that 
businesses change their orientation towards environmental issues (Rutherfoord and Spence, 1998; 
Lloyds Bank-SBRT, iggg; Tilley, 2000). Regulation is often reported as the most widespread stimulus 
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for making environmental improvements amongst SMEs (Baylis ct al., 1998; Hillary, 1995). Owner. 
managers typically feel that it is up to the government to take the lead on environmental issues by cre. 
ating a 'level playing field' via regulation. This perception of parity helps business owners to feel they 
are safeguarded against 'free riders', who might avoid costly environmental measures and thus gain 
competitive advantage. Hunt (2000) found that small firms see regulation as providing a clear signal 
of what are their environmental responsibilities. In fact, if it is not regulated, then owner-managers often 
assume that there is no environmental problem. 

The Government's Approach to the 'Greening' of SMEs 

Despite the survey evidence that small firms tend to be resistant to voluntary change in relation to their 
environmental practices, the UK government has tended to favour a voluntary, rather than a compul- 
sory, approach to stimulating the 'greening' of the SME sector. The primary vehicles chosen by policy- 
makers to encourage environmental reform within industry as a whole have been either (i) regulatory 
(e. g. 'Duty of care'), (ii) fiscal (e. g. the landfill tax) or (iii) voluntary (e. g. the IS014000 series). Initia- 
tives most likely to capture small firms have tended to fall into the fiscal or voluntary category and have 
been generic rather than targeted. For instance, SMEs are affected by both the landfill tax (in the form 
of fees levied by waste collectors) and the climate change levy (an industry tax levied on fossil fuel). SMEs 
are also targeted by numerous voluntary environmental best practice programmes, such as 'Ground- 
work Environmental Business Services' and the Carbon Trust's 'Action Energy' programme. " Attempts 
to encourage SM Es to join these voluntary schemes usually focus on the financial gains to be made from 
making environmental improvements. For instance, the Groundwork Environmental Business Services 
website states 

What will [an environmental management system) really mean for your bottom line? Implementa- 
tion of such a system via a structured programme with clearly defined goals can significantly improve 
your company's performance and save you money (http: //www. groundworlcorg. uk/business/ 
management-systems/index. html). 

The Action Energy website states 

Lower energy costs bring immediate savings to the bottom line, increasing profitability. A 2o% saving 
in energy consumption - realistically achievable by most businesses - can have the same positive 
effect as a 5% increase in sales (http: //%vww. thecarbontrust. co. uk/energy/pages/pagc-28. asp). 

in relying on economic arguments for why businesses should voluntarily reduce their environmen- 
tal impact, it seems that a great deal of faith has been placed in the 'business case for sustainability'. 
Yet, judging by the aforementioned studies, SM Es are not so persuaded by such arguments. Our study 
aimed to explore whether this general SME response is the case for small firms in the construction and 
restaurant sectors, and if so the reasons why owncr-managers remain unconvinced that crivironmental 
management is good for their business. 

'Other voluntary initiatives include the Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP) Business Development Service. Remade Network 
UK. NETREGS. Groundwork Environmental Business Services, Enworks. Environment and Energy Helpline. Future Energy Solutions and 
Envirolink. 
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Methodology 

The objectives of this paper arc to explore 
(i) whether environmental reform is occurring amongst SMEs in the UK's construction and restau- 

rant sectors 
(ii) whether environmental reform is being driven by market dynamics and the belief in the 'business 

case' for sustainability 
(iii) the efficacy of government policies seeking to encourage the 'greening' of SMEs. 

Given the clear need to understand the values, belief systems and motivations of SME owner-managers 
regarding the environment, a qualitative methodology was chosen for this study. 3 In depth face-to-face 
interviews were conducted with 

stage 1 12 'key informants' within industry and government 
stage 2 20 small and medium-sized restaurants in London and Leeds, UK 

jo small and medium-sized architectural practices in London and Leeds, UK 
io small and medium sized building firms in London and Leeds, UK. 

This methodology allowed respondents' motivations to be explored in detail, enabling a richer under- 
standing of the reasons behind particular environmental practices and attitudes displayed in previous 
empirical studies. 

Fieldwork was condýcted between April and July Of 2003. The first stage involved interviewing key 
informants from relevant trade associations, industry bodies and local government to draw out the main 
issues regarding small firm environmental practices and the efficacy of environmental policies target- 
ing each sector. A semi-structured interview schedule was used and interviews typically lasted one and 
a half to two hours. The second stage involved 40 interviews with owner-managers in the construction 
and restaurant industries of London and Leeds. The interview guides were designed to 'fit' with 
sector nuances gleaned from the key informant interviews. The sample was split north (Leeds) and 
south (London) to highlight any regional differences that might be occurring in the environmental prac. 
tices of small firms, especially in the light of local initiatives and actions (such as 'Local Agenda 21' 
processes). 

A sectoral comparison was chosen as SMEs demonstrate significant differences according to sector 
(Curran and Blackburn, 2001; Baylis, 1998). The construction industry was chosen because it has a sig- 
nificant environmental impact; io% of the carbon dioxide emissions in the UK arise from the produc- 
tion and use of building materials, and materials production and construction accounts for an estimated 
30% of total waste in the UK (Building Research Establishment, 2005). As such, the construction indus- 
try has been targeted by numerous government and industry led initiatives to promote environmental 
best practice (DTI, 2003). The 'business case' for sustainability is a key theme in the DTI's strategy on 
sustainable construction: 

The UK's strategy for more sustainable construction, Building a Better Quality of Life, suggests key 
themes for action by the construction industry. .. Most of these [themes] simply make good busi- 
ness sense - eg minimising waste increases efficiency. Sustainability is of increasing importance to 
the efficient, effective and responsible operation of business (DTI, 2003, P- * 

I Further det3ils of the methodology can be found in the work of Revell and Blackburn (2004). 
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To investigate the influence of supply chain dynamics on the 'greening' of SMEs within construction, 
respondents were drawn from the architectural and building sub-sectors as the two are heavily inte. 
grated in operational terms. 

The restaurant industry was chosen as the second sector for this study, as it has attracted a great deal 
of interest from researchers seeking to investigate the changes in management practices as a result of 
the impact of regulations (Ram et al., 2ooi). However, very little research has explored the environmental 
practices of the industry, or the impact of environmental policy within this sector. The industry is subject 
to a raft of environmental health regulations and it is interesting to see how this has influenced both 
the understanding and attitudes of restaurateurs towards the growing environmental agenda. 

in the case of construction, businesses selected for interview were chosen randomly from the data. 
bases of the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) and the Federation of Master Builders (FMB). 4 
In the case of restaurants, business were chosen randomly from local business directories. There was 
no bias towards the selection of firms that were more or less environmentally proactive. 

Results 

The following findings are presented in terms of the aforementioned objectives of the research. 

Is Environmental Reform Occurring Within the Sample? 

Construction 
Within the construction industry, it was evident that market dynamics were actively discouraging envi. 
ronmental reform amongst SME architects and builders. Key informants highlighted that there are very 
few barriers to entry within the construction industry, and because 'just about any "man-in-a-van" can 
set up shop', competition is fierce and profit margins tend to be low. Both architects and builders claimed 
that such extreme competitive pressures had inevitably meant that cost and speed of build were the 
primary factors that firms differentiated themselves on, and environmental impacts were given very little 
thought within most business agendas. 

The way tenders are won at the moment is on cost and time. I mean there's companies going in 
that are making i% profit on jobs and making money with their sub-contractors just to get the work. 
They're buying the work. Now not for one instance is separating materials for waste going to enter 
their minds because they know they've got the job on a time scale because X firm said they could 
do it in six weeks and you say you can do it in three - so that's how it goes (Builder 4, London, 85 
staM - 

At the top of the supply chain, architects claimed that there was surprisingly little in the way of envi- 
ronmental design occurring in the UK, despite the general consensus that the architectural industry 
should be at the forefront of pushing the sustainability agenda within construction. Most respondents 

4 As 3pproximately 80% of all architectural practices in the UK are RIBA members (RIBA. 2003) it was felt that a sample frorn RIBA's mem- 
bership list was likely to be representative. According to a key informant at the RIB, its members represent around 13% Of All SME builders. 

which indicates a built-in samplingbias. This was felt to be permissible as the FMB is the UK's leading trade association for small firm builders 

and has a thorough membership accreditation procedure. It was felt that, in theory, the environmental practices of FMB members should 
therefore be a 'best case scenario', indicating the degree to which environmental good practice is being taken up more generally within the 
SME building sector. 
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admitted that sustainability tended to be very much a peripheral issue in terms of their own work as 
clients were reportedly driven by commercial rather than environmental or social concerns. 

I don't think any clients have [environmental specifications] written into any brief we've got. it's very 
much design led. I'd like to think that we have the chance and the opportunity to spend the time to 
look at (environmental impacts] a little bit more and to actually make informed suggestions. I think 
there are very few practices who'll have the time and the client base to do that to be honest. I think 
you'll probably find that people tend to be either commercially driven or driven by the clients to get 
the best value for money (Architect 7, Leeds, 5 staff). 

Correspondingly, builders highlighted that a major barrier to environmentally sound construction was 
the perception that environmental issues were a low priority for clients and their architects. Builders 
therefore felt little incentive to differentiate themselves on environmental credentials. Typical comments 
were 

What we're asked to build has no recognition to anything environmental at all (Builder 5, London, 
ig stafT) 
Occasionally clients may pay lip service to the environment and put in a question like, 'What is your 
policy on the environment? ' or, 'What efforts are you intending to make to use of environmentally 
friendly materials? ' So you'll say, 'Yeah, well we're thinking of doing this, that and the other'. 'Oh, 
that's great, ' they'll say. But another company might do nothing, and guaranteed their price will be 
cheaper than yours because of it and they'll always get the job (Builder2, London, 25 staff). 

These responses highlight the lack of environmental reform occurring within the sample, which is 
blamed on a lack of market signals encouraging the greening of their industry. 

Restaurants 
Similarly, the environment appeared to be a low priority for most restaurateurs, who tended to see their 
firm's environmental impact as negligible. On probing, waste disposal, energy and water consumption 
were areas where owner-managers saw their firms as having an environmental impact, yet most owners 
felt that there was little scope to reduce these impacts. Almost all restaurateurs spoke of the consider- 
able time pressures they were under and claimed to be too busy coping with daily business pressures 
to contemplate environmental issues. 

I think that sometimes a manager or whoever might think they've got so much on their plate already 
that the last thing they'll think about is how can I save on energy as well. It's the sort of thing that 
should happen. I must admit I wouldn't have time to do that (Restaurant io, London, io staff). 

In terms of the sourcing of food, the primary concerns of most respondents were quality of product 
whilst controlling costs, it was the exception rather than the rule that environmentally sound practices 
coalesced with these concerns. For instance, in cases where respondents bought goods from local sup- 
pliers, this was mostly because they wanted to support local industry and because these suppliers were 
thought to offer fresh, high quality ingredients. Reducing transport-related environmental impacts was 
not a prime consideration in their purchasing decisions. 

These responses indicate that, like owner-managers in construction, many restaurateur owner-man- 
agers do not see the environment as a key business concern and therefore little resources are devoted 
to reducing the environmental impacts of their firm. 
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Is Environmental Reform Being Driven by the 'Business Case' for Sustainability? 

One of the cornerstones of the government's strategy for the greening of industry is a drive towards 
occo-efficiency'. Indeed, this is an area where business benefits and the environmental agenda may 
chime: reductions in energy and resource use lead to reductions in the cost of production. Despite this 
a priori reasoning, the business benefits of efficiency measures remained elusive to many of the owner- 
managers within this sample. 

Construction 
Most architects and builders perceived the cost of sustainable design and construction to be high, as 
was the potential to lose a client if an environmental agenda was pushed too enthusiastically. It was felt 
that neither developers nor end-users were interested in reducing the environmental impact of their 
buildings, even if running costs were also reduced as a result, because short-term capital costs were 
likely to increase. Many architects were of the opinion that there was not much of a business case for 
sustainability to present to clients, and clients were unwilling to pay the premium for a more sustain. 
able building. Typical comments were 

You can't rely on altruism, its got to be economic. In our business cost is the main barrier (to sus. 
tainability] (Architect 3, London, 40 staff) 
Environmental solutions cost much more ... and clients aren't interested in that (Architect 7, Leeds, 
5 staff). 

Nevertheless, there was one architect within the sample who, because of his strong personal belief in 
the importance of sustainability, attempted to promote environmental options with his clients. An inter. 
esting finding of this study was that this 'eco-architect, had a much more positive view of the business 
case for sustainable design than the other architects in the sample, claiming that many aspects of envi. 
ronmental design in new builds were in fact cost efficient because they reduced the need for expensive 
air conditioning and heating systems. However, he concurred with the view of a key informant (who 
had previously worked at the Building Research Establishment), who argued that the business case 
became less clear beyond a certain level of investment: 

We talk about it in terms of 'light green'. 'middle green, 'deep green' and there are elements that 
you can do that have no additional cost, which will have a positive impact on the environment and 
reduce running costs. Things like orientation, things like natural ventilation, things like daylight 
penetration, things like the reflectance of surfaces ... external shading devices which diffuse light 
in ... And then there's a big leap to middle green because that involves new technology, more capital 
costs, and the business case is less clear. 

Resistance to the business case for sustainable construction was particularly evident amongst the 
builders interviewed. The financial benefits of eco-efficiency measures such as energy and waste 
minimization were not clear to the majority of respondents. There was reportedly little financial 
incentive to pursue energy efficiency measures on site as mains electricity was used that was paid for 
by the client. Materials were rarely recycled due the perception that waste separation was prohibitively 
time consuming and would therefore add unnecessary labour costs to the job. Even reusing old 
material was considered more expensive than buying it new, once the labour and storage costs were 
factored in. 
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Huge amounts are thrown away because recycling is difficult to organize and slower if you're trying 
to re-use stuff. .. it's quite difficult to get down to the guy on the site to [reuse or recycle material] 
because they're not worried about that sort of stuff (Builder 3, London, 30 stafo. 

The key informant from the FMB confirmed that it was not just financial costs but also the time and 
effort involved in environmental management that was a barrier for owner-managers: 

Energy efficiency and waste minimization are ways to reduce costs, but the take-up of those for small 
firms is dependent not just on the theoretical savings that can be made but the short-term invest. 
ment in time and effort to make the change. On top of everything else they have to deal with. Bearing 
in mind that 6o% of our firms are 1-5 staff. The employer will not be in an office but will be on- 
site doing the work. He'll be getting up at 6am, doing a full day's work then going out and do esti- 
mating, then coming home and doing his invoicing, VAT return, PAYE.... So when does he get 
the chance to do the other stuM Unless you can mainstream environmental management so they 
are a natural by-product of things that the builder would have to do anyway, there simply is no time 
in their day. 

Restaurants 
Likewise, most restaurateurs did not recognize the business benefits of improving their firm's envi. 
ronmental performance. The majority felt that being environmentally friendly was not a particular draw 
for customers, and therefore any costs that were incurred would be difficult to pass on. Instead it was 
felt to be the quality of the food and wine, the service and the ambience of the restaurants that won a 
regular clientele. 

[The environment] is not a high priority because as yet there's revenue involved in implementing 
the systems and usually in a business you need a return on something and there's no natural return. 
It's a stumbling block because people aren't going to come to your restaurant because you dispose 
of your bottles and waste in a [more] environmentally friendlier manner than anybody else. You can't 
advertise or get any increase in custom from it (Restaurant 18, Leeds, 12 staff). 

Many restaurateurs felt that the public had become more health conscious, more concerned about where 
their food came from and more aware of the benefits of organic produce. However, most respondents 
claimed that these trends had yet to be convertýd into actions that affected their business. Customers 
apparently rarely asked whether ingredients were organic, locally produced or GM5 free. Although many 
owner-managers claimed to be advocates of organic food, most felt that there was limited demand for 
expensive organic menu options, especially when there were high quality non-organic ingredients avail- 
able at much lower prices. Some were also concerned that they might not be able to rely on a consis- 
tent supply of ingredients as there were so few organic farms in the UK, or that produce might not be 
as fresh if farms were further away or if goods had to be imported. 

It's not a consideration yet to promote organic produce. it's not always available to us. I mean for 
a restaurant to offer totally organic, that is very hard ... Its costly ... Somewhere along the line 
if it all backfires ... if something's not available, there is no substitute (Restaurant 5, London, 26 
staff). 

IGM stands for'genetically modified'. 
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Whilst it was acknowledged that energy efficiency and waste minimization measures were potentially 
cost reducing, most restaurateurs could not see how they could reduce their energy and waste con. 
sumption. Food waste was reportedly negligible due to the fact that careful attention was paid to stock 
take and portion control - waste represented inefficiency and so this was heavily cost driven. However, 
when asked about where waste goes the answers were less equivocal. Owner-managers felt that waste 
separation procedures would create problems for busy staff and the effort required by managers to police 
such practices was prohibitive: 

[Separating waste would be] very hard to enforce. On a Saturday night when you've got a restaurant 
the size we have ... we've got 20,25 staff in the building 

... to stand by the bins and sort of say, 
'No, not that one. That one there, ' and at the end of the day you want to grab a plate and shovel the 
leftovers into a bin (Restaurant 15, Leeds, 6o staff). 

Many owner-managers had not looked into recycling opportunities because there was ostensibly not 
enough room in their restaurants to store the extra bins required for waste separation. The majority of 
respondents thus saw waste collection fees as an inevitable overhead cost. Many felt that increasing 
wdste disposal fees would do little to incentivize change ' unless there was an adequate infrastructure that 
made it easy for restaurants to recycle their waste. Suggestions tended to focus on daily doorstep col- 
lection of recyclable materials. 

Most restaurateurs also found it difficult to see how they could reduce their energy bills. Kitchen 
equipment, such as ovens, tended to be left on during opening hours as they took too long to warm up 
again once turned off. Lights also tended to be turned on during the day as well as at night to create the 
right atmosphere in the restaurant. Heating in the winter and air-conditioning in the summer was con. 
sidered essential for restaurants. Moreover, the paybacks from energy saving technology were not con. 
sidered worth the initial investment required to buy new equipment. As with other issues relating to 
the environmental agenda, respondents explained that energy efficiency was not a core business concern: 

We're busy on other things. We haven't got the resources to suddenly say, 'I know what, I wonder 
if a new boiler would serve the community'. It's difficult to say [this], but I don't really care (Restau- 
rant iz, Leeds, 36 staff). 

These results may present depressing reading for those seeking to champion the cause of improving 
the environmental practices of small firms. Yet, they represent the realities of running an enterprise in 
sectors where price, service and quality of product are of paramount importance. Moreover, they also 
reveal the ambivalence of business owners towards the assumption of government that voluntarism is 
a way forward to change the behaviour of businesses. 

Are Government Policies Encouraging the 'Greening' of SMEs? 

Construction 
Respondents in the construction industry felt that the government had become more consultative in 
recent years, with lots of committees and confederations set up to hear the views of industry. Because 
of its high public profile, key informants highlighted that there had been numerous government and 
industry-led voluntary initiatives to encourage best practice, for instance 'Rethinking construction', 'Part- 
ners in innovation' and the 'Construction best practice programme', all with sustainability as part of 
their remit. Nevertheless, it was legislation that respondents saw as the key driver of environmental 
reform within the sector. 
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Amendments to the building regulations had encouraged much greater levels of energy efficiency in 
building design, and waste disposal regulations had encouraged builders to dispose of waste in an appro- 
priate manner. Reinforced by the raft of health and safety legislation that had recently been introduced, 
site managers were particularly vigilant about waste disposal protocols that overlapped with environ. 
mental health issues. 

Whilst unpopular because of the bureaucracy it entailed, many respondents felt that more stringent 
environmental legislation was the only way to ensure that the industry reduced its environmental impact. 
As one builder from Leeds put it, 

I think the building trade in particular wants regulating. I know people say, 'We don't need regu- 
lating'. You do. If people aren't working in a way that's going to be friendly to the environment, then 
we need to make sure that they do. We need to have licensed builders with identification somewhere 
that people can go back and lift up that image of the building trade. Nothing happens voluntarily 
now (Builder 6, Leeds, 12 staft). 

However, of key concern to both owner-managers and key informants was the low level of compliance 
and inadequate enforcement that were felt to be undermining the effectiveness of regulatory drivers. 
'Cowboy builderswere considered to be a serious problem in the UK, the numbers of which were report- 
edly burgeoning at a disturbing rate due to the paucity of enforcement aimed at smaller firms. 

There's no policing whatsoever. I do know you're always going to compete with a builder that's just 
got a van, bungs stuff up, goes in, gets his money and gets out again (Builder 5, London, 28 stafl). 

Economic incentives such as the landfill tax had done little to encourage eco-efficiency amongst builders 
due to the perceived higher cost and effort involved in recycling and reusing material. Fly-tipping was 
considered a growing problem within the industry, as 'cowboy' builders attempted to keep down costs. 

Restaurants 
Whilst the restaurant industry has to contend with a raft of legislation in areas such as employment and 
health and safety, there are currently few regulations aimed at reducing environmental impacts. The 
landfill tax requires that all restaurants pay a waste fee to collectors, whilst the 'UK Licencing Bill' 
requires owner-managers to reduce noise pollution and noxious smells. The 2000 'Genetically modi- 
fied and novel foods labelling regulations' require catering outlets to identify any genetically modified 
foods in meals. 

When respondents were asked whether they were aware of the environmental regulations that applied 
to their restaurants, most tended to discuss food hygiene rather than environmental legislation. This 
result may be due to the fact that health and safety inspectors were called 'environmental health offi- 
cers'. Owner-managers' environmental obligations were thus viewed as relating mainly to their food 
safety and environmental health practices, as this position resonated more with the day-to-day impera- 
tives of running a business and their direct experience with the state and its agencies. The regular health 
and safety inspections that restaurants received were generally seen in a positive light because owners 
could see the value of having stringent hygiene standards. 

Like builders and architects, most restaurateurs felt that although burdensome regulations were the 
best way to ensure environmental best practice within industry: 

I suppose in a way [regulation] is a form of education. It scares a lot of people, but it should be seen 
as a positive thing and it's obviously not. The more it happens the healthier the environment (Restau- 
rant 18, Leeds, 12, stafl). 
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in contrast to the construction industry, many restaurateurs expressed frustration at the government's 
lack of partnership and consultation on policy with their industry. Some claimed that local authorities 
did not disseminate enough information, for instance about changes to legislation, thus undermining 
the guarantee of a 'level playing rield' as some restaurants were not up to date with their legal obliga. 
tions. Many argued that there should be much more dialogue and support from government so that 
restaurants were better able to respond proactively rather than reactively to policy measures. 

We need to try to establish a relationship ... now in this very moment I don't think there is. I mean 
it's like two different roads. We are on one, [policy makers] are on another. We don't really talk to 
each other. We don't really have any sort of relationship as such (Restaurant 8, London, 20 Staff). 

Discussion 

This paper has presented evidence on the environmental practices of SME architects, builders and 
restaurants in the UK. The complexities of encouraging environmental reform within these sectors has 
been illustrated, not least because of the conflation of environmental issues with the more dominant 
discourse of environmental health. The findings from this study suggest that as yet there is little envi- 
ronmental reform occurring amongst SMEs within the construction and restaurant industries, as the 
majority of respondents claim to be too busy coping with daily business pressures to contemplate envi. 
ronmental measures. Added to these day-to-day demands are those arising out of government regula. 
tory requirements, including health and safety legislation (Vickers et al., 2003) and employment rights 
(Blackburn and Hart, 2003). Many owner-managers remain unconvinced that there is a legitimate busi. 
ness case for reducing their environmental impacts, as they do not believe that customers can be won 
or that costs can be significantly reduced by making environmental improvements. The business ben. 
efits of eco-efficiency measures thus remain elusive to many owner-managcrs, who cite barriers to waste 
minimization and energy efficiency as reasons why such 'win-win' opportunities remain untaken. 

UK policy-makers appear to be relying on voluntary initiatives to spur environmental reform within 
the SME sector. However, these findings suggest that a policy emphasis on voluntarism is unlikely to 
be effective, or at the very least, that sectoral factors are likely to heavily influence the success of volun- 
tary initiatives based on the business case for sustainability. In this instance, it appears that many restau- 
rateurs, builders and architects perceive green consumerism to be occupying a niche position in the 
marketplace and do not feel that there are adequate business benefits in differentiating themselves on 
environmental credentials. it is also c1car that owner-managers fear the incurrence of costs that will 
affect their competitiveness if they undertake environmental improvements voluntarily, and these two 
perceptions are working in tandem to obstruct the development of more environmentally sound busi- 
ness practices. 

Voluntary initiatives may be more effective in 'dirtier' sectors such as the chemical industry, which 
experience significant stakeholder pressure for corporate responsibility. For instance Mol's (1995) study 
of the Dutch chemical industry found that voluntary agreements such as the 'Responsible Care' initia- 
tive had been highly effective in stimulating firms to implement environmental management systems 
as a result of growing public pressure for environmental reform. However, if 'cleaner' sectors like the 
architectural and restaurant industries are not experiencing significant stakeholder pressure to improve 
their environmental performance, there is arguably a case for greater state intervention to set the imper- 
ative for environmental improvement and build the capacity of firms to respond to that imperative. 

Market-based instruments are being increasingly utilized by policy-makers to stimulate innovation 
amongst producers. By internalizing many of the environmental externalities in the price of goods and 
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services, environmental taxes such as the landfill tax and climate change levy are a way of making the 
business case for sustainability clearer to firms. However, it is evident from this study that even where 
the business benefits of environmental management are acknowledged by SMEs many owner-managers 
do not perceive the potential savings to be sufficient to warrant the time, effort and resources needed 
to pursue them. For instance, many restaurateurs may not see the savings to be made from recycling 
bottles to be worth the time and effort involved in waste separation. Correspondingly builders may not 
see the savings made from reusing or recycling material as worth the storage and labour costs involved. 
Taxes would therefore have to be set sufficiently high to incentivize firms to make eco-efficiency mea- 
sures a top management priority. However, raising taxes is clearly a contentious political issue and may 
be unpalatable to many vote-sensitive politicians. 

The views of business owners themselves may help in resolving this issue. Many studies have shown 
that regulation is the primary driver of environmental reform amongst SMEs. This study confirms that 
owner-managers perceive regulation as the best way to encourage environmentally sound business prac- 
tices, not least because it creates a level playing field and thus circumvents the 'free rider' problem. 
Implicit in this perception is the view that becoming more environmentally responsible does cost the 
firm. 

Despit& the fact that restaurateurs see legislation as the most appropriate way to improve the envi- 
ronmental practices of their industry, little in the way of environmental regulations is impacting the 
sector currently. Whilst these firms clearly must fit within a legislative framework, health and safety leg. 
islation does not include environmental criteria despite the obvious overlaps of waste management with 
food safety standards. This may be reinforcing owner-managers' perception that the environmental 
impacts of their firm are too small to warrant much attention. 

Whilst regulation is undoubtedly one way of making the imperative for environmental reform explicit 
to business owners, it is equally clear that regular inspections are key to ensuring that SMEs not only 
understand their environmental obligations, but take them seriously. The stringent health and safety 
inspections that are currently carried out within the restaurant industry atiest to this. Could it make 
sense to augment the existing infrastructure for health and safety enforcement with environmental reg- 
ulation and inspections, thus capitalizing on the conflation of environmental issues with environmen- 
tal health'discourses? 

The construction industry provides a useful comparison to the regulatory context of the restaurant 
industry, as environmental legislation targeting this sector is much more developed and environ- 
mental standards have been continually raised as a result of amendments to the building regulations. 
Nevertheless, the responses of builders and architects highlight that a strong legislative structure has 
little impact if it is not combined with a robust system of enforcement. Whilst the poor enforcement 
evident within the construction industry remains unaddressed, more rigorous regulation will (at 
best) increase 'vulnerable compliance' amongst smaller firms and (at worst) increase the numbers of 
'cowboy' builders operating with impunity. Regular inspections and 'spot checks' - as currently occurs 
for health and safety - might encourage owner-managers to see their environmental responsibilities 
as a core business concern, rather than a secondary (even negligible) issue as currently seems to be 
the case. 

There is another element in the policy mix that is crucial to decreasing rates of 'vulnerable compli- 
ance'. Studies have shown that SMEs often exhibit a low level ofeco-literacy'and lack the ability to inter- 
pret how legislation might affect them. Owner-managers clearly need accessible information and support 
regarding their environmental responsibilities, which is why consultation and dialogue with government 
agencies on environmental policies is so important. As this study has highlighted, there is some degree 
of frustration at the government's lack of partnership and consultation with the restaurant industry, and 
as a result some owner-managers feel ill equipped to respond proactively to policy measures. This is in 
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contrast to respondents in the construction industry, who feel far more able to deal with changes in 
policy as a result of the numerous consultations and voluntary initiatives targeting the industry. Regular 
dialogue and collaboration between SMEs and government, regulators, support agencies and trade asso. 
ciations is crucial, for without this owner-managers may feel marginalized and resistant to new policy 
measures. 

Conclusions 

The findings of this study and others point to a major problem with the 'win-win' philosophy of UK 
policy-makers and their fundamental faith in the market for solving environmental problems; SMEs 
have little incentive to voluntarily improve their environmental performance whilst they remain uncon. 
vinced of the business case for sustainability. So why is it that politicians still seem to be buying into 
the ideological myth that a policy emphasis on voluntarism can work? Perhaps it is because of their 
unerring belief that business owners are 'rational maximizers of utility' and that by providing them with 
more information or tinkering with prices a change in behaviour will'automatically result. Unfortu. 
nately, this assumption is not always correct; as this study has shown SMEs do not always behave 'ratio- 
nally' and continue to neglect 'win-win' opportunities for improving their environmental performance 
that would also save them money. 

Perhaps more crucially, it is questionable whether the government's emphasis on the 'business case' 
for sustainability (and the implied assumption that firms can 'have their cake and eat it') is appropriate 
in light of the considerable economic hardships that may result if the true environmental and social 
costs of production are internalized. A more practically operational approach would be for policy-makers 
to acknowledge that becoming environmentally sustainable may well add to the costs of production. At 
the very least there are likely to be definitive sectoral 'winners' and 'losers' as a result of environmental 
change. In the case of restaurants and construction firms, shifting environmental performance may cost 
the enterprises involved. 

The research has also demonstrated that there is a fundamental difference between the state and enter. 
prise on how to affect change in small businesses. With the formidable transformations that sustain. 
able development requires in the years ahead, surely the energies of policy-makers would be better spent 
encouraging firms to view their environmental obligations as a legitimate business expense, rather than 
proselytizing a 'win-win' game. A normalizing of the attitudes of government and owner-managers on 
the raising of environmental performance, with the state accepting that this may cost industry, would 
represent a significant building block in encouraging businesses to shift their behaviour. This process 
clearly needs to involve dialogue with businesses and an understanding by policy-makers of the 
experience and expertise of business owners, who are clearly stating that a rise in their environmental 
performance will incur costs. Further, a demonstration by the state that it is serious about shifting 
the environmental practices of industry through compulsory measures may help break down the 
view held by SME business owners that their environmental impacts are small and therefore relatively 
unimportant. 

Fortunately, recent policy directions in Europe may help to break down these perceptual barriers. As 
the EU shifts towards a more adversarial regulatory regime in the style of the US (Wstedt and Vogel, 
2001), legislative 'pressures are likely to increase throughout the supply chain, pushing environmental 
concerns further up the business agenda of small firms. For instance, a European directive (in force in 
2. oo6) requiring the eco-labelling of commercial buildings and further gains in energy cfficiency will 
undoubtedly serve to underline environmental imperatives within the construction industry. 
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Environmental Economics and 
the Limits to Growth Debate 

By Andrea Revell 

1. Introduction 

Natural resources are- used to produce things that benefit people, but unfortunately these benefits 

often come at a great cost to the environment. It is important to understand the trade offs between 

these benefits and costs, for if continued economic growth means riches for some but dirtier air or 
fewer forests for all, is it really worth it? Is more economic growth really raising standards of living? 

Or is there a point where it degrades the quality of life? The fundamental question we thus have to 

consider is what is the optimal scale of the economy? How big can our economy get before we start 
to approach the limits to which the earth can support us? 

This chapter aims to explore these questions by comparing the views of different schools of economic 
thought on the relationship between the economy and the environment. The following sections 

explore how new branches of economics, including the influential school of 'environmental 

economics', and the more radical approach of 'ecological economics', challenge traditional economic 
ideas that ignore the environmental impacts of the economy. The chapter concludes by exploring 
how these new models have influenced environmental policy debates across the globe. 

2.. Challen-qinq neo-classical economics 

Neo-classical economics has been the dominant paradigm in the economics profession since the late 
19th century. This model sees the economy solely in terms of a circular flow of goods and services 
between producers and consumers in a closed loop. No reference is made to resource depletion or 
waste as the earth is assumed to have an unlimited capacity to support its population. Kenneth 

Boulding (1966) famously referred to this as the 'cowboy economy; so called because the cowboys 

of the North American plains lived on a linear flow of inputs to outputs, from sources to sinks, taking 

what they wanted from the earth and throwing away the rest In the cowboy economy there was no 

need to recycle anything because resources were assumed to be so abundant. 

These assumptions were seriously challenged in the 1960s and 1970s with the advent of the 

environmental revolution. Seminal books such as Rachel Carson's 'Silent Spring' (1962), Paul 

Ehrlich's 'The Population Bomb' (1968) and the 'Club of Rome's 'Limits to Growth' (1972) foresaw 
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gloomy prospects for the world due to massive population growth, resource depletion and pollution. 
The Club of Rome painted a particularly apocalyptic future for the earth if the environmental impacts 

of the economy were not addressed. The Club of Rome was made up of an informal, international 

group of scientists, humanists, economists and industrialists who shared a deep concern for the rapid 

rise in global population, global consumption and industrial output. The stage was being reached, 
they argued, when this explosion of economic and population growth would exceed the carrying 
capacity of the earth. Using complex computer modeling programmes they predicted that if growth 
continued at the same rate, the earth would strike its limits by the end of the 20th century. 

The book was highly contentious. At that time, there was a general belief in the West that society 
had been largely released from the constraints of nature as a result of the massive technological 

and economic progress that had occurred since the Industrial Revolution, and particularly during 

the post-war reconstruction period of the 1950s and 1960s. There was a sense that human 
ingenuity could fix any problem, and that there was a standard western formula for economic 
growth and prosperity that could be applied throughout the world. Those proposing the idea of 
'limits to growth'were dismissed as alarmist pessimists, enemies of progress and modernity. 

However, as environmental problems gradually worsened, the notion of 'limits to growth' began to 
be taken more seriously. Increased media coverage of environmental issues resulted in growing 
public awareness of the problems unleashed by industrialization, and membership of 
environmental pressure groups soared. Responding to public concern, many governments set up 
environmental departments and introduced environmental laws to regu'late the excesses of 
industry. The first great world environmental conference, the 'United Nations Conference on the 
Human Environment' occurred in 1972 in Stockholm, followed by the establishment of the United 
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). The 1970s thus heralded what can be considered the 
'dawning of environmentalism', when people for the first time began to realize that the 

environment was not a free good that could be exploited endlessly. 

The Dawning of Env Ironmentillsm In Japan 

For Japan, the post-war reconstruction period of the 1950s and 1960s heralded a period of 
massive industrialization and economic growth on a scale never before seen in its history. Rapid 

modernisation brought prosperity and higher standards of living for many of its people, but as industrial 

expansion continued unabated, a major pollution crisis ensued. Thousands -of Japanese citizens 

suffered from mercury poisoning and other industrial pollutants, sparking a major public outcry and a 
heightened sense of environmental concern within society. Numerous grassroot environmental groups 

emerged all over the country, and the government responded by introducing a raft of anti-pollution 
legislation. This regulatory approach was so successful that by the 1970s Japan was hailed as a world 
leader in pollution control. 
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During the 1970s, environmental non-governmental organisations (ENGOs) were generally 

sympathetic to the idea that there were limits to growth. They hence allied themselves with radical 

new branches of economics such as the 'zero growth' and steady-state' schools (see Boulding 1966, 

Daly, 1973). These schools supported the idea that the economy was fast approaching the carrying 

capacity of the earth, and that production and consumption should therefore be contracted. This 

meant zero economic growth to avoid breaching ecological limits. While these ideologies were highly 

influential within the Green movement, they essentially went against the grain of capitalism and free 

market economics, and so were wholly untenable to political and business leaders around the world. 
Developing countries stressed the need to grow their economies to cope with massive population 

growth and high rates of poverty, while developed countries viewed the idea of contracting production 

and consumption as political and economic suicide. In supporting the idea of limits to growth, the 

Green movement hence found itself in direct opposition to a global political economy underpinned by 

the ideas of traditional neo-classical economics, which unquestioningly viewed growth as'good'. 

In the neo-classical view, growth is the ultimate goal because it assumes that the faster the economy 

grows, the more material wealth is created, which increases social welfare and results in the utilitarian 

notion of the 'greatest happiness for the greatest number. This reflects Adam Smith's invisible hand 

theorem, which states that the economy is characterised by profit-maximising producers and welfare- 

maximising consumers acting in their own self-interest. If all agents act in a self-interested, rational 

manner, the market's invisible hand will deliver a socially desirable outcome. This outcome is the 

efficient allocation of resources, which results in the greatest happiness for the greatest number. 

Neoclassical economics thus emphasizes the central role of the market in maximizing the social good 
by allocating all resources - including environmental ones - efficiently. The market is viewed as self- 

correcting; if resources are exploited too rapidly, they become scarce, prices go up and so usage 

goes down. Once resources become scarce, producers are encouraged to find substitutes; this 

encourages technological innovations that can reduce environmental impacts. The assumption is 

that the market harnesses individual self-interest for the advantage of society and the environment. 

The tension between neo-classical economics and those advocating limits to growth Is illustrated by the 
debate discussed In Chapter 2, between 'comucopian' economist Julian Simon (1981), - and Paul Ehrlich. the 

celebrated author of 'The Population BomW (1968). You will remember that Simon (1981) challenged 
Ehrlich's notion of a pending Wafthusian' catastrophe - that population growth would eventually result in 
demand outstripping the supply of natural resources, thus leading Inevitably to a global environmental 
catastrophe and a return to subsistence-level conditions worldwide. Instead, Simon argued that population 
was the solution to resource scarcities and environmental problems, since people and markets find ways to 
innovate. He was thus described as a comucopian for his belief that human Ingenuity and technological 

progress would ensure continued economic growth and prosperity for humankind. 
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, Simon will go down in history as the man Who bet Ehrlich on a mutually agreed upon measure of' 
resource scarcity - and won. Simon bet that the price of a basket of metals (chosen by Ehrlich) would go 
down (indicating plenty) rather than up (indicating scarcity) despite major increases in population growth. 
True to his prediction, by 1990 the global population had grown by over 800 million, yet the price of all 
Ehrlich's selected metals (chrome, tin, copper, nickel, tin, and tungsten) had fallen - in some cases 
spectacularly so. Simon thus lent credence to his argument that short term scarcity could be overcome 

, as higher prices motivated inventors and entrepreneurs to search for alternatives. 

Mainstream economists continue to follow traditional ideas regarding economy-environment 

relationships. However, challenges have come from more progressive thinkers in economics who 
have been concerned about the growing environmental impact of the economy, and have branched 

off to form their own schools of thought. 

3. Environmental economics 

One school that has had a great impact on the environmental policy agenda worldwide is that of 
@environmental economics', which emerged in the late 1970s as a challenge to the zero growth and 
steady-state ideologies dominant at the time. Instead of zero growth, environmental economics 
introduced the more complex objective of 'sustainable growth'; a concept that was considerably more 
palatable to those within the halls of power. This perspective argued that the economy could 
continue to grow as long as Boulding's (1966) 'cowboy economy' was transformed into what Jacobs 
(1997) terms a 'circular economy'. 

3.1 Sustainable growth and the circular economy 

The idea of a circular economy is founded on the first law of thermodynamics, which states that 
'matter cannot be created or destroyed, it can only be transformed' Under this law it becornes clear 
that if matter and energy cannot be destroyed, all inputs must inevitably end up as waste. Material 

goods do not just disappear once we are finished with them, they are transformed into refuse and 
pollution. The goal of environmental economics is to minimize this waste by increasing the circularity 
of the economy, for if wastes can be returned to the economy (ie recycled) both resource depletion 

and pollution can be minimised. The key emphasis in environmental economics is thus to increase 
the 'eco-efficiency' of the economy by limiting the throughput of production. Advocates of this 

approach argue that sustainable growth is then possible because the economy has a much smaller 
impact on the environment. 
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A major focus of environmental economics is the design of policies which increase resource 

efficiencies at least cost to the economy. This involves three aspects: 

L Commodifying the environment 
ii. Defining the'optimal' level of environmental protection via cost-benefit analysis 
iii. Creating policies to enable the market to achieve the optimal level of protection. 

1. Commodifying the environment 

Jacobs (1994) highlights that at the heart of environmental economics lies the aim of turning the 

environment into a commodity. This is because commodification enables environmental goods and 

services to be incorporated into economic models and analysed like any other market commodity. 
The process of commodification involves breaking the environment down into its constituent goods 
and services. For instance the tropical rainforest provides a range of goods (timber, medicines, food 

etc), and services (climate stabilisation, watershed protection etc). Each one of these 'commodities' 

are then priced according to supply and demand, like any other product or service. In this way, the 

environment is brought into the market economy. 

H. Finding the optimal level of environmental protection 

Environmental economists argue that because environmental protection can be beneficial to 

society but costly to the economy, benefits and costs should be weighed up to decide the 
'optimal' level of protection. This is done in a process called 'cost-benefit analysis' (CBA). which 
is widely used by policyrnakers, to help them decide which policies to adopt. CBA was developed 

over the last 30 years by economists as a mechanical way of making decisions about resource 
allocation. The level of environmental protection that is considered optimal in CBA is the 
intersection of the costs and benefits curves, as this is where the benefits of environmental 
protection are maximised at least cost to the economy. 

Costs of 
environmental 
protection 

Benefits of 
anvironmental 

: týýeprotection 

'Optimal' level of protection (willingness to pay) 

The - costs and'benefiti 

curves reflect supply and 
demand curves. As the 

costs associated with 

supplying environmental 

protection go up, 
demand goes 'down as 

people are less and less 

willing to Pay for higher 

levels of protection. 
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Environmental valuation methods are essential to cost-benefit analysis, as economists have no 
other way of comparing benefits with costs except by using financial estimations. In the market, 
the price of a product or service represents its value or benefit. However, there are no markets - 
and hence no prices - for many environmental goods and services. so in these instances 

economists must estimate their value by calculating what people would be willing to pay for that 

environmental good, or what they would be willing to accept as compensation for environmental 
losses. 

Economists use two methods to assess the value that people ascribe to the environment. The 
first is to make an assessment of what is termed 'revealed preferences'. In the case of valuing a 
national park for instance, economists might include the amount that people pay to travel to a 
national park, how much they pay to use the park, or how much house prices have gone up 
around the park. The other method is by 'expressed preferences' using 'contingent valuation'. 
Contingent valuation involves surveying people on what they are willing to pay for an 
environmental good or service, or what they are willing to accept as compensation for the loss of 
that environmental good or service. A monetary value on nature is thus found by researching the 

expressed -preferences of consumers (which of course is constrained by ability to pay - ie 
incomes). 

Once a monetary value for environmental commodities has been calculated, the benefits of 

environmental protection (based on revealed or expressed preferences) may be compared with 
the costs of that environmental protection, including the opportunity costs of not being able to 

allocate resources elsewhere. The optimal level of protection is the point where benefits are 

maximised at least cost. 

Ill. Creating policies 

Once the optimal level of environmental protection has been established using CBA, the next stage is 

to actually create policies that will achieve that level of protection. Regulations (such as water, land 

and air quality standards) have traditionally been the central mechanism for protecting the 

environment. However, since the 1980s deregulation trends have helped to fuel the search for more 
flexible and cost-effective policy tools. Regulation is often criticised for involving excessive 'red tape' 

(which can restrict business and discourage innovation), and for requiring a significant amount of 
funding for enforcement. A central aim of environmental economics has thus been to design more 

efficient market-based policy instruments, which give producers greater flexibility in deciding how to 

respond to environmental problems, at the same time as lowering the cost of enforcement. The key 
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market-based instrument (MBI) used by policyrnakers today are environmental taxes and tradeable 
permits. 

Environmental taxes 

Environmental taxes change the prices of existing goods and services in the market In order to 
internalise 'environmental externalities'. The idea of an 'environmental externality' relates back to 
traditional economic ideas. Because the economy is defined solely in terms of production and 
consumption, with no reference to the ecological systems that underpin it, the environment Is 

considered 'external' to the economy. In setting the price of goods and services, producers thus 
internalise costs such as capital and labour, but ignore environmental costs such as pollution and 

waste. In effect, this means that prices in the free market economy are set artificially low, because 

they do not reflect the so called 'true social cost of production'. Low prices increase demand, and 
producers thus increase supply - with a devastating effect on the environment. 

Environmental economists highlight that it is because most environmental costs are not internalised 

within prices that we are facing such acute environmental problems today. Environmental 

externalities. represent a market failure, for they encourage producers and consumers to be wasteful 
and polluting. For instance, factories in China pump pollution into the air and waterways because they 
have not had to pay for the impacts of their activity on the environment. Shoppers in Tokyo or New 
York eat their lunch out of throw-away plastic containers because they can put the packaging in the 

rubbish bins to be picked up for free by the municipal authorities. However, although the factory or the 

shopper does not pay, there is a cost to society. We all ultimately pay if the air is polluted, our waters 

are toxic and our landfill sites full. Sometimes taxpayers are forced to pick up the tab by funding 

government spending on pollution control, or they may pay indirectly, for instance by funding 

treatment for asthmatic patients through their health insurance premiums. But inevitably, as the 

environment declines, it is the poorest and most vulnerable, not to mention future generations who 
end up paying the highest price. 

Environmental economics advocates addressing this market failure by making polluters pay 
directly. This is known as the 'polluter pays principle'. Policies include taxing 'environmental 

bads' and/or subsiding 'environmental goods, so that polluters have a direct incentive to switch to 

less environmentally damaging activities. Environmental taxes are thus a way of Internalising 

environmental externalities to ensure that the true social costs of production are revealed in 

prices. Examples of environmental taxes include carbon taxes (where industry is taxed for every 
unit of carbon dioxide emitted, which incentivises firms to find energy efficient and low carbon 
alternatives), congestion charging (where motorists pay a fee for entering the 'congestion zone', 

which encourages them to make fewer journeys in these areas), and fuel duties (where petrol Is 
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taxed to encourage motorists to buy more fuel efficient vehicles or use their cars less frequently). 
One example of how taxation could be applied to an environmentally damaging activity, air 
transport, is given in Box 4.1 

Taxing air travel 

The UK government recently endorsed a massive expansion of air travel capacity in its 'Aviation 
White paper'(DTI, 2003), as aviation passenger numbers are predicted to double by 2020. The 
increased demand for air travel in the UK has been partly driven by the emergence of 

competitive low cost, airlines which have created a downward pressure on fare prices and made 

air travel more affordable to the masses. Environmental groups such as'Greenpeacq', 'Friends 

of the Earth'and New Labour's green think tank 'SERA' (Socialist Environment and Resource 

Association) have criticized government plans to meet this increased demand by buil ding new, 

airports and runways. They argue that these developments are likely to stimulate demand even 
further, which will have a devastating Impact on the environment. Aviation emissions contribute 
three times more carbon dioxide than any other transport source and is one of the major causes 
of human-induced climate change. The government itself acknowledges that carbon dioxide 

emissions from aviation could be 25% of Britain's total contribution to global warming by 2030 

(DTI, 2003) - 

Instead of increasing capacity, environmentalists have called for a. demand-management 

approach using environmental taxation to raise the cost of flying. Sewell (20Q3) highlights that 

aviation receives E9 billion in hidden subsidies annually due to the fact that there is no value- 
added tax on the purchase of aviation fuel, passenger tickets or aircrafts, not to mention aircraft 
servicing, air traffic control, airline meals or baggage handling. Even the cost of landing slots is 

subsidized by duty free airport sales. Because of this, the price of flying is still relatively low 

and consequently demand for air travel continues to rise at an alarming pace. While car dri, vqrs 

are made to pay directly for the pollution they cause via fuel taxes, vehicle excise duty, 

congestion charging and road tolls, air passengers are currently exempt from such, taxes.. 

Aviation is thus a classic example of an industry which has externalizedthe environmental and 

social costs it imposes on society. 

Environmental taxation is a favoured policy tool in many countries (particularly In Europe), 

because it is both an efficient and flexible way of engendering environmental reform. 
Environmental taxes are efficient because the polluter is made to pay directly, and flexible 

because the polluter can decide whether to pay the tax or find more environmentally friendly 
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alternatives. However, a key problem with environmental taxes is that many polluters may feel 

that it is easier to pay the tax than to change their behaviour. For Instance, despite fuel duties, 

many people still prefer to use their cars rather than take public transport. Taxes therefore have 

to be set high to stimulate a behaviour change. Nevertheless, raising taxes is a very contentious 

political issue, and many politicians fear a backlash from voters. A good example of this Is the 
UK fuel duty protests of 2000, in which the road lobby blockaded motorways to protest at fuel tax 

rises. The government relented by agreeing not to raise the fuel duty any further. 

Environmental taxes can be unpopular with voters for a number of reasons. Firstly, they are seen 
to penalise the poor more than the rich, as the rich are in a better position to absorb extra costs. 
They can also be deeply unpopular if it is felt that the taxes have been introduced primarily to 

increase government coffers rather than to protect the environment. For this reason, there is 

increasing pressure on governments to 'hypothecate' environmental taxes, which means that the 

money raised is funneled directly into services that improve the environment. For Instance, in 

Sweden a tax on fertiliser and pesticide has been spent on research into environmenta 
, 
Ily 

sensitive agriculture (ECOTEC, 2001). In the US a gasoline tax has been dedicated to improving 

transportation infrastructure (Parry, 2002 ). In Australia and the UK, most landfill levies are used 
to fund waste management programmes, including recycling (BDA group, 2003) . One of the 

reasons that the UK road lobby was so successful at provoking a public outcry about the rise in 

fuel duty was that the government had not hypothecated the money to fund improvements in 

public transport. 

Tradeable permits 
Originally developed in the US, tradeable permits are another increasingly popular market-based 

instrument. Tradeable permits work by establishing a target level of environmental quality, 
defined by 'total allowable emissions'. Permits are then allocated to polluters, with each permit 

enabling the recipient to emit a specified amount of pollution. Because polluters are allowed to 

trade these permits among themselves, those who pollute least are rewarded (as they can sell 
their permits at a profit), and those who pollute most are penalised (as they have to buy extra 

permits to match their emissions). 

Like environmental taxation, the key advantage of tradeable permits is their flexibility, for by 

letting polluters decide whether to buy more permits or invest in greener alternatives to reduce 
their emissions, they help to reduce the negative impact of environmental protection on the 

competitiveness of industry. Tradeable permits are therefore an increasingly popular policy tool 

within both political and industry circles. 
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The U. S pioneered emissions trading when it established the 'Emissions Trading Program' (ETP) 
under the Clean Air Act of 1976. Emission permits have since been used in the US for controlling 
water and air pollution including lead, CFC, sulphur dioxide and nitrous oxide emissions. In 2005, 
Europe commenced its own fledgling Emissions Trading Scheme (EETS) which enables member 
states to buy and sell emissions permits to help reach their Kyoto protocol targets. 

While tradeable permits are slowly becoming more common in environmental policyrnaking, they 
have been criticised by some in the Green movement who believe that giving polluters a permit to 

pollute is tantamount to giving them the 'right' to pollute, and takes attention away from the need to 

reduce resource consumption among polluters who can afford to buy more permits. 
Box 4.2 Mitigating climate change with carbon trading' 

Proposals for carbon trading schemes emerged In Europe as a response to the Kyoto Protocol, a 1997 
international treaty to mitigate climate change that came into effect in 2005. The 166 nations who have ratified 
the Kyoto protocol treaty are legally bound to reduce emissions of six greenhouse gases (collectively) by an 
average of 5.2% below their- 1990 levels by the period 2008-2012. The European Emissions Trading Scheme 
(EETS), which began in 2005, Is mandatory for all member states as a way of meeting their Kyoto obligations to 

reduce carbon dioxide emissions. It works by capping the amount of carbon dioxide that each country can 
emit, and then allowing permits to be Issued that grant power plants. and other large point sources the'right to 

emit a stated amount of carbon dioxide over a fixed time period. This Is also known' as a '6p, 6rid, trade', 

scheme. Each member state Is obliged to submit a National 
- Allocation Plan (NAP), which 

, estimates 
appropriate caps on emissions for different industries. Once the European Commission has-approved the 
NAP, caps are set in place, and permits are then issued and traded to achi eve those caps. - 

Environmental NGO's became highly critical of the first phase of the EETS (2005-2007) when it became clear 
that many countries had abused the system by giving their industries such- geri6rous* caps that th6y, did not 
need to reduce emissions' beyond current levels. Environmental groups-havie thus pressed for muO stricter 
caps in the second phase (2008-2012). 

_The second phase will involve caps forall greenhouse gas emis I sions, 
not just carbon dioxide. t The European Commission is also considering including aviation as a't arget Industry 

under the scheme due to the significant and rapidly increasing emissions produced by this sector. 

Aubrey Myer's (2006) has called for a 'contraction and convergence' model for capping global emissions, which 
places emphasis on the distributional equity of emissions over time. The idea is'to'ensure that developel 

countries contract their emissions to such an extent that developing countries can still Increase theirs (to keep 

pace with growing populations), while total global emissions are reduced. Myers describes it as: 
NA straightforward model for an international agreement on greenhouse gas emissions. It sets a safe and stable 
target for concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, and a date by which those concentrations 
should be achieved, based on the best scientific evidence. The atmosphere being a ! gldbal good", C&C 

declares that all citizens of the Earth have an equal right in principle to emit, and will actually be given an equal 
right by this future date, the individual allowance for each citizen b eing derived from. the "safe 0 global target So. 
from the grossly inequitable situation we have now, per capita emissions from each country will "Convefgeo at a 
far more equitable level in the future, while the global total of emissions will 1'contrjctý (Myers, 2006) 
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4. Ecoloqical Modernisation 

Since the 1990s, environmental economics has become increasingly influential in defining the 

response of governments to the environmental crisis. In fact, it has become so Influential that 

many of its core principles have been incorporated into a political programme called 'ecological 

modernisation'. Ecological modernisation (EM) is now the policy strategy and discourse adopted 
by most governments, businesses and reformist environmentalists on the environment (Revell, 

2005; Berger et al, 2001). For instance, EM has been described as the new name for 

environmental politics in the European Union (Pepper, 1999), and is the perspective guiding the 

World Commission for Environment and Development (Strandbakken and SO, 1997). 

Informed by environmental economics, ecological modernisation revolves around the imperatives 

of competitiveness, eco-efficie 
* 
ncy, and technological innovation. EM policy strategies also 

emphasize market-based solutions to environmental problems. A core tenet of this model Is that 

industrialised countries are becoming more environmentally sustainable as a result of technical 

progress in resource and energy efficiency, which has enabled economic growth to be 

'decoupled' from environmental degradation. This idea relates to a concept known in economics 

as the 'Environmental Kuznets Curve' (or EKC), which is informed by empirical research 

indicating an inverted U-shaped relationship between pollution and income per capita. 

Fig. 4.2 The Environmental Kuznets Curve 
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The curve suggests that while pollution initially increases with rising incomes, it then begins to 
decrease once a certain threshold of income has been crossed. The central inference is that the 

wealthier people become, the more their environmental impacts are reduced over the long term 

as society becomes rich enough to clean up the environmental fall-out of its own growth, and to 
invest in greener production processes. In this model economic growth is thus part of the solution 
rather than the problem. 

Like environmental economics, advocates of ecological modernisation propose that decoupling 

economic growth from environmental degradation can only be achieved by reducing the material 

and energy throughput of the economy. Science and technology are seen as crucial institutions 

for attaining this goal, and policyrnakers following this path call for major technological 

innovations to slash the resource use of industry by fourfold and even tenfold. The 'business 

case for sustainability' - the idea that environmental reform can be profitable, or that 'pollution 

prevention pays' - is a key rhetorical devise used by politicians to encourage technological 

innovation and a shift towards 'clean production'. Eco-efficiency is emphasized as a way of 
lowering production costs and increasing profits, while new markets for environmentally friendly 

products and services are highlighted as potential sources of future growth (Revell, 2007). 

Policyrnakers advocating ecological modernisation see the market as the best medium for solving 

environmental problems, for if market failures are corrected, the most efficient (or eco-efficient) 

allocation of resources will result. 

The Stern Review 

A groundbreaking report on the economics of climate change written by the economist Nicolas 

Stern (2006) and commissioned by the UK's finance minister Gordon Brown-, "has caused 

shock waves around the world by suggesting that climate change is not only the 'greatest and 

widest-ranging market failure ever seen. but that "tackling climate Change is the, prO-grOWth, 

strategy for the longer term". (Stern, 2006, pl-2). Reflecting the centrai'ýEM idea . 
1hat, 

environmental protection is a, pre-requisite for long, term economic growth, Stern'argues that,. 

"mitigation - taking strong action to reduce emissions - must be viewed as an investmOt-it 

these investmeniS'are made wisely, the costs will be manageable and there, will, be a wide 

range of opportunities for growth and development along the way. For this to work well, policy 

must promote sound market signals, overcome market failures and have equity and risk 

mitigation at its core". He asserts that. "tackling climate change..., can be done ina-wayth -at, 

does not cap the aspirations for growth of rich or poor countries" (Stern, 2006; p1-, 2). ' 
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Despite EM's growing prominence within mainstream environmental politics, the principles which 

constitute its foundation have been challenged by other emerging and more radical branches of 

economics which have called for a less reductionist and more precautionary approach to 

environmental problems. The remainder of this chapter explores what one particular branch - 
#ecological economics' - offers as an alternative and competing paradigm to that presented by 

environmental economists. 

6. Ecoloqical economics 

'Ecological economics is a transdisciplinary effort to link the natural and social sciences 

broadly, and especially ecology and economics... One of the basic organizing principles of 

ecological economics is ... a focus on (the) complex interrelationship between ecological 

sustainability (including system carrying capacity and resilience), social sustainability 
(including distribution of wealth and rights, social capital and coevolutionary preferences), 

and economic sustainability (including allocative efficiency in the presence of highly 

incomplete and imperfect markets)" (Costanza, 2003: 1) 

Ecological economics is in part an outcome of recent developments in systems ecology, which 

focuses on the complex non-linearity of ecological processes and the resilience of ecosystems to 

maintain themselves in the face of stress and shock (Turner et al. 1995). Ecological economics thus 

has its intellectual roots in the natural sciences, which is a key reason why some mainstream 

economists refuse to regard it as a legitimate branch of economics. While the neo-classical purist 

implicitly views the environment as external to the economy, ecological economists see the economy 

as contained within the ecological and biospheric systems of the earth, and therefore economics is 

viewed as a subset of ecology. Key authors in ecological economics include prominent economists 

such as Herman Daly (1995) and David Pearce (1999), as well as ecologists such as Robert 

Costanza (1991) and Anne-Marie Janssen (1984). 

To address the differences between ecological and environmental economics, it is useful to explore 

the challenges that the former poses for the latter. Key faultlines between the two branches include: 

1. Reductionism versus 'coevolution' 

ii. The sustainability of a circular economy 

iii, Safe minimum standards and the substitutability of human and natural capital 

iv. Quantitative growth vs qualitative development 

V. The valuation of environmental resources 
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1. Reductionism versus 'coevolution' 
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In contrast to the reductionist approach taken by environmental economics, ecological economics 
sees ail relationships (economic, social, ecological) as endogenous and coevolutionary. Norgaard 
(1997) highlights that natural and human systems cannot be separated from one another; in fact, they 

are so intimately interconnected that they evolve together and reflect one another. In the ongoing 
feedback between evolving systems, a change in any one system affects the other, and the 

characteristics of each system places selective pressure on the rest. Ecological economics thus 

emphasizes the need to understand the integral dynamics between social, economic and ecological 
systems, and humankind's role in shaping the biological as well as cultural evolution of the planet. By 
treating the environment as separate from humankind, environmental economics is accused of 
undermining the dynamic and unified relationship between humans and nature. 

Ecological economists also regard it as folly to assume that we can leave decisions about resource 
allocations to the market and to 'benign' interventions by government (using environmental valuation 
and CBA) to manage the environment on behalf of society. Norgaard (1997) highlights the inherent 

unpredictability of coevolutionary processes, as nothing can be said with certainty to determine 

anything. Power is diffuse in the coevolutionary model - all can and will transform in unpredictable 
ways, and human agency is just one aspect among many others that determine future development. 
Challenging the idea that the environment can be 'managed', or that environmental change can be 

predicted with any accuracy, ecological economists advocate a far more ecocentric and precautionary 

approach to economic analysis and policyrnaking. Conservation and environmental protection 

measures - particularly protection of eco-system resilience - take precedent, unless the cost to 

society is unacceptably large (Turner et. al, 1995). 

H. The sustainability of a circular economy 

One aspect of this ecocentricism is that while environmental economists do not. believe in 

predetermined limits to growth, ecological economists assert that there are environmental limits that 

should constrain economic activity even in a circular economy. Using Georgescu-Roegen's (1971) 

'entropy' based model, which forms a core intellectual foundation for ecological economics, Daly 

(1991,1992) argues that there are limits to physical growth even in the most resource efficient 
economy, because perfect recycling is precluded on thermodynamic grounds. Daly asserts that 

environmental economists have rather missed the point with the circular economy, for while they may 
have grasped the implications of the first law of thermodynamics and the limits it imposes, they have 

not grasped the implications of the second law. The second Law of thermodynamics states that 
'when energy is transformed from one state to another, some energy is lost as heat'. 
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This law highlights that the transformation of energy/matter involves some degradation of quality: a 

shift from order to disorder (or entropy). The circular economy assumes that everything goes round in 

a closed loop with nothing wasted. However, the law of entropy tells us that In reality there will 

always be some waste. Economic activity involves transforming materials from one state to another, 

and this dissipates energy in the process. Economic activity thus necessarily increases entropy 
(disorder) in the universe. 

Under the second law of thermodynamics, every day the universe gets more and more disordered. 

Any local increase in order (eg production of a good) is paid for by an increase in disorder elsewhere 

(eg bi-products of toxic waste, pollution). Any system without an external energy source increases 

entropy. There is thus a major flaw in the circular economy; a closed system will eventually use up all 
its available energy and turn it into waste. For example, recycling requires energy to power treatment 

plants. As long as the recycling process is powered by fossil fuels, it will contribute to air pollution. 
Recycling therefore reduces one environmental problem (waste) only at the cost of increasing 

another (air pollution). Because of the entropy problem, ecological economists like Daly (1992) argue 

that the circular economy is simply not sustainable, and that solving the entropy problem requires the 

creation of a renewable energy economy. By harnessing solar power (the earth's external energy 

source) energy can be added into the system, replacing what has been lost. Using solar power the 

circular economy then becomes a feasible goal, as the energy required to recycle is unlimited and 

environmentally benign. The real significance of renewable energy is thus not that it does not run out 
but that it does not generate waste (Jacobs, 1997). 

ill. Safe minimum standards and the substitutability of human and natural capital 

Ecological economics emphasizes the extreme scientific uncertainty surrounding complex ecological 

processes and functions, arguing that because we do not know enough about the long-term impacts 

of pollution and other environmental hazards, and because new effects can occur due the inherent 

un predictability and interrelatedness of environmental systems, it may not be possible to identify 

sustainable levels of economic growth, or the 'optimal' level of environmental protection as 

emphasized in environmental economics. As ecosystems do not always clearly signal when their 

carrying capacity or assimilative capacity has been breached, market prices cannot be relied upon to 

indicate whether a system is approaching its threshold of resilience. Rather than a simple cost- 

benefit approach, ecological economists thus advocate the application of the 'precautionary principle' 

in environmental policyrnaking, which involves the adoption of 'safe minimum standards'. 
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Safe minimum standards, such as quotas or limits on resource use, emission permits, ambient 

standards or hunting seasons, are a precautionary instrument to safeguard 'critical natural capital' - 
those environmental goods and services that are critical to the healthy functioning of ecysystems and 
biodiversity. By preserving a critical minimum stock of natural capital, safe minimum standards are 

seen as a buffer against unexpected environmental behaviour and the risk of irreversibility. 

In contrast, environmental economics adopts less stringent ideas of environmental conservation, 

as no aspect of the environment is considered inviolable - including critical natural capital. 
Instead, environmental economics takes the view that depletion of natural capital is justified as 
long as the 'Hartwick rule" is observed. Le that there is an equivalent increase in human capital 

which ensures that the total capital stock remains the same. This means that the income derived 

from natural resources must be invested in other forms of capital which can yield the same 

amount of income. Thus as long as fossil fuel or tropical rainforest exploitation results in a 

corresponding increase in human capital such as roads, buildings, electricity, schools or incomes, 

the exploitation is deemed acceptable to environmental economists. This is known as a 'weak' 

perspective on sustainability. 

Reflecting Julian Simon's cornucopian beliefs, those advocating weak sustainability argue that, as 

natural capital becomes more and more scarce, there are increased incentives to search out 

alternative supplies or artificial and natural substitutes. For example, dwindling stocks of 
hardwood timber have led to softwood and manufactured substitutes. Environmental economists 

are thus optimistic about the possibility of finding suitable technical substitutes for natural capital. 
In contrast, ecological economists take a strong sustainability approach, which assumes that 

technology will not necessarily be able to remove resources constraints, and that there are no 

substitutes for some (critical) natural capital. Instead of viewing natural capital as 
interchangeable with human capital, ecological economics views human capital as derived from 

natural capital and therefore dependent on natural capital. The ecological health of the planet 
therefore takes precedence over the economic needs of humans. 

Iv. Quantitative growth vs qualitative development 

Daly (1987) argues that environmental economics confuses quantitative economic growth (Le 

increases in the biophysical scale of the economy, as measured by national accounts or'GDP'), 

with qualitative development in the non-physical characteristics of the economy (indicated by an 
improvement in the 'quality of life'). Daly and other ecological economists highlight that the neo- 

I The Hartwick rule is names after the economist John Hartwick, who defined his theorem in Hartvvick (1977) 
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classical model of GDP measures a nation's prosperity by the volume of goods and services 
bought and sold, but ignores the social and environmental cost of doing business. They argue 
that the use of GDP as a measure of standards of living is misconceived if increased 

consumption leads to degradation of natural capital, which in turn results In a reduction in the 

quality of life and general wellbeing of society. For instance, a study by Daly and Cobb (1987) 
found that economic growth in the US during the 1950s and 1960s caused welfare per capita to 
increase, but further economic growth in the 1970s and 1980s actually caused overall welfare to 
decline. They concluded that after a critical threshold, the negative aspects of affluence started 
to outweigh the positive aspects, and that further economic growth could lead to a reduction in 

the quality of life. 

Marylin Waring's celebrated book 'if Women Counted: A new Feminist Economics' (1988) 

outlines a scathing critique of GDP for ignoring the environment, domestic and unpaid work, and 
subsistence production. She highlights how GDP records environmental degradation as 
ultimately welfare producing rather than reducing, as oil spills and pollution are counted as having 

a positive effect on economic growth. 

Exxon Valdez oil spill as 'welfare producling' 

On march 24th, 1989, the superianker'Exxon-Valdef tragically crashed into reefs off the port of 
Valdez on the Alaskan coast, dumping an estimated II million gallons of crude oil into the sea. 
in a matter of 7 or 8 hours (Buchholz and Rosenthal, 1998). The oil spill was. one of the worst in 

history, devastating the ecology of Alaska's pristine 'Prince William Sound% :A massive cle an up, 

operation ensued, 
"at-a 

total, cost of U. S-$2. billion. , Since GDP records, every monetary 

, transaction, as positive, '- the,,, Exxon Naldez -oil spill was by inference counted in the national 

accounts, of the United States as welfare producing rather than welfare reducing. 

Because of these criticisms of GDP, ecological economics advocates the use of alternative 
indexes such as 'Green Gross Domestic Product' (Green GDP) or 'Green National Product' 

(GNP), which factor in the environmental consequences of economic growth and therefore offer a 

more realistic measure of the quality of life. Examples include: 

Nordhaus and Tobin's (1972 ) 'MEW (Measure of Economic Welfare), which subtracts 
the costs associated with environmental 'bads' (such as pollution) from GDP, while 

adding qualitative benefits such as the value of services (versus the sales price of 

products), the value of leisure time, household production and government spending. 
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Daly and Cobb's (1987) Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW), which weights 
personal consumption with factors such as the cost of environmental degradation, 
depreciation of natural resources, capital adjustments, income inequality and domestic 
labour 

Pearce and Atkinson's (1993) 'genuine savings' model, which adjusts GNP by taking 

account of resource depletion, environmental degradation and changes in environmental 
services to measure genuine savings. 

v. The valuation of environmental resources 

Ecological economics challenges environmental economics' reliance on contingent valuation and 
cost-benefit analysis in deciding environmental policy. Because the latter puts a monetary value 
on environmental goods and services by assessing what people are willing to pay for them, 

environmental value is ascribed mainly in terms of nature's utility or value to human beings. 
However, ecological economists emphasize not just the instrumental but the intrinsic value of 
nature, Le its inherent worth regardless of what humans ascribe to it. Ecological economists thus 

question whether it is possible to put a monetary value on the environment at all. They also 
highlight that aggregating private willingness to pay may not adequately capture the 'true' social 

value of healthy ecosystems and interrelationships. 

Ecological economists have much sympathy with Mark Sagoff's famous and devastating critique 

of contingent valuation in his book 'The Economy of the Earth' (1988). Sagoff's essential 

argument is that people value the environment as citizens not consumers. People have 

economic preferences as consumers, but they also have moral preferences as citizens. Because 

the environment is a 'public good', people tend to react more as citizens than consumers, and this 

makes it very difficult for them to put a monetary value on nature. This is evidenced by the 

problems encountered in contingent valuation surveys. Firstly, large numbers of people refuse to 

participate in such surveys. Secondly, the meanings of those that do respond are not always 

clear, as people are unsure about how to reply to questions such as 'how much are you willing to 

pay for the protection of the blue whale'. Thirdly, what people are willing to pay for environmental 

protection is usually less than the compensation they would need for its loss. Sagoff highlights 

that this is an important finding, as it means that willingness to pay consistently underestimates 

environmental losses and therefore allows too much environmental degradation. Sagoff 

concludes that contingent valuation may thus misrepresent the way in which people value the 

environment. 
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Confirming Sagoff, s analysis, Burgess et. al's (1999) study of a contingent valuation exercise' 
regarding the pevense 

,y 
levels in southern England found that the participants had difficulty in 

fragmenting their experiences of nature in the way required by the response analysts. - 
Moreover, participants expressed anger and concern when informed that their responses 
could be used as-a basis for environmental policyrnaking. They concluded that contingent 
valuation exercises were fundamentally flawed because putting a monetary value on nature 

was an alien concept to parficipants. 

Another problem with contingent valuation and cost-benefit analysis is that current preferences 

are not necessarily a good indication of true welfare (O'Neil, 1993). For instance, people may 

prefer shopping malls to wetlands because they have no idea how ecologically important 

wetlands are. Consequently, what people are willing to pay for wetland preservation may be 

comparatively little compared to the value they ascribe to having their favourite shops in close 

proximity. CBA is therefore criticized for undervaluing environmental resources. 

Detractors of cost-benefit analysis conclude that the central problem is that it can - and does . 
result in immense environmental degradation, particularly as the benefits of 'development' are so 
often considered to outweigh the costs to the environment. This is particularly true in developing 

countries, whose development needs are greatest. 

Ecological economists thus challenge the central emphasis of CBA in environmental 

policyrnaking, arguing that environmental economics' reliance on preference-based valuations 

may result in aesthetically attractive environmental goods getting assigned higher prices than life 

supporting critical natural capital. Ecological economics supports the protection of critical natural 

capital via standards and regulations rather than monetary valuation methods. 

As part of its focus on social sustainability, ecological economics also supports the expansion of 
the field of economics to include more participative methods of environmental decision-making 

than cost-benefit analysis. This may include consensus or democratic decision-making 

methodologies where stakeholders participate in reaching objectives and priorities about resource 

allocations that affect them, as in the case of lay panels, round-table meetings or citizens juries 

(Aldred and Jacobs, 2000). The narrow focus on CBA by environmental Policyrnakers is criticized 

as exclusionary and elitist, assigning the ultimate decision-making power to non-elected 

policyrnakers and economic 'experts' instead of encouraging wider public involvement in solving 

environmental problems. Ecological economists thus support the political model of 'deliberative 

democracy' and the reform of institutions to increase stakeholder participation in environmental 
decisio n-m akin g, especially those affected by a particular issue (Costanza et. al, 1997). 

1 
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Ecological economists view a sustainable society as requiring a strong democracy where different 

viewpoints, values and aims are aired in free and open debates, and where citizens are well 
informed and given an equal standing with so-called experts (Prugh et al., 2000; O'Hara, 1995). 

Summary 

Environmental economics is one of the fastest growing academic fields and, (as the dominance of 
ecological modernisation discourse attests), its analysis has greatly influenced policymakers 

around the world. This is a significant achievement given that only a few decades ago 

environmental considerations held little or no sway within policyrnaking. 

Environmental economists view sustainable growth as entirely possible as long as the circularity 

of the economy is increased, which effectively decouples environmental degradation from 

economic growth. If environmental externalities (such as pollution and waste) are internalised 

within prices, the market system can successfully deal with environmental problems by limiting 

demand for environmental 'bads' while increasing the appeal of environmental 'goods'. With the 

help of natural resource economics, scarce resources can be used sustainably. Moreover, 

environmental economists argue that if environmental goods and services are given a monetary 

value in economic decision-making, they are more likely to be protected. 

In favouring the notion of 'sustainable growth' and the commodification of the environment, 

environmental economists are sometimes seen as materialist philistines by those in the Green 

movement. Environmental economists, on the other hand, see themselves as true environmental 

champions because putting a monetary value on environment goods and services ensures that 

they count in the 'real world' of finance and economic decision-making. 

As we have explored in this chapter, there are strong criticisms of environmental economics 

emerging from more radical schools of thought such as ecological economics. While still on the 

fringes of academic inquiry, the emergence of this school indicates an increasing recognition 

among scholars that an understanding of the dynamic and complex physical systems on which 

economic activity depends is crucial to furthering the field of economics. Some of the critiques 

emerging from ecological economics are slowly being integrated into environmental economics 
(such as the need for a renewable energy and circular economy). Nevertheless, some would 

argue that these very different approaches represent fundamentally opposing paradigms and 
therefore may never be fully reconciled. 
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ABSTRACT 

Previous studies on the environmental practices of SMEs in the UK and beyond have 

portrayed owner-managers as laggards who underplay their firm's environmental 
impacts and resist environmental management due to its perceived cost. Yet a new 

cross-sectoral survey of 220 UK SMEs suggests that this intransigent stance may be 

slowly changing. Responses indicate a high percentage of owner-managers actively 
involved in recycling, energy efficiency, responsible buying and selling, and efforts to 

reduce their carbon emissions. Owner-managers saw it as their responsibility to help 

solve environmental problems and were willing (at least in principle) to accept the 

costs of environmental regulations and taxation. Business owners were motivated not 
just by the 'push' of environmental concern and legislation but by the 'pull' of potential 

cost savings, new customers, higher staff retention and good publicity for their firms. 

The survey also found that owner-managers had resonance with the Stem Review's 

(2006) conclusions that the benefits of strong early action on climate change outweigh 
the costs, and that a transition to a low-carbon economy will bring opportunities for 

business growth. This indicates that SMEs may be coming round to the Idea that 
there is a business case for sustainability, although some respondents were still 
unsure of the potential profitability of environmental action. The paper argues that a 
possible trigger for owner-managers' increasing environmental pro-activeness Is the 

unprecedented levels of recent media and policy attention In the UK on Issues such as 
climate change, which has heightened public concern and galvanised support for 

urgent environmental action. The paper argues that policyrnakers need to capitallse on 
this current mood of environmental goodwill within the business community by 



targeting SMEs with stricter regulatory controls (whilst maintaining high levels of 
Implementation and enforcement), combined with market-based incentives and local 
infrastructure developments. 

Keywords: SMEs, environmental management, owner-manager, environmental action. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last decade, the degradation of the natural environment has bccome a major 

concern of scientists, governments, business leaders and the public at large. In a recent 

report, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007) concluded that there 
is now undeniable evidence that climate change is the result of human activities, and that 

urgent action must be taken to avert environmental collapse. 

Commissioned by the UK government, the Stem Review (2006) stressed the dire economic 

as well as environmental consequences of continuing to adopt a 'business as usual, attitude 
towards environmental issues. This groundbrcaking report on the cconomics of climate 

change made a positive case for action, asserting that "tackling climate change is the 

pro-growth strategyfor the longer term ". (Stem, 2006; pl-2). Stem concludes that global 

warming has the potential to shrink the global economy by 20%, yet taking action now 

could result in a mere 1% decrease in global GDP. Hitherto, the stance of many 

economists was to argue that the costs of mitigating climate change would outweigh the 
benefits to the economy. The Stem review has thus been particularly influential in 

dispelling complacent 'business as usual' attitudes and focusing the minds of political and 
business leaders on environmental issues. The outgoing Prime Minister Tony Blair even 

called it, "the most important report on the future ever published by this government" 
(BBC, 26th Jan, 2007). 

Since the 1990s, environmental and social responsibility has featured ever more 

prominently within political and business agendas and 'corporate social responsibility' 
(CSR) is now a household phrase. The recent groundswell of support for urgent action to 

mitigate climate change has resulted in a new spate of green rhetoric from business leaders, 

who seem increasingly willing to accept that the benefits of acting now to reduce polluting 

emissions may outweigh the costs to their firm in the long term. Even US businesses, 
known for their recalcitrance regarding green issues, seem to be turning over a new leaf-, 
for instance, major polluters (such as America's power utilities) have rcccntly begun to 
lobby for 'strong federal action' to reduce carbon emissions (The Economist, June 2007). 
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While empirical evidence suggests that larger companies are increasingly integrating 

environmental management into their corporate strategies (see Groenwegen, 1996), 

previous research has shown that small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) lag behind 

in this respect. Research on the environmental practices of SMEs (see Hillary, 2000) has 

portrayed small firm owner-managcrs as: 

" Ignorant of the environmental impact of their enterprise; 

" Lacking the tools and resources to tackle environmental problems; 

" Resistant to voluntary action due to the perceived cost, time, and resources required 

to reduce environmental impacts; 

" Sceptical about the business benefits of sustainability; 

" Difficuli to engage in anything to do with reducing their environmental impact. 

N6ertheless, the unprecedented levels of media coverage and policy focus on 

environmental issues in the'wake of reports such as the Stem review and Al Gore's 

high-vi'sibility'An Inconvenient Truth' film and campaign may have encouraged small 
business owners to think more carefully about their environmental impacts. 

In the UK, public concern about climate change has risen sharply; according to a recent 

poll by YouGov reported in The Economist (2007a), 85% of the public are now convinced 
that global warming is actually taking place and almost as many think that it will accelerate 

without urgent action. Public awareness of environmental issues has been heightened by 

the publication in early 2007 of the government's climate change bill, which set ambitious 
targets of a 60% reduction in carbon emissions by 2050. The bill has spurred a frenzy of 

green political rhetoric in the UK as the main parties try to outdo each other on 
'eco-friendliness': 

"It wouldbe hardto exaggeratejust howfashionable climate change has become in 

Britain in a short time ... This week David Cameron, the Tory leader, and Gordon 

Brown, the chancellor and Labour's leader-in-waiting, clashed head-on as each 
brandished claims to be the more ostentatiously and radically green. Yhe spur was 
the publication, on March 13th, of the government's climate change bill. Britain 
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has longedfancied itsey'a world leader on the matter ... Indeed, climate change has 

become as much a political battleground as health, education or immigration" 

(rhe Economist, 2007b). 

Corporate culture has responded to this upsurge of environmental activity, and large firms 

have been stepping up their CSR activity accordingly (BBC, 27h June, 2007). For instance, 

major UK retailers such as Marks and Spencer and Tesco have recently introduced new 

policies to protect the environment and to trade more sustainably, whilst high profile 

companies such as Barclays Bank, HSBC, British Land PLC, and BSkyB have pledged to 

become 'carbon neutral'. 

Nevertheless, SMEs represent such an important part of the UK economy that reform 

cannot succeed without the active support of their owner-managers. It is therefore critical 

to understand if the hitherto indifferent and intractable small f inn sector is also shifting its 

position. The aim of this research is thus to explore how the attitudes and practices of 

owner-managers have changed, if at all; to identify the main barriers and drivers of 

environmental reform; and to explore owner-managers views on policy initiatives that 

might , improve the environmental performance of SMEs. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 The Environmental Impacts of SMEs 

SMEs account for over 95 % of private sector firms in most industrialised economics 
(Schaper, 2002). In the UK, SMEs (employing less than 250 people) account for 99.8 % of 

the four million plus businesses in the private sector (Small Business Service, 2006: Table 

1). This number is set to grow due to more flexible production methods, outsourcing of 
large firms, and increases in franchising and self employment (Stokes and Wilson, 2006). 

The large population of SMEs ensures that this sector has a significant impact on the 
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environment. A commonly quoted estimate of SME's cumulative environmental impact is 

that they contribute up to 70% of all global pollution (Hillary, 2000). The Marshall report 
(1998), estimates that SMEs in the UK are responsible for as much as 60% of industry's 

carbon dioxide emissions, whilst the Environment Agency (2003) estimates that UK SMEs 

are responsible for 60% of commercial waste, and 80% of pollution accidents. Due to this 

collective impact, scholars and policyrnakers are increasingly recognising the integral role 
that small firms must play in resolving environmental problems. 

2.2 Drivers and Barriers of Environmental Reform 

Despite their potential to affect the environment and society, previous studies have found 

that small firm owners tend to be ignorant of their firm"s environmental impact 

(Environment Agency, 2005; 2003; 2002; Hillary, 2000), and are "dijjlcult to reach, 

mobilise or engage in any improvements to do with the environment " (Hillary, 2000; p 18). 

Policymakcrs have tended to put this laggardness down to owner-managers' lack of 

understanding of the business benefits of environmental reform. As environmental 

standards typically target large rather than small firms (Gunningharn and Sinclaire, 2002), 

the UK government has placed much emphasis on the potential of market drivers to 

encourage th 
,e 

'greening' of the SME sector. The 'business case for sustainability' is 

stressed in key policy documents such as the Department of Trade and Industry's 

'Sustainable Development Policy' (2000), which expounds encouragingly on the 

opportunities arising from green consumerism, the development of green technology 

markets, the cost bcnef its of efficiency gains, and the good publicity that can result from 

environmentally sound business practices (DTI, 2000; Revell, 2007). 

The academic literature also cites numerous benefits of environmental management. For 
instance, Welford and Gouldson (1993) and O'Laire and Welford (1996) highlight that 

environmental reform can result in improved competitiveness, product quality, materials 
efficiency and staff commitment, along with positive pressure group and community 

relations, lower insurance premiums, cheaper finance and improved media coverage. 
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However, whilst there is no doubt that these market drivers have the potential to encourage 

environmental action, studies show that in reality SMEs often find the market more of a 
barrier than a driver of environmental good practice (Revell 2007; Drake ct al., 2004; 

Rutherfoord et al, 2000; Hillary, 2000). This has encouraged many owncr-managcrs to be 

somewhat sceptical of the 'business case for sustainability' (Revell and Blackburn, 

forthcoming). 

For instance, while cost savings from eco-efficiencies tend to be the key promise of 

government-funded environmental initiatives such as 'Envirowise' and "Action Energy', 

the Environment Agency's latest 'Netregs' survey (2007) of 4,489 UK SMEs in 15 

different sectors found that only 13% were motivated to undertake environmental 

measures to reduce costs (down from 16% in 2005). Similarly, Groundwork's survey of 
300 firms (Smith and Kemp, 1998) and Baylis et al's (1998) survey of 914 firms found that 

only 12% and 18% of UK SMEs respectively were motivated by cost savings. 

Revell's (2007) interviews with 40 SMEs in the UK's construction and restaurant 

industries found that respondents did not perceive the paybacks from eco-efl"iciency 

measures to be worth the investment in time and resources required to pursue them. For 

instance, many owner-managers felt that the extra labour involved in setting up recycling 

systems and ensuring employees separated waste properly would cost the firm more than 

the compensation gained from reduced waste fees. Moreover, the market was reportedly 
doing little to signal to business owners that product value could be raised or customers 

won by improving their firms' environmental performarice. 

Similarly, Drake et al. 's (2004) interviews with 42 UK SMEs in the baking and 

refrigeration industries found a lack of faith in the so-called 'win-win' opportunities of 

environmental management, with most believing that green credentials did not sell more 

products. Drake concludes that a lack of consumer demand is a key barrier for firms, and 
that government policy should be focused on stimulating consumers as well as businesses 

to embrace environmental good practice. These findings are not confined to the UK alone; 
McKiever and Gadenne (2005) surveyed 116 Australian SMEs and found that only 19% 
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equated improved environmental performance with increased sales. 

Hillary's (2004) review of 33 studies of EMS (environmental management system) 

adoption amongst SMEs found that a key reason for non-adoption was an absence of 

pressure from customers. Other studies confirm this lack of pressure for 'greening' the 

supply chain with evidence that, where pressure is exerted, it tends to be concentrated on 
larger, first tier firms and often does not cascade further down the supply chain to smaller 
firms (Revell, 2007; Drake et al. 2004; Verheul, 1999; Bianchi and Noci, 1998; Merritt, 

1998; Rowe and Hollingsworth 1996). 

Simpson et al. 's (2004) cross-sector survey and telephone interviews with 64 UK SMEs 

found that 75% saw environmental measures as a cost, and 80% of respondents were, 

against any link between environmental improvement and increased customer satisfaction. 
Rather than perceiving new market opportunities from green consumerism, SMEs were 

also more inclined to imagine markets closing to them if environmental standards became 

stricter. - Simpson et al. (2004) concluded that there was little competitive advantage to be 

gained by - SMEs adopting environmental good practice, as product or process 
differentiation could too easily be copied by competitors. Moreover, even where 
'win-win'. opportunities were perceived, owner-managers very often lacked the strategic 

ability to translate their environmental actions into a competitive advantage. 

Supporting this, McKiever and Gadenne (2005) note that poor levels of strategic awareness 

amongst SMEs has resulted in few firms incorporating environmental messages in product 

marketing. Bianchi and Noci (1998) report that SMEs find it difficult to publicise their 

environmental efforts to external stakeholders, and so typically fail to reap the benefits of 

an enhanced reputation from their green activities. 

These studies suggest that 'win-win' outcomes from environmental management have yet 

to materialize for most small businesses. Instead, many researchers highlight the 

predominance of 'push' over 'pull' factors in motivating improvements. For instance, the 

Observatory of European SMEs' (2002) surveyed 7,600 SMEs in 19 countries, and found 
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that regulation was overwhelmingly the most important driver of environmental reform. 

Masurel (2007) found that satisfying legislation and 'moral duty' were the key motivating 

forces for Dutch SMEs. Drake et al. (2004) found that regulation was not only an 

important driver of environmental activity but also played a wider role in shaping 

definitions of 'the environment' and raising owner-managers' awareness of environmental 

problems. They highlight that firms are reluctant to make changes involving financial risk 

and so prefer to wait for regulatory certainty before acting to reduce environmental 

impacts. 

2.3 The 'Value-Action' Gap 

Perez-Sanchez et al. (2003) argue that the values and attitudes of owner-managers arc 
highly influential factors in determining whether SMEs embrace environmental good 

practice. Studies from all over the world show that SME owncr-managcrs have strong 

altruistic feelings towards the environment, with environmental issues seen as an important 

issue by 80-90% of respondents (Schaper, 2002). Nevertheless, numerous studies also 
highlight a significant 'value-action' gap, where the extensive barriers experienced by 

owner-managers mean that their generally positive environmental attitudes rarely translate 

into concrete action (Tilley, 1999; Schaper, 2002; McIdever and Gadenne; 2005, Hitchcns 

et al; 2005). 

These barriers include external factors such as the lack of consumer demand and supply 

chain pressure for environmental reform. They also include internal barriers, such as 

owncr-managers' perception that their firms' impact is negligible (Environment Agency, 

2003,2002; Smith and Kemp, 1998; Hillary, 1995); that environmental management is a 

cost burden which can result in a loss of competitiveness (Revell and Blackburn, 

forthcoming, Simpson et a], 2004; Rutherfoord et al, 2000; Smith and Kemp, 1998; Petts et 

al, 1999); that there is not enough time or money for environmental management (Revell, 

2007; de Brujn and Hofman, 2001, Verheul, 1999) ; and that the responsibility for 

environmental reform lies with others, especially government (Vernon ct al, 2003; 

Rutherfoord et al. 2000). Studies have found that owncr-managcrs havc: a poor 
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understanding of the knowledge and skills required for environmental management and a 

sceptical attitude to using external support (Tilley, 1999; Hillary, 2000; Perez-Sanches et 

al. 2003). 

Such barriers have encouraged a great deal of inertia towards environmental reform 

amongst SMEs, and where improvements are undertaken they are typically ad hoe 'end of 

pipe' measures rather than strategic innovations and pollution prevention measures 
(Schaper, 2002). 

2.4 Closing the Value-Action Gap 

A particular problem in reviewing published literature in a dynamic context is that it 

reports on research carried out some time before publication takes place. Many articles are 
based on studies undertaken several years before because of the lead time for peer review 

and publication. This is particularly important in this context, as the current media and 

policy focus on issues such as climate change may be having an effect on business owners. 

Whilst studies in the past have highlighted a culture of environmental inaction amongst 
SMEs (Hillary, 2000), the Environment Agency's latest 'Netregs' survey (2007) indicates 

that UK owner-managers are undergoing a steady improvement in their environmental 

practices and awareness. The report found that since their previous survey of over 5,000 

SMEs in 2005 (Environment Agency, 2005), there has been a significant increase in the 

number of firms engaged in activities to reduce environmental harm (48%, up by 17% 

since 2005) along with impressive increases in the number of SMEs developing an 

environmental policy (40%, up by 26% since 2005). The survey also found an increase in 

the awareness of owncr-managers regarding their environmental impacts, particularly 

amongst larger SMEs. Levels of awareness of environmental legislation had also 
increased by 7% since 2005. 

Interestingly, the Netregs (2007) report found that while SMEs saw the main benefit of 

addressing environmental issues as reduced risk of prosecution and good custorncr 
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relations, the most important driver of reform was in fact owner-managcrs' concern for the 

state of the environment, with approximately two-thirds of respondents claiming to be 

motivated by this reason (up 10% from 2003's findings). In contrast, 30% of businesses 

were driven by the need to comply with regulations, and just 13% by the prospect of 

reduced costs. Interestingly it was the smallest firms which were most likely to be 

motivated by environmental concern; they were also far less motivated by commercial 

benefits or legislative pressure. 

Supporting this finding, Vernon et al's (2003) study of micro-firms in the UK found that 

altruism was one of the most important drivers of environmental action. Recent studies in 

other countries such as the Netherlands, Northern Ireland and Canada confirm that 

environmental concern and 'satisfying moral duty' are highly motivating factors for SME 

owner-managcrs (Masurcl, 2007; Environment Agency, 2005, Dulipovici, 2002). 

Simpson et al (2004) found that many UK SMEs were investing substantial resources in 

environmental improvements without an expectation of return. Just over three-quarters of 

owner-managers saw the environment as a key business issue and just under two-thirds 

were proactively involved in improving their firm's environmental performance, despite 

the fact that the majority of respondents saw environmental measures as a cost that could 

not be passed on to customers. 

These results suggest that moral imperatives may now be playing more of a role in spurring 
SMEs into action. Owner-managers may also becoming increasingly convinced that 
initiating the greening process now may bear fruit in future. In Simpson ct al's (2004) 

study, respondents highlighted the changing demands of important customers and 

perceived a possible trend for greater demands for environmental management in the 
future. Similarly, in McKievcr and Gadenne's (2005) study, 40% of owncr-managcrs 

reported that the growing trend towards 'clean and green' was beginning to have an impact 

on their business, and 44% felt that the trend would impact their business in the future. 

The results of these recent studies indicate that something may be shifling in the SNIE 
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population. It therefore seems timely to investigate whether the growing trend for 'clean 

and green' in the UK is now sufficiently strong to overcome the considerable barriers to 

environmental reform experienced by small firm owner-managers. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Design 

The research design was quantitative with some qualitative support. The principle research 
instrument was a questionnaire survey sent to 2,500 small firm owner-managers, all of 
whom were tenants of the Workspace Group in London and the South East. 220 usable 
responses were obtained between December 2006 and February 2007. Additionally, 10 
interviews involving telephone, email and face-to-face discussions and observation were 
conducted to add further depth to the findings. 

The questionnaire was structured to collect data on the following topics: 

Section A- Owncr-managcrs' attitudes to environmental and social responsibility issues 

Section B- SME current environmental practices 
Section C- Drivers for environmental management 
Section D- Barriers to environmental management 
Section E- Proposals for change 
Section F- Networks 

Section G- Respondents and business profiles 

220 replies from a mail out of 2,500 questionnaires implies a fairly reasonable response 
rate of 8.8 percent. Although this sample presents good opportunities for analysis as a 
single group, its size does present some issues of representation that were further evaluated. 
Non-response could affect the validity of the research if there are reasons why one group of 
tenants were more likely to reply than others. However, the follow up letter to the original 
e-mailing did give further opportunities for responses (100). To test whether the 
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characteristics of the respondents from the original responses were similar to the 

non-respondents at this time (i. e. those who responded later), a T-test was conducted for 

the demographics (e. g. age, educational qualification), attitudes. towards environmental 
issues, and current practices. The results indicate that the characteristics of the respondents 
from the original responses were similar to the non-respondents (i. e. the T-test is not 

significantp < 0.05). 

To enrich the findings from the quantitative research, telephone, email and facc-to-face 

interviews were conducted with 10 survey respondents using a semi-structured interview 

guide. The interview g-uide was structured to collect information on the following topics: 
infomation about firm; spedfic environmental and social responsibility practices; 
drivers of environmental reform, barriers to environmental reform; help and support; 

and contribution to Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). The interviews were 

open-ended to encourage more detailed responses from interviewees, and were recorded 

and subsequently transcribed for analysis. Five of the 10 were face-to-face interviews 

conducted in the workplace, supplemented by observation of environmental practices and 
internal literature. 

3.2 - Sample 

Of the 220 respondents surveyed, two thirds were micro-sized enterprise owners 
(headcount less than 10). 27% were defined as 'small' (headcount between 10-49)andonly 

5% were medium-sized (headcount between 50 - 249). Firin size was in fact slightly larger 

than average for London and the UK; however, this is to be expected as the sample was 
from those leasing space and therefore excluded those very small enterprises working from 

home. 

The creative industries formed the largest business sector (33%). This is possibly due to 
the fact that this sector encompasses a wide array of activities, from film and television to 

architecture and computer software development. It is also a very populous sector in 
London. The rest of the sample included business and professional services (17%), 
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charities and voluntary organisations (16%), wholesale and retail firms (6%), 

manufacturing companies (4%); construction (3%) and transport, travel and storage (2%). 

INSERT FIGURE I NEAR HERE 

3.3 Limitations of the Research 

Whilst an 8.8% response rate presents good opportunities for analysis of the sample as a 

single group, its small size does present some issues of representation. The nature of the 

sample excluded those businesses whose owners work from home, hence micro-firms, 

were not well represented. Moreover, as the research was London-based, there were a high 

percentage of business services, creative industry and non-profit enterprises, which offers 

potential for further bias. However, statistical analysis suggests that neither size nor 

industry sector had a significant bearing on response. An ANOVA analysis was used to 

test whether business profile was associated with owner-managers' attitudes and 

environmental practices, and the results found that, overall, neither size nor sector 

significantly affected the survey responses. 

4. FINDINGS 

4.1 Attitudes towards Environmental Management 

Owner-managers expressed highly positive attitudes towards taking action on the 

environment (as shown by Table 1), which indicates their levels of agreement with key 

statements derived from the literature on environmental strategy and policy. Over 80% 

agreed that environmental issues should be a very high management priority (Statement 1, 

Table 1), and in contrast to other studies (see Vernon et a], 2003; Rutherfoord et al, 2000), 

owners were much more inclined to emphasise their own role in solving environmental 
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problems rather than putting the onus on government to take the lead. Almost 90% of 

respondents disagreed that the government should be left to tackle environmental issues 

(Statement 3, Table 1), and 64% thought that it was their own responsibility to solve 

environmental problems (Statement 4, Table 1). A cross-tabulation of these attitudinal 

results with respondents' financial standing indicated that small firms describing 

themselves as financially 'thriving' were particularly positive about their ability to tackle 

environmental concerns on their own, probably because they have more resources to 

devote to environmental management than those that are ailing. 

INSERT Table 1. ATTITUDES TO ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGY AND POLICY 

NEAR HERE 

Respondents were also much less likely to underplay their firm's environmental impact 

than in previous studies, with three quarters of respondents disagreeing that their 

businesses were too small to have an impact (Statement 2, Table 1). Respondents were also 

significantly more positive about the relative costs and benefits of environmental action, as 

well as the potential business opportunities arising from solutions to environmental 

problems. 77% of respondents agreed with the Stem Review (2006)'s conclusions that the 

benefits of strong early action on climate change outweigh the costs (Statement 7, Table 1) 

and 61% of respondents agreed that the transition to a low-carbon economy will bring 

opportunities for business growth (Statement 8, Table 1). However, there was still some 

ambivalence as to whether environmental measures could actually increase prorits, with 
just over a third disagreeing and a third reportedly unsure (Statement 9, Table 1). 

4.2 Environmental Practices 

Despite their equivocal stance on the profitability of environmental management, the 

majority of respondents were proactively engaged in measures to reduce their 

environmental impacts, as shown by Table 2.91% of respondents claimed to be cngagcd 
in recycling (Statement 1, Table 2) and 85% in energy efficiency measures (Statement 3, 
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Table 2). 68% of owner-managers were adopting sustainable office practices such as 

minimising paper usage (Statement 2, Table 2) and 70% were involved in responsible 
buying and selling, such as buying fair traded and locally produced products, and/or 
developing products with environmental benefits (Statement 11, Table 2). Around half of 
the sample were attempting to reduce carbon emissions (Statement 5, Table 2) and using 

environmentally-friendly products (Statement 4, Table 2). 

INSERT TABLE 2 ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES NEAR HERE 

However, only 24% of the sample had adopted EMS or written a formalised environmental 
policy document (Statement 7, Table 2). This finding corroborates the Environment 
Agency's (2005) study which found that 25% of SMEs had written an environmental 
policy, and only 6% had adopted an EMS. This suggests that SMEs tend to undertake 
environmental measures in an ad hoc, piecemeal way and lack a more strategic focus to 

environmental management. Moreover, like Bianchi and Noci's (1999) study, the majority 
of owner-managers were not communicating their environmental efforts to stakeholders 
(Statement 7, Table 2) and were therefore not capitalising on any goodwill that might have 

arisen from their green activities. 

4.3 Environmental Drivers 

Business owners were increasingly positive about the business case for sustainability, as 
shown by Table 3. Nearly two-thirds of respondents claiming to be motivated by the 

potential to attract new customers (Driver 2, Table 3), and just under three-quarters by the 

potential for cost savings derived from energy and resource efficiency measures (Driver 
14, Table 3). This may explain the very high numbers engaged in recycling and energy 
saving measures. 

Previous research has indicated the predominance of 'push' over 'pull' motivations to 
tackle environmental issues, with regulations having the most significant potential to drive 

reform amongst SMEs. Whilst government policies are still clearly an important catalyst 
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for action, this research indicates much more of a mix between potential pull and push 

motivations, with pull factors such as attracting customcrs (Driver 2, Table 3), good 

publicity (Driver 1, Table 3), retaining staff (Driver 15, Table 3) and breaking into new 

markets (Driver 3, Table 3) ranking only marginally less highly than the push factors of 
legislative controls and fiscal incentives (Drivers 12 and 13, Table 3). The fact that the 

majority of SMEs felt that being environmentally responsible could attract new customers 

and result in good publicity makes it all the more interesting that owncr-managers were not 

communicating their environmental practices to stakeholders in any formaliscd way. 

INSERT TABLE 3 ENVIRONMENTAL DRIVERS NEAR HERE 

Supporting other studies, subsequent interviews with survey respondents indicated that one 

of the most important motivators of environmental reform was owner-managers' own 

personal concern for the enviromnent. Responses revealed a perception that a shift was 

occurring in the stance of business owners due to this heightened concern: 

"Things have been changing nowadays as you can hear or seefrom 7V regarding 

environmental issues - that's why there is a shififrom negative topositive attitudes 
[amongst SMEs]. So I think sometimes [environmental action] is really down to 

individual belief' (Restaurant owner) 

"Since the beginning of the year we heard so much about climate change and we 
heard on TVwhat needs to be done. This makes a huge difference compared to last 

year, which Iam really happy about. Let's hope that this will continue. Let'shope 

that people do not just talk about it for a jew months and then forget about it 

(Food distribution company manager) 

4.4 Barriers to Environmental Reform 

In previous research, a significant barrier to environmentally sound business practices has 

been the general perception amongst SMEs that environmental managcmcnt is a cost 
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burden which can result in 'free riders' gaining competitive advantage (Revell and 
Blackburn, 2007; Revell, 2007; Hillary, 2000). It is interesting to note that in this study 
less than half of the sample (45%) was concerned about a loss of competitiveness, as 

shown in Table 4 (Barrier 1). Clearly SMEs may be coming round to the idea that 

environmental management offers potential business benefits. 

INSERT TABLE 4 BARRIERS TO ENVIRONMENTAL REFORM NEAR HERE 

However, it is equally important to note that a clear majority (63%) saw increased costs as 

a major barrier to further improvements (Barrier 2, Table 4), and that over two-thirds of 
SMEs were still sceptical or unsure as to whether being environmentally-friendly could 
increase profits. Concern about rising costs were significantly correlated with 

environmental practices and attitudes; the higher that costs were rated as a barrier, the less 

likely respondents were to act to reduce impacts or to have predominantly positive 

attitudes. This has important connotations, as it indicates that SMEs' proactive behaviour 

may wane once the so called 'low hanging fruit' of efficiency gains have been achieved 

and environmental measures begin to have negative financial impacts. 

Confirming previous studies, a major barrier to environmental action for some SMEs was a 

perceived lack of time to devote to environmental management, with 53% rating this as an 

-. - obstacle (Barrier 3, Table 4). However, arguably the amount of time owner-managers are 
willing to spend on environmental responsibility reflects the degree to which it is 

considered key to the business agenda. Although over 80% of respondents claimed that 

environmental reform should be a top management priority (Statement 1, Table 1), the fact 

that more than half reported lack of staff time as a barrier to improvements suggests that 

owner-managcrs still find it difficult to translate good intention into action. Policyrnakers 

thus need to introduce further incentives to overcome the 'value-action' gap. 

One possible incentive is to make voluntary action easier and more convenient for small 
firms by improving the local infrastructure. Over half the SMEs in this study (53%) 

reported that poor infrastructure to support environmental activity was a major barrier to 
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reform (Barrier 8, Table 4). For instance, case study respondents mentioned that a lack of 

recycling facilities at their business sites had created obstacles to better waste management 

practices. 

Another interesting finding was that only just over a third of respondents cited lack of 

information as a barrier (Barrier 7, Table 4) , yet 57% reported that they would like more 

information on how to be environmentally-friendly (Statement 6, Table 5). Clearly many 

owner-managers are open to receiving more information, but do not feel that this is a key 

reason why they have not implemented environmental measures. This suggest that there is 

a good case for policyniakcrs to invest in further educational and partnering schemes with 

business owners to enhance their understanding of environmental management techniques. 

However, it also suggests that it may not be a good idea to rely on owner-managers taking 

the initiative for finding out about these schemes themselves, as most do not feel they lack 

the requisite knowledge to undertake reforms. 

4.5 Encouraging Change 

Respondents were generally positive about the potential role of legislation in encouraging 

environmental reform within the SME sector. Table 5 indicates that 60% of SMEs agree 

that regulations ensure a level playing field amongst firms (Statement 5, Table 5), and that 

there -should 
be more legislation to control the environmental impacts of all businesses 

(Statement 3, Table 5). Rcspondents were also positive about the role of markct-based 

measures, with 65% agreeing that eco-taxes, should be used to switch businesses away 
from high-carbon goods and services (Statement 2, Table 5). Moreover, 53% argued that 

carbon pricing schemes and trading were essential to reduce emissions (Statement 1, Table 

5). 

INSERT TABLE 5 ENCOURAGING ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE NEAR HERE 

The survey also revealed that over two-thirds of respondents were involved in local 

networks, (mainly trade associations or other industry bodies) and a high percentage wcre 
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very positive about the potential role of these partnerships in encouraging environmental 

reform. 70% of respondents agreed that businesses should not act alone but together in 

networks to tackle environmental issues (Statement 10, Table 5), and 67% agreed that trade 

associations and networks should play more of a role in helping businesses become 

environmental I y-friendly (Statement 12, Table 5). . 11his finding is in line with previous 

research which has highlighted the influence that trade associations and industry networks 

can have in encouraging environmental reform and innovation amongst SMEs (Bowen, 

2002; Boleat, 1996, North et al., 1997, Hunt, 2000; Smith and Kemp, 1998). 

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that only a relatively low percentage (22.2%) of 
SMEs were involved with the specific organisations that promote environmental and 

sustainable practices in London. Owner-managers clearly prefer sector-specific networks 

versus generic bodies with specific environmental or social agendas. In order to 

investigate the effect of environmental networks on attitudes and current practices, a 
Chi-Square analysis was used. The results indicated that involvement with networks such 

as London Better Together, London ReMade, and WRAP affected the importance of 

owner-managers' current environmental practices, but liot their attitudes. Although 

membership of these networks was relatively low, their impact on the actions of SMEs can 

thus be very high. 

5. - _DISCUSSION 

The findings of this research confirm some of the conclusions of the survey by the 
Environment Agency (2005) which reports an improvement in the environmental practices 

and awareness of SMEs in the UK The fact that three-quarters of respondents in this 

study disagreed that their firm was too small to have an environmental impact indicates a 

major change compared to previous studies highlighting very low levels of awareness 

regarding the 'ecological footprints' of SMEs. 

Policymakers and environmentalists will indeed by heartened by the results, for not only 

were small business owners in this study showing highly positive attitudes towards 
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environmental management, but they were beginning to take practical steps to become 

more environmentally responsible, with high percentages involved in recycling, energy 

efficiency, responsible buying and selling, and efforts to reduce their carbon emissions. 

Policyrnakers can also take heart that owner-managers were increasingly convinced that 

environmental problems require urgent action, and were therefore ostensibly welcoming of 

further policies that tackle key issues - despite the additional costs that this could impose 

on their business. The fact that SMEs were prepared (at least in principle) to accept these 

costs is all the more remarkable considering that small firm owners are usually the first to 

complain about the impact of government policies - particularly regulation - on their 

business. 

Moreover, their positive reactions towards policy initiatives to reduce carbon emissions 

such as carbon pricing and eco-taxation suggests that the stark warnings of Stem and the 

scientific community regarding climate change may be having an cffect. These findings 

lend credence to the idea that the recent upsurge in media coverage on environmental 

issues may have been a catalyst for a sea-change in the hearts and minds of SME 

owner-managers. 

Policyrnakers may well argue that owner-managers' newfound environmental 

pro-activeness is the result of a growing resonance with political rhetoric cmphasising the 

business case for sustainability. The majority of SMEs in this study clearly supported 

Stem's (2006) assertions that 'the benefits of strong early action on climate change 

outweigh the costs', and that 'the transition to a low-carbon economy will bring 

opportunities for business growth. This indicates the possible influence of Stem in 

convincing business owners that there is indeed a business case for making environmental 

reforms. Certainly it appears that owner-managers are increasingly willing to accept the 

idea that future economic growth is predicated on long term environmental protection, and 

that environmental solutions may also result in business opportunities. As public concern 

for the environment has risen in the UK, many SMEs are clearly becoming more confident 

that being environmentally responsible can result in good publicity, which in turn may win 

customers and help to retain staff - even if owner-managers are not always good at actually 
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communicating their environmental efforts to stakeholders. SMEs arc also clearly 
convinced that measures such as recycling and saving energy can help to reduce costs. 

However, it is evident from this research that many owner-managers are still unsure about 

whether environmental protection can result in increased profits, and, like other studies, the 

majority still see cost as a potential barrier to environmental good practice. Arguablythis 

may be because SMEs tend to only perceive clear financial benefits from efficiency 

measures such as recycling and energy efficiency, and remain concerned that other 

environmental measures will be prohibitively costly. This has important implications in 

terms of what might drive the greening of SMEs in the future, and whether 

owner-managers will be willing to invest in more radical and comprehensive 
improvements once the so-called 'low hanging fruit' of efficiency gains are gone. Their 

ambivalent feelings about the financial benefits and cost of environmental protection also 

suggests that owner-managers are concerned that there may be market sector 'winners' and 
'losers' as a result of environmental change, and that environmental pro-activeness may 

not always result in economic gains for all firms. 

Arguably, SMEsproactiveness maybe as much to do with the strength of their concern for 

the state of the environment as to do with self-serving perceptions of the business case for 

sustainability. This is certainly borne out by the Environment Agency's (2007,2005,2003) 

surveys and other studies, which have found environmental concern to be the most 

sign ificant driver of environmental action amongst SMEs. The fact that owner-managers 

are increasingly seeing it as their responsibility to help solve environmental problems may 
be one reason why SMEs seem more willing to bear. the costs of eco-taxes and legislation 

to achieve environmental goals. 

Despite their good intentions, the SMEs in this study tended to focus on ad hoc measures 

such as energy and resource efficiencies rather than strategic activities such as EMS 

adoption, environmental policy writing and stakeholder communication. This confirms 

previous studies which highlight the reactive and piecemeal nature of environmental 

reform within the SME sector (Schaper, 2002). The fact that owner-managers are not 
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communicating their environmental activities to stakeholders indicates that whilst they are 
increasingly willing to reduce environmental impacts, SMEs are weaker in the area of 

policy and strategy. It certainly suggests that if owner-managers were to market their 

efforts to improve the sustainability of their firm in a more strategic way, they may be more 
likely to see a direct relationship between environmental action and profitability. This fits 

more generally with the pattern of SMEs adopting emergent rather than deliberate 

strategies (Stokes and Wilson, 2006). 

6. RECOMMENDATIONS 

These findings highlight the important role that policyrnakers can play in encouraging 

more strategic and comprehensive environmental reforms amongst the SME sector. 

Arguably, small firms need to be targeted with a mix of policies which include: 

environmental regulations; market-based instruments (MBIs); infrastructure 

developments; networks and voluntary initiatives. The cases for each of these are 

developed below. 

6.1 Environmental Regulations 

Tougher legislation whilst maintaining high levels of implementation and enforcement is 

key to ensuring the greening of the SME sector. This is particularly as policy initiatives in 

the UK have tended to focus on large rather than small firms, and therefore SMEs have 

been under comparatively less pressure to reduce their environmental impacts. 

Regulatory certainty also helps to ensure that environmental management becomes more 

integrated into long-term business strategies. For instance, the govemmcnt's new climate 

change bill has outlined binding five year carbon budgets in ordcr to reach its carbon 

reduction targets. Set fifteen years ahead, this gives a clear indication of future public 

policy and thus gives business the certitude it needs to make consistent cnvironmental 

investments. 

Nevertheless, as Drake ct al. (2004; p. 184) highlight, "environmental legislation does not 
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guarantee subsequent innovation. Regulatory compliance can become an end in itself, 

rather than marking a transition to ecological modernisation ". Regulation can encourage 

reactive rather than proactive behaviour, along with antagonistic perceptions of 

environmental and commercial interests, or government and business interests. 

Regulations thus need to be flexible enough to encourage SMEs to be innovative, to find 

solutions that fit the highly heterogeneous nature of their individual business contexts and 

to engage in compliance-plus behaviour. Along with this, full engagement between 

regulators and SMEs is to be encouraged as it helps business owners to understand their 

regulatory obligations and to find ways of reducing impacts at least cost. 

6.2 Market-Based Instruments (MBIs) 

MBIs such as taxes, subsidies and tradable permits have become increasingly popular 

policy tools for encouraging environmental change amongst producers and consumers. 

However, key to ensuring that MBIs are effective is to set prices high enough to incentivise 

a behaviour change. For instance, studies have found that the UK landfill tax has failed to 

be a major driver of change in SME waste management practices because owner-managers 

find it easier - and less costly - to pay the tax rather than change their waste practices 

(Revell 2007, Simpson et al, 2004). Ensuring that prices reflect the true social cost of 

production should thus be a major priority for policymakers, otherwise MBIs will do little 

to change 'business as usual' attitudes within the SME sector. 

6.3 Infrastructure Developments 

Another important factor in motivating bchavioural change is the case with which 

environmental measures can be carried out. Improvements in the local infrastructure are a 

crucial factor in supporting environmental management as they can offer SMEs a 

convenient green alternative to current practices. For example, public transport 

investments can facilitate a reduction in vehicle emissions, and curb-side collection 

encourages higher rates of recycling. 
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6.4 Networks 

Owner-managers' positive attitudes regarding the potential influence of local business and 

environmental networks should encourage policyrnakers to continue to develop 

partnerships to support environmental management. Networks can help to build 

relationships between SMEs and government, and play a key role in building the kind of 

cooperative relationships and trust needed for collective action to solve environmental 

problems. 

Local networks, particularly those that focus on certain aspects that interest the 

owner-manager (e. g. business sector; women entrepreneurs) are more likely to attract 

active membership than generic regional or national networks (Stokes and Wilson, 2006). 

This is reflected by the fact that in this study, there was a higher percentage of members in 

local industry bodies than in environmental networks. It is important therefore to build 

environmental concern and actions through existing networks rather than a set of new ones. 

The relatively high impact of the specialised networks on a relatively few owners indicates 

the importance of their contribution, which could be magnified significantly if integrated 

into local trade networks. 

6.5 Voluntary Initiatives 

Clearly there should be continuing support for information provision via environmental 
best practice programmes and eco-labeling schemes to make the most of owner-managers' 

reported willingness to take voluntary action. Whilst training and technological assistance 
from government can certainly help small firms, voluntary initiatives tend to be much more 

effective if backed up by clear environmental policics and enforcement of regulations. This 

research thus corroborates the findings of other studies which recommend that UK 

policyrnakers avoid a singular focus on a voluntary approach for SMEs (see Revell, 2007; 

Revell and Rutherfoord, 2003; Simpson et al, 2004; ten Brink, 2002; Ruthcrfbord et a], 
2000). 
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Clearly, the interplay of policy tools and the dynamics of the policy mix targeting SMEs 

are of utmost importance in encouraging reform in such a vast and heterogeneous sector of 

the economy. As all policy instruments have both strengths and weaknesses, it is often a 

combination of policies that has the most success. Gunningham and Sinclair (2002) 

suggest that in some contexts a sequenced approach, which escalates from cooperative to 

more interventionist approaches, is the best way to encourage environmental reforms. 
Education initiatives are clearly needed from the outset to ensure that SMEs have the 

expertise and capacity to carry out environmental improvements. However, where these 

fail to encourage wide-scale reforms (as they have in the UK), there is justification for the 

introduction of policies such as economic incentives and sanctions (accompanied by 

continued funding for education initiatives to ensure that SMEs can respond to such 

policies). In other situations, a mix of instruments used concurrently may be the most 

effective method. Studies suggest that firms in different sectors and contexts are likely to 

respond differently to the same incentives. The right combination of policies is thus most 
likely to be found if the varying circumstances of SMEs are recognized. 

7. -, -FUTURE RESEARCH 

If the results of this study can be generalised to the wider population of UK, it is heartening 

to think that environmental management is -now. beginning to featura more highly on the 
business agendas of SMEs. Although the findings obtained in this research can only be 

generalised for SMEs in the London area, other research has indicated that the business 

population of the capital city is a good barometer for the rest of the country. Examining 

whether these findings can be generalised to the whole of the UK and other countries is 

therefore an important area for future inquiry. 

Further empirical research is also needed to confirm whether a major shift is indeed 

occurring in the hearts and minds of UK business owners, as recent studies can only 
describe their results in terms of an emerging rather than an established trend. As such, this 

study can be considered an exploratory piece of research indicating a promising trend 
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towards greater environmental pro-activism amongst owner-managers. Further 

clarification is needed regarding the kinds of environmental reforms that SMEs are 

undertaking (for instance whether energy saving practices are primarily confined to ad hoc 

measures such as turning off lights when not in use, or whether more strategic investments 

arc being made, such as use of low carbon technologies). This is critical to disceming 

whether owner-managers' newfound pro-activism is merely a temporary response to a 

perceived transient wave of environmentalism within society, or an indication of 

longer-term strategic changes in business practices. 

It is also important to highlight that the data for this research was collected within a short 

period of time and therefore only provides a snapshot of the attitudes and practices of 

SMEs regarding environmental and social responsibility. A longitudinal study can expand 

this view over a longer time-frame, which may help to eliminate variables that can produce 

anomalies in the results. 

Furthermore, both qualitative and quantitative research is needed to delve deeper into the 

barriers and drivers of environmental reform and the dynamics between 'push' and 'pull' 

factors. - For instance, how will current changes in public attitudes, corporate culture, 

market dynamics and government policy influence the environmental behaviour of SMEs 

in the future? Which combination of drivers and policy tools are most likely to effect 

change? How far can the market encourage environmental reform before further legislative 

and fiscal measures are needed to stimulate innovation amongst SMEs? 

Finally, it would be useful to explore SMEs' awareness of and reactions to media and 

policy reports to assess their influence on firm behaviour. For instance, a longitudinal 

study on SME attitudes and behaviour after important publications such as the Stem review 
(2006) might draw insights into emerging perceptions and changing discursive practices 

regarding environmental issues. 
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Table 1. Attitudes to Environniental Strategy an(I Policy 

Strongly 
* 2 3 4 StronglN 

Disagre e Agree 
Statements % % % % 

1. Environmental ISSUCS Should be a very high 0.9 4.6 12.3 25.6 56.6 
management priority 
2. My business is too small to have an 51.1 24.2 17.4 3.2 4.1 
environmental impact 
3.1 believe in bu si ness-as- usual, leaving the 68.0 19.6 5.0 4.1 3.2 
government to tackle environmental issues 
4. Bi usiness should regulate itself to improve 8.7 12.3 24.7 24.7 29.7 
environmental practices 
5. It is not the individual responsibility of 37 4 26 5 23 3 10 5 2.3 
business owners to solve environmental problems . . . . 
6. Business owners cannot be expected to help 39 6 4 30 18 4 8 3 3 2 
solve social issues . . . . . 
7. The benefits of strong early action on climate 
change outweigh the costs 

4.6 6.4 12.4 29.4 47.2 

8. The transition to a low-carbon economy will 2 3 0 6 31 2 30 3 30 3 bring opportunities for business growth . . . . . 
9. Being environmentally-friendly can increase 3 7 11 0 33 3 29 7 4 22 
profits . . . . . 
10. It is the duty of every business owner to have 
policies that help improve society 

5.5 5.1 12.9 31.8 44.7 
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Table 2 Eiivironniental Practices 

No Yes 
Practices undertaken %% 

1. Recycling (e. g. recycle paper; donate computers; avoid disposable goods). 8.6 91.4 
2. Sustainable office practices (e. g. adjust printer settings to draft quality; avoid 
duplication of papers at meetings; donate to charity rather than send Xmas cards) 

31.8 68.2 

3. Energy Efficiency (e. g. turn down unnecessary heating; tum off equipment and 
lights; monitor energy and water use). 

15.0 85.0 

4. Use environmentally friendly products (e. g. eco-cleaning products; products 
with minimal packaging; green energy supplier) 

48.2 51.8 

5. Work to reduce carbon emissions (e. g. use conference calls to reduce travel; 
promote altemative transportation for staff, use low C02 cars). 

47.3 52.7 

6. Understand the impact of your business on the local economy (e. g. calculate 
and reduce carbon footprint; improve extemal area of premises) 

73.5 26.5 

7. Environmental management policies (e. g. have clear environmental policy 
with targets; communicate your environmental practices to customers, staff, and 75.5 24.5 
suppliers; set up a green team; ISO 14001) 
8. Employment policies (e. g. flexible working hours; diversity and equal 
opportunities; recruit locally where possible; promote healthy work practices, 25.0 75.0 
encourage the disadvantaged to apply forjobs) 
9. Support local networks (e. g. join a local organisation, support community 57 3 42 7 
events, offer professional expertise). . . 
10. Pro 

i 
vide support to young people (e. g. provide business role models; assist 55 5 44 5 

enterpnse teaching in schools; offer work experience; mentor a business start-up). . . 
11. Responsible buying and selling (e. g. buy fairly traded tea and coffee; buy 
locally; develop products with social and environmental benefits; responsible 31.4 68.6 
advertising) 
12. Other (do you follow any other environmental socially responsible practices? ) 81.8 18.2 
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Table 3 Environmental Drivers 

Drivers 

Not 
Important 

% 

2 

% 

3 

% 

4 

% 

Very 
Important 

% 

I. Good publicity for your business 10.0 7.8 26.0 26.9 29.2 
2. Attract new customers 11.4 6.8 21.5 26.9 33.3 
3. Potential to break into new markets 12.8 5.5 26.6 26.6 28.4 
4. Local promotion for your business 15.1 12.3 29.7 23.3 19.6 
5. Pressure from existing customers 15.1 17.8 33.8 19.6 13.7 
6. Pressure from suppliers 25.1 21.0 32.4 14.6 6.8 
7. Ability to attract public sector contracts 19.2 13.2 26.9 17.4 23.3 
8. Pressure from business stakeholders (e. g. 
shareholders) 

32.9 16.0 24.7 16.0 10.5 

9. Encouragement ftom trade bodies 24.7 18.3 28.3 21.5 7.3 
10. Encouragement from landlord 15.5 15.1 30.1 30.1 9.1 
11. Inforination from networks/associations 14.6 14.2 35.2 27.4 8.7 
12. Government regulations 6.4 7.3 25.1 34.7 26.5 
13. Environmental taxes 7.8 7.8 22.4 30.1 32.0 
14. Cost savings from energy or other resource 
efficiency 

5.5 3.2 17.8 27.9 45.7 

15. Ability to attract and retain staff 12.4 10.1 21.1 26.6 29.8 
16. Joint initiatives with other tenants in the building 11.5 11.5 28.1 32.7 16.1 
17. Pressure from staff 1 12.8 11.9 27.4 32.9 15.1 

I 
- 
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Table 4 Barriers to Environmental Reform 

Barriers 

Not 
Important 

% 

2 

% 

3 

% 

4 

% 

Very 
Important 

% 
1. Loss of competitiveness in the market 16.2 11.1 24.1 25.9 22.7 
2. Increased costs 4.6 10.1 22.1 31.3 31.8 
3. Lack of staff time to introduce measures 10.6 11.1 25.5 28.2 24.5 
4. Very low impact of my business on the environment 17.1 18.5 39.3 16.6 8.5 
5. Very low impact of my business on local 18.1 20.9 34.9 15.3 10.7 
community 
6. Lack of relevance of environmental issues to my 28.0 22.0 31.8 10.7 7.5 
business 
7. Insufficient information on how to act 13.0 17.7 30.7 26.0 12.6 
8. Poor infrastructure to support activity (e. g. for 10.2 12.5 24.5 22.2 30.6 
re-cycling etc) 
9. Lack of interest from suppliers 20.4 13.0 39.8 14.4 12.5 
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Table 5 Encouraging Environmental Change 

Strongly 
234 

Stronglý 
Disagree Agree 

Statements %%%%% 

1. Carbon pricing schemes and trading are essential to 7.4 8A 31.2 25.6 27.4 
reduce emissions 
2. Eco-taxes should be used to switch businesses away 5.5 5.1 23.5 32.3 33.6 
from high-carbon goods and services 

here should be more legislation to control the 3. T 5.1 8.3 26.3 29.5 30.9 
environmental and social impact of all businesses , 
4. Voluntary action to reduce the environmental impacts 
of one's business is risky as it can result in a loss of 8.3 17.6 28.7 25.9 19A 

competitiveness if others don't follow suit 
5. Regulations to enforce environmental and social 
responsibility ensure that there is a level competitive 3.7 7.4 28.6 33.6 26.7 
playing field 
6.1 need more information on how my business can help 5.6 16.7 20.8 31.5 25.5 
the environment 
7.1 need more information on how my business can 8 23.1 27.8 21.8 5 20 6 become more socially responsible . . 
S. I should be consulted more on how businesses can 0 16.1 36.4 25.8 15.7 6 help the environment . 
9. My landlord can help my business become more 
environmentally friendly 2.3 7.3 17.4 34.9 38.1 

10. Businesses should not act alone but together in 
networks to tackle environmental issues 3.7 6.0 20.3 39.6 30.4 

11. Social responsibility can only be addressed in 
groups, not as individual business owners 

23.6 21.8 26.4 18.1 10.2 

12. Trade associations and networks should play more Of 
a role in helping businesses become more 4.2 5.6 24.8 42.1 23.4 
environmentally friendly 


